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Chapter 1
Introduction: On Welfare and Worldly Value

1.1 The Focus of Inquiry: The Freedom of Axiological Judgments

Hypological, deontic, and axiological judgments are among the many different sorts
of moral judgment, each sort expressing a moral appraisal of some variety. Hypo-
logical judgments are judgments concerned with moral responsibility.1 It is widely
accepted that freedom is relevant to the truth of such judgments. We believe that
a person cannot be morally blameworthy or praiseworthy for an action unless she
exercises “freedom-relevant control” in its performance; in more mundane parlance,
she cannot be responsible unless she acts with “free will.” It has been less commonly
acknowledged that freedom also bears on the truth of morally deontic judgments that
have to do with moral right, wrong, and obligation. For instance, it has been argued
that if an action is morally obligatory for an agent, then she could have refrained
from performing it (Zimmerman 1997, Haji 2002). Relatively little thought, how-
ever, has been invested into whether the truth of axiological judgments—judgments
regarding good or evil—presupposes freedom. I suspect that this important matter
has not garnered the attention that it deserves owing to what is perhaps a prevalent
assumption that freedom leaves axiological appraisals, by and large, unaffected. The
central aim of this book is to dispute this assumption by arguing for the relevance of
freedom to axiology.

Many distinctions within the category of axiological judgments can be made.
Within the broad class of such judgments, the ones of interest in this work are,
first, axiological judgments that are judgments of intrinsic value. Roughly, some-
thing is intrinsically good if it is good “in itself”; it is good “for its own sake” (the
notion of being intrinsically bad is to be similarly understood). This sort of value
is often contrasted with instrumental value, which is one type of extrinsic value:
loosely, something is instrumentally good if it is good as a means; it contributes
either directly or indirectly to the existence of something that is intrinsically good.2

1 Michael Zimmerman (2006, p. 585, n. 1) explains that the term “hypological” is drawn from the
Greek v́πoλoγ oς , meaning “held accountable or liable.”
2 The term “instrumental value” can also be used to refer to a type of intrinsic value. See Ronnow-
Rasmussen (2002b). I make no such use of it in this work.

I. Haji, Freedom and Value, Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy 21,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2009
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2 1 Introduction: On Welfare

Second, the judgments commanding interest may be regarded as a subset of the
class of judgments of intrinsic value. These are axiological judgments that pertain
both to personal well-being (or, alternatively, individual welfare) and to the intrinsic
value of worlds. Regarding the former, philosophers have long inquired into what
makes a life good in itself for the one who lives it. What makes a life high in
individual welfare? Many different answers have been given to this question. He-
donism, for example, is one of them. The hedonist appeals to the view that pleasure
is the good to account for the amount of welfare that an individual enjoys. In the
hedonist’s estimation, the good life is the pleasant life. In contrast, preferentists
maintain that what makes a life intrinsically good for a person is that desires of
some sort are satisfied rather than frustrated within that life. Regarding the assess-
ment of worlds, the concern is not with individual well-being but, rather, with the
intrinsic value of entire worlds: when is one possible world intrinsically better than
another?

If we suspect that freedom in some manner or other affects the intrinsic value of
lives or worlds, how precisely are we to establish that this is so? To make headway,
I harness the following two strategies. First, I agree with a number of theorists that
every axiology—roughly, every theory of intrinsic value—specifies some items that
have their intrinsic values in the most primary way (see, for instance, Harman 1967,
Chisholsm 1986, Feldman 2000, Zimmerman 2001). The basic intrinsic value states
of each axiology are the items that the axiology takes to be the most fundamen-
tal bearers of intrinsic value (Feldman 2004, p. 173). Each of these items has its
intrinsic value in a nonderivative way. Think of each such item as an “atom” of
value. The intrinsic value of a complex thing, such as a life, a world, or the total
consequence of an action, is the sum of the value of its atoms. To appreciate what
these atoms may be on hedonistic axiologies, drawing a distinction between attitu-
dinal pleasures and displeasures, on the one hand, and sensory pleasures and pains,
on the other, is helpful. A person experiences sensory pleasures at a time when
she feels pleasurable sensations. Attitudinal pleasures are not feelings or sensory
pleasures; they need not have any “feel.” Such pleasures are always directed onto
objects; they are propositional attitudes. A person takes attitudinal pleasure in some
state of affairs “if he enjoys it, is pleased about it, is glad that it is happening, is
delighted by it” (Feldman 2004, p. 56).3 To take intrinsic pleasure in a fact is to take
pleasure in it for its own sake (corresponding things are true about displeasures).
One sort of hedonist—the sensory hedonist—proposes that the atoms of value that
contribute to welfare value are episodes of sensory pleasure and sensory pain; a
different sort—the attitudinal hedonist—takes these atoms to be episodes of intrin-
sic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures. A preferentist, in contrast, may

3 For more on the distinction between sensory and nonsensory pleasures, see, for exam-
ple, Brentano (1969, pp. 154–155); Chisholsm (1986, p. 26); and Lemos (1994, pp. 67–73).
Zimmerman (2001, pp. 195–198) proposes that attitudinal pleasures and displeasures do have an
affective aspect, so an adequate account of the nature of attitudinal pleasure and displeasure must
make reference to their affective aspect; and that an adequate account of the value of these attitudes
must also make reference to this aspect.



1.1 The Focus of Inquiry: The Freedom of Axiological Judgments 3

take episodes of desire satisfactions and desire frustrations of one’s actual desires
to be the atoms. On the first strategy to uncover the freedom presuppositions of
life- or world-ranking axiological judgments, we inquire into whether free “posi-
tive” atoms—free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures, for example—are intrinsically bet-
ter than (or maybe not as good as) otherwise similar atoms that are unfree, and
whether free “negative” atoms—free intrinsic displeasures, for instance—are not as
bad as (or perhaps worse than) otherwise similar unfree atoms, the freedom at issue
being the freedom that moral responsibility demands. Are there indeed reasons to
believe that free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures, for instance, are more valuable than
otherwise similar unfree pleasures? And if they are more valuable, are they more
valuable for the world or for the well-being of the subject who receives them or
for both?

I believe that this first strategy can be effectively implemented only in connection
with substantive views about the good life or about the intrinsic value of worlds. For
the most part, the substantive theories to which discussion in this work is confined
are various forms of attitudinal hedonism. I shall, though, also address some vari-
eties of preferentism and a prominent version of a “whole-life satisfaction” account
of welfare that explains personal well-being by appealing to a certain “whole-life”
view of happiness (Sumner 1996). In this way, the inquiry into the freedom presup-
positions of the pertinent axiological judgments will be restricted but rendered more
manageable at the same time.

Second, having made the prima facie case that free positive atoms (on some of
the substantive views at issue) are better either for lives or worlds than otherwise
similar atoms that are not free and that free negative atoms are not as bad, again
either for lives or worlds, as otherwise similar unfree atoms, we may look more
closely at the very constituents of the atoms. We may ask whether these constituents
themselves have freedom presuppositions. As an illustration, many have supposed
that deserved intrinsic pleasures are better than corresponding pleasures that are
not deserved and that deserved intrinsic displeasures are not as bad as otherwise
similar displeasures that are not deserved. Suppose that on some credible version of
attitudinal hedonism, desert of intrinsic pleasure (or of intrinsic displeasure) is an
element of an atom—a “world atom”—that pertains to the intrinsic value of worlds.
An action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is a pleasure that, if deserved, is deserved
on the basis of performing some action. If it can be argued that such a pleasure
(or displeasure) is deserved only if it is free, and if it can further be secured that a
pleasure is free only if it causally derives from a decision that is free, then we can
show that freedom has an indirect impact on the intrinsic value of worlds by way of
having an impact on desert and mental action.

A predominant part of my interest in uncovering the freedom presuppositions
of various axiological judgments resides in the following. Determinism is the thesis
that there is at any instant exactly one physically possible future (van Inwagen 1983,
p. 3). On this picture, the future is not a “garden of forking paths” but is a branch-
less extension of the past. One of the central questions in the free-will debate is
whether the freedom that moral responsibility requires is compatible with determin-
ism. What this freedom amounts to is, of course, something that is hotly debated.
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Some theorists have argued that a person has the right sort of freedom or control
only if she had genuine alternatives; she “could have done otherwise” (see e.g., van
Inwagen 1983, Ginet 1996). Others have suggested that a person has the required
control only if she is appropriately sensitive to reasons; she would, under specified
conditions, have performed some other action were apt reasons present (see, e.g.,
Fischer and Ravizza 1998, Haji 1998); still others have maintained that a person has
the pertinent control just in case she identifies with the action’s motivating desires
(Frankfurt 1971); and yet others have defended the view that the germane control
consists in the action being produced nondeviantly by causal antecedents such as
desires, beliefs, values, and so forth that satisfy certain constraints (Mele 1995).
If determinism is true (i.e., if it is true that all events are deterministically caused
or, as I shall say, are “causally determined”), the “genuine” (nonrelational) facts
of the past, together with the laws of nature, entail all truths. Compatibilists have
argued that determinism poses no threat to judgments of moral praiseworthiness or
moral blameworthiness. More generally, they defend the view that free action and
moral responsibility are compatible with determinism. Incompatibilism is the de-
nial of compatibilism. Incompatibilists, for one or more reasons, have championed
the view that determinism undermines the truth of hypological judgments. Some
incompatibilists have attempted to show that determinism rules out alternative pos-
sibilities. They have gone on to claim that freedom to do otherwise is necessary
for responsibility, and thus have arrived at the conclusion that determinism and
responsibility are not friendly partners. Other incompatibilists have proposed that
if our actions originate in sources over which we have no control, then we are
not the ultimate originators of these actions. Such “source incompatibilists” have
suggested that “ultimate origination” is a requirement of free action and respon-
sibility, and thus have, via this route, concluded once again that determinism and
responsibility are incompatible. Libertarians are incompatibilists who believe that
at least some of us, at times, perform free actions for which we are morally re-
sponsible; their view implies that if we are morally responsible, then determinism is
false.

Assume, for the sake of explaining a pivotal incentive to inquire into the freedom
presuppositions of axiological appraisals having to do with welfare and worlds,
that incompatibilists in the free-will battle have won the day. If determinism un-
dermines the freedom that moral responsibility requires and if it is also true that
free atoms (on the substantive axiologies in question) are more intrinsically valu-
able than otherwise similar unfree atoms, then determinism has a nontrivial ef-
fect on intrinsic value. Further, suppose it can be shown that the freedom of the
atoms on a given axiology traces to, or is derivative from, the freedom of vari-
ous actions, such as (the making of) decisions. Then this opens up another venue
for the incompatibilist to marshal support for the view that determinism is more
menacing than it has hitherto been appreciated to be: it has a definite impact on
various, significant axiological appraisals. So just as one may wonder whether de-
terminism is compatible with the truth of hypological judgments, so, too, one may
wonder whether determinism is compatible with the truth of various axiological
judgments.
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1.2 Synopsis

There is a trio of major themes that this book explores or develops. I outline these
themes first. Then I follow with a chapter-by-chapter summary.

1.2.1 Major Themes

The first theme focuses on freedom and personal welfare. I advance a prima facie
case for the view that just as freedom has an impact on the truth of judgments of
moral responsibility, so freedom has an impact on the truth of judgments of welfare.
While positive atoms (e.g., episodes of pleasure on hedonistic views or desire satis-
factions on preferentist views) enhance intrinsic value, negative atoms (episodes of
displeasure on various hedonistic views or desire frustrations on preferentist views,
for instance) mitigate such value. I argue that on promising hedonistic views or
preferentist views or whole-life satisfaction views of welfare, free positive “life
atoms”—atoms that contribute to welfare value—are better than otherwise similar
unfree atoms, and free negative life atoms are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree
atoms. For example, freely taking pleasure in something is better than an otherwise
similar unfree atom, and freely taking displeasure in something is not as bad as an
otherwise similar unfree atom. So a life with free atoms of value, other things being
equal, is better in itself for the person than an otherwise similar life containing un-
free atoms. If this is all true, then determinism (given incompatibilist assumptions)
should have a negative impact on personal welfare.

The second major theme concentrates on freedom and worldly value. I make a
case for the view that freedom has a marked impact on the truth of judgments of
worldly value. I argue that free positive world atoms—atoms that enhance worldly
value—are better than otherwise similar atoms that are unfree, and that free nega-
tive world atoms—atoms that assuage worldly value—are not as bad as otherwise
similar atoms that are unfree. So a world with free atoms of value, other things be-
ing equal, is intrinsically better than an otherwise similar world with unfree atoms.
Again determinism (on incompatibilist assumptions) should have a negative impact
on worldly value.

A prevalent position in the recent literature on freedom and responsibility is
that lack of free will is not such a bad thing (Waller 1990, Honderich 1993, 2002;
Pereboom 2001, 2002; Double 2004). The third primary theme makes a case for the
view that living without free will does, contrary to this position, have serious hitherto
unnoticed costs that are associated with the intrinsic value of lives and worlds.

One central project in moral philosophy is the attempt to identify the good life—
the attempt to identify the features in virtue of which a person’s life is good in
itself for that person. Many theories about rationality also presuppose the notion of
a good life. On these views, the concept of rationality is to be explained by appeal to
the concept of individual well-being. What’s rational for you to do is what will most
enhance your well-being (usually weighted for probability). The first major theme—
what influence does free will (or its lack) have on personal well-being?—is directly
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relevant to these fundamental issues. Another central project in moral philosophy
is the attempt to explain the concept of obligation in terms of the intrinsic value
of worlds. The second major theme—what influence does free will (or its lack)
have on worldly value?—bears significantly on this project. A project pivotal in the
literature on free will is whether being deprived of freedom is such a bad thing. The
third major theme—what are the implications of the view that, other things being
equal, freedom enhances welfare value and worldly value for various issues in the
free-will debate?—speaks to this project.

1.2.2 Chapter-by-Chapter Summary

The book is organized as follows. Refer to an axiology that ranks lives (as I shall
say)—an axiology that responds to what makes a person’s life good in itself for
that person—as a “life-ranking axiology” and to an axiology that ranks worlds
as a “world-ranking axiology.” I begin in Chapter 2 with a clear formulation of a
relatively simple version of intrinsic attitudinal hedonism that derives from Fred
Feldman’s insightful work on hedonism. According to the simple theory, which,
in one incarnation at least, is a life-ranking axiology, the atoms of value that it
selects (the life atoms) are episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic
displeasures. I summarize pivotal reasons to prefer this theory to more traditional
forms of hedonism on which the life atoms are episodes of sensory pleasure and
pain. Departures from the simple theory are introduced to handle various objections
to the theory. Some of the modified versions resulting from the simple theory, for
example, adjust the values of episodes of intrinsic pleasure (and intrinsic displea-
sure) in accordance with whether or not the objects of one’s pleasures are true, or
in accordance with whether or not the objects of one’s pleasures deserve to have
pleasure taken in them.

In Chapter 3, conscripting the first of the strategies that I outlined above, I ad-
vance considerations in support of the view that a life-ranking axiology, such as
the simple theory, should adjust the value of its life atoms to reflect the extent to
which they are free. I explain that if a pleasure is free, it is only indirectly so: its
freedom traces to, or derives from, the freedom of decisions. I construct various
freedom-sensitive accounts of intrinsic attitudinal hedonism—life-ranking accounts
that adjust the values of intrinsic pleasures (and intrinsic displeasures) in accordance
with whether or not the pleasures (and displeasures) are free. I then defend selected
versions of these freedom-sensitive views against various objections. I settle on what
I deem is the best contender. On this freedom-sensitive contender, free intrinsic
attitudinal pleasures are better than otherwise similar unfree ones, and free intrinsic
displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree ones.

Presupposing an account of attitudinal hedonism as a life-ranking axiology, free-
dom may have a direct bearing on welfare if it is indeed the case that free pleasures
are better than otherwise similar unfree ones and free displeasures are not as bad
as otherwise similar unfree ones. In Chapter 4, I explore whether freedom has a
somewhat oblique impact on well-being. I pursue this line of thought: suppose de-
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served intrinsic pleasures are better than otherwise similar pleasures that are not
deserved, and that deserved intrinsic displeasures are not as bad as otherwise sim-
ilar displeasures that are not deserved. Owing to its being plausible that freedom
influences attributions of desert, it is reasonable to think that freedom influences the
intrinsic values of deserved (or undeserved) pleasures and deserved (or undeserved)
displeasures. Suppose, further, that the atoms pertinent to evaluating welfare include
information about the extent to which episodes of intrinsic pleasures and intrinsic
displeasures are deserved. Then, via having an influence on the desert of pleasures
and displeasures, freedom affects welfare. The official position I defend is that with
some version of attitudinal hedonism as the life-ranking axiology, it is plausible
that the value of life atoms be adjusted to reflect the extent to which pleasures and
displeasures are deserved or not deserved, if it is also plausible that the value of such
atoms be adjusted on the basis of whether the objects of the pleasures or displeasures
are true or if it is plausible that the value of these atoms be adjusted on the basis of
whether the objects of the pleasures (or displeasures) are objects that deserve to
have pleasure (or displeasure) taken in them. I confess, though, to being drawn to
the view that desert, really, has an impact on the value of worlds and not on the value
of lives.

To understand the influence of freedom on episodes of intrinsic attitudinal plea-
sure and displeasure and to apprehend freedom’s influence on desert of such plea-
sures and displeasures, it is necessary to say something about the freedom of our
decisions. This is partly because, as I have registered, if attitudinal pleasures (or
displeasures) are free, they are only indirectly so: their freedom derives from the
freedom of elements in our mental life with respect to which we are directly free. On
the view that I favor, these elements are decisions. I propose that a decision is free
if and only if its agent has control in making it and it causally arises nondeviantly
from springs of action, such as desires and beliefs, that are “truly the agent’s own”
or “authentic.” Thus, if an episode of attitudinal pleasure (or displeasure) is free, it
derives from springs of action that are authentic. I devote Chapter 5 to giving an
account of the authenticity of actional springs.

In Chapter 6, I highlight the impact of freedom both on welfare and on the value
of worlds by inquiring into whether the truth or falsity of determinism would have a
bearing on welfare or worldly value. First, I discuss several arguments to the effect
that if source incompatibilism is true, determinism has a definite impact on well-
being and the value of worlds, on the assumption that freedom-sensitive versions of
attitudinal hedonism to be introduced are either life- or world-ranking axiologies.
Then I discuss the impact, if any, that compatibilist and libertarian views have on
welfare and the value of worlds, again assuming that apt life- and world-ranking
freedom-sensitive versions of attitudinal hedonism are true.

The influence of specific versions of world-ranking freedom-sensitive attitudinal
hedonism on moral obligation is the broad topic of Chapter 7. It has seemed very
natural to many that our fundamental moral obligation is to do the best we can—to
make the world as good as we can. Assume that some version of freedom-sensitive
attitudinal hedonism—specifically, a version on which the values of world atoms are
sensitive both to freedom and desert—provides the axiology that yields a ranking
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of possible worlds in terms of their intrinsic values. Given these presuppositions,
in this chapter, I first argue that determinism has a nontrivial impact on obligation
owing to its impact on the value of world atoms. On some accounts of a freedom-
sensitive axiology, determinism undermines obligation; on other accounts, although
determinism does not impugn the truth of morally deontic judgments because of
its impact on the value of world atoms, determinism nevertheless has an effect on
obligation as a result of this impact. On route to securing these conclusions, I for-
mulate various theories of freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism as world-ranking
axiologies and advance reasons for preferring one of them.

Totalism is the view that the value of a world is the sum of the value of the
world atoms that it contains. The preferred world-ranking axiology introduced in
this chapter (Chapter 7) that adjusts the values of its atoms for both freedom and
desert is a totalistic axiology. Derek Parfit has argued that any totalistic axiology
succumbs to the so-called problem of the “repugnant conclusion.” Briefly, the prob-
lem is this: if there are very many recipients of value in a world, a totalistic axiology
rates the world as highly good even though each of its recipients receives a nominal
share of the value. In addition, such an axiology rates a world with relatively fewer
inhabitants, each of whom receives a far larger share of value but whose worldly
value is lower than the worldly value of the first, as worse than the highly populous
world; it does so even though each denizen of the less populous world fares much
better (Parfit 1984, p. 383). Many find this conclusion repugnant: surely the less
populous world is superior. Addressing this objection is the second major undertak-
ing in Chapter 7. I argue that the objection does not impugn totalism.

Finally, I confirm that on the freedom- and desert-sensitive world-ranking axiol-
ogy that I prefer, there is a nontrivial connection between moral obligation, on the
one hand, and the inauthenticity of our springs of action, on the other: it is possible
that, in virtue of an action arising from inauthentic springs, its agent is not morally
obligated to perform this action.

Derk Pereboom has recently advanced a powerful defense of a position in the
free-will debate that he calls “hard incompatibilism.” According to this position,
with the exception of agent-causal accounts of free action or moral responsibility,
no compatibilist or libertarian account is true. Pereboom believes, further, that since
there is no scientific evidence to corroborate the view that we are agent-causes,
we are, in effect, without free will. A significant supplement to Pereboom’s hard
incompatibilism (elements of which are shared by some other incompatibilists)
is that, contrary to what many have believed, a life devoid of free action would
not be as detrimental as it has often been made out to be and, in certain respects,
such a life would even be beneficial (Pereboom 1995, 2001, 2002). Pereboom for
instance, argues that though lack of this freedom undermines appraisals of moral
praiseworthiness and moral blameworthiness, its absence leaves intact other sorts
of moral appraisal, such as appraisals of moral obligation, right, and wrong. In
Chapter 8, I undertake to show that a hard incompatibilist who accepts the preferred
freedom- and desert-sensitive world-ranker discussed in the previous chapter does,
pace Pereboom, incur costs having to do with both the repugnant conclusion and
moral obligation.
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In Chapter 9, I discuss yet another cost of hard incompatibilism. Invoking hard
incompatibilist assumptions, I argue, first, that determinism (and so hard incompat-
ibilism) is incompatible with the truth of judgments of practical reason; if determin-
ism is true, for instance, then no one can have an objective, pro tanto reason to do
anything. I propose, next, that there is a connection between values expressed by
states of affairs, such as Simon’s taking pleasure in drinking wine is intrinsically
good for Simon and Al’s taking displeasure in sitting in the sun is intrinsically
bad for Al, and practical reasons that is pertinent to whether determinism has an
influence on such values: if, for instance, the former state of affairs obtains, then
Simon has a (possibly defeasible) pro tanto reason to bring about the state of affairs
his being pleased in drinking wine. On certain incompatibilist presuppositions, as
determinism precludes the having of practical reasons, determinism precludes such
values as well. I also outline an argument for the view that determinism undermines
moral obligation owing to determinism’s undermining the intrinsic value of worlds
(again, appealing to certain incompatibilist assumptions and assumptions about the
correct life- and world-ranking axiologies).

Adding to the presuppositions, first, that we morally ought to do the best we
can and, second, that a freedom- and desert-sensitive axiology is the world-ranking
axiology, the additional presupposition that one cannot, at a time, have a moral
obligation to do something unless one has, at that time, a “genuine” alternative,
in Chapter 10 I argue that moral obligation is subject to luck in a fashion in which I
explain because the intrinsic value of worlds is itself subject to luck. The influence
of “axiologically laden” luck on well-being is also touched upon briefly.

Some may think that freedom has an influence on intrinsic value only if the life-
and world-ranking axiologies are varieties of attitudinal hedonism. In Chapter 11, I
show that this claim is mistaken. Having formulated what is a fairly sophisticated
version of preferentism, I argue that even this version yields implausible ratings
of lives in virtue of not being sensitive to considerations of freedom. The freedom
concerns an aspect of the freedom of desires: the desires are free in that they must
be truly one’s own or authentic.

Finally, in Chapter 12, toward further motivating the view that freedom is a con-
stituent of any life- or world-ranking axiology, I discuss L.W. Sumner’s insightful
account of welfare. Sumner’s account builds on a “whole life satisfaction” theory of
happiness. Interestingly, Sumner attaches an authenticity requirement on happiness,
though details of the requirement are not supplied. His account of welfare, thus,
inherits this authenticity requirement. In roughly hewn strokes, Sumner proposes
that a person’s life is going well for her if and only if she judges—she makes a
happiness judgment—that, on balance, her life measures up favorably against her
“life ideal”; this judgment of hers is relevant, sincere, considered, informed, and au-
tonomous, and she feels satisfied or fulfilled with her life (Sumner 1996, Chapter 6).
I argue that if Sumner’s axiology is the correct life-ranking axiology, then if hard
incompatibilism is true, our lives are shorn of welfare value.



Chapter 2
Attitudinal Hedonism

2.1 Simple Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

I begin by introducing a straightforward, relatively simple version of attitudinal he-
donism. To formulate this simple theory, a few things about the basic intrinsic value
states—the atoms of value—on this axiology first require elucidation. I assume in
what follows that basic intrinsic value states are all finely grained propositional
entities; they are states of affairs. There is no general consensus on the truth of
this assumption. So, for example, Noah Lemos describes what he takes to be the
bearers of intrinsic value as abstract, but it appears that he does not believe that these
abstract objects are states of affairs (Lemos 1994, pp. 20–31). Moore, at times, talks
of individual physical objects, such as books, as having intrinsic value ([1903] 1962,
p. 3). Michael Zimmerman proposes that the bearers of value are concrete states of
individuals (2001, pp. 52–64). Fortunately, this dispute in axiology concerning the
ontology of the bearers of intrinsic value is of no consequence to one of the key
themes of this book—exposing the freedom presuppositions of the atoms of value
of both life- and world-ranking axiologies.

We now record the following about basics. First, each of the basic intrinsic value
states on an axiology has its intrinsic value in a nonderivative way. The atoms do
not, for example, have their intrinsic values because they are conjunctions of smaller
items that are intrinsically good (Feldman 2004, p. 173). Further, assume that there
are minimal, nonoverlapping intervals of time. Explicating, Feldman writes

To say that time is discretized is to say that time is broken down into a sequence of tiny
intervals. Each of the intervals is of very tiny duration: the collection of them is exclusive,
in the sense that no two of them overlap temporally; and the collection is exhaustive, in
the sense that there is no period of time that falls outside the collection. If you have all the
minimal intervals, you have all the time there is (2004, p. 174).

The assumption that time is discretized reveals another way in which a state of
affairs might have its value derivatively. Suppose a sensory hedonist believes that the
positive atoms of intrinsic value are episodes of sensory pleasure; they are states of
affairs in which some person feels sensory pleasure of some intensity for some dura-
tion. And suppose this sort of hedonist thinks that the negative atoms are episodes of
sensory pain. If a person feels pleasure throughout a duration lasting 5 minutes, the

I. Haji, Freedom and Value, Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy 21,
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person, it seems, also feels pleasure at many shorter intervals during the 5-minute
period. If we count each of these overlapping intervals, we will have overestimated
the amount of pleasure he feels during this period. Temporal discretization goes
some way toward enabling us to cope with this problem. Basics are all alike with
respect to duration: each basic state is about someone’s pleasure at a precise, named,
minimal unit of time. A 5-minute episode of pleasure is a nonbasic state containing
a large collection of such basic value states (2004, p. 174).

In addition, a generalized state of affairs such as everyone feeling lots of pleasure
at t, where t indicates one of the minimal units of time is not a basic state. On a
hedonistic axiology, this state is intrinsically good in virtue of its being the case
that specific facts about the pleasures of specific individuals—“everyone”—are true
(2004, p. 174).

Second, the basic intrinsic value states on an axiology must contain no more
than the elementary bits of information that bear on intrinsic value according to
the axiology in question; basics are stripped off all extraneous information. On the
version of sensory hedonism to which we have just alluded, the positive atoms would
all look relevantly like the following:

B1: Bob feeling sensory pleasure of intensity +7 at noon on October 16, 2001.

The essential bits of information in basics of this sort are who is feeling the sen-
sory pleasure? How much pleasure is he feeling? When is he feeling it? The added
bit of information that while sipping a soda Bob feels the seven hedons of pleasure
that he does is superfluous to a basic’s information; the intrinsic value of the basic
on this axiology does not depend on this fact. Again, a basic value state contains no
information beyond the information that is strictly relevant to its determination of
intrinsic value.

To underscore this vital point, Feldman invites us to reflect on the logical struc-
ture of basics. Regarding B1, letting “t” stand for the indicated date, and letting “b”
stand for Bob, we can introduce “P” as a three-place relational predicate designat-
ing the feeling of sensory pleasure by someone to some degree at some time. The
underlying logical structure of B can be represented in this way:

B1∗ : Pb, t,+7.

The attribution of sensory pleasure to Bob in B1∗ is a pure attribution of sensory
pleasure since the other constituents of B1∗ are all picked out by mere tags—rigid
designators. The state of affairs B1∗ expresses is an attribution of sensory pleasure
to a person, at a designated minimal time, to a precise and designated degree (2004,
p. 176).

Third, if some state of affairs is a basic intrinsic value state on some axiology,
then it must have a fully determinate intrinsic value on that axiology, and it must
have it intrinsically (2004, p. 175).1 I accept the view that the intrinsic value of a

1 For skepticism concerning the view that a basic has a fully determinate intrinsic value, see
Lemos (2006).
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thing is a component of its value that depends on the intrinsic features of the thing
and not on its relations.

Fourth, what makes a life or a world valuable is not the basic intrinsic value states
that exist in that life or world but the basic value states that obtain in it. Assuming
that B1 is a basic value state of some form of sensory hedonism, if B1 does not
obtain, it contributes nothing of value to Bob’s life or to the world despite the fact
that it itself is intrinsically good and exists at each world (Feldman 2000, p. 323,
p. 344, n. 25.)

What counts as a basic will vary across axiologies. The basics on the simple
version of attitudinal hedonism are all fully determinate, precise, “pared down”
attributions of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure, all relevantly like
this:

B2: At noon on Tuesday, October 16, 2001, Bob takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
of intensity +8 in the fact that Bob’s beer is frosty cold.

Letting “c” stand for the state of affairs Bob’s beer being frosty cold, “t” for the
indicated date, and “b” for Bob, introduce “P” as a four-place relational predicate
that designates the taking of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure by someone to some degree
(where degree is a measure of strength of attitude) at some time in some object. B2’s
logical structure can be represented as follows:

B2∗ : Pb, t,+8.

In addition to pure attributions of pleasure, as in B2, there are also pure attribu-
tions of displeasure (attitudinal pain) on this axiology. Here is an example:

B3: At noon on Tuesday, October 16, 2001, Bob takes intrinsic displeasure of inten-
sity +3 in the fact that Bob’s peanuts are soggy.

Prior to presenting the simple theory, let us recapitulate. First, attitudinal plea-
sures and displeasures are propositional attitudes. They may involve sensations or
feelings, but they need not always do so. What, precisely, is the appropriate atti-
tude? The attitude cannot be characterized too broadly as simply a pro attitude—an
attitude of being for or in favor of something—for one can favor something without
taking pleasure in it. Rather, the attitude appears to be something like enjoyment
(though, again, enjoyment that is not essentially associated with feelings of enjoy-
ment or sensory pleasures). One can take attitudinal pleasure and displeasure in just
about any kind of object, and if no sensation is involved, no feeling is involved.2

Second, to take intrinsic pleasure or intrinsic displeasure in an object is to take plea-
sure or displeasure in it for its own sake. Third, whenever a person takes intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure in something, he takes pleasure of some degree. “Degree” here is

2 There is an instructive discussion on what the appropriate attitude might be, and on the connection
between attitudinal pleasures (displeasures) and sensory pleasures (displeasures) in Sumner (2006).
On Feldman’s view, a sensation is a sensory pleasure for a person at a time t, if and only if this
person takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the fact that she is experiencing that sensation at t.
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not to be understood as intensity of any sensation. It is to be understood as strength
of attitude. Fourth, when a person takes intrinsic pleasure in something, he does so
for a minimal nonoverlapping period of time. Thus, there are minimal episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and minimal episodes of intrinsic displeasure. Accord-
ing to the simple theory, the atoms of intrinsic value—the basics—are (minimal)
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure all relevantly like
B2 and B3. The theory—“simple intrinsic attitudinal hedonism”—may be formu-
lated in this way:

Simple Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism (SIAH)

i. Every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure—every basic or atom such as B2—is
intrinsically good; every episode of intrinsic displeasure—every basic or atom such as
B3—is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the amount of
pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic displea-
sure is equal to –(the amount of displeasure contained in that episode) (Feldman 2004,
p. 66).

Simple intrinsic attitudinal hedonism is compatible with its being the case that
the atoms that contribute to the intrinsic value of a world (“world atoms” as we
have said) may differ, in significant respects, from the atoms that contribute to the
intrinsic value of a person’s life (“life atoms”). We will revert to this point later.
Concerning lives, clauses (i) and (ii) are to be supplemented with a third:

iii. The intrinsic value of a life is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the life, in such a way that
one life is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net amount of intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net amount of intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure in the other (Feldman 2004, p. 66).3

Simple intrinsic attitudinal hedonism may profitably be compared with a default
version of sensory hedonism. Making some assumptions about sensory pleasures
and pains, each episode of sensory pleasure contains an amount of pleasure that is a
product of its intensity and duration. Call a unit of pleasure a “hedon.” Stronger and
longer episodes of sensory pleasure contain more hedons than weaker and shorter
episodes. Similar things are true about episodes of sensory pains. Call one unit of
pain a “dolor.” Assume that pain is “opposite” to pleasure, so we can speak of the
balance of pleasure over pain. The net sensory pleasure that a person feels during a
stretch of time is obtained by subtracting the number of dolors that she feels during
that stretch from the number of hedons that she feels during that stretch. We said
that on the default axiology, the atoms of value are episodes of sensory pleasure and
sensory pain. The theory can be stated in this way:

3 Sumner (1996, pp. 103–112) invites us to think of this sort of hedonism as an improvement over
the default theory. In the terminology that he adopts, “suffering” denotes displeasure (or something
like it) and “enjoyment” refers to attitudinal pleasure (or something akin to it). On suffering and
enjoyment, also see Sumner (1996), pp. 142–143.
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Default Sensory Hedonism (DSH)

i. Every episode of sensory pleasure is intrinsically good; every episode of sensory pain
is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of an episode of sensory pleasure is equal to the number of hedons
of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of an episode of sensory pain
is equal to –(the number of dolors of pain contained in that episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a life is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes
of sensory pleasure and pain contained in the life, in such a way that one life is intrin-
sically better than another if and only if the net amount of sensory pleasure in the one
is greater than the net amount of sensory pleasure in the other.

2.2 Some Merits of Attitudinal Hedonism

Attitudinal hedonism has attractive advantages over the default theory in that the
simple theory or modified versions of this theory escape troubling objections that
have been advanced against the default theory. I limit discussion to three objections
that many have considered to be of the most serious sort that afflict versions of
sensory hedonism akin to the default theory. For each objection, I first summarize
the objection. I then explain what resources the simple theory or an adjusted version
of the simple theory has at its disposal to circumvent the objection.

2.2.1 A Problem Concerning Nonexistent Pleasures

It certainly seems possible that some lives might be good even though they do not
contain any sensory pleasures. Imagine a person who strives to achieve peace and
tranquility in her life. Her ideal of a good life for her is a life given up to meditation,
a life devoid of sensory pleasure and pain. Suppose this person achieves this ideal.
She is completely satisfied with various facts about her life, including the fact that
she is not experiencing any pleasure or pain. The default theory implies that this
person did not have a good life; her life was low in welfare value. But this seems
wrong. Our ascetic enjoyed her life; she got everything she wanted at every moment.
The simple theory does not have this disturbing implication. Since the ascetic takes
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the fact that she gets peace and quiet and (we may
assume) takes no displeasure in this fact, SIAH yields the result that her life is high
in welfare value (Feldman 2004, pp. 49–51, 68–69).

2.2.2 A Problem Concerning False Pleasures

One of the most forceful objections to default sensory hedonism turns on the fact
that if two lives are alike with respect to sensory pleasures and pains, then those
lives are of equal (welfare) value. This is true even if the pleasures in the one are
“true pleasures”; they all derive from, or are connected with, facts that obtain in
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the world, whereas the pleasures in the other are “false pleasures”; they all are
associated with what is perceived or taken to be true but with what is not in fact
true. As an illustration, imagine that a first businessman experiences many episodes
of sensory pleasure, each resulting from something he takes to be true, such as
being respected by his colleagues, but that is in fact false. His associates actually
think little of him. If he were to discover the truth, this first businessman would be
filled with sensory pain. The second businessman, a cousin of the first, enjoys just
the sorts of thing that the first does. But he is not relevantly deceived: the objects of
his sensory pleasures (and pains) are all “real.” We may suppose that the two lives
are phenomenologically indiscernible from the “inside.” The default theory has the
counterintuitive implication (as some see it) that the value of the life for the deceived
businessman is just the same as the value of the life for his cousin.

Attitudinal hedonism, in its simple form, succumbs to a similar objection. We
may suppose that a person’s life contains far more intrinsic attitudinal pleasures
than intrinsic displeasures, but each of the states of affairs in which the person
takes intrinsic pleasure is false. Again, some may object that this person’s life
should not be, contrary to what the simple theory implies, rated as highly intrin-
sically good (see, e.g., Griffin 1986, pp. 8–9; Sumner 1996, pp. 94–98; Kagan 1998,
pp. 34–36; Adams 1999, p. 84; and Feldman 2004, pp. 109–114). Amplifying this
sort of objection, imagine that the first businessman takes intrinsic attitudinal plea-
sure in many states of affairs, believing that they are all true. But they are in fact all
false. The second businessman takes intrinsic pleasure in things just like the ones
the first businessman enjoys. Further, he is not relevantly deceived: the objects of
his attitudinal pleasures (and displeasures) are all as he takes them to be. Stipulate
that the two lives “feel” exactly the same from the “inside” (Feldman 2004, p. 110;
Kagan 1998, pp. 34–36). The simple theory implies that these lives are of equal
value. To many, this may seem unacceptable. So, some may conclude that the simple
theory is refuted.

Feldman proposes that if we think that this is a legitimate shortcoming of SIAH,
this theory, unlike the default theory, may be tailored to accommodate the sug-
gestion, implicit in the objection, that the value of an episode of intrinsic attitudi-
nal pleasure be appropriately sensitive to truth. Truth-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal
hedonism (TIAH) adjusts the values of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
according to whether the pleasures are taken in false objects but not of intrinsic
displeasures for reasons that Feldman discusses (2004, p. 111). On this adjustment,

[W]e can say that the fundamental goods are takings of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in
various states of affairs, but we can modify this by saying that such takings of pleasure
enhance the value of a life more when they are takings of pleasure in true states of affairs.
This single modification yields a view according to which the life of the deceived business-
man is much less good in itself for him, even if internally indiscernible from the life of his
cousin, the undeceived businessman, whose mental life feels to him just like his cousin’s
feels to his cousin, but whose family and colleagues are in reality as they appear to him to
be (Feldman 2004, p. 111).

The suggestion in this paragraph is that the simple theory can be enriched with
the supplement that taking intrinsic pleasure in a true state of affairs augments the
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value of that pleasure—it makes the pleasure better (2004, pp. 112–114, 181–182).
This truth-sensitive hedonism has it that truth has no independent welfare value;
rather, truth enhances the intrinsic value of the only things that are the bearers
of welfare value—atoms of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure. On the
truth-adjusted theory, basic intrinsic value states are of the form S takes intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure at time t of intensity n1 and duration m1 in state of affairs P
when P is true (false).

It may be instructive to formulate the theory more precisely. Feldman proposes
that the truth-adjusted amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in an episode of in-
trinsic attitudinal pleasure is determined in this way: first, find the intensity and
duration of the pleasure in that episode (as we have explained, the duration will be a
minimal one on the assumption that time is discretized). The product of these things
gives us the “raw amount” of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in that episode. If the
pleasure is taken in a true object, multiply this product by 1. If the pleasure is taken
in a false object, multiply the product by 0.1. I suggest that the multiplication by
whatever factor be construed as reflecting the value of truth on episodes of intrinsic
pleasures. The amount of pleasure in an episode of intrinsic pleasure is determined
by the intensity (and duration, though durations are all taken to be minimal) of the
pleasure. It will be convenient to say that the result of such products is the truth-
adjusted amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in that episode. Let the value of an
episode of intrinsic pleasure depend upon the truth-adjusted amount of pleasure it
contains. The theory can be summarized in this way:

Truth-Adjusted Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism (TAIAH)

i. Every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every episode of
intrinsic displeasure is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the truth-
adjusted amount of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of an episode
of displeasure is equal to –(the amount of intrinsic displeasure contained in that
episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a life is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the life, in such a way that
one life is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net truth-adjusted amount
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net truth-adjusted amount
of that sort of pleasure in the other (2004, p. 112).

One might, of course, wonder about why, exactly, attitudinal hedonism should
be truth-adjusted: even if one agrees that the second businessman’s life is better for
him than the first businessman’s life is for him (the first), we have not yet specified
the grounds on which we should reach this conclusion. Various axiologists have
advanced different considerations for truth adjustment, whether they are hedonists,
desire-fulfillment theorists, or yet other sorts of welfare theorists. James Griffin,
for example, says that in important areas of his life, he would prefer bitter truth
to comfortable delusion. Even if he were surrounded by consummate actors who
were able to give him “sweet simulcura of love and affection,” he would prefer
truth. He adds that he would prefer truth “not because it would be morally better, or
aesthetically better, or more noble, but because it would make for a better life
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for me to live” (Griffin 1986, p. 9). Robert Nozick claims that he would not plug
into an “experience machine” because besides the introspectible features of our
experiences, we also want to do certain things and be a certain sort of person (Noz-
ick 1974, p. 43). L. W. Sumner proposes that the trouble with theories such as the
simple theory is that according to them, we may assess how well our lives are going
just by attending to how they seem from the inside, “bracketing off all questions
of their anchoring in the external world” (Sumner 1996, p. 98). He says that any
theory with this implication is too “interior and solipsistic to provide a descriptively
adequate account of the nature of welfare” (1996, p. 98). Perhaps unifying these
seemingly diverse rationales is the thought that if you care about truth—if you take
truth to be an important constituent of your well-being—then any theory of welfare
such as the simple theory, on which your welfare turns entirely on how your life
“appears to you from the inside,” is defective. To many of us, truth does indeed
matter.

Although the truth-adjusted theory deflects the objection from false pleasures,
it falls victim to another problem; it is not sensitive to the freedom of intrinsic
pleasures (and intrinsic displeasures). Before developing this concern, let us look at
another alleged problem that some have judged tells against both the default theory
and the simple theory.

2.2.3 A Problem Concerning Base Pleasures

With the default theory in our evaluative sights, suppose again that a person’s life
contains far more sensory pleasures than pains but this time all his pleasures derive
from “worthless” or base objects. Moore speaks of “a perpetual indulgence in bes-
tiality” ([1903] 1962, Chapter III, Section 56). We may take Moore and like-minded
people to be objecting that this person’s life should not, unlike what the default
theory implies, qualify as highly intrinsically good. A similar problem seems to
infect the simple theory. Imagine that the person’s life contains far more intrinsic
attitudinal pleasures than intrinsic displeasures and that all his intrinsic pleasures
are pleasures taken in worthless or base objects. The simple theory, just like the
default theory, implies that this person’s life ranks high in welfare value.

Once again, attitudinal hedonism appears to have the resources to meet this ob-
jection. Feldman describes a way in which we could adjust the value of an intrinsic
pleasure (or intrinsic displeasure) to reflect the extent to which the object of that
pleasure (or displeasure) deserves to be enjoyed:

[T]he value of a pleasure is enhanced when it is pleasure taken in a pleasure-worthy object,
such as something good, or beautiful. The value of a pleasure is mitigated when it is pleasure
taken in a pleasure-unworthy object, such as something evil, or ugly. The disvalue of a pain
is mitigated (the pain is made less bad) when it is pain taken in an object worthy of pain,
such as something evil, or ugly. The value of a pain is enhanced (the pain is made yet
worse) when it is pain taken in an object unworthy of this attitude, such as something good
or beautiful (2004, p. 120, note omitted).
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A basic intrinsic value state on this axiology would be a state of affairs of this
form: S takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure at time t of intensity n1 and duration m1
in state of affairs P, while P is worthy of pleasure of intensity n2 and duration m2.
An adjustment of the value of pleasure in a complex state of affairs of this sort, this
time not for truth but for object-worthiness, yields the desert-adjusted amount of
pleasure it contains. The values of displeasures are similarly attuned. The resulting
theory generates, it seems, the desired outcomes in cases involving base or malicious
pleasures. The theory runs as follows:

Object-Worthy Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism (OWIAH)

i. Every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every episode of
intrinsic displeasure is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the desert-
adjusted amount of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of an episode
of displeasure is equal to –(the desert-adjusted amount of intrinsic displeasure con-
tained in that episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a life is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the life, in such a way
that one life is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net deserted-adjusted
amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net desert-adjusted
amount of that sort of pleasure in the other (2004, p. 121).

Just like the truth-sensitive theory, though, I believe that OWIAH is deficient in
that it is insufficiently sensitive to the freedom of intrinsic pleasures and displea-
sures.4 We turn to the topic of the bearing of freedom on the value of life atoms in
the next chapter.

4 I do not deny that there may be other deficiencies with the theory (see, e.g., Sections 4.3 and 5.5).



Chapter 3
Freedom-Sensitive Versions of Attitudinal
Hedonism

3.1 The Freedom of Attitudes

To develop freedom-sensitive versions of intrinsic attitudinal hedonistic theories of
welfare, we need to address when attitudinal pleasures (or displeasures) are free and
when they are unfree. To do so, I first say something more general about the freedom
of attitudes, feelings, and emotions, or abbreviating, I say some general things about
the freedom of feeling-states. The freedom at issue, again, is the freedom that moral
responsibility requires.

Suppose we are morally responsible for at least some of our intentional actions.
Then it is highly credible that we are morally responsible, too, for at least some
of our emotion-tokens, particular instances of joy or gratitude, for example; we are
also morally responsible for at least some of our feeling-tokens, tokens that are
affective but do not qualify as emotions; and we are morally responsible, as well,
for, minimally, some of our attitude-tokens, such as tokens of our taking pleasure in
various facts. If we are responsible for such feeling states, then since responsibility
presupposes freedom or control, we must have responsibility-relevant control with
respect to these states. Commenting on such control Alfred Mele writes

That we have some control over what we feel and over the intensity of our emotions and
other feelings is clear. We stem a discomforting flow of sympathy for a character in a film
by reminding ourselves that he is only a character. . . . The woman who regards her anger at
her child as destructive may dissolve or attenuate it by forcing herself to focus her attention
on a cherished moment with the child. The timid employee who believes that he can muster
the courage to demand a raise only if he becomes angry at his boss may deliberately make
himself angry by vividly representing the injustices that he has suffered at the office. . . .
These are instances of what I call internal control. . . . Many emotions and feelings are
subject to external control as well—control through one’s overt behavior. Jill knows that if,
for some reason, she wants to be angry, a phone call to her mother will turn the trick. Jack
defeats mild depression by calling his sister (1995, p. 106).1

We have indirect responsibility-relevant freedom (or control) over something
only if we have control over it by virtue of having control over something else.

1 See also Oakley (1992, pp. 122–159).

I. Haji, Freedom and Value, Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy 21,
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We have direct control over something only if our control over it is not indirect.
Similarly, we are indirectly responsible for something only if we are responsible for
it via being responsible for something else; we are directly responsible for some-
thing only if we are not indirectly responsible for it. Responsibility tracks control in
that we can be directly responsible for something only if it is in our direct control
and if something is in our indirect control we can, at best, be indirectly responsible
for it (provided that the thing is not also in our direct control). It is unlikely that the
control we or most of us have over our feeling-tokens over which we do have control
is direct; it is far more tenable that this control is indirect. On pain of avoiding an
infinite regress, all indirect control in the end must trace to something over which
we have direct control.

Assume that if we have direct control over certain things, we have direct control
only over our decisions. (This is not essential to what follows; should one dis-
agree with this assumption, simply supply one’s favorite candidate—some “basic
action”—as the candidate for whatever it is over which we have direct control. The
freedom of decisions, then, should trace to the direct freedom of these basic ac-
tions.) If we have direct control solely over our decisions, then the indirect control
(or freedom) that we have over our attitudes will, in the end, derive from the direct
control (or freedom) that we have over our decisions. I assume, here and in what
follows in this chapter, that each person’s life contains at least some episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and some of intrinsic displeasure. To the extent that
our decisions are free, to that extent our pertinent attitudes will be free (supposing
nondeviant, “smooth” production of the attitude via the decision).

Consider another example of Mele’s:

For years, Tom has felt inferior to his friend and colleague, Betty owing to her greater
success as a scholar. Tom, who does not wish Betty ill, has just learned that a paper of
Betty’s recently received its fifth rejection, and he finds that he is pleased by the news.
Tom judges that his pleasure is unwarranted by the evoking stimuli and that his no longer
being pleased by Betty’s failure would be best, all things considered. Moreover, he believes
that he can eradicate the pleasure simply by absorbing himself in his work. Nevertheless,
he chooses to savor the moment, to allow himself to enjoy the news—but without revising
his decisive better judgment. . . . Though it may often happen that our choices are in line
with our better judgments, sometimes we choose or intend to do one thing while judging
something else better. . . . Notice also that insufficient effort need not be due either to a
judgment that taking preventative or ameliorative measures is not worth the trouble or to a
misjudgment about the amount (or kind) of effort required. Tom may correctly judge that
his absorbing himself in his work would put an end to his feeling-state, and he may be
able to do this. But if he is less than perfectly self-controlled, he may make a half-hearted,
unsuccessful attempt (1995, p. 107).

We may assume that Tom takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the fact that
Betty’s paper has been rejected for a fifth time. He judges that it is better (from his
perspective of what is better) that he not enjoy such pleasure, but he persists in being
pleased. Mele says that Tom believes (correctly) that he can eradicate the pleasure
by absorbing himself in his work. But Tom chooses to savor the moment, and he
continues to take intrinsic pleasure in Betty’s failure. Assume that if Tom were to
have eradicated the pleasure, he would have done so, at least partly, by deciding to
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absorb himself in his work. Similarly, we may suppose that Tom persists in taking
intrinsic pleasure in Betty’s failure partly via the decision to prolong “savoring the
moment.” Since it is true that Tom could have put an end to his taking pleasure in
Betty’s failure by deciding to absorb himself in work, but prolongs the pleasure by
making some other decision instead, it is highly plausible that Tom’s being pleased
at Betty’s failure is an atom of pleasure that is free. Given his decisive better judg-
ment, we may further suppose that Tom’s believes, at the time that he takes pleasure
in Betty’s failure, that he is doing moral wrong in taking such pleasure. It would
then not be untoward to conclude both that Tom is morally blameworthy for taking
such pleasure and that this episode of pleasure is akratic.

Provisionally, we may say that an episode (or atom) of intrinsic attitudinal plea-
sure is free if you freely take intrinsic pleasure in some object. Just as a desire
may be “engineered” into you against your will, so you may be made to adopt or
assume certain attitudes against your will. Such engineered-in attitudes would be
“inauthentic,” “not truly your own,” or simply “not free.” Construe “free” in the
last sentence in whatever way in which this word is construed when it is said that
responsibility requires that one’s actions be free.

3.2 Neo’s Case

Now ponder the following case that strongly suggests that freedom affects the intrin-
sic value of episodes of pleasures and displeasures that are pertinent to well-being.
In a scenario, much like the one depicted in the movie hit, The Matrix, Neo is kept
alive in a bed of nutrients. In this scenario (“Matrix-1”), Neo’s brain is connected to
a sophisticated computer. When the computer is appropriately programmed, suitable
centers in Neo’s brain are stimulated. As a result, all the while lying in his slimy,
life-sustaining womb, Neo lives a make-believe life. He is completely in the dark
about living such a life. Further, he is happy in this fabricated life: he is made to
take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in many different states of affairs, but none of
these states of affairs is true. We may also suppose that his artificial life includes
few, widely scattered episodes of intrinsic displeasure. Since Neo’s life contains a
healthy balance of net attitudinal pleasure, the simple theory implies that Neo’s life
is pretty good in itself for Neo. But this implication of the simple theory is highly
troubling. How can imprisonment in a slimy womb be good for anyone? Neo may be
happy, but it seems farfetched to say that his life is going well for him. To drive home
this point, we might invoke a counterpart of Neo, Neo∗, who is not a victim of the
Matrix. Neo∗ lives the very same sort of life as Neo with the exception that his life is
“real”; the objects of Neo∗’s intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures
are all just as he takes them to be. The simple theory implies that the two lives are
of equal value. But this is dubious. So the simple theory is to be rejected.

Some people, it seems, have suggested that examples such as Matrix-1 refute
sensory hedonism (see, e.g., Nozick 1974, pp. 42–45; Griffin 1986, Chapter 1;
Sumner 1996, pp. 96–98). Maybe others will say that the examples refute all forms
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of attitudinal hedonism. On my view, in contrast, Matrix-1 gives us powerful reason
to revise the simple theory. The underlying thought is that perhaps freedom should
be a constituent of life atoms.

A slightly modified scenario, “Matrix-2,” suggests that truth-adjusted intrinsic
attitudinal hedonism is also deficient for a reason similar to the one just suggested
regarding the inadequacy of the simple theory. Assume that in Matrix-2, Neo is
made to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in states of affairs each of which is true.
(So, for instance, Neo is made to take pleasure in Bush’s being president of the
U.S. in 2006.) Neo’s life, then, is full of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in
true states of affairs. Assume, in addition, that Neo does not take pleasure in any
false state of affairs and that he does not take intrinsic displeasure in any state of
affairs. I doubt whether we would want to judge that Neo’s life is highly intrinsi-
cally good for Neo, contrary to what both the simple theory and the truth-adjusted
variant imply. Surely, spending one’s entire life in a slimy womb at the mercy of evil
manipulators cannot be anyone’s vision of the good life. How could such a life, even
if it is full of engineered-in episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in true states of
affairs and devoid of episodes of intrinsic displeasures, be a life good in itself for
the one who lives it? Again, we need not (though some may) dispute that Neo in
Matrix-2 might well be happy; our concern is not with happiness but with welfare.

What more, initially, may be said in favor of the view that it is at least prima
facie plausible that whether intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures
are free or not free affects welfare? First, if it is plausible (as I think it is) that takings
of pleasure enhance the value of a life more when they are takings of pleasure in true
states of affairs, so it is plausible that takings of pleasure enhance the value of a life
more when they are free takings of pleasure in true states of affairs. Suppose you are
manipulated (in the absence of your knowledge of being manipulated) into taking
intrinsic attitudinal pleasures in various objects. The crafty neuroscientists want to
see how far they can go in controlling various attitudes of others; they are particu-
larly interested in experimenting with attitudinal pleasures and displeasures. Even
if the objects in which you are made to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure are true, it
still seems that the relevant episodes of attitudinal pleasure are not as intrinsically
good as they would be if they were free episodes.

Second, it is credible to suppose that the intrinsic value of an action’s (total)
outcome depends at least partly on the fit between what pleasure people in the
outcome get and what pleasure they deserve to get, the better the fit the greater
the intrinsic value (see, e.g., Feldman 1997, pp. 151–174). Responsibility, roughly,
is a desert base in this sense: if one is morally praiseworthy, and in virtue of being
praiseworthy, deserves pleasure but fails to get the pleasure one deserves, this is
not so intrinsically good and perhaps intrinsically bad. If one is not free and gets
pleasure that is not deserved, again this is not as intrinsically good as one’s getting
pleasure that is deserved because one is morally praiseworthy. So we have some
reason to believe that freedom affects the intrinsic value of a basic. (Of course,
these considerations leave it open whether desert, and, thus, freedom affect the value
solely of world atoms and not of life atoms.)
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Some people may insist that it is not so bad to take intrinsic pleasure in false states
of affairs. Maybe, as Feldman is willing to entertain, takings of pleasure enhance the
intrinsic value of a life more when they are takings of pleasure in true states of af-
fairs. Reconsider Neo’s predicament. Neo is subject to a sort of manipulation, which
is such that he is made to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in various objects. In the
case as originally presented, we assumed that all these objects are false. We said
that the life Neo leads is an unattractive life; it is low in welfare value. Even if such
a life were intrinsically good for Neo, it would, at best, be minimally intrinsically
good for him. What pertinent factor accounts for this negative judgment?

It appears that the relevant explanatory factor cannot be merely that Neo takes
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in false states of affairs. We are assuming that taking
pleasure in false states of affairs does enhance the intrinsic value of a life but not
to the extent that taking pleasure in true states of affairs does. If taking pleasure in
false states of affairs is the relevant explanatory factor, then Neo’s life in his slimy
womb would be highly intrinsically good for Neo provided that his make-believe
life is choke full of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and devoid of episodes
of intrinsic displeasure (though less good than it would be were Neo to take intrinsic
pleasure in a suitable number of true states of affairs). But it is false that Neo’s life
in his slimy womb would be highly intrinsically good for Neo. It follows that it is
false that taking pleasure in false states of affairs is the pertinent explanatory factor.
The relevant explanatory factor seems to be that Neo is not free; in particular, his
value-conferring attitudes are not free. Matrix-2 supports this diagnosis.

3.3 In Support of Freedom-Sensitive Attitudinal Hedonism

If one believes that freedom makes a life intrinsically better for the person who leads
it, just as one may believe that truth makes a life intrinsically better for the person
who lives it, then, as I illustrate below, this can be explained by freedom-sensitive
versions of intrinsic attitudinal hedonism. My proposal, though, is stronger. I think
that free intrinsic pleasures do enhance well-being, more so than otherwise similar
pleasures that are not free. I believe that Neo’s case provides strong, prima facie
support for this view. I may, of course, be challenged to produce an argument for
the view at issue. Some comments regarding this strong demand are in order.

As a preliminary remark, suppose one believes that taking intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure in true states of affairs enhances well-being, or that deserved pleasures
enhance well-being, or that pleasure in the good is itself good, or that a pleasure
in an object that deserves to have pleasure taken in it is better than an otherwise
similar pleasure in an object that does not deserve to have pleasure taken in it, or
that the fulfilling of a moral obligation is good. I think each of these positions is
plausible. I confess to not having come across a single “direct” argument for any of
these views: I know of no argument that proceeds from premises more evident than
the claim in question to the conclusion that, for instance, truth enhances the value
of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. Rather, in support of each of these
positions, typically we are presented with a scenario such as the one involving the
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two businessmen or one in which a person takes pleasure in wallowing with pigs.
Then we are invited to reflect on what factor or factors the scenarios suggest are
pertinent to welfare. So in this respect, the view that freedom enhances the value
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures—other things equal, free pleasures are better than
otherwise similar pleasures that are not free—is not any worse off.

Second, in defense of the view that free pleasures are better, one should keep in
mind an important distinction. As I have emphasized, we should distinguish between
Neo’s being happy in Matrix-2, or Neo’s being made to feel sensory pleasure or
being made to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasures in various objects that are true,
and Neo’s welfare. Even if one is a hedonist of sorts about value and welfare,
I see no inconsistency in the view that Neo may well be happy in Matrix-2 but
that his welfare level in the slimy womb is very low. To account for his low wel-
fare level, an appeal to the (un)freedom of his intrinsic attitudinal pleasures seems
unavoidable.2

Third, in support of the relevance of freedom to welfare, one reflects carefully
on cases such as Neo’s. One moves back and forth between examples of this sort
and theoretical considerations until one arrives at what looks like an overall tenable
position. In this respect, once again I am no worse off than a proponent of the claim
that pleasure in true states of affairs enhances well-being, or that a pleasure in an
object that deserves to have pleasure taken in it is better than an otherwise similar
pleasure in an object that does not deserve to have pleasure taken in it. Surely, it
is upon such considerations of reflective equilibrium that proponents of these other
positions partly rely to support their positions.

Finally, one can build up a negative defense of one’s axiological view. One can
consider objections against one’s view and deflect them. I turn to this negative de-
fense in Section 3.6 below.

3.4 Varieties of Freedom-Sensitive Attitudinal Hedonism

Before defending further the suggestion that freedom has a bearing on life atoms,
it will be helpful to examine a number of variants of freedom-sensitive attitudinal
hedonism. For each, I first formulate the theory. I then discuss some of its merits
and shortcomings and trace a sample of its implications for well-being. Then I say
something about what I think is the most promising of these contenders.

3.4.1 Robust Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

The first variation has fairly robust commitments to freedom. On this theory, the life
atoms all look relevantly like this:

2 Sumner claims that welfare consists in authentic happiness, the happiness of an informed and
autonomous subject (1996, p. 139).
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Life Atom-1: At noon on Tuesday, October 16, 2001, Bob freely takes intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure of intensity +8 in the fact that Bob’s beer is frosty cold.

There are corresponding atoms concerning intrinsic displeasure. The intuitive
idea of this form of hedonism is that it is only free episodes of intrinsic attitudinal
pleasures and displeasures that have intrinsic value; unfree pleasures and unfree
displeasures are intrinsically worthless. The theory runs as follows:

Robust Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

i. Every free episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every free
episode of intrinsic displeasure is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of a free episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the
amount of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of a free episode of
displeasure is equal to –(the amount of displeasure contained in that episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a life (for a person) is entirely determined by the intrinsic values
of the free episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the
life, in such a way that one life is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net
amount of (free) intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net amount
of (free) intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the other.

The theory can be combined with other considerations thought pertinent to the
intrinsic value of lives. For instance, as previously mentioned, if we believe that
takings of pleasure enhance the value of a life more when they are takings of in-
trinsic pleasure in true states of affairs, then we might want to adjust the values of
intrinsic pleasures for both freedom and truth. The second clause of the robust theory
could, consequently, be modified to accommodate truth in this way: the intrinsic
value of a free episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the truth-adjusted
amount of pleasure contained in that episode. Or we may want to adjust the values
of intrinsic pleasures for freedom and the extent to which the objects in which one
takes pleasure deserve to have pleasure taken in them. However, since my concern
is primarily with freedom, I steer clear of these more complex forms of intrinsic
attitudinal hedonism.

An advantage of the robust view is that it yields an intuitively correct rating of
Neo’s life in Matrix-1 and Matrix-2. Neo takes pleasure in many things but all these
pleasures are unfree. In addition, he takes little or no displeasure in anything. Thus,
the robust view implies that his life is not good in itself for him; it is intrinsically
worthless.

Some, though, may think that a serious shortcoming of the robust theory is that
it has unacceptable implications concerning the intrinsic value of unfree episodes
of pleasure and displeasure. They might claim that, regarding life atoms, maybe
it is plausible to suppose that unfree intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are less good
than free intrinsic pleasures, as the robust theory implies. But the robust theory
implies something more about the value of unfree pleasures: it implies that they
are intrinsically worthless. Many may find this troubling. It may further be added
that it is not reasonable to theorize that unfree intrinsic displeasures, in comparison
to otherwise similar free displeasures, are intrinsically worthless. This, it may be
submitted, is confirmed by Matrix-3. Matrix-3 is just like Matrix-1, save that Neo
does not take pleasure in any state of affairs and that he is made to take intrinsic
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displeasure in states of affairs all of which are true. Let Leo be a counterpart of
Neo’s whose life is internally indiscernible from Neo’s (in Matrix-3) but a life that
is “real.” The objection is that if Leo’s life is bad in itself for Leo, Neo’s life should
be just as bad in itself for Neo even though all of Neo’s displeasures are unfree.
Hence, it is false that unfree intrinsic displeasures are intrinsically worthless.

There is a second objection against the robust theory. The objection is that free-
dom has a less marked effect on intrinsic value than this theory implies. The intrinsic
value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is enhanced if that episode is free.
And perhaps intrinsic displeasures that are not free are either less intrinsically bad
or perhaps worse than ones that are free.

If one accepts these objections, one may well be drawn to more modest versions
of freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism.

3.4.2 Asymmetric Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal
Hedonism

On the first modest version, freedom affects the intrinsic value of episodes of in-
trinsic attitudinal pleasure—it enhances the value of pleasure—but has no effect
on the intrinsic value of episodes of intrinsic displeasure. What we may call the
“freedom-adjusted” amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in an episode of intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure is determined in this way: first, find the raw amount of intrinsic
pleasure in the episode by multiplying the intensity and duration of the pleasure
in that episode. If the episode of pleasure is free, multiply the product by 1. If the
episode of pleasure is unfree, multiply the product by 0.1. Again, the multiplication
should be taken to reflect the value of freedom on episodes of pleasures. Freedom
has no independent welfare value, but it enhances the intrinsic value of positive
life-atoms, episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. We may say that the result of
the multiplication is the freedom-adjusted amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in
that episode. Let the value of a pleasure depend upon the freedom-adjusted amount
of pleasure it contains. The theory may be formulated in this fashion:

Asymmetric Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

i. Every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every episode of
intrinsic attitudinal displeasure is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the
freedom-adjusted amount of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of
an episode of displeasure is equal to –(the amount of displeasure contained in that
episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a life is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in that life in such a way
that one life is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net freedom-adjusted
amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net freedom-
adjusted amount of that sort of pleasure in the other.

On the credit side of this theory, some will approve of its implication that
Neo’s life in Matrix-3 is intrinsically bad. On the debit side, though, some may
be convinced that lack of freedom mitigates but does not eradicate the badness of
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an episode of displeasure. For this reason, they may opt for symmetric freedom-
sensitive intrinsic attitudinal hedonism.

3.4.3 Symmetric Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

According to one type of moderate theory that is symmetric, adjustments, in the
fashion described when formulating the asymmetric theory, are made to the values
of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and like adjustments are made to the
values of episodes of intrinsic displeasures. On this theory, unfree pleasures are
good but not as good as free ones and unfree displeasures are bad but not as bad as
free ones. As some will see it, in this theory’s favor is its implication that Neo’s life
in Matrix-2 is intrinsically bad. Working against it, though, is the fact that, if true,
then Neo’s life in Matrix-1 is intrinsically good and may be highly so. This may
strike some as hard to swallow but it may have to be swallowed.

There is yet another sort of symmetric theory. It states, like the first, that unfree
pleasures are good though not as good as free ones. It differs from the first in its
contention that unfree displeasures are worse than free displeasures. It shares with
the first variety what some may regard as the troubling implication that, if true,
Neo’s life in Matrix-1 (and in Matrix-2) is highly intrinsically good for Neo. Again,
this is an implication with which we may have to live.

It may be worthwhile saying a few things about this implication. I said that
Matrix-1 and Matrix-2 give us reason to believe that whether or not episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure are free has a bearing on wel-
fare. Neo may be happy in the Matrix but his life is not going well for him; his life
has low welfare value. On the assumption, though, that his life in the slimy womb
is replete with episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and devoid of episodes of
intrinsic displeasure, either symmetric theory implies that Neo’s life in the Matrix
may he highly good for him. Does this implication, then, not call into question the
initial thought that the freedom of attitudinal pleasures and displeasures can affect
welfare? The answer is that the implication leaves the initial thought unblemished.
To see this, we need to keep in mind the following. Compare the life Neo lives in, for
instance, Matrix-2 with the life that is otherwise similar but “real.” In the first life,
Neo takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in states of affairs, each of which is true, each
of his attitudinal pleasures is unfree, and he does not take intrinsic displeasure in any
state of affairs. In the second life, again Neo takes intrinsic pleasure in true states
of affairs, he does not take displeasure in any state of affairs, but all his pleasures
are free. The simple theory (SIAH) and the truth-adjusted theory (TAIAH) yield the
result that the two lives are of equal value; they imply that each is highly good in
itself for Neo. In contrast, either symmetric theory implies that though Neo’s life
in the Matrix may be highly good for Neo, the “real” life in which his pleasures
are all free is even better. Thus, the freedom of pleasures has a definite impact on
well-being.

It is interesting and challenging to argue in favor of one or the other of the
second components concerning displeasure of the two sorts of symmetric theory.
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On the first, free intrinsic displeasures are worse than unfree ones; on the second,
free intrinsic displeasures are better than (they are not as bad as) unfree ones. It is
advisable to look more closely at these components.

Regarding the first symmetric theory, is it credible that free displeasures are
worse than otherwise similar unfree ones? Well, perhaps so. Since it is intrinsic
displeasures—intrinsic attitudinal pains—that are of concern, confine attention to
displeasures that are divorced from sensory pains. When one freely takes displeasure
in something, we can say that one’s agency is “invested” in the attitude; the attitude
causally issues from agential elements, such as desires, beliefs, and values that are
“truly the agent’s own.” The pertinent attitude is under one’s indirect control. With
an unfree episode of displeasure, such as Neo’s (in Matrix-3), Neo’s agency is not
pertinently implicated in the episode. The causal process (or significant parts of that
process) that generates the attitude bypasses Neo’s capacities of deliberative control.
And because of such bypassing, we may say that Neo’s agency is not invested in the
relevant displeasures. It may be proposed that when agency is invested in an episode
of displeasure, this episode is intrinsically worse for the agent than an otherwise
similar attitude in which agency is not invested. We can summarize the suggestion
in this way: displeasures in which agency is invested are displeasures that are one’s
own; displeasures in which agency is not invested are displeasures that are not one’s
own. Displeasures that are one’s own are intrinsically worse for one than are dis-
pleasures that are not one’s own. Maybe analogous things are true about attitudinal
pleasures. Attitudinal pleasures in which agency is invested are intrinsically better
for one than are attitudinal pleasures in which agency is not invested.

This position on displeasures somewhat resembles a position concerning another
sort of normative appraisal, this time an appraisal of agents. If one freely believes
that one is doing something that is morally wrong and one intentionally does it partly
on the basis of this belief, then (provided other conditions of moral responsibility
are met), one is morally blameworthy for the thing; one expresses what one “stands
for” in one’s actions. One is “off the hook,” though, if, say, one’s belief or action
is not free. The parallelism with the axiological appraisal should be fairly obvious.
If one’s episode of displeasure is free, we may think of the attitude as express-
ing something about the moral sensitivity of the agent. If, though, one’s attitude is
not free, the attitude fails to express anything about the agent’s morally significant
attitudes.

This line of reasoning, however, is not conclusive. It assumes that agency in-
vestment enhances the value of an intrinsic displeasure; the investment makes the
displeasure worse. But it may be thought that when an agent is invested in her atti-
tudinal pleasures and displeasures—when her agency is implicated in her episodes
of pleasure and displeasure—this is a good thing. In virtue of agency investment’s
being good, freedom enhances the value of an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. Further,
freedom has the effect of making something that is bad—a displeasure—less bad;
freedom mitigates the value of an intrinsic displeasure. I confess to being drawn
more by this second view—the view that implies that free intrinsic displeasures are
not as bad as otherwise similar displeasures that are unfree—than to being drawn
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by the first. (We may dub this second view as “favored symmetric freedom-sensitive
hedonism.”) But I have no decisive argument for my preference.

3.4.4 Pain-Adjusted Freedom-Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal
Hedonism

Some, who cannot live with the implication of either of the symmetric views that
Neo’s life in Matrix-1 is highly intrinsically good for Neo may opt for yet another
variation of freedom-sensitive hedonism. This variation, pain-adjusted freedom-
sensitive intrinsic attitudinal hedonism, adjusts the intrinsic values of episodes of
intrinsic displeasure according to whether or not the episodes are free and it de-
clares, as intrinsically worthless, episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure that are
unfree. Again, there are two variations of this theory depending upon whether un-
free intrinsic displeasures are not as bad as free ones (first version) or whether
unfree intrinsic displeasures are worse than free ones (second version). Either
variation implies that it is false that Neo’s life in Matrix-1 is intrinsically good.
I find this view unappealing. If lack of freedom affects the value of a displea-
sure, it is hard to see why lack of freedom should not also affect the value of a
pleasure.

I do not, in this book, undertake the daunting task to argue for the overall su-
periority of one of these theories. (To put my cards on the table, I am partial to
the second symmetric theory.) Rather, paying close attention to whether the agent’s
attitudinal pleasures and displeasures are not free, I expose pertinent implications of
these theories regarding well-being. After all, I want to debunk the idea that freedom
leaves unscathed various sorts of axiological appraisal such as evaluations of welfare
and assessments of worlds.

3.5 Freedom and Well-Being

The gist of the robustly freedom-sensitive theory is that unfree episodes of intrin-
sic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures are intrinsically valueless. If this
robust theory is true, the intrinsic value of lives that are bereft of freedom is under-
mined: no agent’s life will be good in itself for that agent.

With the asymmetric theory, unfree intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are less intrin-
sically good than free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures, but freedom does not have
any impact on intrinsic displeasures; an unfree episode of displeasure is just as
intrinsically bad as it would be if it were free. Assuming that the agent’s life
contains some episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and some of intrinsic dis-
pleasure, and that the former episodes are unfree, the effect of this freedom-
sensitive asymmetric theory will be to diminish the overall intrinsic value of the
agent’s life. If we compare two lives, life-1 and life-2, that contain exactly the
same raw amounts of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure but
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differ in that all the episodes of attitudinal pleasure in life-1 are free, whereas
all of the pleasures in life-2 are unfree, the asymmetric view implies that life-
1 is intrinsically better for its agent than life-2 is for its agent. This is morally
significant.

With either version of the freedom-sensitive theories that are symmetric, the
values of both episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure
are adjusted according to whether the episodes are free or unfree. On both theo-
ries, free attitudinal pleasures are better than unfree pleasures. On the first, free
displeasures are worse than otherwise similar unfree displeasures; on the second,
free displeasures, though bad, are less bad than unfree ones. The implications of
the symmetric theories for the values of lives are not so clear-cut. Consider three
sorts of case. In the first, the agent’s life contains more intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
than intrinsic displeasure. If either symmetric theory is true, such a life (in which
the episodes of attitudinal pleasure and displeasure are unfree—call such a life an
“unfree life”) will be less overall good than a corresponding life in which the type-
or near type-identical episodes of pleasure and displeasure are free (call this sort
of life a “free life”). In the second, the agent’s life contains much more intrinsic
displeasure than intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. If either theory is true, such an unfree
life will be overall better than a corresponding free life. In the third, the agent’s life
contains roughly equal quantities of freedom-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
and similarly adjusted intrinsic displeasure. If either symmetric theory were true,
perhaps such lives would be just as intrinsically good for their agents as they would
be if they contained type- or near type-identical episodes of attitudinal pleasures and
displeasures that were free.

Finally, pain-adjusted freedom-sensitive intrinsic attitudinal hedonism adjusts
the values of episodes of intrinsic displeasure according to whether or not they
are free and rates as intrinsically worthless unfree episodes of intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure. Recall the two versions of this theory: unfree displeasures are not as bad
as free displeasures (first version); unfree displeasures are worse than free displea-
sures (second version). If the first version is true, unfree lives with some intrinsic
attitudinal pleasures and some intrinsic displeasures will be overall less intrinsi-
cally good than corresponding free lives as will unfree lives with some intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure but no intrinsic displeasure. In addition, unfree lives with some
displeasure but no attitudinal pleasure will be overall more good than correspond-
ing free lives. If the second version is true, unfree lives with some intrinsic atti-
tudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures will, again, be overall less intrinsically
good than corresponding free lives as will unfree lives with some intrinsic attitudi-
nal pleasure but no intrinsic displeasure. Unfree lives with some intrinsic displea-
sure but no intrinsic attitudinal pleasure will be overall worse than corresponding
free lives.

An important generalization may now be recorded: assume that each person’s life
contains some episodes of raw intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and some of raw intrin-
sic displeasure. Some lives may contain more pleasure than displeasure, others less
pleasure than displeasure, and yet others equal amounts of pleasure and displeasure.
Given this assumption, regardless of which version of freedom-sensitive hedonism
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that we have introduced is presupposed, free intrinsic pleasures enhance the value
of a life, no matter what the total value of intrinsic displeasure in that life (and,
hence, no matter whether the episodes of displeasure in that life are free or not free).
If free pleasures enhance well-being in this manner, it would be a good thing for us
if the episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures in our lives were free.

3.6 Objections and Replies

I now defend the view that whether or not an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
or intrinsic displeasure is free affects welfare against various objections.

3.6.1 Welfare-Relevant Versus World-Relevant Factors

The first objection is an objection that, if cogent, tells equally against the truth-
adjusted theory as it does against the freedom-sensitive versions of attitudinal he-
donism that adjust the values of episodes of attitudinal pleasure and displeasure to
reflect the extent to which these episodes are free. The objection is that the deceived
life or the unfree life (i.e., the life in which the agent’s episodes of intrinsic pleasure
and intrinsic displeasure are unfree) still rank high in terms of welfare; these lives
are intrinsically good for their agents. But we (mistakenly) judge them unfavorably
because factors such as deception and unfreedom contribute negatively to the value
of worlds. In short, we confuse what we may call “world-relevant factors”—factors
that affect the intrinsic value of worlds with “welfare-relevant factors”—factors that
bear on the intrinsic value of lives for agents.3

Why precisely, though, is it supposed that factors such as deception, truth, falsity,
or lack of freedom are world-relevant but welfare-irrelevant? A preliminary thought
maybe is that “what you don’t know can’t hurt you,” and therefore truth is not
welfare-relevant. Similarly, if all your episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure or
intrinsic displeasure are unfree but you don’t know that they are unfree, this can’t
hurt you. You would not feel any different. Recall that Neo’s life (in Matrix-2) is
internally indiscernible from Neo∗’s life, the latter’s life being just like Neo’s save
that Neo∗’s life is not a make-believe life.

However, the fact that you would not feel any different if you or your life
or a constituent of your life lacked a certain factor provides no definitive rea-
son to believe that the factor is welfare-irrelevant. We may develop this point in
connection with commenting on a dispute between those who believe that attitu-
dinal pleasures are not value-conferring unless they are associated with sensory
pleasures and those who deny this. Michael Zimmerman distinguishes between
being thinly pleased or displeased about something and being thickly pleased or
displeased about a thing (Zimmerman 2001, pp. 195–197, 2007, p. 427). To be

3 On different dimensions or standpoints of value, see, for example, Sumner (1996, pp. 20–25).
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thinly pleased or displeased about something is to be pleased or displeased with-
out feeling pleased or displeased. One can take displeasure in something—one can
be displeased about something—without feeling any (sensory) pain; or one can
be pleased about something without feeling any (sensory) pleasure. To be thickly
pleased about something is, first, to be thinly pleased about it and, second, to
feel pleased at it. (Similar things are true about thick displeasure.) When one is
thickly pleased about something, one takes attitudinal pleasure in the relevant fact
and feels pleasure. Zimmerman proposes that thick pleasure (feeling pleased about
something) involves something like elation or euphoria, while thick displeasure in-
volves something like depression or dysphoria. So feeling pleasure at something—
thick pleasure—is being pleased at it plus feeling (something like) elation, and
feeling displeasure at something is being displeased at it plus feeling (something
like) dysphoria (Zimmerman 2001, p. 197). Zimmerman further proposes that it
is possible to feel elated or depressed without being pleased or displeased about
anything (2001, p. 196; 2007, p. 427). In addition, he claims that “when it is said
that there is value in pleasure or disvalue in displeasure, it is surely feeling pleased
or displeased that is usually intended. It is chiefly the euphoric aspect of (thick)
pleasure that makes such pleasure pleasant, and the dysphoric aspect of (thick) dis-
pleasure that makes such displeasure unpleasant. There would seem to be no great
personal benefit to be derived from being pleased when this involves no euphoria,
no great personal cost in being displeased when this involves no dysphoria” (2007,
p. 427).

There is a puzzle, though, with this last suggestion. I grant that certain affective
states or feelings can be of personal benefit and other feelings can be of personal
cost. That is clearly right. But if certain feelings can be of personal cost or benefit,
can certain cognitive states (unaccompanied by affections) not be of personal benefit
or cost, too? So, for instance, why can being thinly pleased about something not be
of some personal benefit and being thinly displeased about something not be of
personal cost? We might put the point in this way: just as it is good to feel elated,
so it is good to be thinly pleased at, or about, or in something. There seems to be
no reason to privilege affective states in the relevant fashion but exclude cognitive
states from being privileged in this same fashion.

Now suppose you are thinly pleased about something. From the fact that you
would not feel any different if you were not pleased about that thing, it does not
follow that being thinly pleased about something is welfare-irrelevant.

Let us try again. When is or what makes some factor welfare-irrelevant but per-
haps world-relevant? Maybe internal indiscernibility holds the key to distinguish be-
tween welfare-relevant and world-relevant factors. Introducing the notion of affect∗

should help (the asterisk simply signals a technical sense of “affect”). Suppose we
want to know whether truth is welfare-relevant; we want to know whether the object
in which one takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure’s being true is welfare-relevant. We
compare the segment of an agent’s, S’s, life in which S takes pleasure in object O and
in which O is false with an otherwise type-identical or near type-identical segment
in which S takes pleasure in O but in which O is true. If the two segments are
internally indiscernible, then the episode of intrinsic pleasure’s lacking the factor in
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question—in this instance, the object of the episode’s being false—does not affect∗

S. It may now be put to us that

Proposal P: If an episode of S’s intrinsic attitudinal pleasure’s lacking some factor,
f, does not affect∗ S, then f is not welfare-relevant.

Here is an illustrative example. Unconscious beliefs may influence one’s behav-
ior or one’s emotional life. But within a temporal duration, they might have no
influence whatsoever on their agent. Assume that agent S has an unconscious belief
of this sort. If we compare the segment of S’s life in which S has this belief with
an otherwise type-identical (or near type-identical) segment in which S lacks this
belief, the two segments are internally indiscernible. At any time within the temporal
duration, lacking (or having) the belief does not affect∗ S.

Many attitudinal pleasures are occurrent. When a person takes such intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure in some state of affairs at some time, at that very time, he is
thinking about, and taking pleasure in that state of affairs. As beliefs can be un-
conscious, and beliefs are propositional attitudes, it appears just as plausible that
many intrinsic attitudinal pleasures may not be occurrent but may in fact be un-
conscious. When a person takes such pleasure in something at a time, she is then
taking pleasure in that thing but is unaware or does not believe at that time that
she is then taking pleasure in that thing. S’s taking intrinsic pleasure in p seems
to entail that S believes that p.4 If S’s taking pleasure in some object at some time
is occurrent, then at the time S is taking pleasure in that object, S has the relevant
belief; and presumably, this belief is occurrent. If S’s pleasure is unconscious, then
S has the germane belief concerning the object of her pleasure and the belief may
well be unconscious. Consider an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure divorced
from sensory pleasure. Suppose this episode is unconscious: S is unaware that S is
taking pleasure in some object. If we compare the segment of S’s life in which
S has this unconscious pleasure with an otherwise type-identical (or near type-
identical) segment in which S lacks this pleasure, the two segments are internally
indiscernible. Proposal P yields the result that S’s taking (thin) pleasure in something
is welfare-irrelevant. But this is false, given attitudinal hedonism. If you take plea-
sure in various objects during a period of time, and all these episodes of pleasure are
unconscious, I see no reason to deny that, though unconscious, these episodes con-
tribute to your welfare level during the stretch of time. Hence, Proposal P ought to be
rejected.

In sum, some people may be inclined to endorse the view that factors such as
deception or unfreedom are welfare-irrelevant but world-relevant. It is difficult to
discern what grounds this claim. Hence, I am far from convinced that the first ob-
jection against apt freedom-sensitive versions of attitudinal hedonism is anywhere
close to knock-down.

4 Lemos (1994, p. 78) disagrees; he thinks that in some cases one can take pleasure in some state
of affairs without believing that it obtains.
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3.6.2 Freedom and Manipulation

A second objection is that, even if one were to agree that Neo’s life in Matrix
2 is not good in itself for Neo, this would be not simply because his intrinsic
attitudinal pleasures are unfree but because they are manipulated by evil people.
Again, however, this objection is not conclusive. Manipulation by evil people is not
really relevant to the judgment that Neo’s life (in Matrix-2) is not intrinsically good
for Neo. The judgment would surely remain unaffected if, as a result of a series
of incredible chance occurrences, Neo’s embryo found itself housed in the slimy
womb of the Matrix and electronic influences caused the individual into which this
embryo develops to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in true objects. If we were to
adjust hedonism to accommodate the judgment that Neo’s life in the Matrix would
not be good for Neo, how else could we do so but to adjust the values of episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure according to which these episodes are free or not?

3.6.3 Freedom and Unbidden Pleasures

A third objection is that even if our world is replete with free and responsible action,
the vast majority of attitudinal pleasures arise unbidden, and, hence, unfreely (unless
merely indirectly and unintentionally freely). How can this diminish the value of
such pleasures, let alone render them worthless (as the robust freedom-sensitive
theory implies)?

As a first, initial comment, we have said that it is plausible that whether the
object in which intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is taken is true can affect the value of
the pleasure. This is so even if the pleasure is unbidden. But then why should one
be so reluctant to grant that freedom can affect the value of an unbidden episode
of pleasure? As a second, initial comment, it is not clear that the vast majority of
our intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are unbidden. After all, we learn to take pleasure
(and displeasure) in many things. One has to learn to take pleasure in appreciat-
ing certain paintings, in listening to various genres of music, or in savoring certain
foods. With training, encouragement, or experimentation, we can stop taking intrin-
sic pleasure in things in which we formerly took pleasure, and we can begin to take
intrinsic pleasure in things in which we formerly did not take pleasure or in which
we took intrinsic displeasure. Scenarios such as the one Mele describes in which
Tom takes intrinsic pleasure in Betty’s failure but in which it seems that Tom has
control over whether or not he takes such pleasure seem to be fairly common in
everyday life.

Consider an intention that is passively (or nonactionally) acquired; it is not ac-
quired as a result of any prior action such as making a decision. Sid’s intention to
sip the freshly brewed cup of coffee may be an intention of this sort as may be his
intention to answer the phone when it rings. The intention may still be free although
it could be acquired, at a relevant time, in a way in which its freedom is undermined.
The freedom of such an intention is a function of the causal process that gives rise
to it. Mele, for example, suggests that its nonactional freedom will be its freedom
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from certain influences that would undermine the freedom of the subsequent action
that it produces (if it does produce one), freedom from such things as compulsion,
manipulation, and insanity (1995, p. 225).

It seems that many unbidden pleasures are relevantly like passively acquired
intentions that are free and not pertinently like passively acquired intentions that
are unfree: the causal processes that issue in the wholly unintentionally acquired
mental states need not subvert their freedom. Still, one may not be satisfied with
this first-stab response. It seems that many passively acquired mental states, just like
many passively acquired intentions, will be precisely, and entirely, that—passively
acquired; that is, not acquired by way of some (mental) action over which the agent
has direct control. If entirely passively acquired, though, why would this enhance the
value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure? The answer that I favor is that,
although unbidden but free in the manner explained, the agent is still implicated and
is not merely on the sidelines, in the acquisition of the mental state. This requires
explanation.

Previously, we said that S’s taking intrinsic pleasure in p seems to entail that S
believes that p. As I explain later, there is a difference between desires and beliefs
that are “truly one’s own” or “authentic” and those that are “inauthentic.” Else-
where, I have defended the view that in addition to having epistemic and freedom
requirements, moral responsibility also has an authenticity requirement. Roughly,
the requirement says that if a person is morally responsible for an action, the ac-
tion causally derives from springs of action, such as beliefs, desires, values, and so
forth that are authentic (see, e.g., Haji 1998, Haji and Cuypers 2004, 2008). Various
forms of manipulation motivate this requirement. We can conceive of situations in
which beliefs and desires are implanted into an individual without the individual’s
consent or knowledge. An action expresses a pro-attitude if that pro-attitude plays
a nondeviant causal role in the production of that action. The individual’s actions
that express the implanted elements may be ones in the performance of which the
individual exercises freedom-level control. Yet, if the case is carefully crafted, it
reveals that it is highly implausible that the individual is morally responsible for
such actions. This is because their relevant causal antecedents are not the “agent’s
own.” (A case of this sort will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.)

A proponent of an authenticity requirement inherits the burden of advancing
and defending an account of authenticity. When, for example, is a belief or de-
sire authentic or inauthentic? Again, I will address elements of this issue later (in
Section 5.1). For now, it is enough to note that if a belief or desire is acquired by a
normal, healthy adult person as a result of a process that completely bypasses her
capacities of deliberative control, then the belief or desire is inauthentic. In such
instances, we can say that the person is not properly implicated in the acquisition
of the belief or desire; the person’s agency is, in this manner, bypassed in the ac-
quisition. I propose that it is a good thing that in acquiring pro-attitudes, beliefs,
deliberative principles, etc., one’s agency not be bypassed.

Suppose some nefarious neurosurgeons make Cleo take intrinsic pleasure in vari-
ous objects. If the state of affairs, a person’s taking pleasure in something, p, entails
the person’s having a belief that p, the neurosurgeons will be successful only if they
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implant in Cleo the relevant beliefs. These beliefs will be inauthentic; Cleo’s agency
is on the sidelines in their acquisition. If, to the contrary, Cleo takes intrinsic pleasure
in these objects on “her own,” the relevant beliefs are authentic (or at least assume,
barring any extraordinary circumstances, that they are so). In this event, even if
Cleo’s intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are all unbidden, they are free in that they are
derivatively authentic: their associated beliefs are all authentic. Since it is a good
thing that one’s actional elements are authentic, consequently it is not implausible
to suppose that the freedom of even intrinsic pleasures that are unbidden enhances
the value of these pleasures. There seems, then, to be no bar against holding that
many of our unbidden pleasures, just like many of our passively acquired intentions
(or beliefs), are free.

Suppose manipulators see to it that Neo takes intrinsic pleasure in various objects
that are true by tinkering with Neo’s attitudinal-pleasure-acquiring faculties. I am
drawn to the view that Neo’s life, though filled with unbidden episodes of attitudinal
pleasure, is not so intrinsically good for Neo because these attitudes are unfree. If
we grant that Neo’s life is not so good in itself for Neo, we then have recourse
to the following argument. Neo∗ is one of Neo’s counterparts whose life is both
internally indiscernible from Neo’s and not a make-believe one. Although Neo∗’s
life is highly intrinsically good for Neo∗, Neo’s life is not so intrinsically good for
Neo. But all of Neo’s and Neo∗’s intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are unbidden (or so
we assume). So it is not this factor—that the pleasures are unbidden—that accounts
for the difference in the intrinsic value of their lives. The only explanatorily relevant
difference seems to be that Neo’s unbidden intrinsic pleasures are not free, whereas
those of Neo∗’s are free.

3.6.4 Unfree Pleasures and Value

Suppose we grant that free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are better than unfree ones.
This does not imply that unfree intrinsic pleasures are not good to any extent. Hence,
it is erroneous to judge that Neo’s life in Matrix-2 is not intrinsically good to any ex-
tent for Neo. If cogent, this is an objection against robust freedom-sensitive intrinsic
attitudinal hedonism that implies that unfree intrinsic pleasures and unfree intrinsic
displeasures are intrinsically worthless, and against pain-adjusted freedom-sensitive
intrinsic attitudinal hedonism that implies that unfree intrinsic pleasures (but not
intrinsic displeasures) are intrinsically worthless. Even if sound, the objection leaves
intact the symmetric versions of freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism. According
to these versions, unfree intrinsic pleasures (and unfree intrinsic displeasures) can
affect the degree to which an agent’s life is valuable in itself for that agent (but such
pleasures or displeasures are not intrinsically worthless).

Whether this fourth objection against, for example, the robust theory is sound
turns principally on whether Neo’s life in Matrix-2 is intrinsically good (to some
degree) for Neo. It is challenging, to say the least, to argue categorically for the
conclusion that Neo’s life is not intrinsically good. But some may think that it is
not implausible to maintain that this is so. Hedonic act utilitarianism is, roughly, the
normative theory that an act is morally obligatory if and only if its total outcome
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contains higher net pleasure than the net pleasure contained in the total outcome
of any alternative. As some may see it, the disagreement between those who hold
that Neo’s life (in Matrix-2) is good to some extent and those who hold that Neo’s
life is intrinsically worthless is somewhat analogous to the disagreement between
those who maintain that hedonic act utilitarianism is defective because, under cer-
tain circumstances, it sanctions framing an innocent person for a crime that he did
not commit and those who staunchly hold fast to the normative theory despite what
others see as this undermining result. My view is that the argument from injustice
is a telling objection against hedonic act utilitarianism. If this objection does not
cast doubt on the theory, it is difficult to see what sort of moral objection would
do so. But the objection gives us no reason to reject, wholesale, the utilitarian in-
sight that we ought to do the best we can. Rather, as Feldman (1997, pp. 154–174)
has proposed, one should acknowledge the force of the objection and preserve this
utilitarian insight by adjusting utility for justice.

In like fashion, if unfree episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic
displeasures did have intrinsic value, Neo’s life in Matrix-2 would be good in itself
for Neo. Again, this is because his make-believe life contains numerous episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and no episodes of intrinsic displeasure. But some may
find it hard to swallow the result that Neo’s life in his slimy womb is good in itself
for Neo just as it is hard to swallow that it is morally obligatory to frame the innocent
person because doing so maximizes utility. Perhaps it might be suggested that unless
one has special reasons to think otherwise, or unless one is desperate to hold on to a
version of attitudinal hedonism that implies otherwise, it is difficult to imagine why
anyone would want to affirm that Neo’s life as described would be intrinsically good
for Neo. On any standard, this is a terrible life for the person who lives it. It may be
well worth emphasizing that one need not be confusing world-relevant factors with
welfare-relevant ones in arriving at this verdict. Nor need one be confusing Neo’s
being happy with Neo’s welfare level. Still, it may be claimed that the objection
from unfreedom gives us little reason to reject outright the hedonist’s insight that
intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures contribute to the intrinsic
value of lives for persons. Finally, we might be invited to acknowledge the force
of this objection and preserve this insight by adjusting the values of episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures according to whether such episodes
are free.

But I think there is a problem with this view. Suppose we are hedonists of sorts
and we acknowledge that Neo in Matrix-2 is happy. If he is happy, surely his being
so is at least partly due to the fact that he enjoys intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. But
it is unclear why his enjoying attitudinal pleasure would contribute to his happiness
if his (unfree) episodes of intrinsic pleasure were all entirely devoid of intrinsic
value. Thus, I am inclined to accept this objection against the pertinent forms of
freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism. But as we remarked earlier, this objection
does not impugn the symmetric versions of this form of hedonism.

Assuming that the robust theory and the pain-adjusted one are not in the run-
ning, this leaves the asymmetric theory and the two symmetric versions. On the
asymmetric theory, freedom enhances the intrinsic value of episodes of intrinsic
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attitudinal pleasure but has no effect on the intrinsic value of episodes of intrinsic
displeasure. I find it prima facie implausible that freedom may have such an effect
on intrinsic pleasures but no impact whatsoever on intrinsic displeasures. So I am
inclined to settle for one of the symmetric theories. I have claimed that I prefer
the symmetric version according to which free intrinsic pleasures are better than
otherwise similar pleasures that are unfree and that free intrinsic displeasures are
not as bad as otherwise similar displeasures that are not free.



Chapter 4
Pleasure, Desert, and Welfare

4.1 Pleasure and Desert

So far, I have been developing the view that freedom affects the intrinsic value
of life atoms; it affects the value of episodes of intrinsic pleasure and displea-
sure, the sum of these values being a measure of how good in itself a life is for
the person who lives that life. With a freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism as
the relevant axiology, on the view that I favor, free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures
are better than otherwise similar unfree pleasures, and free intrinsic displeasures
are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree displeasures. In this chapter, I want to
lay the groundwork for a slightly different route to the more cautious conclusion
that freedom may have a bearing on welfare. In roughly hewn strokes, the idea
is this: deserved pleasures are better than otherwise similar pleasures that are not
deserved. Deserved displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar displeasures
that are not deserved. Freedom affects desert; so freedom affects the intrinsic value
of pleasures and displeasures. Suppose the value of episodes of pleasures and dis-
pleasures are adjusted to reflect the extent to which they are deserved, and sup-
pose that aptly specified atoms of attitudinal pleasure and displeasure whose values
have been so adjusted are indeed life atoms—they are the fundamental “determi-
nants” of welfare; then, once again, we will have shown that freedom can affect
welfare.

Starting with some observations about desert, there are many different desert
bases; there are, that is, many different factors that affect the extent to which a given
person deserves a certain pleasure or displeasure: excessive or deficient past receipt,
moral worthiness or virtue, legitimate claims, established character, etc. (see, e.g.,
Rescher 1966, pp. 73–83). Consider virtue (or viciousness). Among other things, a
virtuous person is a person who habitually acts “from” virtue; similarly, a vicious
person habitually acts “out of” vice. You may be deserving of pleasure if your acts
exemplify virtue—you perform virtuous deeds; you may be deserving of displeasure
if your acts express vice—you perform vicious deeds. Then it seems that in this
fashion, virtuous and vicious deeds (actions or intentional omissions) are “desert
bases.” One’s actions, though, need not express virtue for it to be true that, because
of these deeds, one deserves pleasure. You may give alms to the poor in the belief
that, in so doing, you do what is morally obligatory. You may well be deserving of
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moral praise for your deed even if this act does not spring from virtue; equally, you
may be deserving of pleasure.

A person can deserve pleasure for many reasons: she may have performed many
morally good deeds; she is innocent and maybe innocent people deserve pleasure
in virtue of their innocence; she has been deprived of food and she deserves the
pleasures of a good meal, and so on. Analogously, a person may deserve displeasure
for many different reasons. Needless to say, a person may, at a time, deserve pleasure
for some reasons and may also, at that time, deserve displeasure for other reasons
or may receive pleasure or displeasure that is undeserved. “Undeserved,” it should
be cautioned, masks an ambiguity that is worth exposing. It may be taken to mean
the same as either “not deserved” or “deserved not.” Usually, it is taken to mean the
latter. We may bring out this distinction by introducing another set of distinctions
concerning desert bases. A person has a negative desert base if the person deserves
displeasure; a person has a positive desert base if she deserves pleasure; a person
has a neutral desert base if she neither deserves pleasure nor deserves displeasure.
Suppose a person with neutral desert base receives some pleasure. It would be cor-
rect to say that she does not deserve to receive the pleasure that she receives; there
would be no good reason, though, to say that she deserves not to receive the pleasure
she receives.

Now consider these axiological principles that govern the values of episodes of
attitudinal pleasure (and displeasure) that are deserved or not deserved:

AXP1: Positive desert base enhances the intrinsic value of an episode of attitudinal pleasure
(Feldman 1997, p. 163). If one receives the pleasure that one deserves, the value of that
episode of attitudinal pleasure is enhanced.

We record a few things about AXP1. First, AXP1 is relevantly analogous to the
widely accepted principle that pleasure in the good is intrinsically good. If someone
takes pleasure in the good, and this person deserves this pleasure because of past
good deeds, then the intrinsic goodness of such an episode seems to be enhanced
(the pleasure is made better) by virtue of his getting what he deserves (see, e.g.,
Moore [1903] 1962, p. 224; Smart 1973, p. 24; Chisholsm 1986, p. 63; Lemos 1994,
p. 74; and Zimmerman 2001, p. 220).

Second, Feldman’s view concerning the content of this principle can be better
expressed in this way:

AXP1-F: If one receives the pleasure that one deserves, the value of this episode of attitu-
dinal pleasure for the world is enhanced.

It is important to appreciate the import of the italicized phrase in AXP1. Feldman
proposes that if a person fully deserves a certain good and receives that good, then
the value of the world is substantially increased. The value for the world of his
deserved receipt, owing to the perfect match between receipt level and desert level,
is greater than the value received by the person, taken just by itself. I formulate the
principle in the fashion that I do because I am interested in whether it is true that if
desert has an effect on well-being, freedom does so as well via freedom’s influence
on desert.
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Third, this axiological principle does not take into account whether the pleasure is
taken in an object that deserves to have pleasure taken in it. One might, for example,
insist that deserved pleasure in someone’s pain or in someone’s undeserved pain
is intrinsically bad.1 (The other four axiological principles to follow also ignore
object-worthiness.) Such adjustments for object-worthiness will not affect one of
the primary points for which I wish to argue: determinism can have a detrimental
impact on the value of worlds.

Moving on to the next principle,

AXP2: Negative desert base mitigates the intrinsic value of an episode of displeasure (Feld-
man 1997, pp. 164–165). If one receives the attitudinal displeasure that one deserves, the
value of that episode of displeasure is mitigated.

One’s receiving displeasure is (other things being equal) intrinsically bad. But,
again, it seems highly plausible that if one receives some displeasure that one de-
serves, this is not so bad; the value of the episode of displeasure is mitigated (the
displeasure is made less bad).

AXP3: Neutral desert base neither enhances nor mitigates the value of pleasure or displea-
sure (Feldman 1997, pp. 166; 168–169). The intrinsic value of an episode of pleasure (or
displeasure) of this sort. is directly proportional to the amount of pleasure (or displeasure)
it contains.

Suppose you do not deserve any pleasure and you do not deserve any displeasure
but you receive some pleasure and displeasure. It appears that the values of the
episodes of gratuitous pleasure (and displeasure) you receive mirror the amount of
pleasure or displeasure in those episodes.

AXP4: Negative desert mitigates the intrinsic goodness of pleasure. If someone deserves
displeasure but gets pleasure instead, the value of that pleasure is mitigated (the pleasure is
made less good) (Feldman 1997, pp. 164–165).

Finally,

AXP5: Positive desert aggravates the intrinsic badness of displeasure. If someone deserves
pleasure but gets displeasure instead, the value of that displeasure is aggravated (the dis-
pleasure is made yet worse) (Feldman 1997, pp. 166–167).

Let the values of the episodes of intrinsic pleasures and intrinsic displeasures that
a subject experiences be adjusted for desert in accordance with principles AXP1–
AXP5. Feldman dubs this new measure of value “subject’s desert-adjusted intrin-
sic value.” He claims that subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal hedonism
(SDAIAH) is the view that the value of a world (but not of a life) is the sum of
the subject’s desert-adjusted values of the intrinsic attitudinal pleasures enjoyed and
intrinsic displeasures suffered in that world. The theory runs as follows:

Subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal hedonism (SDAIAH)

i. Every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every episode of
intrinsic displeasure is intrinsically bad.

1 For some thoughts on deserved pleasure in someone’s pain, see McLeod (2006).
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ii. The subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal plea-
sure is equal to the amount of pleasure contained in that episode adjusted for subject’s
desert; the subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic value of an episode of intrinsic displea-
sure is equal to –(the amount of displeasure contained in that episode adjusted for the
subject’s desert).

iii. The intrinsic value of a world is entirely determined by the subject’s desert-adjusted
intrinsic values of the episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure con-
tained in that world, in such a way that one world is intrinsically better than another
if and only if the net amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure adjusted for subject’s
desert in the one is greater than the net amount of that sort of pleasure in the other
(Feldman 2004, p. 195).2

On this theory when we say that a pleasure is made better if (for instance) the
person who receives it deserves to receive it, we are speaking somewhat loosely. We
should not be taken to be claiming that pleasures have variable intrinsic values—
values that can be increased or decreased depending upon whether subjects who
receive them deserve or do not deserve to receive them. Rather, when we say things
of this sort, we are strictly expressing some fact about the basics on the desert-
adjusted theory. A basic intrinsic value state on this axiology would be a state of
affairs of this form: S takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure (displeasure) of intensity
n1 and duration m1 at time t in state of affairs P when S deserves to degree r1 to be
taking that pleasure (or displeasure).

4.2 Why Be Drawn to Subject’s Desert-Adjusted Intrinsic
Attitudinal Hedonism?

Feldman underscores the point that SDAIAH offers an evaluation of worlds unlike,
for example, the simple theory or an attitudinal hedonism that adjusts the values
of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures for object-worthiness.
This latter sort of hedonism, he says, may offer an evaluation of lives. According to
Feldman, then, world atoms differ from life atoms; “atomism”—the view that there
is a uniform set of atoms for the assessment of worlds, lives, the total consequences
of actions, and so forth—is false. One might accept the falsity of atomism and yet
wonder why it may not also be true that whether a subject deserves (or fails to
deserve) a pleasure or displeasure contributes to the value of that person’s life. It
is this issue that I wish to explore. But before I do so, we should say something
about at least one strong motivation behind SDAIAH. (Later, in Section 7.7.2, we
will discuss another incentive to endorse SDAIAH, one having to do with avoiding
the so-called “repugnant conclusion.”)

2 Assume that the number of basic intrinsic value states true at a world is finite. If the num-
ber were infinite, clause (iii)’s summative principle would need recourse to a more complicated
mathematics.
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4.2.1 Ross’s Two-Worlds Objection

Simple intrinsic attitudinal hedonism (SIAH) is a life- and not a world-ranking
axiology. In Chapter 2, we considered a number of objections against this simple
theory. Each was an objection to what some have taken to be unacceptable impli-
cations of the theory’s assessment of various lives. There is a variant of the simple
theory that is a world-ranking axiology. To formulate this theory—SIAH-W—we
simply amend the third clause of SIAH as follows:

iii. The intrinsic value of a world is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the world,
in such a way that one world is intrinsically better than another if and only if
the net amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net
amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the other.

W.D. Ross raises a potent objection against world-ranking forms of hedonism
(such as SIAH-W) that involves a comparison of two worlds, a just one, Wj, and an
unjust one, Wk (Ross 1930, p. 138). It is stipulated that each of these worlds contains
exactly the same net amount of pleasure. In some versions of the “two-worlds” ob-
jection, the pleasure is sensory; in other versions, the pleasure is attitudinal. Assume,
for present concerns, that the pleasure (and pain) are attitudinal and the target of
Ross’ objection is SIAH-W. In Wj, all the pleasures are appropriately distributed
to those who deserve the pleasures and all the displeasures are fittingly distributed
to those who deserve the displeasures. In Wk, the distribution of pleasures and dis-
pleasures is reversed: the people who deserve displeasure get pleasure, while those
who deserve pleasure get displeasure. Given certain assumptions, SIAH-W sustains
the verdict that each person in Wk lives a life that is highly good in itself for that
person. Still, Wk is not a good world. More cautiously, the less fitting allocation of
pleasures and displeasures in Wk makes it worse in itself than Wj.

In an important passage, Franz Brentano draws a distinction that bears fairly
directly on the two worlds objection:

We may distinguish between realizing what is good in general, a good in the whole world-
order, and realizing a good in a particular individual. If at the Last Judgement a greater
amount of bliss were given to a person who actually deserved it less, then he would have a
greater amount of good than he otherwise would have, but the good in the universe, consid-
ered as a whole, would be less. (1969, p. 149)

Suppose some person receives a primary intrinsic good, in Brentano’s case, an
episode of bliss. Brentano distinguishes between the intrinsic value in that episode
for the recipient and the intrinsic value in that episode for the world as a result of
its recipient’s receiving the good. With the latter evaluation, we consider both the
amount of the good that the recipient receives and the extent to which the recipient
deserves the good. In the case that Brentano explicitly discusses, someone enjoys a
good that he does not deserve. Although the person might be better off—his welfare
level might be enhanced—as a result of his enjoying the good, his receiving the
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good does not make the world better off because there is a mismatch between what
the person deserves to receive and what the person receives. We may think of the
mismatch as an injustice. Then we can summarize Brentano’s point in this way: the
injustice, owing to there being a mismatch between receipt level and desert level,
makes the person but not the world better off. Axiological principles AXP1–AXP5
can be thought of as telling us how the value for the world is affected in other cases
in which someone receives a primary intrinsic good. Each of these principles is
sensitive to both receipt level and desert level.

We may now better appreciate why a world-ranking attitudinal hedonism that
is sensitive to how pleasures and displeasures are distributed—a hedonism that, in
effect, adjusts the values of episodes of intrinsic pleasures and intrinsic displeasures
in accordance with whether these episodes are deserved or not deserved—holds the
promise of yielding the result that the just world (Wj) is better than the unjust world
(Wk). SDAIAH is just this sort of hedonism. It looks to how receipt of episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures, when conjoined with facts
about whether the episodes are deserved or not deserved by their recipients, affects
worldly value. Consonant with Ross’ estimation, SDAIAH (unlike SIAH-W) rates
the just world as intrinsically superior to the unjust world.

4.3 On the Value of Worlds and Lives

Do atoms of pleasure and displeasure, whose value is modulated to reflect the extent
to which these pleasures are deserved or not deserved, have a bearing not just on the
value of worlds but also on the value of lives? Reconsider the sort of hedonism—
“Object-Worthy Hedonism”—that adjusts the value of an episode of intrinsic atti-
tudinal pleasure (or intrinsic displeasure) in accordance with whether the object of
that pleasure (or displeasure) deserves to be enjoyed. Feldman, as we have docu-
mented, claims that some may think that object-worthiness has an impact on the
intrinsic value of lives. Suppose Spike and his twin, Pike, have no special aesthetic
training. Spike takes great intrinsic pleasure in viewing the Mona Lisa; the object
of his pleasure is genuinely beautiful and it deserves to be appreciated. Pike takes
similar pleasure in a copy of the Mona Lisa that he believes is the masterpiece. The
counterfeit is not “object-worthy”; it is not an object that deserves to be an object of
pleasure. Assume that Spike would have displayed the same sort of enjoyment that
he displayed in gazing at the real thing had he, instead, been presented with the fake.
Assume, further, that corresponding things are true about his twin. Object-worthy
hedonism implies that the value of Spike’s pertinent episode of intrinsic pleasure is
enhanced in virtue of his taking pleasure in an object that is object-worthy, and it
implies that the value of Pike’s pertinent episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is
not so enhanced. This is so even if the relevant life segments of these two individuals
are internally indiscernible—the segments containing the “aesthetic pleasures” of
each of the twins may “feel” exactly the same “from the inside.”

On route to inquiring whether subject’s desert affects the value of lives, we first
ask whether indiscernibleness of this sort calls into question object-worthy hedo-
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nism. The concern is that since object-worthiness need have no influence whatsoever
on how one’s life “feels” from the “inside,” object-worthiness is not germane to
well-being (though it may be germane to the value of worlds). I am inclined to think
that this concern is not on target. Why, after all, should it be the case that whether
some factor, such as object-worthiness, makes a difference to how one’s life “feels”
from the “inside” be the test of whether this factor is pertinent to an evaluation of
lives rather than to an evaluation of worlds?

Perhaps, one might claim that we should distinguish between personal value and
impersonal (or ethical) value. Something is personally good for some person if and
only if it is good in terms of the welfare or well-being of that person. Ethical value
is one type of nonderivative value. Michael Zimmerman explains

When Ross and Feldman. . .say that the world in which the virtuous prosper and the vicious
suffer is better than the world in which the reverse is true, they are (I believe) looking at
matters from an ethical standpoint. It is ethically fitting that personal goods and evils be
distributed as they are in the first world, ethically unfitting that they be distributed as they
are in the second world; hence, an ethically sensitive person would, ceteris paribus, prefer
the first world to the second (2007, p. 429).

Regarding the sort of adjustment to the values of episodes of intrinsic attitudi-
nal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure that Object-Worthy Hedonism recommends,
Zimmerman questions why we should bother with the adjustments in the first place,
since Moore’s objection from base pleasures seems, often, to stem from ethical con-
cerns:

[S]omeone who disapproves of a life full of “low” pleasures is likely, I think, to be question-
ing the ethical value of such a life, rather than the claim that such a life is good in terms of
personal welfare [note omitted]. But if this is so, then the proper response to the objection
is not to absorb it by adjusting one’s theory but to reject it outright as misdirected, since it
concerns ethical value and not. . .personal value. . . (2007, p. 431).

In Zimmerman’s assessment, Moore’s objection gives us reason to believe that a
life replete with intrinsic attitudinal pleasures taken in unworthy objects may well be
low in ethical value but not in personal value, and it is the latter and not the former
that is pertinent to well-being.

While I find Zimmerman’s reflections highly suggestive, I do not think that they
provide conclusive grounds to unseat object-worthy hedonism. Grant the distinc-
tion between personal value and ethical value. At issue, really, is whether object-
worthiness may bear on personal value even if it is allowed that object-worthiness
may bear on ethical value. One need not be confusing the two sorts of value in
recommending that the extent to which an object deserves to have pleasure taken in
it may have definite impact on personal value.

In sum, Moore advances an objection—the objection from base pleasures—that
may reasonably be regarded as an objection against the life-ranking simple theory
(SIAH). On one response, Moore’s objection misfires; it conflates personal value
and ethical value. I prefer to be more charitable: the Moorean objection resurfaces
even if one does not confuse these two sorts of value. On Feldman’s second response
(perhaps) or on an alternative response, the proponent of object-worthy hedonism
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construes Moore’s objection as one against an axiological theory about personal
value. An implication of this second response is that there are “subject-independent
factors”—roughly, factors that need not in any way influence what the life of a
person “feels” to that person from the “inside” and that affect well-being. Object-
worthiness is one such factor. Others have suggested that truth is another such factor.

We may now finally revert to our initial riddle: why should it not be the case
that if a subject deserves (or fails to deserve) an intrinsic pleasure (or an intrinsic
displeasure), this factor contributes to that person’s well-being—it contributes to
personal value—even if it is acknowledged that it contributes to the intrinsic value
of worlds? Feldman submits that the evaluation of worlds and the evaluation of lives
make use of different considerations:

If we want to know how well a person’s life is going for him, we want to know the net extent
to which he is enjoying things. On the other hand, if we want to know how well thing are
going in a world, we want to know something about the extent to which people are enjoying
good things and suffering bad things, taking account of the extent to which those people
deserve to be enjoying the good things and suffering the bad ones (2004, p. 195).

I find the view that different considerations pertain to the evaluation of lives
and of worlds attractive. Indeed, there are prima facie powerful reasons to believe
that desert (or justice) may be welfare-irrelevant but world-relevant. Suppose Alvin
commits a crime, say a murder, he deserves the displeasure of long-term confine-
ment and he does in fact suffer such confinement. He experiences displeasure in
accord with what he deserves. But even if we accept that the actual world is intrin-
sically better ceteris paribus, owing to this instantiation of justice, than a pertinent
counterfactual world in which Alvin commits the murder, is not caught and thus
does not suffer the relevant displeasures; it is far from pellucid that Alvin’s life in
confinement is better for Alvin than his life is for him in the counterfactual world.3

However, there is still the quandary that we touched upon previously: precisely what
makes some factor welfare-irrelevant but world-relevant? I prefer to err on the side
of caution. If we grant that a subject-independent factor, such as object-worthiness,
may bear on the evaluation of lives, it is not transparent why we should deny that
another subject-independent factor, such as subject’s desert, may not also bear on
the evaluation of lives (even having conceded that it may bear on the evaluation of
worlds), given principles such as AXP1–AXP5 and no decisive view concerning the
features a factor must satisfy to be welfare-irrelevant.

I register an assumption:

Assumption Value: If object-worthiness (or truth) can have an impact on the value of
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures, and in virtue of this impact can
affect well-being, then subject’s desert can also have an impact on well-being by way of
having an impact on the value of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures.

I believe that this assumption is credible. If it is true, then, as I argue below,
the freedom of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures affects the well-being

3 I owe to this example to Al Mele whom I thank. For similar examples, see Feldman (2004,
p. 196).
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via considerations of desert. More specifically, the reasoning unfolds roughly in
this way:

1. Deserved pleasures are better than otherwise similar pleasures that are not de-
served and deserved displeasures are less bad than otherwise similar displeasures
that are not deserved.

2. A pleasure (or displeasure) of a certain sort—roughly one that if deserved is
deserved because of an action that one performs—is deserved only if it is free.
These are “action-based” pleasures.

3. If (1) and (2) are true, then freedom can have an impact on the value of intrinsic
pleasures and displeasures.

4. If freedom can have an impact on the value of these things, then given assump-
tion value—specifically, given that subject’s desert can have an impact on well-
being by having an impact on the value of episodes of intrinsic pleasures and
displeasures—freedom can have an impact on well-being. Thus, freedom can
have an impact on well-being.

If it turns out that assumption value is false, this will not affect the reasoning
for another conclusion to be argued for in Section 6.5: freedom affects the value of
worlds because freedom has a bearing on desert of pleasures and displeasures.

4.4 The Freedom of Our Decisions

I previously proposed (in Section 3.1) that if episodes of pleasure and displeasure
are free, they are indirectly free. These episodes are indirectly free only if they
causally arise from decisions that are directly free. To support the view that an
action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is deserved only if it is free, first we need
to say something about when decisions are free. In other works, I have defended the
view that a decision is free if and only if its agent has control in making it and he
is autonomous with respect to it. The control and autonomy component each merits
independent scrutiny.

As decisions are mental actions, the control condition can be parsed as follows.
If a mental action is a decision, this action is free only if its agent has control in
performing it. The control at issue is the control that moral responsibility demands.
As we have already noted, competing accounts of in what this control consists have
been proposed. Many libertarians say that the ability to do otherwise is required
for moral responsibility; others claim that to be morally responsible, one must be
appropriately sensitive to reasons; yet others defend the view that responsibility re-
quires some sort of hierarchical control; we must have the ability to identify with our
first-order desires via second-order volitions if we are to be responsible for behavior
that causally issues from our first-order desires; and so on. Needless to say, this
is not the place to assess these or other substantive accounts of control. That free
decisions must meet some control condition is not controversial.
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As far as autonomy is concerned, “autonomy” has at least two different nuances—
one associated with being self-governing and the other with ownership. It is the
latter overtone that is salient to the autonomy component of free decisions. I sus-
pect that the former is, in the minds of many, more closely aligned either with the
control component (where the stress is on “governing”) or with both control and
autonomy.

The autonomy component says that a decision is free only if it issues from an-
tecedent springs of action, such as desires and beliefs, which are “authentic” or
“truly the agent’s own.” Varieties of manipulation that undermine agency or moral
responsibility bring out the pertinent contrast between, for instance, pro-attitudes
such as desires that are authentic and those that are inauthentic. Globally manip-
ulated agents are agents who, unaware of being finagled with, fall victim to ma-
nipulation that results in significant alteration of their psychological constitution.
The “implanted” pro-attitudes are practically unsheddable. As Mele (1995, p. 172)
explains, a pro-attitude is practically unsheddable for a person at a time if, given
her psychological constitution at that time, ridding herself of that attitude is not
a “psychologically genuine option” under any but extraordinary circumstances. In
one of Mele’s examples of such wholesale psychological manipulation, Ann and
Beth are both philosophy professors but Ann is far more dedicated to the discipline.
Wanting more production out of Beth and not scrupulous about how he gets it,
the dean of the University procures the help of new-wave neurologists who “im-
plant” in easy-going Beth Ann’s hierarchy of values. The global induction results
in Beth’s being, in relevant respects, the psychological twin of Ann (Mele 1995,
p. 145).4 So, for instance, the induction leaves unscathed values, beliefs, desires,
and so forth, which premanipulated Beth possessed and which can coexist more or
less harmoniously with the implanted pro-attitudes. Such psychological tempering
is thus consistent with preserving personal identity: premanipulated Beth is identical
to her postmanipulated later self.5 Should, though, the story generate qualms about
personal identity, scale down the manipulation until one is confident that pre- and
postmanipulated Beth are one and the same person.

4 On global manipulation, see, for instance, Locke (1975), Kane (1996), Fischer and
Ravizza (1998), esp. Chapters 7 and 8; Pereboom (2001), pp. 110–117; and Haji and
Cuypers (2007, 2008).
5 Walter Glannon (1998, especially Section IV) has argued that our practices of holding people
morally and criminally responsible require only a low threshold of psychological connectedness
and bodily continuity. In 1995, p. 175, n. 22, Mele suggests that in such transformation cases, the
pre- and postsurgery agents may be strongly psychologically connected, in Parfit’s (1984, p. 206)
sense. They may be such that the number of direct psychological connections between them “is
at least half the number that hold, over every day, in the lives of nearly every actual person.”
In addition, Mele argues that the presurgery agent (t-Beth) just before her transformation is much
more similar, on the whole, to the postsurgery agent (t∗-Beth) than she is to neonate Beth or toddler
Beth. Still, t-Beth is the same person as the neonate and toddler Beths, in a familiar “personal
identity” sense of “same person.” So what is to prevent her from being the same person, in the
same sense, as t∗-Beth? On the supposition of personal identity, see also, Haji (2000a).
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Regarding the first few engineered-in, practically unsheddable desires that move
victimized Beth to action, we would want to say that these desires are not truly
Beth’s own. Many would not, for instance, agree that manipulated Beth is morally
responsible for an action that expresses such desires even though she may exer-
cise the control or freedom that moral responsibility requires in performing this
action. Indeed, one alleged moral of global induction cases is that, in addition
to, for instance, control and epistemic requirements, responsibility has owner-
ship (or authenticity) requirements as well (see, e.g., Mele 1995, 2006; Haji and
Cuypers 2008). I am proposing that there is a parallel authenticity requirement on
well-being.

Elaborating, spin the Ann/Beth tale in such a fashion that it is clear, first, that
manipulation-free Ann satisfies the favored freedom-relevant condition (whatever
it may be), together with other conditions of responsibility, such as the epistemic
one, in performing a certain type of action. Bracketing off certain complications
concerning the compatibility of free action or responsibility with determinism (or
indeterminism), we would judge that Ann is morally responsible for the deed at
issue. Next, imagine that as a result of manipulation, Beth performs a type- or near-
type identical action to the one that Ann performs. A highly plausible judgment is
that manipulated Beth is not responsible for performing this action even though she
satisfies whatever conditions on responsibility (save, of course, for the ownership or
authenticity one) that Ann satisfies. Beth is too much a victim of her manipulators
to be morally responsible for the pertinent deed.

Merely stipulating that Ann’s (and so Beth’s) relevant action issues indetermin-
istically from antecedent springs of action should have no effect on one’s verdict
of nonresponsibility regarding manipulated Beth provided one judges that in deter-
ministic scenarios, manipulated Beth is not responsible. Simply imagine that the
manipulators ensure that there is a very high probability that Beth will perform the
type- or near-type identical action that Ann does and a very low probability that
Beth will refrain from doing anything at all. In the indeterministic version of the
story, Beth performs the type- or near-type identical action that Ann does.6

In both determinstic and indeterministic versions, whereas manipulated Beth
exercised no control in the processes that gave rise to her Ann-like constellation
of pro-attitudes, beliefs, and so forth, Ann apparently exercised significant control
in acquiring and maintaining these things. This sort of difference seems salient in
informing the asymmetrical verdicts concerning responsibility that the scenarios
elicit and (as we will see) plays a significant role in accounting for why manipulated
Beth’s desires, unlike Ann’s, are inauthentic.

I concur that any proponent of the sort of view of free decisions that I have
advanced inherits the burden of defending its authenticity component and of supply-
ing an account of this component that illuminates the distinction between authentic
and inauthentic actional springs. In the interests of not being too far detracted from

6 For elaboration on this point, see, for instance, Haji (2000b), Mele (2006, pp. 138–144); and
Pereboom (2002, pp. 477–488).
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the issue of immediate concern—whether freedom can affect welfare as a result
of affecting desert—I defer giving an account of authenticity to the next chapter.
Here, I simply register that many free-will theorists contributing to the pertinent lit-
erature both acknowledge the distinction between authentic and inauthentic springs
of action and endorse the view that free decisions have an authenticity component
(see, e.g., Mele 1995, Fischer and Ravizza 1998). At least one welfare theorist,
Sumner (1996), has proposed that authenticity is pertinent to welfare (some of Sum-
ner’s relevant views are examined in Chapter 12). In the next three sections, I pro-
ceed as follows. I first clarify the connection between the authenticity component
of free decisions and the values of what a freedom-sensitive hedonism recognizes
as life atoms. I then utilize the authenticity component, in tandem with axiological
principles AXP1–AXP5 that link the values of episodes of pleasure (and displea-
sure) with whether these pleasures (and displeasures) are deserved or not, to provide
additional motivation for the view that the freedom or unfreedom of a pleasure (or
displeasure) can have a definite bearing on the intrinsic value of that pleasure (or
displeasure).

4.5 Authentic Springs of Action and Value

I have proposed that provided that our lives contain some intrinsic attitudinal plea-
sure and some intrinsic displeasure, other things being equal, our well-being is
maximized if our pleasures are free. To be more circumspect, other things being
equal, the life of an agent that contains episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure all
of which are free is intrinsically better for that agent than an otherwise similar life in
which the episodes of pleasure are unfree. If one favors the version of the symmetric
theory that I do according to which free pleasures are better than otherwise similar
unfree pleasures, and free displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree
displeasures, then, again, if our lives contain some intrinsic pleasures and displea-
sures, we can arrive at a similar conclusion: other things being equal, a life in which
all of one’s pleasures and displeasures are free is better for one than an otherwise
similar life in which the episodes of pleasure and displeasure are unfree. I have also
submitted that the (indirect) freedom of a (free) pleasure traces to the direct freedom
of a decision that gives rise to that pleasure; a pleasure is free only if it causally
derives from a decision that is free. Next, I explained that a decision, in turn, is
free only if it causally issues from authentic causal antecedents such as desires and
beliefs; its agent is autonomous with respect to these proximal antecedents. Let us
now in addition say that a mental action, such as a decision, is derivatively authentic
if and only if it causally arises from authentic springs of action. Springs of action
that are not authentic, as well as decisions that are not derivatively authentic, are
inauthentic. Given these premises, we can, hence, conclude that

Free Pleasure: A pleasure is free only if it causally issues from authentic springs of
action.
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Corresponding things are true with displeasures. It is in this fashion that the
atoms of value on a freedom-sensitive hedonism are essentially associated with
authentic springs of action.

An objection to this sequence of reasoning targets the proposal that a decision
is free only if it is (derivatively) authentic—that is, only if the decision causally
arises from pertinent causal antecedents that are themselves authentic. For it seems
that free decisions need not be so authentic. Many decisions may, for instance,
ultimately derive from the uncritical acceptance of principles, values, or delib-
erative principles that have currency in one’s culture or social milieu, and they
may do so because a number of the pertinent pro-attitudes, such as the desire
to act in conformity with traditional values, may be acquired during early child-
hood when the child lacks even minimal capacities of rational deliberation. Even
so, it may be rejoined, subsequent decisions that nondeviantly arise from such
pro-attitudes, in the absence of things like coercion and other factors that are ob-
viously control-undermining, would be free. We can articulate the problem in a
different way. I have proposed that a decision is free if and only if it is deriva-
tively authentic and satisfies the correct condition of control (whatever this may
be). How can we square this proposal with the view that free decisions need not be
derivatively authentic because they may derive from relevant pro-attitudes whose
acquisition bypasses the agent’s (even perhaps minimal) capacities of reflective
control?7

A full reply would draw on the substantive account of the authenticity of our
springs of action. The broad contours, though, of an apt response to the objection
are not difficult to discern if we are careful to differentiate two senses of “free” in
which a decision may be free. In the strong sense pertinent to moral responsibility,
a decision is strongly free if and only if it is derivatively authentic and satisfies the
correct control condition. In a weak sense, a decision is weakly free if it satisfies the
correct control condition. Globally manipulated Beth’s posttransformation decisions
are weakly but not strongly free. Reconsider the challenge that a decision may be
free even though it derives from values, deliberative principles, and so forth, which
have been acquired as a result of processes that bypass the agent’s capacities of
deliberative control. Regarding the decision in question, what is being envisaged, it
appears, is a decision analogous to the ones that posttransformation Beth makes. We
may grant that there is a sense in which such a decision is free: it is weakly free. But
the decision, because derivatively inauthentic (it causally derives from springs that
are inauthentic), is not strongly free; it is not one for which its agent is deserving of,
say, moral praise or moral blame.

If free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures are better than corresponding unfree ones, is
it the concept of being weakly free or strongly free that is at issue, and if the latter,
why not the former instead? The answer should be fairly evident: Neo’s pleasures
in Matrix-1 (or some of posttransformation Beth’s immediate or near-immediate

7 On bypassing and autonomy of actional springs, see Mele (1995, pp. 166–168, 171–172, and
183–184).
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intrinsic attitudinal pleasures) might all be weakly free. The new-wave surgeons
may well implant unsheddable attitudes, values, etc. in their subjects but these need
not, as Beth’s case highlights, compromise responsibility-relevant control. It is not
the lack of weak freedom that explains why Neo’s life is not so highly good in itself
for him. Rather, his life fails to be highly intrinsically valuable for him because his
pleasures are not strongly free.

4.6 Freedom, Desert, and Value

Revert to the question of why free pleasures are more intrinsically valuable than
otherwise similar unfree pleasures. I ventured that posttransformation Beth is not
morally praiseworthy or blameworthy for (at least) her first few decisions and overt
actions (though some disagree with this assessment). She is not morally responsi-
ble for these things because they are derivatively inauthentic; these decisions and
actions express causal springs that are inauthentic. Just as a person may deserve
overt praise or blame, so a person may deserve pleasures or displeasures or may
not deserve these things. A person may deserve pleasures (or displeasures) for any
number of reasons. Of special interest for our concerns are instances in which a
person deserves to receive a pleasure in virtue of performing an action such as giving
alms to the poor.

Reflect on the following case which suggests that the intrinsic value of freedom—
the value of free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures—is merely a consequence of a more
general thesis about the intrinsic value of deserved pleasures. This is roughly the
thesis that deserved intrinsic pleasures (or intrinsic displeasures) of a certain sort
are better than otherwise similar pleasures (or displeasures) that are not deserved.

Imagine that Beth∗ is as “close” to Beth as possible apart from not being ma-
nipulated. Confine attention to a segment of Beth∗’s life, sl∗. First assume that for
each act that Beth∗ performs at some time in this segment, victimized Beth, at this
time, performs an act type- or near type-identical to this act in the “corresponding
segment,” sl, of her life; and for each act that Beth performs, at some time, in sl,
there is a type- or near type-identical act that Beth∗ performs at that time in sl∗. So,
at a time t, Beth∗ performs an act in sl∗ if and only if Beth, at t, performs a type- or
near type-identical act in sl. Assume, second, that in life segment sl∗, Beth∗ receives
intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures, each of which she deserves
to receive. So in this temporal segment, it is false that on any occasion Beth∗ de-
serves to receive displeasure but receives pleasure then instead; and it is false that
on any occasion, Beth∗ deserves to receive pleasure but receives displeasure then
instead. In this segment of her life, there is a perfect “fit” between the pleasures
(and displeasures) she receives and the pleasures (and displeasures) she deserves
to receive. Assume, third, that all the pleasures that Beth∗ receives in this segment
are pleasures that Beth∗ deserves to receive in virtue of performing actions, such as
giving alms to the poor. (Corresponding things are true concerning the displeasures
that she receives.) Assume, fourth, that for each (episode of) pleasure that Beth∗

receives in life segment sl∗, there is a “corresponding pleasure” that Beth receives
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in life segment sl, a pleasure that she receives upon performing an act that is type-
or near type-identical to the one Beth∗ performs, this act of Beth∗’s being the reason
for Beth∗’s receiving the apt episode of pleasure (or displeasure) that she receives.

If it is plausible that Beth is not morally praiseworthy or blameworthy for any
action that she performs in life segment sl because all these actions are derivatively
nonautonomous, it is just as plausible that she does not deserve to receive any of the
pleasures (or displeasures) that she receives upon performing the apt, derivatively
nonautonomous act. A principle that captures this connection between desert of
pleasure (and displeasure) and autonomy is this:

PDA: If an agent receives a particular pleasure (or displeasure) upon performing a deriva-
tively nonautonomous act, A, which is an instance of pleasure of the same sort of pleasure
that the agent would have deserved to receive in virtue of performing an act as “close”
as possible to A with the exception of being derivatively autonomous, then the particular
pleasure (or displeasure) that this agent receives is not deserved.

Confining attention to life segments sl∗ and sl, we said that for each pleasure that
Beth∗ receives in sl∗ because of performing a derivatively autonomous act, there
is a corresponding pleasure that Beth receives in sl upon performing a derivatively
nonautonomous type- or near-type identical act (and similarly for displeasures). We
may say that each of the pleasures that Beth∗ receives is a positive desert-based plea-
sure: she deserves the pleasure—she has positive desert base—and she receives it.
Analogously, each displeasure that Beth∗ receives is a negative desert-based displea-
sure: she deserves the displeasure—she has negative desert base—and she receives
it. In contrast, each of Beth’s pleasures and displeasures (in life segment sl) is neutral
desert-based: Beth does not deserve any of them but still receives them. Axiological
principles AXP1 and AXP3 entail (together with the germane facts of the case)
that each of Beth∗’s positive desert-based pleasures is better than each of Beth’s
corresponding neutral desert-based pleasures. Principles AXP2 and AXP3 entail
(together with relevant facts) that each of Beth∗’s negative desert-based displeasures
is less bad than each of Beth’s corresponding neutral desert-based displeasures.

Let us remind ourselves of the part of assumption value that is of concern to us:
subject’s desert can have an impact on well-being by way of having an impact on
the value of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures. We can now
conclude that Beth∗’s life is better in itself for Beth∗ than is Beth’s life for Beth.

Collecting some salient results, deserved pleasures are (other things being equal)
intrinsically better than pleasures that are not deserved. The global induction case
involving Beth strongly suggests that, regarding some pleasures and displeasures,
if they are deserved, then they derive from authentic springs. Which pleasures (and
displeasures) are pleasures of this sort? So far, I have given a very rough charac-
terization of these pleasures as pleasures that one deserves in virtue of performing
actions, and I have called them “action-based pleasures.” More precision is called
for. To help isolate this class of pleasures, we remind ourselves that there are several
different desert bases—there are different factors that influence the extent to which
a given person deserves a certain pleasure or displeasure. Reasonable candidates
include deficient past receipt, innocent suffering, moral worthiness, conscientious
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effort, performance of germane action, and legitimate claims.8 Suppose, in virtue
of being a person, you deserve a certain amount of pleasure, but as time goes by,
through no fault of your own you get very little of this pleasure. Because of this
deficient past receipt, you deserve appropriate compensation. Or imagine that an
innocent person who does not deserve to suffer has been mugged. In virtue of her
innocent suffering, she deserves compensatory benefits. Next, consider a case in
which there are two potential recipients of a good, alike in all other relevant respects
save that one of them has been morally good (she has performed many morally good
deeds, for instance), whereas the other has been bad. Barring other complicating
factors, the person who has been morally worthy deserves the good or more of it.
Suppose, however, that the sole reason why this person has been good is that she has
been manipulated into performing good deeds by the new-wave neurosurgeons who
worked on Beth. In this variation of the case, we would not think that the person
who has so acted deserves the good. For her good deeds stem from actional springs
that are inauthentic. A similar moral comes to light when we consider conscientious
effort. If one student has worked long and hard to succeed in a course but another
has wasted the semester, other things being equal, the hard worker deserves more to
enjoy the rewards of success. If, however, we were to discover that the hard worker’s
efforts were due solely to apt manipulation, we would not think that he was so
deserving; again, his efforts issued from antecedents of action that were inauthentic.

We may draw a distinction between action-implicating and nonaction-implicating
desert bases. Roughly, an action-implicating desert base, such as conscientious ef-
fort or moral worthiness (where the latter is to be understood fundamentally in terms
of performing actions in virtue of which one is morally good), implies that the fac-
tors that influence the extent to which a person deserves some good are germane ac-
tions (mental or otherwise) of the potential recipient. A nonaction-implicating desert
base, such as being a person, is a desert base that is not an action-implicating one.
We may say that an agent deserves a pleasure (or displeasure) on the basis of some
desert base if and only if in virtue of that desert base, it is distributionally appropriate
for this agent to receive the pleasure (or displeasure). Now we may refine the notion
of something’s being an action-based pleasure in this way: an action-based pleasure
(or displeasure) is a pleasure (or displeasure) that, if deserved, is deserved on the
basis of an action-implicating desert base. We may finally enunciate the following
principle:

Deserved Action-Implicating Pleasures (DAIP): If an agent deserves a pleasure (or displea-
sure) on the basis of an action-implicating desert base, then that pleasure (or displeasure)
causally arises—“it has its basis”—in springs of action that are authentic.

In sum, each action-based pleasure and displeasure that is deserved is free (in that
each such pleasure and displeasure is derivatively authentic). Each deserved plea-
sure (and displeasure) is better than an otherwise similar pleasure (and displeasure)
that is not deserved. (The pleasure is made better because deserved; the displeasure

8 This list is, of course, not meant to be exhaustive and some may take issue with whether some of
the items on this list should be on it.
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is made less bad because deserved.) If these two things are true, freedom affects
the values of pleasures and displeasures. If freedom affects the values of pleasures
and displeasures, and subject’s desert can have an impact on well-being, then free-
dom can have an impact on well-being. We have assumed that subject’s desert can
have an impact on well-being. It follows that freedom, too, can have an impact on
well-being.

4.7 Freedom and the Value of Action-Based Pleasures

With the Beth/Beth∗ case in mind, perhaps one might now attempt to account for
the enhanced value of free pleasures in this way: assume that deserved pleasures
are more valuable for well-being than pleasures that are not deserved. If this is so,
and if a pleasure cannot be deserved unless it is free, then free pleasures enhance
well-being. Thus, the value of free pleasures derives from the value of deserved
pleasures. Freedom does not always enhance the value of pleasures. But when it
does, it does so via considerations of desert. An hypothesis that captures the core of
this view is the following.

H1: When a free pleasure is better than an otherwise similar unfree pleasure, it is
better only if this pleasure is actually deserved.

H1 is seductive but it is not correct. We may spin the tale of Neo in Matrix-1 in a
way in which it is clear that none of Neo’s intrinsic attitudinal pleasures is deserved
and none is not deserved; each is gratuitous (for simplicity, imagine that Neo takes
no intrinsic displeasure in any state of affairs). Compare Neo’s life with the life of
his twin. This life is otherwise similar to Neo’s save for its being “real.” Notably,
we assume that the objects of the twin’s pleasures are all just as he takes them to be,
the pleasures are gratuitous, and these pleasures are free in that they causally derive
from authentic springs of action. If H1 is true, each of the twin’s free gratuitous
pleasures has the same intrinsic value as each of Neo’s corresponding unfree gratu-
itous pleasures. It would then follow that Neo’s life in his slimy womb would be no
better for Neo than would the life of his twin be for the twin. Again, this just rings
false to me.

There is another problem with H1. A proponent of H1 is led to H1 partly on the
basis of the principle that an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure cannot be deserved unless
it is free. I’m inclined to reject this principle. In virtue of deficient past receipt or,
perhaps, merely in virtue of being a person, you may deserve certain pleasures. In
a case of this sort, it may be that you deserve the pleasures but not because of
any action of yours. A pleasure, then, may well be deserved even though it is not
indirectly free.

Consider two other competing hypotheses:

H2: A free pleasure is better than an otherwise similar unfree pleasure because free-
dom is intrinsically good.
H3: A free pleasure is better than an otherwise similar unfree pleasure for just
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the reason or for a reason similar to the reason that (i) a pleasure in a true state
of affairs is better than an otherwise similar pleasure in a false state of affairs, or
(ii) a pleasure in an object that deserves to have pleasure taken in it is better than an
otherwise similar pleasure in an object that does not deserve to have pleasure taken
in it.

Unlike H1, both H2 and H3 imply that freedom enhances the intrinsic value
of a pleasure per se. On these hypotheses, the twin’s life is better in itself for
the twin than is Neo’s life for Neo. H2 is unacceptable to an axiological monist,
such as a freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonist, who insists that there is only one
property, which is such that intrinsically good basic intrinsic value states are pure
attributions of that property. If H2 is true, and it may well be, I believe that its
truth does not detract from the fact that freedom can have a definite impact on
well-being. This is because I do not see how any plausible account of welfare can
deny that intrinsic pleasures and displeasures contribute, in a fundamental way, to
well-being.

I am somewhat partial to the view that truth and “object-worthiness” can enhance
the value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. For this reason, I am drawn
to H3. Still, H3 is a bit mysterious (an understatement! one might exclaim): it fails
to specify why, for instance, object-worthiness is value-enhancing. One cannot, of
course, rule out of hand an explanation along the lines that an object’s being intrin-
sically good accounts for its being deserving of having pleasure taken in it. In this
event, would object-worthy hedonism fail to qualify as a welfarist form of hedonism
because there are things besides attitudinal pleasures that are intrinsically good? I
think not; I think the supposition that freedom is intrinsically good wouldn’t threaten
object-worthy hedonism’s claim to being an hedonistic life-ranking axiology. A the-
orist may consistently hold that, say, a beautiful object is pleasure-worthy because
this object is intrinsically good, its being intrinsically good does not contribute in-
dependently to prudential value, and its being pleasure-worthy enhances prudential
value but only because its being pleasure-worthy augments the values of pertinent
basics involving pleasures in pleasure-worthy objects.

I said in the opening paragraph of this work that there are many different vari-
eties of moral appraisal. There are, for instance, morally deontic judgments of right,
wrong, and obligation; hypological judgments of moral praiseworthiness and moral
blameworthiness; aretaic judgments having to do with virtue and vice; and axiolog-
ical judgments concerning individual well-being and the value of worlds. There is
no presumption that the conditions requiring satisfaction for one species of moral
judgment to be true (or “correct”) are the very conditions requiring satisfaction for
a different species of moral judgment to be true (or “correct”). But with respect to
at least some of these varieties of judgment, it seems that there is some overlap in
the conditions of satisfaction. It is generally presumed that responsibility requires
freedom: no one can be morally praiseworthy or morally blameworthy for an action
unless that action is free. Similarly, there is a requirement of freedom for the truth
of morally deontic judgments. In a world bereft of the pertinent freedom, neither
judgments of responsibility nor judgments of deontic morality are true. We may now
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add that there may well be a pivotal association between judgments of well-being
and freedom, on the assumption that a freedom-sensitive attitudinal hedonism that
adjusts the values of episodes of pleasure and displeasure to reflect the extent to
which these pleasures are deserved or not is in the right ball park and pertinent
to well-being: free pleasures (and displeasures) derive from authentic springs of
action and, other things being equal, such pleasures (and displeasures) are better
than otherwise similar unfree pleasures (and displeasures).



Chapter 5
Authentic Springs of Action

A pleasure (or displeasure), if free, is indirectly so; it derives its freedom from the
freedom of decisions. A decision, in turn, is free only if it causally issues nonde-
viantly from springs of action that are authentic. Thus, a pleasure (or displeasure)
is free only if it derives from authentic antecedents. Under what conditions are our
springs of action authentic and under what conditions are they inauthentic? Since I
(and my coauthor) have undertaken significant parts of this project elsewhere (Haji
and Cuypers 2008), in this chapter, I adumbrate aspects of this prior work on au-
thentic springs that are of immediate significance to the axiological issues under
discussion.

5.1 Authenticity and Welfare

To develop an account of authenticity, distinguish between two stages in an individ-
ual’s life: the stage, roughly, of childhood prior to which one is a suitable candidate
for responsibility ascriptions and the stage when or after one satisfies the agency
requirements of responsibility. Some background will be helpful.

In addition to freedom and epistemic constraints, moral responsibility has agency
requirements. Very young children are not responsible for their conduct partly be-
cause they fail to fulfill responsibility’s agency presuppositions. To be morally re-
sponsible, one must be an agent of a certain sort, what I call a “morally normative
agent.” One agency requirement for responsibility is that the candidate be capable
of intentional deliberative action. Such action, in turn, requires some psychological
basis for evaluative reasoning. An agent’s deliberations that issue in a practical judg-
ment about what to do, which in turn gives rise to a decision or intention, involve
an appraisal of reasons for or against action by appeal to what I dub the agent’s
“evaluative scheme.” Such a scheme is made up of these constituents: (a) normative
standards that the agent believes (though not necessarily consciously) ought to be
invoked in assessing reasons for action or beliefs about how the agent should go
about making choices. To be a fitting candidate for moral responsibility, the norma-
tive standards must include a set of moral principles or norms; the agent must be
minimally morally competent. She must understand the concepts of rightness, obli-
gatoriness, or wrongness, and she must be able to appraise, morally, various choices
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or actions in light of the moral norms that are elements of her evaluative scheme.
(There is no requirement that appraisals be fully considered, free of error, or even
conscious.) (b) The agent’s long-term ends or goals he deems worthwhile or valu-
able. (c) Deliberative principles the agent utilizes to arrive at practical judgments
about what to do or how to act. (d) Lastly, motivation both to act on the normative
standards specified in (a) and to pursue one’s goals of the sort described in (b) at
least partly on the basis of engaging the deliberative principles outlined in (c).

It suffices for an individual’s being a normative agent at a certain time that
the individual have at that time (i) an evaluative scheme with the requisite moral
elements—the agent is minimally morally competent; (ii) deliberative skills and
capacities; for example, the agent has the capacity to apply the normative standards
that are elements of his evaluative scheme to evaluating reasons; and (iii) executive
capacities—the agent is able to act on at least some of his intentions, decisions, or
choices. Read condition (ii) to entail that the agent is able to engage in genuine
deliberation; his deliberative activities must meet the threshold of rationality below
which such activities fail to count as bona fide deliberation.

Evaluative schemes contain both doxastic and motivational components. Again,
for brevity, attention is limited primarily to the latter that include desires. As a child
matures, the child acquires an evaluative scheme; the child becomes a normative
agent. The child’s initial evaluative scheme is the evaluative scheme that the child
initially acquires. One guiding idea is that if the motivational constituents of such
a scheme are properly acquired, in a sense of “proper acquisition” to be explained,
then these constituents are authentic. Over time, the initial scheme evolves; its con-
stituents change. If we can give an outline of when the desires that are parts of an
individual’s initial scheme are authentic, then we can theorize that the desires of an
evolved scheme are authentic provided that they causally result from modifications
to the individual’s initial scheme that are acceptable, again in a sense of “acceptable”
to be explained. Here, I provide only an outline of authenticity.

Regarding the motivational components of an initial scheme, such as desires
or, more generally, pro-attitudes, I propose that these motivational elements, if au-
thentic, are not authentic in their own right. Rather, they are relationally authentic:
they are authentic only relative to whether later behavior that issues from them is
behavior for which the morally normative agent into whom the child matures is
morally responsible. More specifically, with respect to pro-attitudinal components
or would-be components of the initial evaluative scheme that the child acquires,
I suggest the following. A pro-attitude or its mode of acquisition is inauthentic if
that pro-attitude or the way in which it is acquired subverts moral responsibility
for behavior, which owes its proximal causal genesis to the pro-attitude (typically in
conjunction with other springs of action), of the morally normative agent into whom
the child develops. Subversion of moral responsibility would occur as a result of
either epistemic, control, or other necessary requirements (independent, of course,
of agency presuppositions) of moral responsibility being thwarted. In this sense, at
the prenormative scheme stage there is nothing like “authenticity per se” of pro-
attitudes but only relational authenticity: “authenticity-with-an-eye-toward-moral
responsibility” or “responsibility-relative authenticity.” I revert to this point below.
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Toward outlining an account of initial scheme authenticity, ponder these exam-
ples. I said that to be morally responsible for an action, an agent must have ele-
mentary moral concepts, such as those of wrong or obligation, and she must be
able to appraise morally (even if imperfectly) decisions, actions, consequences of
action, etc. in light of the moral norms that are partly constitutive of her evaluative
scheme. Imagine that a child, Simon, is trained in such a way that he lacks knowl-
edge of the relevant moral concepts with the result that he is not even minimally
morally competent. Then lack of instilment of the appropriate moral concepts is
responsibility-subversive. Or consider instilment in Simon of a pro-attitude or dis-
position, the influence of which on his behavior he cannot thwart. Instilling such
a pro-attitude would presumably undermine responsibility for later conduct arising
from that pro-attitude by undermining the control moral responsibility requires. Or
suppose instilled in Simon is a powerful disposition always to act impulsively. Here,
again, we would not want to hold Simon morally responsible for much of his later
impulsive behavior. Or, finally, consider an interference that prevents Simon from
engaging in critical self-reflection. This may subvert Simon from being morally
responsible for some of his later behavior, on occasions of choice, by significantly
narrowing the range of Simon’s options, alternatives he may have considered had he
acquired “normal” habits of critical self-reflection.

In each of these cases, Simon acquires a certain pro-attitude. The pro-attitude
(or the way in which it is acquired) is such that behavior that it later causes (when
Simon becomes a normative agent) is not behavior for which Simon will be morally
responsible. His lack of responsibility for this behavior will be due to the fact that the
pro-attitude, or the manner of its acquisition, ensured that some necessary condition
of responsibility (such as the control condition) is not satisfied. The pro-attitude in
question, for example, might be a desire that is irresistible. The action (if any) that
results from such a desire at a time when Simon has become a normative agent will
not be one for which Simon is praiseworthy or blameworthy. This is simply because
Simon won’t exercise the control that responsibility requires in performing an action
that issues from this desire. The irresistible desire is not inauthentic in its own right.
It is inauthentic (at the child’s or prenormative agent’s stage) only because it will
thwart later moral responsibility. In this way, it is relationally inauthentic.

In sum, let “interference” be a general term for things like suppression of innate
propensities, or implantation of certain dispositions, or deliberate lack of instilment
of various pro-attitudes. Some interferences are incompatible with the agent being
morally responsible for his subsequent behavior, which issues from these interfer-
ences. Such interferences subvert later moral responsibility (as I will say), while
others do not. I propose that the subversive ones are responsibility-wise inauthentic.
Specifically, imagine an agent like a young child who does not yet have an initial
scheme. Such an agent’s having a pro-attitude is responsibility-wise inauthentic if
her having this pro-attitude as a result of instilment subverts her being morally re-
sponsible for behavior to which it gives rise; owing to having this pro-attitude, she is
not responsible for conduct that stems from it. “Stems from” requires analysis that
shall not be undertaken here save for the following. A causal theory of action (which
I endorse) assumes that actions causally arise from desires, or desire/belief pairs, or
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a cluster of psychological elements. On this theory, when an action issues from a
certain desire (as opposed to another), this desire (as opposed to the other, typically
together with other actional elements) is causally implicated in the production of the
action. I presuppose whatever account of “issues from” that causal theories of action
presuppose. Setting aside agency requirements of responsibility, if interferences of
the sort at issue subvert later moral responsibility, they will do so by subverting
other requirements of responsibility, such as epistemic or freedom requirements.

We have, so far, limited discussion to responsibility-relevant authenticity of the
objects of instilment such as dispositions, or pro-attitudes in general. What about
modes of instilling such things; are some responsibility-wise authentic and others
not? Assume that to ensure prevention of subverting moral responsibility for later
behavior, it is necessary to instill in the child the disposition to be moral. Different
modes of instilling this disposition could affect responsibility-relevant authenticity
of this very disposition itself. For example, suppose that given the mode of instilling
the moral disposition in Simon, he finds that he cannot refrain from doing what he
perceives to be morally right. Perhaps the disposition was “beaten into” Simon, or
instilled via shock “therapy.” On occasions of choice, he is stricken with inward
terror at the faintest thought of not doing what he deems moral. Simon would not
be morally responsible for much of his later behavior because the mode of instilling
the moral disposition subverts responsibility-grounding control. Modes of instilling
pro-attitudes (habits, dispositions, etc.) are responsibility-wise not truly one’s own
if the modes subvert responsibility for later behavior. Again, leaving aside agency
demands of responsibility, if these modes of acquiring pro-attitudes undermine later
moral responsibility, they will do so by subverting one or more of responsibility’s
requirements.

We may now formulate a general principle about the authenticity of initial evalu-
ative schemes. I have suggested that the having of some pro-attitudes (dispositions,
etc.) may be required to ensure moral responsibility for later behavior—having them
ensures that necessary conditions other than agency conditions of moral responsi-
bility can (later) be satisfied by the agent or by her behavior that stems from them.
I have also suggested that the having of some pro-attitudes (dispositions, etc.) is
incompatible with moral responsibility for later behavior, which issues from them;
having these pro-attitudes precludes satisfaction of necessary conditions for moral
responsibility other than agency conditions, such as epistemic or control conditions.
Such pro-attitudes are inauthentic. Lastly, I have suggested that some modes of in-
stilling pro-attitudes (dispositions, etc.) are incompatible with moral responsibility
for later behavior; such modes of instilment subvert later responsibility by thwarting
satisfaction of necessary conditions of responsibility other than agency conditions.
Such pro-attitudes are also inauthentic. Limiting attention to the motivational or pro-
attitudinal elements of an initial scheme, I propose this principle as one that governs
responsibility-relative authenticity of initial schemes of “developing agents”:

Authenticity-1: An agent’s initial evaluative scheme is responsibility-wise authentic
if its pro-attitudinal elements (i) include all those, if any, that are required to ensure
that the agent will be morally responsible for her future behavior; (ii) do not include
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any that will subvert the agent’s being responsible for future behavior that issues
from these elements; and (iii) have been acquired by means that, again, will not
subvert the agent’s being responsible for her future behavior.

I turn to amplification of this account of initial scheme authenticity by responding
to the objection that Authenticity-1 is either empty or circular. Regarding the former,
some may think that Authenticity-1 is empty because I have left open what all the
other requirements or dimensions of responsibility are, and of the dimensions that
I have acknowledged—the epistemic and control dimensions—I have not said in
what these consist. So the implication of Authenticity-1 that if (during the pre-initial
scheme stage) a pro-attitude, such as a desire, or its mode of acquisition, undermines
future responsibility for behavior that issues from it, that pro-attitude is inauthentic,
is empty.

In response, setting aside responsibility’s agency presuppositions, there is
widespread agreement that responsibility has additional requirements. There is (gen-
eral) concurrence, for example, that there are epistemic and freedom demands on
responsibility. That responsibility has various requirements cannot be denied even
in the face of disagreement regarding precisely what these requirements might
be. Concerning a putative particular requirement, such as the epistemic one, the-
orists may well disagree on the substantive account of this requirement. Yet, again,
though, free will theorists do not deny that there is some correct rendition of this re-
quirement (whatever it may turn out to be). Reconsider the claim that a pro-attitude
acquired during the pre-initial scheme stage is inauthentic if behavior that issues
from it is behavior for which the agent is not morally responsible by virtue of this
pro-attitude’s undercutting one or more of responsibility’s requirements. On the as-
sumption that there is a correct account of what the requirements of responsibility
are (with the exception, again, of agency requirements), and that there is correct
account of what each of these requirements consist in, this claim is decidedly not
empty.

Regarding the concern of circularity, the consideration that there is a fact of the
matter about what the requirements of responsibility are, and that there is a fact of
the matter about what each of responsibility’s requirements amounts to, also vin-
dicates the view that Authenticity-1 is not circular. I do not explicate the notion of
initial scheme authenticity by covert appeal to the authenticity of the scheme’s con-
stituents. I reemphasize that on my view, during the pre-initial scheme stage, there is
nothing like authenticity per se of pro-attitudes acquired during this stage. The au-
thenticity of pro-attitudes is forward-looking, specified by way of a relation between
the having of a pro-attitude at a time when the child is not yet a normative agent, and
behavior that issues from this pro-attitude at a time when the child has turned into a
normative agent. Second, I account, specifically, for the authenticity in question in
terms of whether an agent’s behavior that owes its proximal causal genesis to this
pro-attitude (typically, in consort with other actional elements) is behavior for which
the agent is morally responsible. I ask whether the pro-attitude subverts responsi-
bility for such behavior by subverting one or more of the requirements (other than
agency ones and ipso facto other than authenticity ones) of responsibility. Assuming
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that there are such requirements (whatever they may turn out to be), and that there
is a correct account of what these requirements consist in, I see no circularity in
Authenticity-1.1

Assume that Simon has acquired an authentic initial evaluative scheme. Evalu-
ative schemes are not static but dynamic; typically they evolve. So, for instance,
Simon can renounce values formerly cherished and acquire new ones; he might
come to question his belief that moral decisions should conform to the teachings of
his religion and adopt a utilitarian outlook; or he might give up some of his deliber-
ative principles such as the principle that he review his decisions frequently before
implementing them. Some modifications or changes in one’s evaluative scheme may
be perfectly compatible with preserving responsibility-relative authenticity, whereas
others will subvert authenticity. To distinguish between the two sorts of changes, we
require a conception of acceptable modifications.

As one’s evaluative scheme is comprised of doxastic and motivational con-
stituents, changes in one’s scheme can involve changes in one or both. The general
rule for acceptable modifications in either of these types of constituents is straight-
forward: the modifications must be made under one’s own deliberative control. With
respect to changes in pro-attitudes such as desires, instilled ones or newly acquired
ones are acceptable as long as the actions, if any, to which they give rise are ones
over which the agent has responsibility-grounding control and the changes are ini-
tiated by the agent’s exercising (or engaging) her initial scheme. The changes occur
as a result of capacities, such as deliberative ones, that the agent (substantially) has
in virtue of elements constitutive of her authentic scheme.2

To elaborate, Mele plausibly proposes that most normal, healthy human agents
have the following capacities in some measure: the capacity to modify the strengths
of their desires in the service of their normative judgments, of aligning their emo-
tions with relevant judgments, of mastering motivation to produce or sustain beliefs
that would violate their principles for belief-acquisition and belief-retention, of ra-
tionally assessing their values and principles, of identifying with their values and
principles on the basis of informed critical reflection, and of modifying their values
and principles should they judge that this is called for (Mele 1995, pp. 166–172;
183–184). I do not see how it is possible to possess these capacities without having
an evaluative scheme. One cannot assess values and principles, for instance, without
embracing a set of normative principles. These principles are causally and, ideally,
nondeviantly engaged, for instance, in one’s appraisal of a thought that strikes one
upon witnessing a disastrous event. If one cares deeply about another, one must
be able to adjust or adapt one’s emotions: appropriately favorable emotions in re-
sponse to one’s belief that the cared-for has fared or will fare well, and a range

1 I (and my co-author) entertain and respond to other objections in Haji and Cuypers (2008).
2 I allow for cases in which, through a series of past steps over which one has responsibility-
grounding control, one deliberately instills in one a pro-attitude (or a cluster of such attitudes),
which will give rise to actions over which one will lack such control. A person desperate to quit
smoking, for example, may have implanted in her an irresistible desire to avoid cigarettes.
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of unfavorable emotions in response to one’s belief that the cared-for has fared or
will fare poorly. One cannot do so without engaging elements of one’s evaluate
scheme. Here, again, there will presumably be an appropriate causal story to be
told about how one brings one’s relevant emotions (the having of which themselves
depends upon constituents of one’s evaluative scheme) in line with one’s pertinent
judgments. Consonant with what Mele says (see, e.g., Mele 1995, pp. 166–172,
183–184; and 2006, pp. 166–167, 170), I propose that an agent’s evaluative scheme
is not engaged in, for instance, acquiring a pro-attitude, if the acquisition of this
pro-attitude bypasses all of the agent’s capacities of deliberative control. The mod-
ification to one’s evaluative scheme resulting from its supplementation with this
pro-attitude is not an acceptable one. If, in acquiring a pro-attitude, one manifests
deliberative control and, thus, in this sense “engages one’s evaluative scheme,” the
degree of deliberative control that one exercises will be a function of a number
of factors. These include factors such as whether the deliberative process involves
certain sorts of inefficiency and irrationality—for example, various sorts of selective
biasing, and the coming to mind, while deliberating, of irrelevant considerations or
akratic influences.

Assuming an appropriate account of authenticity for doxastic elements, I now
formulate the following sufficient condition of scheme responsibility-relative au-
thenticity of “developmental agents” like us.

Authenticity-2: If an agent’s evaluative scheme at a time is either her initial responsibility-
wise authentic scheme at that time, or is an evolved responsibility-wise authentic
scheme of hers at that time—it is a scheme resulting from acceptable modifica-
tions to a scheme that she possesses prior to that time that is responsibility-wise
authentic—then her evaluative scheme is responsibility-wise authentic.

Many more details regarding the authenticity of both initial and evolved schemes
need to be supplied in a comprehensive account of authenticity. The sketch I have
provided, though, should be adequate for the task at hand.

Reverting to global induction cases, these cases as standardly presented, such
as the Ann/Beth case, raise concerns not about normative agents in the making
but about fully formed normative agents with evolved evaluative schemes. Beth,
in Mele’s example, is such an agent. Global manipulation has the effect of subvert-
ing normative agency in this way: pro-attitudinal and doxastic components of the
individual’s evaluative scheme are “replaced” by a different set. The replacement is
not accomplished under the individual’s own steam but occurs as a result of some
process that totally bypasses the agent’s capacities of deliberative or reflective con-
trol (cf. Mele 1995, pp. 166–168, 171–172, 183–184). Victimized Beth’s desires
are, thus, not authentic.

5.2 A Comparison with Noggle’s Account

It will be helpful to compare this relational account of authenticity with what Robert
Noggle has to say about authentic springs at the prenormative agent stage of devel-
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opment. Introducing some terminology, Noggle directs our attention to the term
“self” according to which the person’s self does not include those “internal but
phenomenologically alien forces that may afflict her and threaten her personal au-
tonomy” (Noggle 1999, p. 88). Noggle adds:

The adjective “authentic” is commonly applied to elements of the person’s psychology that
are part of or produced by this true or real self. Thus, to say that an impulse is not authentic
is to say that it does not lie within that part of a person’s psychology that must be in charge
if she is to be genuinely autonomous (or that must be the source of her actions if they are to
count as autonomous) (p. 88).

Noggle proposes that the “authenticating self first arises gradually” (p. 99). He
affirms that if a self is to “ground assertions of authenticity,” it must have a stable,
orderly belief system and preference structure, and it must have the psychological
wherewithal necessary to allow it to reflect upon and revise those beliefs and desires
(p. 99). He claims that a person’s desires and beliefs are structured around a core,
consisting of “those beliefs that constitute her most basic cognitive organizing prin-
ciples and fundamental assumptions and convictions, together with the desires that
constitute her deepest, most significant goals, concerns, commitments, and values”
(pp. 99–100). These core attitudes, comprising a relatively stable framework for the
agent’s psychology, play a fundamental role in making the person who she is and
“giving shape to the rest of her psychological elements” (p. 100). Once a person has
acquired such a core self, she has the ability to adjust and revise the doxastic and
motivational elements of its core. Noggle elucidates:

Often, such changes are, to a large degree, “internally motivated” in such a way that they
seem to be intelligible reflections of the contents of the core attitudes. Such changes resolve
contradictions, inconsistencies, or other kinds of tension among core attitudes or between a
core attitude and persistent information about oneself or the outside world. When changes
to the core attitudes are of this kind, the self evolves according to its own internal logic—its
own contents determine whether and how it is to change in response to new information,
internal conflicts, and changing conditions. . . . When psychological changes happen this
way, it seems correct to say that the new configuration of the self is an authentic continuation
of the previous configuration. On the other hand, a psychological change—especially a
change to the core attitudes—that does not occur in this way produces a new configuration
that is not an authentic continuation of the previous one. (pp. 100–101)

Turning now to the issue of pressing interest to us, how does such a first self
arise? Noggle writes:

Infants and very young children do not yet have the two key psychological ingredients for
the kind of self that we are supposing is the determiner of authenticity. The infant’s cognitive
structures and capacities are unformed, and her motivational system consists mainly of un-
structured biological drives. As the child grows, she begins to develop cognitive structures
around which she will organize her beliefs, as well as the stable concerns, attachments, and
goals that will provide structure to her motivational system. Together, these will gradually
coalesce to form the core of her self. The earliest core desires, as well as the initial elements
of the child’s cognitive conceptual scheme, arise via processes that would be considered
authenticity undermining if they were used to implant beliefs and desires into an adult.
Such processes apparently include operant, aversive, and classical conditioning; role model
imitation; blind obedience to and subsequent internalization of behavioral norms; uncritical
acceptance of propositions on the authority of parents and teachers; and so on. Out of a
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seemingly unpromising beginning—a sort of chaotic psychological “soup”—the child’s self
gradually emerges as her cognitive and motivational systems develop the kind of structure
and stability and the rational and reflective capacities necessary for the existence of a co-
herent and stable self that can be the source of authenticity. (p. 101, note omitted) 3

In short, Noggle’s answer to whether a desire or a belief that is “beaten” into a
child at the prenormative agent stage is authentic is “yes”:

If we accept a self-referential condition of authenticity, an element is authentic to a person
just in case it bears the right relation to her true self. Before the self initially arises, there is
no other self for the initial self to bear any authenticity-grounding relation to. . . . When that
initial self forms, it is the only self that there is. Sadly, that initial self is the only game in
town, so to speak. Now if we ask whether some element of that initial self is authentic, then
the answer simply has to be “yes.” After all, the element belongs, ex hypothesi, to the only
self that exists. If the self is fully formed and the elements are related to it in the right way
(with the right way depending on what theory of authenticity we finally adopt), then that is
all there is to their being authentic (p. 103).

While there is much with which I agree in Noggle’s account, I believe that the
implication of his account that any doxastic or pro-attitudinal element in the child’s
psychological repertoire (at the stage during which the child is not yet a fully de-
veloped normative agent) qualifies as authentic is seriously flawed. I have already
supplied examples that motivate rejection of this implication. If a religious, funda-
mentalist leader successfully manages to instill in the young who are forced to attend
his sermons desires that are irresistible, then on the relational view (but not on Nog-
gle’s) these desires are (relationally) inauthentic. The inauthenticity of such desires
(and other actional elements) has implications for the authenticity of various other
desires (and actional elements) that the adolescent into whom the child develops will
come to possess. Consider the following. Suppose relationally inauthentic desires
(including higher-order ones) and beliefs, instilled at the pre-initial scheme stage,
are later implicated in the “fully formed” self’s deliberations regarding changes
to her core attitudes. Then, it seems, these deliberations inherit the taint of inau-
thenticity owing to some or all of the primary “inputs”—the instilled elements—to
deliberation being inauthentic themselves. It should come as no surprise, then, that
the “output” of these deliberations—“altered” beliefs or desires—may themselves
not be authentic. This could be so even though the deliberations of the present self
involve no empirical errors or logical confusions.

5.3 Some Objections and Responses

I now respond to three objections to the relational account of authenticity. The first
questions the assumption that pre- and postmanipulated Beth are identical. It may be
rejoined that the Ann/Beth case could be interpreted as follows: insofar as a person’s
identity is constituted by her values (or, more generally, her evaluative scheme), a
wholesale change in values changes the person’s identity. The posttransformation

3 Noggle expands on this in Noggle (2002).
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person, as a result, would be “Beth-2” (or, more accurately, “Ann-2,” given that
she would be exactly similar to Ann). But then this “newly born” person would
be responsible for her actions, having just received an authentic initial evaluative
scheme, albeit in an unconventional fashion. Indeed, if it is one’s evaluative scheme
that matters for both authenticity and autonomy, this seems by far the more plausible
move (i.e., to admit that agents are identified with their evaluative schemes, so global
induction produces new identities).

I stress that it is not all of Beth’s values that are replaced; nothing in the thought
experiment requires such total change. Maybe premanipulated Beth is kind and gen-
erous, intellectually meticulous, and a connoisseur of food and drink. The manipula-
tion need not affect any of the values associated with these things. Postmanipulated
Beth need have no false pseudo-memories either: she may be genuinely surprised
by the change in her. Moreover, she may rationalize this change. She might believe
that it is time that she makes a lasting, worthwhile intellectual contribution and that
she can only do so if she dedicates herself wholeheartedly to philosophical pur-
suit. With these stipulations, the pre- and postmanipulated agents may be strongly
psychologically connected, in Parfit’s sense of “connected” (Parfit 1984, p. 206).
At stake is whether postmanipulated Beth is morally responsible for actions that
express unsheddable engineered-in values, pro-attitudes, and beliefs, not those that
the secretive manipulation leaves untouched.

What of the suggestion that if it is one’s evaluative scheme that “matters for both
authenticity and autonomy,” then it ought to be that agents are to “be identified
with their evaluative schemes?” One concern with this suggestion is that it implies
that adult Ann is not identical to neophyte Ann. A second primary concern is that
the suggestion conflates ontological categories: whereas an agent is a substance, an
evaluative scheme is not. A substance cannot be identical to a nonsubstance. Maybe
there is some sense of “identity” pertinent to responsible agency that is not the
sense of “identity” in a remark such as “adult Ann is the same person as baby Ann.”
The objection, though, concerns personal identity: are pre- and postmanipulated
Beth the same person? It makes little sense to claim that in this sense of “identity,”
premanipulated Beth is identical to her evaluative scheme, and then argue that pre-
and postmanipulated Beth are not the same persons because their evaluative schemes
differ.

The second objection concerns actions for which an agent is allegedly morally
responsible but which express changes in outlook that seemingly occur as a result
of bypassing the agent’s minimal capacities of reflective control. The actions in
question may, for example, be expressive of certain “new values,” the acquisition
of which is not under the agent’s control. We are invited to think of a modification
of Frankfurt’s volitional necessity cases, in which, say, many of one’s values are
changed by an overwhelming care or commitment one has to some object. The phe-
nomenon is defined as a case in which one cannot do otherwise, in a very important
sense, and, further, as one in which one would not want to do otherwise, given
that this would involve a betrayal of something one cares deeply about. So we can
imagine one’s values changing in response to some overwhelming care (as in loving
someone), and even though one cannot prevent the change, one would not want to
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prevent it. It is far from settled whether such cases involve the agent’s “exercising”
her initial scheme in any active sense. In addition, there is this sort of case: suppose a
selfish person’s evaluative scheme undergoes sudden and drastic change through her
witnessing some catastrophe—the devastation caused by the earthquake in China,
say—and that the nature of her actions is accordingly drastically changed. We would
be reluctant to declare her not morally responsible for these actions, even though the
change in her outlook seems not to have been carried out under her own steam.

In response, taking the “necessities of love” as paradigm instances of volitional
necessity, according to Frankfurt, it appears that the volitional necessity to which a
lover is subject involves his being irresistibly motivated to act in the interest of his
beloved and his irresistibly identifying with this motivation:

The lover cannot help being selflessly devoted to his beloved. . . . It may seem that in this
respect love does not differ significantly from a variety of other familiar conditions. There
are numerous emotions and impulses by which people are at times gripped so forcefully and
moved so powerfully that they are unable to subdue or resist them. . . . But irresistible forces
do not invariably oppose or conflict with desires or intentions by which we would prefer to
be moved. They may move us irresistibly precisely in ways that we are wholeheartedly
pleased to endorse. There may be no discrepancy between what we must do and how we
would in any event wish to behave. In that case, the irresistible force is not alien to us at all.
(1999, pp. 135–137)

Recall the gloss on one’s evaluative scheme’s being engaged or exercised: we
have various capacities of deliberative control. The having of these capacities su-
pervenes upon features or constituents of one’s evaluative scheme. An agent’s eval-
uative scheme is not engaged in, for instance, acquiring a desire, if the acquisition of
that desire bypasses all of the agent’s capacities of deliberative control. Presumably,
the motivation that the lover acquires to act in his beloved’s interest is not motivation
that fails to engage the evaluative scheme of the lover. And the lover’s identify-
ing with this motivation is, again, presumably, something that does not bypass the
lover’s capacities of deliberative control since, presumably, identification cannot be
divorced from one’s deliberative principles.4

As for cases involving sudden or drastic conversions, as Mele (2006, pp. 179–184)
has argued, whether the agent is morally responsible for the pertinent conduct pivots
vitally on the filling in of relevant details. On the one hand, suppose (implausibly)
that the witness to the earthquake undergoes the changes that she does because, at
the time of the devastation, God implants in her a powerful disposition to be charita-
ble, the implantation mirroring the implantation of manipulated Beth’s new values.
In this case, it is less than obvious whether the witness is morally responsible for
her pertinent deed. On the other hand, imagine that the traumatic event generates in
the agent an insight into the human condition, which she then evaluates and which
subsequently moves her to change her outlook. In this variation of the scenario,
it is false that the agent’s evaluative scheme is idle: her exercising capacities of
deliberative control is crucial in explaining the change.

4 For an extensive discussion on the concepts of activity, passivity, and volitional necessity that are
relevant to this objection, see Cuypers (2000).
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Finally, the third objection concerns alleged equivocation on the term “auton-
omy”. It may be put to us that the reason we think Beth’s autonomy has been
compromised is that the manipulator has indeed violated her autonomy in the moral
sense of the word—she gave no consent to the interference—but he did not neces-
sarily violate her autonomy in the responsibility-providing sense of the word. So we
can certainly agree with Mele that Beth’s moral autonomy has been undermined,
but if we err in inferring from our agreement on that term that her responsibility
was then undermined, we may very well be making a mistake: her failure to consent
to the interference does not render her nonautonomous in the sense (ostensibly)
required for moral responsibility. 5

Like Mele, I take the global induction of the sort exemplified in Beth’s case to
be responsibility-undermining but the objector does not. Presumably, though, this
objector regards some forms of manipulation or treatment, or some sorts of interfer-
ence, as responsibility-subverting. Assume that Hal, in the absence of his consent,
has been subject to this sort of treatment. Assume, further, that the objector’s oppo-
nents do not regard this type of treatment as threatening responsibility. It would be
ineffective (to say the least) for such opponents to argue against the objector in this
way: “As Hal did not consent to the treatment, his moral autonomy has been vio-
lated. But it is a mistake to infer from this that Hal is not responsible for his pertinent
behavior.” Our objector would presumably not be moved by this sort of argument.
She may well agree with the imagined opponents that the treatment violates Hal’s
moral autonomy. But further considerations would be required to persuade her, con-
trary to what she believes, that the treatment itself is not responsibility-undermining
and hence that Hal is responsible for his pertinent behavior.

Reverting to Beth’s case, it is open to the objector to supplement the “no con-
sent argument” with additional factors that tell against Beth’s not being morally
responsible. For instance, the objector might appeal to “sudden conversion cases”
or “sudden change of outlook” cases to convince us that in these cases, despite
undergoing the sudden changes, the agents are still morally responsible for their
germane behavior, and then add that Beth’s case is not relevantly different from
these cases. My response to the second objection, though, casts doubt on whether
the sudden change cases can turn the trick. When they are interpreted in a way
in which they are analogous to Beth’s case, it is contentious whether the germane
agents are morally responsible for their pertinent acts. When interpreted differently
in the manner suggested, the germane agents may well be responsible.

5.4 Authenticity and Well-Being: an Objection

The relational account of authenticity may prompt the following objection to a
version of freedom-sensitive hedonism that implies that free intrinsic attitudinal
pleasures are better than otherwise similar unfree pleasures and that free intrinsic

5 For the development of this sort of objection, see Arpaly (2003, pp. 126–128).
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displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree displeasures. Reverting to
the Beth/Beth∗ case, suppose (manipulation-free) Beth∗ receives some pleasures—
action-based ones—because, roughly, of certain actions that she performs. Imagine
that each of these pleasures is free; so each derives from authentic actional springs,
such as authentic desires. Imagine, further, that (manipulated) Beth also receives
action-based pleasures as similar as is possible to the ones that Beth∗ receives save
that each of these pleasures derives from inauthentic springs, springs that are oth-
erwise as “close” as possible to the ones that give rise to each of Beth∗’s pleasures.
Perhaps these springs were all engineered-in against Beth’s wishes. Beth has no idea
whatsoever that these pleasures derive from inauthentic springs. Finally, assume that
neither Beth∗ nor Beth take intrinsic displeasure in anything over the relevant period.
The objection is that, contrary to the version of freedom-sensitive hedonism under
scrutiny, each fares just as well. So authenticity of actional springs really has nothing
fundamental to do with well-being.

Again, I am not sure how convinced one should be by this objection. Suppose
one believes that truth does affect welfare. One is drawn, for example, to the view
that the deceived businessman does not fare as well as the businessman who is not
deceived even though their lives are internally indiscernible—they “feel” the same
from the “inside.” Then it seems that the sort of objection in question, advanced
to a proponent of the view that truth (relevantly) influences well-being, would lose
much of its luster. Indeed, against the objection, we might remind ourselves that
well-being concerns the good of the agent. If there is a transparent sense in which the
intrinsic pleasures of an agent are not “really the agent’s own,” we would be hard-
pressed, or so it may be urged, to suppose that the agent is better off as a result of
receiving these pleasures. There is something compelling about the thought that “in-
authentic pleasures”—attitudinal pleasures that derive from inauthentic springs—
are not “really” one’s own pleasures and, hence, should contribute less to personal
well-being than should otherwise similar pleasures that are authentic. We will revert
to this sort of objection (in Chapter 11) when we discuss preferentism.

5.5 Authenticity and Well-Being: Another Objection

Reflect on another related objection to the view that the freedom of pleasures (and
displeasures) can affect personal well-being. The objection proceeds indirectly by
first inviting critical attention to whether truth and object-worthiness do indeed bear
on welfare. Regarding the former, suppose you suspect that your spouse is in an
adulterous relationship. Failing to confront the evidence candidly, you engage in
self-deception with respect to your spouse’s pertinent behavior. Assume that you are
happy to carry on in this fashion because you do not, in the end, care about the truth.
You continue to take intrinsic pleasure in the false state of affairs that your spouse
is faithful. It may now be proposed that if it is really the case that one is indifferent
to truth, there is little reason to settle for the view that, other things being equal,
truth enhances the value of an episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. Similarly,
with respect to object-worthiness, suppose Spike∗ has no qualms about whether the
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painting in which he takes pleasure is the real thing or a good look-alike. Even
assuming that some objects deserve to have pleasure taken in them whereas others
do not, Spike∗ doesn’t really care about object-worthiness. Object-worthy hedonism
implies that the value of the state of affairs, Spike∗’s taking intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure at a certain time (to a specified degree) in the painting, is not as high as
what its value would have been had Spike∗ taken intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in
the genuine item. But, again, the objector might claim that this result is erroneous.
Maybe there is some value in taking pleasure in objects that deserve to have pleasure
taken in them, but this value is not or does not enhance prudential value. Finally, the
objector might further propose that there is a relevant similarity among truth, object-
worthiness, and freedom: perhaps there is value to a person’s intrinsic pleasures
being free—in the sense of being derivatively authentic. But if one does not care
about authenticity, why should it be thought that such value is pertinent to welfare?
Why is such value germane to a prudentially good life?

I am sympathetic toward this line of reasoning regarding the bearing of truth and
object-worthiness on well-being. I think, though, that there is something different
going on with authenticity. Well-being concerns what is good for the agent. If the
pleasures that you enjoy are not your pleasures—they are derivatively inauthentic—
why should we think that these contribute to your well-being or at least contribute to
your well-being to the same extent that they would have had they been derivatively
authentic? Suppose you don’t care about whether your desires are authentic. Sup-
pose that it is an engineered-in desire that moves you to action, but you are unaware
that it is this sort of desire that is your effectively motivating desire. A good case
can be made for the view that you are not deserving of, say, praise for the resulting
action because the desire (and other elements) that drive you to action are not truly
your own. Analogously, you may be indifferent to the authenticity of your springs
of action, but if your pleasures are derivatively inauthentic—they are not truly your
own—then, their not being authentic, it seems, should have some bearing on your
well-being.

Again, the “standard” sort of retort ought to be anticipated: we shouldn’t conflate
what makes for a good life with what makes for a prudentially good life. If all your
pleasures and displeasures are engineered into you in the absence of your knowledge
of your being manipulated, your life may not be a good one although it may well
be a life that is high in welfare value. But once again one may be fully aware of the
ambiguity of the phrase “the good life,” and may not be confusing the value of a life
with the value of a life for the one who lives it. The claim is that authenticity has a
bearing on well-being; it has a bearing on prudential value and not just on the value
of a life. And the root intuition underlying this claim is simple enough: if a pleasure
is not truly your own, then it is not as good (for you) as an otherwise similar pleasure
that is truly your own (similar things are true about displeasures).

How do we resolve or break the following sort of dialectical stalemate that is
familiar enough? On the one hand, there is the plausible intuition that if a factor
bears on welfare, then its “presence” or “absence” must make a difference to the
subject (truth, object-worthiness, or freedom, it is championed, are not factors of this
sort). On the other hand, there is the competing intuition that things such as truth,
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object-worthiness, and freedom may well affect welfare even if only as constituents
of life atoms. (A sophisticated attitudinal theorist might, e.g., hold that freedom is
intrinsically good, but its being intrinsically good makes no independent contribu-
tion to welfare; freedom contributes to welfare, it may be suggested, only as a con-
stituent of life atoms that are core attributions of pleasure and displeasure.) Imagine
a case in which new-wave neurosurgeons cause you to believe that, at a certain time,
you are, at that time, taking intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in some object, when it is
not in fact the case that you are doing anything of that sort. Concerning this object,
you simply don’t have the relevant attitude but because of the manipulation you
don’t know any better. Imagine, further, that you never discover that you have been
duped. Presumably, we would not want to say that such mere belief contributes
to your well-being. When it is personal well-being that is of interest, it matters
whether you are really taking pleasure in the pertinent object. Imagine, next, that
you are taking pleasure in the object, but only because you have been caused by the
neurosurgeons to do so. Your pleasure is inauthentic. Assume that your attitudinal
pleasure, in this case, is divorced from any sensory pleasure. If the authenticity or
inauthenticity of your pleasure makes no difference to your well-being, why should
the fact that your pertinent belief (in the prior case) is false make a difference to your
well-being? One might respond that in the prior case, what is at issue is whether you
do indeed take pleasure in the object. In the latter case, though, whether you take
pleasure in the object is not in question; here the worry (if there is one) is with the
authenticity of the pleasure. But this retort misses the relevance of juxtaposing the
two cases. Reverting to the first case, imagine that your twin is just like you save
that your twin really takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure (attitudinal pleasure that is
divorced from any sensory pleasure) in the pertinent object. Confining attention to
the relevant life segments, your life feels to you from the “inside” just as your twin’s
life feels to her from the “inside.” You both believe that you’re taking pleasure in
some object, but whereas your belief is false, your twin’s belief is true. Whether
your belief is true or not does not make a “difference” to you. Despite not making
any such difference, regarding your personal well-being, it matters whether your
belief is true or false, or so I am supposing any attitudinal hedonist should aver.
Reconsidering the second case, imagine this time around that whereas your pleasure
is inauthentic, your twin’s pleasure in the same object is authentic. Again, given the
relevant life segments (the segments in which both you and your twin take intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure in the object), your life feels to you from the “inside” just as
your twin’s life feels to her from the “inside.” Why, though, should such internal
indiscernibility cast doubt on the view that the authenticity or inauthenticity of plea-
sures or displeasures can have an impact on personal well-being if indiscernibility
in the prior case is irrelevant to whether mere belief that you are taking pleasure in
something or true belief that you are doing so influences the truth of judgments of
personal well-being?

The “make a difference to one’s own life” intuition concerning factors that bear
on personal well-being has a lot going for it. But it is not quite on target as this
previous pair of cases suggest. None of this, of courses, establishes that factors such
as truth, object-worthiness, or freedom are welfare-relevant factors, but at least one
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barrier against taking such factors to be welfare-relevant is removed: it is false that,
roughly speaking, if a factor does not “make a difference to one’s own life,” then
that factor is not welfare-relevant. Considerations of authenticity try to capture the
intuition that if, for instance, it is intrinsic attitudinal pleasures (and displeasures)
that are the primary welfare-relevant factors, these things must be “truly one’s own.”
Metaphorically speaking, a person may “have a self” that is authentic or inauthen-
tic. Maybe your inauthentic self fares well in that it enjoys net intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure (in a segment of its life). Why should this be pertinent to whether your
authentic self fares well? Regarding prudential value, when we say that it is the
agent’s well-being that is at issue, we should be clear on who the agent is, and,
again figuratively speaking, I am proposing that it is the “authentic agent” that is
the proper subject. In short, we can say that considerations of authenticity seek to
capture the intuition that welfare is essentially personal: it is the “authentic self”
whose well-being is of paramount concern.



Chapter 6
Incompatibilism, Compatibilism, Desert,
and Value

6.1 Subject’s Desert-Adjusted Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism,
Lives, and Worlds

Perhaps one of the most effectual ways to highlight the impact of freedom on various
sorts of axiological appraisal is by exploring what incompatibilists and compati-
bilists should say about the influence of determinism on the intrinsic value of lives
and worlds. In this chapter, I first list some source incompatibilist presuppositions.
Then I advance a number of arguments to show that source incompatibilists should
acknowledge the view that if our world is determined, and the lives of people contain
at least some episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and some of intrinsic displea-
sure, then determinism can have a clear-cut impact on the value of lives (welfare
value) and the value of worlds. Next, I propose that compatibilists should not be
as perturbed as source incompatibilists about the influence of determinism on well-
being and worldly value. Finally, I argue that at least one sort of libertarian, just like
the source incompatibilist, has reason to be concerned about the possible effect of
determinism on the intrinsic value of lives and worlds.

6.2 Some Source Incompatibilist Presuppositions

Source incompatibilists all accept the principle of ultimate origination (Principle
O). Derk Pereboom, who is such an incompatibilist, advances this formulation of
the principle:

O: If an agent is morally responsible for deciding to perform an action, then the production
of this mental action, a decision, must be something over which the agent has control, and
an agent is not morally responsible for the decision if it is produced by a source over which
she has no control (Pereboom 2001, pp. 4, 43).1

Though I have some qualms about how, precisely, to interpret this principle (see
Haji and Cuypers 2006, Haji forthcoming), its general thrust is fairly clear: if you

1 Also see Kane (1996), esp. Chapter 5.
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have no control of any sort over the provenance of your mental or other actions,
then you are not responsible for those actions. Appealing to this principle, source
incompatibilists argue that if determinism is true, all our behavior is, at the end,
the upshot of the distant past and the laws of nature, things over which we have
no control. Hence, it follows from Principle O and determinism that we have no
responsibility-relevant control, direct or indirect, over anything we do. The source
incompatibilist is committed to conceding that if determinism is true, not only are
we not responsible for our decisions or overt actions, we are not responsible for
any of our emotion-tokens, attitude-tokens, or feeling-tokens, regardless of their
constitutional nature, owing to none of these tokens being (indirectly) free.

A second source incompatibilist presupposition is that if determinism is true,
none of our decisions is derivatively authentic because the having of none of our
springs of action, such as the having of desires and beliefs, is free. One may, though,
be wary about this claim. It is true that if our world is determined, then the source
incompatibilist should accept the view that no events are free and, hence, that the
having of our desires and beliefs is not free. However, if our desires are not free,
does it follow from their unfreedom that they are not “truly our own” or authentic?
Should source incompatibilists not differentiate between unfree desires that are in-
authentic and unfree desires that are “truly our own”? Whether this option is indeed
available to all source incompatibilists may well be disputable. In any event, the
source incompatibilists of interest endorse the following assumption that rules out
this option for them:

No Difference: There is no relevant and principled difference between an action whose
causal history includes responsibility-undermining manipulation (as in the Ann/Beth sce-
nario) and an action that has a more ordinary deterministic causal history, for, in either case,
the actions issue from sources—the distant past plus the laws—over which agents have no
control (see, for example, Kane 1996, 2000; Pereboom 2001, 2002 Chapter 4; 2002).

We said that actions that arise from inauthentic causal antecedents are deriva-
tively inauthentic because their causal antecedents are inauthentic. If actions that
derive from responsibility-undermining manipulation of the sort exemplified in the
Ann/Beth case, as source incompatibilists acknowledge, are derivatively inauthen-
tic, and if it is further assumed that a deterministic causal history is not relevantly
different from a history involving apt manipulation, it seems that there are no
grounds to distinguish between (the having of) causally determined desires that are
authentic, in the relevant sense of “authentic,” and (the having of) causally deter-
mined desires that are inauthentic.

As a third presupposition, it appears that source incompatibilists should ac-
cept PDA:

PDA: If an agent receives a particular pleasure (or displeasure) upon performing a deriva-
tively inauthentic act, A, which is an instance of pleasure of the same sort of pleasure
that the agent would have deserved to receive in virtue of performing an act as “close” as
possible to A with the exception of being derivatively authentic, then the particular pleasure
(or displeasure) that this agent receives is not deserved.
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Why so? Drawing, initially, on the Ann/Beth scenario, imagine that Beth’s first
posttransformation, derivatively inauthentic act is to give alms to the poor. It is
highly plausible that Beth is not deserving of moral praise for this act. The reason
is simple: the causal springs giving rise to the act are inauthentic. Some may well
disagree with this verdict, but it does have its fair share of partisans who include
compatibilists and both nonlibertarian incompatibilists who are source incompati-
bilists and libertarians.

In Section 4.7, we outlined the Beth/Beth∗ case. We imagined that for each act
that (manipulation-free) Beth∗ performs in a segment of her life, (manipulated) Beth
performs a type- or near type-identical act in a segment of her (Beth’s) life. Assume
that one of these sorts of act is giving alms to the poor. Beth∗’s instance of this act is
derivatively authentic, whereas Beth’s instance of it is derivatively inauthentic. Both
receive pleasure upon performing this act. Beth∗’s pleasure is positive desert-based.
She deserves this pleasure and she receives this pleasure. We asked whether the
corresponding pleasure that Beth receives is deserved.

I ventured that the pleasure (or displeasure in an otherwise parallel case in which
each receives displeasure instead of pleasure) is not deserved. I proposed that the
pleasure is not deserved because the germane action, Beth’s giving alms, causally
issues from actional springs that are inauthentic and the action is, thus, derivatively
inauthentic. A comparison may help. Beth is not morally praiseworthy for giving
alms (or so, I assume, siding with the pertinent source incompatibilists on this score)
because her action is derivatively inauthentic. Suppose someone heaps praise on
Beth for what is perceived to be a praiseworthy deed—Beth’s giving alms. This overt
praise that Beth receives is not deserved. It is not deserved in virtue of Beth’s not
being praiseworthy for giving alms. Thus, the overt praise is not deserved because,
ultimately, her giving alms is derivatively inauthentic. Similarly, the pleasure that
Beth receives on giving alms is not deserved because, ultimately, her giving alms
is derivatively inauthentic. If, then, one believes that one is not deserving of praise
or blame for performing a derivatively inauthentic act (as source incompatibilists
do), then one should believe, too, that one does not deserve pleasure (or displea-
sure) on the basis of performing such an act. Hence, source incompatibilists should
accept PDA.

6.3 Some Principles

Before delving into arguments for the view that determinism can have an influence
on well-being and on the value of worlds (assuming the source incompatibilist pre-
suppositions exposed in the last section), it will be useful to list some principles,
which I have advanced so far. They include the following.

(Pa): A pleasure (or displeasure) is (indirectly) free only if it derives from a decision
that is (directly) free.
(Pb): A decision is (directly) free if and only if its agent has control in making it
and it causally derives nondeviantly from authentic springs.
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Thus,

(Pc): A pleasure (or displeasure) is (indirectly) free only if it issues from a decision
which is such that the agent of the decision has control in making it, and this decision
causally derives nondeviantly from authentic springs of action.

We said that an action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is a pleasure (or displea-
sure), which, if deserved, is deserved on the basis of an action-implicating desert
base. So, somewhat loosely, an action-based pleasure is a pleasure that, if deserved,
is deserved in virtue of an action being performed. Recall, a global induction case,
such as the Ann/Beth case, suggests that if an action-based attitudinal pleasure (or
displeasure) is deserved, then this pleasure (or displeasure) derives from authentic
springs. Hence,

(DAIP): An action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is deserved only if it derives
from authentic springs of action.

The arguments that follow in the next four sections appeal to one or more of these
principles.

6.4 The Argument from Control

At the heart of the first argument is this thought: free intrinsic attitudinal pleasures
are better than otherwise similar unfree pleasures. According to the incompatibilist,
determinism undermines the freedom of our pleasures. Thus, determinism can affect
well-being.

To develop the first argument more carefully, assume that our world is deter-
mined, incompatibilism is true (i.e., it is true that determinism is incompatible with
free action and moral responsibility), our lives contain at least some episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and perhaps some of intrinsic displeasure, and that fa-
vored symmetric freedom-sensitive hedonism (the view, in brief, that free intrinsic
pleasures are better than otherwise similar unfree pleasures and free intrinsic dis-
pleasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree displeasures) is the “life-ranking
principle” of the correct life-ranking axiology. The first argument exploits principle
Pa. If the world is determined, no decisions are free and, hence, no pleasures or
displeasures are free (Pa tells us that pleasures and displeasures are free only if they
derive from free decisions). This gives us the basis for the argument from control:

(1) If incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures (or
displeasures) are free.

(2) If no pleasures (or displeasures) are free, then this fact has a bearing on the
intrinsic value of lives.

(3) Therefore, if incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then the
fact that no pleasures (or displeasures) are free has a bearing on the intrinsic
value of lives.
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The rationales for the premises are straightforward. Line (1) is simply based on
Pa. Freedom-level control is the control an agent exercises in performing an action
(mental or otherwise) that is required for moral responsibility. If incompatibilism
is true and our world is determined, we lack freedom-level control in making any
decision. Line (2) rests on the following sorts of consideration. Suppose that the
lives of Koss and Floss contain otherwise type- or near type-identical episodes of
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure save that all the pleasures in Koss’s life are free (the
“free life”), whereas all the pleasures in Floss’s life are not free (the “unfree life”).
The symmetric freedom-sensitive theory at issue yields the result that Koss’s free
life is better in itself for Koss than is Floss’s unfree life for Floss. If we suppose
that the two lives contain some intrinsic pleasures and some intrinsic displeasures,
it is more complicated to determine the favored symmetric theory’s ratings of these
lives. Nonetheless, it will still be true that the freedom (or unfreedom) of the life
atoms contained in these lives will have an impact on the value of these lives for
their agents.

This sort of argument, with trivial changes, also sustains the verdict that if incom-
patibilism is true, then freedom has an impact on the intrinsic value of (determined)
worlds, so long as it is assumed that freedom affects the value of world atoms.

6.5 The Argument from Desert

Fueling the second argument is the view that deserved intrinsic attitudinal pleasures
are better than otherwise similar pleasures that are not deserved. According to source
incompatibilists, determinism undermines desert of our action-based pleasures and
displeasures. Thus, determinism can affect well-being.

The assumptions underpinning the argument from desert are these: our world
is determined; incompatibilism is true; our lives contain at least some episodes
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and some of intrinsic displeasure; subject’s desert-
adjusted intrinsic attitudinal hedonism (SDAIAH) is the correct life-ranking axiol-
ogy; and the source incompatibilist’s presuppositions, first, that no springs of action
in a determined world are authentic and, second, that a manipulated causal history is
not pertinently different from a deterministic causal history, are true. The argument
from desert exploits principle DAIP. This principle says that action-based pleasures
and displeasures are deserved only if they derive from authentic springs of action. If
incompatibilism is true and our world is deterministic, then none of our action-based
pleasures or displeasures is derivatively authentic, on the relevant source incompat-
ibilist presuppositions. The argument is as follows:

(1) If incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures
(or displeasures) causally arise from a decision whose springs of action are
authentic.

(2) If no pleasures (or displeasures) causally arise from a decision whose springs
of action are authentic, then no action-based pleasures (or displeasures) are
deserved.
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(3) Therefore, if incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no
action-based pleasures (or displeasures) are deserved.

(4) If no action-based pleasures or displeasures are deserved, then this fact has a
bearing on the intrinsic value of lives.

(5) Therefore, if incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then the
fact that no action-based pleasures or displeasures are deserved has a bearing
on the intrinsic value of lives.

Line (1) is based on the source incompatibilist’s presupposition that no person’s
springs of action in a determined world are authentic. Line (2) draws on principle
DAIP: an action-based pleasure or displeasure is deserved only if it derives from
authentic springs of action. Line (3) is an intermediate conclusion. Line (4) looks to
SDAIAH’s ratings of otherwise similar free lives and unfree lives. To develop the
rationale for (4), we start with a distinction as follows:

Application of Desert Bases to Worlds: A desert base fails to apply in a world if
conditions at the world render it inappropriate to distribute goods on its basis. A
desert base applies in a world if it is false that it fails to apply in this world.

If none of the potential recipients of desert in a world are capable of exerting
conscientious effort, for example, then if exerting conscientious effort is a desert
base or if a desert base implies that the recipient of desert is able to exert consci-
entious effort, this base fails to apply in this world even though other bases, such
as innocent suffering, may well apply. Some worlds are worlds in which the only
desert bases that apply are action-implicating; other worlds are worlds in which
the only desert bases that apply are nonaction implicating; and still other worlds
are ones in which both action-implicating and nonaction-implicating desert bases
apply. Assume that Ernie and Bert live in worlds in which the only desert bases
that apply are action-implicating desert bases. If Ernie and Bert deserve pleasures or
displeasures, they deserve these things because of actions they perform. Imagine that
each action-based intrinsic attitudinal pleasure that Ernie enjoys is a pleasure that
he deserves to enjoy, and each action-based intrinsic displeasure that Ernie suffers
is a displeasure that he deserves to suffer. In Ernie’s “free life,” there is a perfect
“fit” between desert of pleasures (and displeasures) and receipt of pleasures (and
displeasures). We introduce the notion of an unfree action-based pleasure.

Free action-based pleasures: An action-based pleasure is a pleasure, which, if de-
served, is deserved because of some action. If this action is freely performed, then
the action-based pleasure is free; if this action is not free, perhaps because it derives
from inauthentic springs, then the action-based pleasure is not free.

Imagine that Bert receives action-based pleasures and displeasures as close to the
ones that Ernie receives but that in his determined world, none of these pleasures
and displeasures is free and so none is deserved. Assume, further, that each of Bert’s
action-based pleasures and displeasures is gratuitous. If SDAIAH offers an evalua-
tion of lives by appeal to net amounts of attitudinal pleasure adjusted for subject’s
desert, Ernie’s free life is better in itself for Ernie than Bert’s unfree life for Bert.
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To appreciate the import of this argument, in particular, to appreciate the fact
that determinism may well negatively influence well-being (given certain source-
incompatibilist presuppositions), I develop the Beth/Beth∗ case yet further.

Reflect, again, on the type- (or near type-identical) acts that Beth∗ and manip-
ulated Beth perform at some time, ts, after Beth’s recovery from transformation
surgery at t. All of Beth∗’s instances of these types of act are assumed to be
derivatively authentic and positive desert-based; all of Beth’s instances of these
types of act are derivatively inauthentic. We said that for each episode of positive
desert-based pleasure that Beth∗ receives because of an action she performs, Beth
receives a corresponding pleasure that she does not deserve to receive. It is not
that Beth deserves not to receive these pleasures; it is simply that these are not
deserved—they are gratuitous. Each of Beth’s corresponding pleasures is a neu-
tral desert-based pleasure. Analogously, the corresponding displeasures that Beth
receives are gratuitous; each is a neutral desert-based displeasure.

AXP1 implies that if a person gets the pleasure that she deserves, this is espe-
cially good, more so (as AXP3 implies) than if the person gratuitously receives the
pleasure. For each positive desert-based pleasure that Beth∗ receives (in virtue of
performing an action), there is a corresponding neutral desert-based pleasure that
Beth receives. Each of these neutral desert-based pleasures that Beth receives is less
good than the corresponding (positive desert-based) pleasure that Beth∗ receives.

Now for the pertinent displeasures, AXP2 implies that if a person gets the dis-
pleasure that she deserves, this is not so bad; it is less bad (as AXP3 implies) than
if the person gratuitously receives the displeasure. For each negative desert-based
displeasure that Beth∗ receives (because of performing an action), there is a corre-
sponding neutral desert-based displeasure that Beth receives. Each of these neutral
desert-based displeasures that Beth receives is worse than the corresponding (nega-
tive desert-based) displeasure that Beth∗ receives.

Assume that, with the exception of the set of pleasures and displeasures of
concern—the positive desert-based pleasures that Beth∗ receives (because of ac-
tions she performs), the corresponding (neutral desert-based) pleasures that Beth
receives, the negative desert-based displeasures that Beth∗ receives (because of ac-
tions she performs), and the corresponding (neutral desert-based) displeasures that
Beth receives—Beth and Beth∗ are indiscernible with respect to all the pleasures and
displeasures that contribute to their well-being. We can conclude that Beth∗’s life is
better in itself for Beth∗ than Beth’s life is for Beth. For all of Beth’s corresponding
neutral desert-based pleasures are less good than Beth∗’s positive desert-based plea-
sures, and all of Beth’s corresponding neutral desert-based displeasures are worse
than Beth∗’s negative desert-based displeasures.

Allowing ourselves certain liberties and omitting certain details, we may give a
simplified summary of this result in the following fashion. Imagine a certain life seg-
ment of Beth∗ and a “corresponding” life segment of Beth. Beth∗ receives intrinsic
pleasures and displeasures in this segment; Beth receives corresponding pleasures
and displeasures in her life segment. The life segments are indiscernible with respect
to the raw amounts of pleasure and displeasure that they contain. (Recall, the “raw”
amount of pleasure (displeasure) in an episode of attitudinal pleasure (displeasure)
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is the product of the intensity (strength of attitude) and duration of that episode.
This raw amount has not been adjusted, for example, for truth, or object-worthiness,
or subject’s desert.) Each of Beth∗’s pleasures and displeasures that she receives is
deserved because of actions that she performs; there is a perfect mesh between the
pleasures and displeasures that she receives and the pleasures and displeasures that
she deserves to receive. Each of Beth’s corresponding pleasures and displeasures is
gratuitous; these are not deserved. Other things being equal, deserved pleasures are
better than pleasures that are not deserved; and deserved displeasures are less bad
than displeasures that are not deserved. So this life segment of Beth∗ is intrinsically
better for Beth∗ than is Beth’s corresponding life segment for Beth.

The source incompatibilist presupposition, No Difference, says that there is no
relevant difference between a deterministic causal history and a “manipulated causal
history.” With this assumption in mind, we may spin the tale of Beth and Beth∗ in a
slightly different way. We introduce one significant change: assume that up until a
certain time, tc, neither is the victim of manipulation and the two are indiscernible
with respect to the pleasures and displeasures that each receives or fails to receive
that contribute to their well-being. After tc, though, and up until a later time tl,
although Beth does not fall victim to new-wave transformation surgeons, each of her
deeds is causally determined. The rest of the story unfolds as before. Each (in the
relevant life segment that extends from tc to tl) performs type- or near type-identical
acts on the basis of which each receives intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic
displeasures. All of these acts of Beth∗ are authentic and all the pleasures (or dis-
pleasures) that she receives because of these acts are deserved. But all of Beth’s cor-
responding acts are inauthentic, and the corresponding pleasures (or displeasures)
that she receives because of them are not deserved; they are gratuitous. It follows
from PDA and axiological principles AXP1–AXP3, that up until tl, Beth’s life (the
unfree life) is worse in itself for her than is Beth∗’s life (the free life) for Beth∗.
Thus, given source incompatibilist presuppositions, determinism can detrimentally
affect well-being.

Some people will reject line (4) of the argument from desert. They might claim
that Assumption Value is false. That assumption, they might say, has the false impli-
cation that subject’s desert can have an impact on well-being by having an impact on
the values of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures. Or, put in
another way, these people will reject line (4) because they will insist that SDAIAH is
the correct axiology for ranking worlds but not the correct axiology for ranking lives.

In the wake of this worry, the argument from desert can be modified to sustain the
conclusion that determinism can have an impact on the value of worlds. Embellish-
ing the Beth/Beth∗ case confirms that this is so. Imagine two worlds, each containing
a single recipient of value. Beth∗ inhabits one of these worlds and Beth the other.
Assume, first, that up until a certain time, tc, the values of the pleasures and dis-
pleasures that each receives adjusted for desert are identical. After tc, though, when
each begins to perform actions, things change. Assume, second, that Beth’s world is
deterministic; hence, all of Beth’s deeds are causally determined. But Beth∗’s world
accommodates free actions; all of Beth∗s actions are free. Assume, third, that for
each act that Beth performs after tc at some time, ts, in her world, Beth∗ performs
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an act type- or near type-identical to this act in her world at ts; and for each act
that Beth∗ performs after tc at some time, tt, in her world, there is a type- or near
type-identical act that Beth performs after tc at tt in her world. Assume, fourth,
that during her life segment that extends from tc to the time of her death, td, Beth∗

receives pleasures and displeasures, some of which she deserves to receive, others
of which she does not deserve. Assume, fifth, that throughout her life, it is false that
on any occasion Beth∗ deserves to receive displeasure but receives pleasure then
instead; and it is false that on any occasion Beth∗ deserves to receive pleasure but
receives displeasure then instead. During her life, there is a perfect fit between the
pleasures (and displeasures) she receives and the pleasures (and displeasures) she
deserves to receive. Of the positive desert-based pleasures that Beth∗ receives in her
life, again the pleasures of concern are the pleasures Beth∗ deserves to receive in
virtue of performing actions, such as giving alms to the poor. These are the “target”
positive desert-based pleasures. (Similarly, we restrict attention to the target negative
desert-based displeasures.) Assume, sixth, that for each (episode of) target positive
desert-based pleasure that Beth∗ receives in her life, there is a corresponding plea-
sure that Beth receives, a pleasure that she receives upon performing an act type- or
near type-identical to the one Beth∗ performs, this act of Beth∗’s being the reason
for Beth∗’s receiving the apt episode of target positive desert-based pleasure that she
receives. Given source incompatibilist presupposition No Difference (deterministic
causal histories and manipulated causal histories are not relevantly different), each
of Beth’s deeds in the life segment extending from tc to td is derivatively inauthen-
tic; we assume that each of Beth∗’s corresponding deeds is derivatively authentic.
It follows from PDA (if an agent performs an action that is inauthentic owing to
this action’s arising from causal antecedents that are inauthentic, and this action is
such that, were it authentic, it would be an action in virtue of which the agent would
deserve a pleasure or displeasure, then if the agent receives an episode of this sort of
pleasure or displeasure upon performing the inauthentic action, the pleasure is not
deserved) and SDAIAH that Beth’s world is intrinsically worse than Beth∗’s world.
Thus, given source incompatibilist presuppositions, determinism can detrimentally
affect the intrinsic value of worlds.

This conclusion invites the following three remarks. First, recall axiological prin-
ciples AXP4 and AXP5 now adjusted so that they are pertinent to ranking worlds:

AXP4: Negative desert mitigates the intrinsic goodness of pleasure. If someone de-
serves displeasure but gets pleasure instead, the value of that pleasure for the world
is mitigated.

AXP5: Positive desert aggravates the intrinsic badness of displeasure. If someone
deserves pleasure but gets displeasure instead, the value of that displeasure for the
world is aggravated.

One reason why we cannot draw the blanket conclusion that determinism casts a
shadow over the value of all determined worlds (given the relevant source incompat-
ibilist presuppositions) is because there are deterministic worlds in which a person
deserves displeasure for certain reasons and gets pleasure instead, deserves pleasure
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for certain reasons and gets displeasure instead, deserves pleasure for other reasons
and gets pleasure, deserves displeasure for other reasons and gets displeasure, and
gets gratuitous pleasure and displeasure. It is notoriously difficult to figure out the
overall value of such worlds (even if we accept the pertinent source incompatibilist
presuppositions).

I do not deny that (endorsing the source incompatibilist presuppositions) deter-
minism may well enhance the value of some worlds. Imagine, for instance, that
Flambo is a villain through and through but lives it up. The sole recipient of value
in a world, there is a mismatch between the vast doses of action-based pleasure that
he receives and the action-based pleasure that he deserves to receive. This injustice
deflates the value of his world. In a one-value-recipient world as close as possible
to Flambo’s save for being deterministic, a counterpart of his, Flambo∗, receives the
same sorts (and doses) of intrinsic pleasure and displeasure that Flambo receives
but each of these pleasures and displeasures is gratuitous. Given axiological prin-
ciple AXP3, Flambo∗’s world may be assumed to be better than Flambo’s. Thus,
determinism (and so hard incompatibilism) would preclude the intrinsic badness
featured in Flambo’s world. Clearly, then, it is possible that hard incompatibilism
would not have an adverse effect on the value of a deterministic world if there were
a balance between the intrinsic badness lost and intrinsic goodness lost, or if there
were more intrinsic badness lost than intrinsic goodness lost, in that world. But
there are worlds and there are worlds: hard incompatibilism will have a detrimen-
tal impact on the value of some but not on the value of others. Its effect, positive
or negative, will turn on contingent features of the world such as the distribution
of pleasures and displeasures among its recipients of value. Hence, the tempered
conclusion to which we are entitled is that it is possible that determinism affects
(either positively or negatively) the intrinsic value of worlds (on source incompat-
ibilist presuppositions) as a result of having an impact on the desert of pleasure or
displeasure.

Second, an obvious maneuver to attempt to circumvent even this cautious con-
clusion is to deny one or more of the source incompatibilist presuppositions. So, for
instance, one may well be skeptical about assumption No Difference or the principle
of ultimate origination. Another tactic would be to cast doubt on SDAIAH. My
interest, however, is in getting clear on what stance source incompatibilists who
accept these presuppositions, and who accept this axiology, should adopt concerning
determinism and the value of worlds.

Finally, one might well wonder about the import of the tempered conclusion. An
interesting theme in the recent literature on free will is that the value of having
the freedom that moral responsibility requires has been overestimated. Promi-
nent source incompatibilists have proposed that even if we lack this freedom,
as we would if our world were deterministic, our lives would not be so detri-
mentally affected (Waller 1990, Honderich 1993, 2002; Pereboom 2001, Double
2004). Pereboom, for instance, has argued that though lack of this freedom un-
dermines appraisals of moral praiseworthiness and moral blameworthiness, our
being without this freedom leaves intact other sorts of moral appraisal (such as
appraisals of moral obligation, right, and wrong) is no bar to developing an ac-
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ceptable position on managing criminal behavior and on moral education and re-
form, and fails to affect significantly interpersonal relationships and “life-hopes”
(Pereboom 1995, 2001, 2002).2 The source incompatibilist presuppositions to which
Pereboom subscribes, though, muddies this comforting picture considerably if it
is true, assuming SDAIAH offers an evaluation of lives, that determinism can ad-
versely affect well-being. Even if this assumption is false, the rosy picture is tainted
if determinism can adversely affect the value of worlds. If our world is a hard in-
compatibilist one that lacks the freedom that responsibility requires, for all we know,
rather than being one of the worlds in which worldly value is untouched or enhanced
by hard incompatibilism, it may be one in which worldly value is detrimentally
affected by hard incompatibilism.

6.6 The Argument from Authenticity

Before we leave the argument from desert, note that an argument similar to this
desert argument, in that it also invokes considerations of authenticity but that re-
lies on favored symmetric freedom-sensitive hedonism (and not on SDAIAH) as
the life-ranking axiology, supports the same conclusion as the conclusion of the
second desert argument. The assumptions underlying this third argument are these:
our world is determined; incompatibilism is true; our lives contain at least some
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and perhaps some of intrinsic displeasure;
favored symmetric freedom-sensitive hedonism is the correct life-ranking axiology;
and the source incompatibilist presupposition that all the springs of our actions in a
determined world are inauthentic is correct. This argument draws on principle Pc:
pleasures and displeasures are free only if they derive from authentic springs of
action. It can be formulated in this way:

(1) If incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures (or
displeasures) derive from authentic springs of action.

(2) If no pleasures (or displeasures) derive from authentic springs of action, then
no pleasures or displeasures are free.

(3) If no pleasures (or displeasures) are free, then this fact has a bearing on the
intrinsic value of lives.

(4) Therefore, if incompatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then the
fact that no pleasures (or displeasures) are free has a bearing on the intrinsic
value of lives.

Line (1) derives from the source incompatibilist presupposition that no springs
of action in a determined world are authentic. Line (2) rests on Pc. Line (3) of this
argument is identical to point (2) of the argument from control and, thus, it has the
same rationale as that line.

2 For a view similar to the view that some important “life-hopes” must be abandoned if de-
terminism is true but that other life-hopes that matter to us can be retained, see Honderich
(1988, 1993 and 2002).
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6.7 Compatibilism, Well-Being, and the Value of Worlds

Compatibilists affirm that determinism is compatible with free action and moral
responsibility. Compatibilism is true if and only if some compatibilist account of
free action and responsibility is true. Suppose that compatibilism is true and our
world is deterministic. What should compatibilists say about the effect of deter-
minism on well-being or on the value of worlds? Reconsider the three arguments
discussed in the prior three sections, this time recast as arguments designed to show
that compatibilism threatens well-being or the intrinsic value of worlds. Understood
in this fashion, are these arguments sound? To formulate the first revised argument
that modifies the argument from control, we assume that free pleasures are better
than otherwise similar unfree pleasures, free displeasures are not as bad as otherwise
similar unfree displeasures, and that (given principle Pa) if a pleasure (or displea-
sure) is free, it derives from a decision that is free. The argument can be presented
in this way:

Argument 1

(1) If compatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures (or
displeasures) are free.

(2) If no pleasures (or displeasures) are free, then this fact has a bearing on the
intrinsic value of lives.

(3) Therefore, if compatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then the fact
that no pleasures (or displeasures) are free has a bearing on the intrinsic value
of lives.

A compatibilist should claim that line (1) is false because decisions can be di-
rectly free, and thus, pleasures or displeasures can be indirectly free even if our
world is determined. But a compatibilist should also grant that there are many sit-
uations in life in which our decisions are not free. Pleasures and displeasures that
issue from such decisions will not be free either.

The next argument is the suitably amended argument from desert. We may derive
this argument simply by replacing each occurrence of “incompatibilism” in the ar-
gument from desert with “compatibilism.” It suffices to reproduce the first premise
of this derived argument. It says

(1x) If compatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures (or
displeasures) causally arise from a decision whose springs of action are authentic.

Deriving the third modified argument in a similar fashion, its first premise affirms
the following:

(1y) If compatibilism is true (and our world is determined), then no pleasures (or
displeasures) derive from authentic springs of action.

Clearly, the compatibilist should eschew both premises (1x) and (1y). Compat-
ibilists do not claim that determinism precludes our springs of action from being
authentic. They should admit, though, that even in a determined world, actional
springs may well be inauthentic under various circumstances. Many compatibilists,
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for example, accept the verdict that manipulated Beth’s engineered-in pro-attitudes,
values, beliefs, and so forth are inauthentic and that Beth is not responsible for
decisions that express these inauthentic springs.

In summary, just as compatibilists deny that determinism poses a threat to the
freedom that moral responsibility requires, so compatibilists should deny that de-
terminism per se poses a threat to personal welfare or to the value of worlds by
threatening either the freedom of pleasures or displeasures or the desert of pleasures
or displeasures.

6.8 Libertarianism, Well-Being, and the Value of Worlds

One of the source incompatibilist presuppositions is that there is no pertinent dif-
ference between a causal history with manipulation and a causal history that is
deterministic but free of manipulation. This assumption plays a vital role in, for
example, the original argument from desert. Just like many compatibilists, there are
libertarians, though, who reject the view that there is no germane difference between
manipulated causal histories and deterministic causal histories. Since such liber-
tarians insist that determinism undermines the freedom of our decisions, attitudes,
choices, and so forth, like source incompatibilists these libertarians should judge
that determinism may well have a detrimental influence on well-being or on the
value of worlds. But what of worlds in which, for instance, our actions and attitudes
have indeterministic event-causal histories? Owing to a plethora of libertarian views,
drawing sweeping generalizations regarding what stance libertarians who insist that
free actions be indeterministically caused should take on the consistency of freedom
and axiological judgments having to do with welfare and worldly value would be
imprudent. We can, though, say something about what position so-called “modest
libertarians” should adopt on the impact of indeterminism on well-being or on the
value of worlds.

A modest event-causal libertarian account, unlike a noncausalist one, postulates
that the freedom or control that free action and moral responsibility require is a vari-
ety of causal control.3 The account shares central features with the most promising
compatibilist views on free action. It demands that to choose or act freely, an agent
must be able to engage in practical reasoning and to guide her behavior in light of
the reasons that she has. In addition, an event-causal account makes no appeal to
metaphysically exotic agents, such as Cartesian minds or to agent-causation, in its
explication of the kind of control acting freely requires. Further, like its compatibilist
competitors, it dictates that the actions (mental or otherwise) for which an agent is
responsible be the outcome of causal processes. A free decision or overt action is one
that is made for reasons and its being made for reasons consists, partially, in its being
caused in an appropriate and nondeviant way by the agent’s having those reasons.

3 Noncausalist accounts are developed and defended by Goetz (1988); Ginet (1990, 1997); and
McCann (1998).
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Such a modest libertarian account differs from a compatibilist one in that it insists
that, at some point or points in the causal trajectory to action, the causation among
actional events (such as the having of a desire and the forming of a best judgment
concerning what one should do) be indeterministic. This requirement answers to the
libertarian’s demand that free actions are not causally determined.

Sketching a distinction between active and ultimate control will be useful. Ac-
tive control is a species of causal control. Such control concerns the direct causal
production of agent-involving events, such as the agent’s having certain values, de-
sires, and beliefs, his making a certain evaluative judgment, his forming a certain
intention or arriving at a certain decision, his executing an intention, and his per-
forming a nonmental action. Ultimate control is the sort of control that one has,
for instance, in making a decision provided that one is the “ultimate originator”
of one’s decision. Modest libertarians characterize ultimate control in terms of the
absence of deterministic causation. The rough idea is that, if an agent’s decision
is indeterministically caused by prior agent-involving events, such as the agent’s
having of reasons, then it is false that there are conditions “external” to the agent
(such as the obtaining of the natural laws and the nonrelational facts of the world
at some past time) that are minimally causally sufficient for the agent’s making that
decision.4 In this way, the agent is the “final source” of her decisions.

I have argued (in other works) that the active control that modest libertarianism
secures is no different than the active control its best compatibilist rival secures
(Haji 2004a; see, also, Clarke 2003, p. 27). I have also argued (in other works) that
the variety of ultimate control that modest libertarianism supplies—something that
no compatibilist competitor can provide—does not contribute to free action (see,
e.g., Haji 2004a, 2005a). Thus, regarding the control requirements of free action,
modest libertarianism does not differ from its best compatibilist adversary.5 It fol-
lows that if the control that compatibilist theories provide is deemed inadequate
for free action and moral responsibility, modest libertarian theories should be re-
garded as inadequate in this respect as well. But then the modest libertarian should
claim that intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic displeasures in indeterministic
worlds (just as in deterministic worlds) are not free. If these attitudes are not free in
these worlds, such libertarians are committed to the result that even indeterminism
can have a pronounced effect on well-being or on the value of worlds, as a suitably
adjusted version of the argument from control confirms.

4 See, e.g., Mele (1995, p. 211) and Kane (1996, p. 35). A more detailed explanation of the dis-
tinction between active and ultimate control may be found in Haji (2006); forthcoming, Chapter 2.
5 There is a complication, here, that I sidestep. There is a species of control, “antecedent actional
control,” that I believe responsibility requires and that is not supplied by modest libertarian views.



Chapter 7
Freedom, Obligation, and the Good

7.1 Obligation, Freedom, and the Value of Worlds

If there is a necessary connection between obligation (or the right) and the good,
pleasure is the good, and freedom has an impact on the good, then it would seem that
freedom has an impact on obligation. Further, if determinism undermines freedom,
as incompatibilists claim, then determinism, too, it would seem, should have an
influence on obligation. Whether determinism does indeed affect obligation is the
broad topic of this chapter.

Our principal concern with obligation in what follows is not with the concept
of moral obligation; rather, it is with a normative account that specifies necessary
and sufficient conditions for something’s being (overall) morally obligatory. With
respect to this account, it has seemed obvious to many (though not to many others)
that our fundamental moral obligation is to do the best we can—to make the world
as good as we can. Roughly, on this view, as of some time, a person ought to bring
about the states of affairs that occur in the intrinsically best worlds then accessible
to him or her (see, e.g., Moore [1903] 1962, Feldman 1986, Zimmerman 1996).
According to this normative theory, the obligatory act is part of the best life available
to the agent; intuitively what you ought to do as of a time is what you do in the best
life then open to you (Feldman 1997, p. 18). More rigidly, if a possible world, w,
is accessible to agent, s, at time, t, and no better world is also accessible to s at t,
then w is best for s at t. The basic principle of obligation can now be stated in the
following way:

Best: As of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of affairs, p, if and only if p is
true at all the bests for s at t and p is not true at some worlds accessible to s at t.

For our purposes, many fine details of this principle can safely be set aside. We
simply record that it is this account of moral obligation that is presupposed in
what follows.

This sort of view about obligation requires a ranking of possible worlds in terms
of intrinsic value. Another assumption of this chapter is that some version of at-
titudinal hedonism is the axiology for such a normative theory. It is highly cred-
ible that the value of a world is at least partly a function of how just the world
is. So I start with the view that subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal hedo-
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nism (SDAIAH) is the pertinent axiology. I argue that this axiology faces an initial
problem: it generates rankings of certain worlds that are suspect. I propose that if
SDAIAH is modified so that the values of its atoms are adjusted to accommodate
the influence of both desert and freedom, the resulting freedom-sensitive axiology
overcomes this problem. I advance competing accounts of world-ranking attitudinal
hedonism that are both freedom- and desert-sensitive, and I examine what effect, if
any, determinism has on obligation, given each of these accounts.

I then turn to another objection, which, if sound, undermines even freedom-
sensitive variations of SDAIAH. SDAIAH is a version of totalism. Totalism is the
view that the value of a world is the sum of the values its denizens receive. The
intuitive appeal of totalism is evident: it has seemed apparent to many that a world’s
value cannot differ from the sum of the values of those who receive value in the
world; the value of a world must be distributed among its recipients of value (see,
e.g., Mill [1861] 1957, Chisholsm 1986). However, Derek Parfit has argued that
all totalistic axiologies succumb to the problem of the repugnant conclusion (1984,
p. 383). The problem, as we said, can be summarized in this way: totalist views
rate highly populous worlds in which each recipient of value receives, over the
course of her entire life, a nominal amount of some primary intrinsic good, say,
net attitudinal pleasure, as better than a less populous world in which each recipient
of value fares much better than each such recipient of the highly populous world.
But because it contains relatively fewer recipients of value, the worldly value of
the less populous world is lower than that of the highly populous world. Many
find this rating repugnant. I argue that the repugnant conclusion does not refute
totalism.

Finally, if we pay attention to the connection between desert and authenticity—
in particular, if we keep in mind the principle that an action-based pleasure (or
displeasure) is deserved only if it derives from authentic springs of action—the
freedom-sensitive version of SDAIAH that I favor reveals a connection between
moral obligation, on the one hand, and the inauthenticity of our springs of action,
on the other: it is possible that a person not be morally obligated to perform an action
that causally issues from inauthentic springs of action owing to the inauthenticity of
these springs.

7.2 Determinism, Alternative Possibilities, and Obligation

One link between freedom and obligation is that obligation requires alternative pos-
sibilities. To explain, the account of moral obligation according to which we ought
to do the best we can has as theorems the “ought” implies “can” principle (principle
K) and the principle that it is obligatory to do something just in case it is wrong not
to do it (principle OW):

K: If it is overall (and not just prima facie) obligatory for one to do something, then
one can do it, and if it is (overall) obligatory for one to refrain from doing something,
then one can refrain from doing it.
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OW: It is (overall) obligatory for one to do something if and only if it is (overall)
wrong for one to refrain from doing it.

If we accept K and OW, we may confirm that there is a requirement of alternative
possibilities for the truth of judgments of moral obligation, right, and wrong (or, in
brief, for judgments of obligation). First, note that K and OW entail that an agent
can do moral wrong only if the agent had an alternative:

WAP: If it is wrong for one to do something, then one can refrain from doing it.

Barring cogent reasons to believe otherwise, if we assume that “ought” implies
“can,” there is little reason not to assume, too, that “wrong” (and “right”) imply
“can.” For the freedom- or control-relevant presuppositions of obligation, it would
seem, should also be the very ones of wrong and right. If we grant that “wrong”
implies “can,” we can show that obligation requires alternative possibilities:

(1∗) If it is obligatory for one to refrain from doing a, then it is wrong for one to do
a (from OW).

(2∗) If it is wrong for one to do a, then one can do a (from the “wrong” implies
“can” analogue of K).

(3∗) Therefore, if it is obligatory for one to refrain from doing a, then one can do a.

There is no similar way to derive the proposition that rightness, likewise, re-
quires alternatives. This is because even if it is agreed that “right” implies “can,”
there is no principle like OW that will allow us to infer that “right” implies “can
refrain.” Nevertheless, it is very plausible that “right” does imply “can refrain.” For
suppose an agent, Jones, is in a situation in which Jones cannot refrain from pushing
an innocent child off the pier to her death. Perhaps Jones is in a “Frankfurt-type”
situation in which Jones supposedly freely pushes the child off the pier but could
not have refrained from doing so.1 It is neither wrong nor obligatory for Jones to
perform this act in his circumstances because there is a requirement of alternative
possibilities for wrongness and obligation. It seems, then, that there are two princi-
pal options. An act has a primary morally deontic status only if it is morally right,
wrong, or obligatory. Either pushing the child off the pier is permissible for Jones
or this act lacks a primary morally deontic property altogether, not being morally
right, wrong, or obligatory; it is, we can say, “amoral” for Jones. The latter is more
plausible than the former. After all, Jones’ act is the cold-blooded killing of an
innocent child; for that matter, his act could have been any other heinous deed. In
Jones’ circumstances, if pushing the child to her death were not amoral for Jones,
this act would be permissible—that is, morally right—for Jones, a result that re-
sists acceptance. Insisting, again, that in the absence of persuasive reason to think
otherwise, the freedom requirements of “right” parallel those of “wrong” and “obli-
gation,” enables us to circumvent this unpalatable result. Hence, “right,” too, implies
“can refrain.”

1 On Frankfurt-type examples, see (Frankfurt 1969).
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We conclude that there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for obligation:
no one can perform an act that is obligatory unless one could have done otherwise.
If determinism is true, though, then arguably we never have alternatives. Hence,
determinism is incompatible with obligation. Since I have developed and defended
this line of reasoning elsewhere (Haji 2002), I shall not here pursue it any further.
Instead, I wish to explore a second, less direct link between freedom and obligation.
I propose that the correct world-ranking axiology should be freedom-sensitive. If it
is, then it would seem that determinism may affect obligation as a result of affecting
worldly value.

7.3 Ross’s Objection Revisited

Feldman, as we have remarked, develops SDAIAH as the correct world-ranking axi-
ology (partly) in response to Ross’s two worlds objection. Assume that this objection
has as its quarry the simple theory suitably modified to apply to worlds. To rehearse
the objection, Ross imagines two worlds qualitatively identical with respect to what
we stipulate is the intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure contained
in the lives of people in these worlds, but different in that, in one world, those
who receive pleasure are virtuous and those who receive displeasure are vicious
whereas, in the other, those who receive pleasure are vicious and those who receive
displeasure are virtuous. Ross’s objection is that the simple theory rates the worlds
as equally valuable, whereas he judges the former to be better than the latter. I agree
with Ross’s evaluation of these worlds as does Feldman.

Since SDAIAH has atoms whose values are adjusted to reflect the extent to which
subjects deserve or do not deserve the intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic dis-
pleasures that they receive, Feldman concludes that this theory yields the rankings
of the two worlds that Ross prefers. Despite this being so, there is still a remaining
concern with some of SDAIAH’s rankings of worlds.

7.4 A Remaining Problem Concerning Freedom with Subject’s
Desert-Adjusted Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

Imagine that an entire world, the Matrix, is a huge, slimy womb in which its occu-
pants are nourished. Every person in this nutrient-rich world begins life as a zygote.
Their brains are connected to a sophisticated computer. As they mature into indi-
viduals who can adopt or assume attitudes, the computer stimulates suitable centers
in their brains with the result that each is made to take intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
in various objects; none takes intrinsic displeasure in anything. In this way, each
occupant of the Matrix lives a make-believe life. Not one of these individuals is
aware that he or she is living in the Matrix and is being made to take pleasure in
different things. Intuitively, the worldly value of the Matrix leaves a lot to be desired.

Maybe some people will recommend that this sort of example calls into question
all world-ranking forms of attitudinal hedonism. On my view, though, the example
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motivates revising SDAIAH. The thought is that just as justice can affect the intrin-
sic value of a world, so, too, can freedom. Freedom should, hence, be a constituent
of the atoms that contribute to worldly value.

Ponder what each denizen of the Matrix deserves. We have noted that there are
many different desert bases including excessive or deficient past receipt of certain
goods, moral worthiness, legitimate claims, the amount of time and effort expended
in acquiring various goods, and so on. It is not so far fetched to suppose that no
denizen of the Matrix has a positive desert base—no person in this world deserves
any pleasure; no one has worked hard, no one is morally worthy; no one has been
deprived of past pleasure, and so on.

Similarly, it is not so far fetched to suppose that no one in the Matrix has a
negative desert base—no person in this world deserves any displeasure. Maybe
each of the inhabitants of the slimy womb has a neutral desert base—he or she
deserves neither pleasure nor displeasure. Neutral desert base neither enhances nor
mitigates the intrinsic goodness of pleasure; nor does neutral desert base enhance or
mitigate the evil of displeasure. The intrinsic value of any such episode of intrinsic
pleasure (or intrinsic displeasure) is directly proportional to the amount of pleasure
(or displeasure) it contains.2 It appears that an intrinsic attitudinal hedonism that
adjusts the intrinsic value of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displea-
sure for subjects’ desert generates the result that the Matrix is not such a bad world
after all; indeed, it may be a highly good world: each occupant of that world has
a neutral desert base; each takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in many and various
objects and no displeasure in any object. But it seems that this world, in which each
recipient of value is captive, is just as bad or worse (perhaps even far so) than Ross’s
unjust world.

Maybe some will rejoin that a 20-year old in the Matrix has been deprived of
freedom. Specifically, they might claim that although this person enjoys many in-
trinsic attitudinal pleasures, none of these pleasures is free. In virtue of his deficient
past receipt of free pleasures, he deserves the pleasures of having or experiencing
free pleasures. (Compare this with a case in which, in virtue of a person’s deficient
past receipt of good meals, the person deserves the pleasures of a good meal.) So it
is false that no person in the Matrix has positive desert.

The objection, though, has shortcomings. The most glaring is that it is contro-
versial whether being deprived of free attitudinal pleasures is a legitimate desert
base. This is contentious, in part, because it is difficult (to say the least) to isolate
necessary and sufficient conditions for something’s being a desert base. Consider,
for instance, the proposal that desert presupposes moral responsibility:

DB1: If agent s deserves something in virtue of y, then s is morally responsible for
y.3

2 See Section 7.5 for a complication having to do with whether or not the pleasures or displeasures
are free.
3 For discussion on the connection between desert and responsibility, see, for example,
Rachels (1978), Sadurski (1985), Feldman (1995, 1996), Cupit (1996) and McLeod (2003).
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DB1, though, is suspect. Babies, in virtue of, among other things, being (little) per-
sons deserve respect but they are not responsible for being persons. Even if DB1
were in the right ball park, it would not imply that deficiency of free attitudinal
pleasures, given the predicament of the persons in the Matrix, is a desert base. For
not one of these persons is morally responsible for his or her deficiency.

Another view links desert bases with reactive attitudes such as admiration, resent-
ment, gratitude, and indignation. The pertinent principle is something of this sort:

DB2: x is a desert base if and only if x is the basis of a reactive attitude.4

A primary problem with DB2 is that it remains moot what comprises “the basis”
of the reactive attitudes. A popular view is that the reactive atttitudes presuppose
moral responsibility.5 If you feel indignation because somebody has taken unfair
advantage of you, the indignation, if “appropriate,” presupposes that the person is
morally responsible for taking advantage of you. If you admire someone because
of something she does, the admiration, again if “appropriate,” presupposes that the
person is morally responsible for that deed. If responsibility, though, is the sole
basis of the reactive attitudes, then DB2 implies that there is only one desert base.
This seems false. You may feel compassion because the child has been born with a
serious deformity. The child, though, is not morally responsible for being born or for
its deformity. Needless to say, there are contenders other than DB1 and DB2. My
modest claim is simply that it is far from obvious whether deficiency of enjoying
free attitudinal pleasures is a legitimate desert base.

A second problem with the rejoinder is that the 20-year old takes no intrinsic dis-
pleasure in anything. So even if we grant that he has a positive desert base in virtue
of not having enjoyed free attitudinal pleasures, his being deprived of these free
pleasures fails to aggravate the evil of any displeasure that he experiences owing to
the fact that he experiences no displeasure. Still, on the assumption that he deserves
pleasures that he fails to get, it is intrinsically bad for him to get nothing instead.
However, since he enjoys vast doses of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure that he receives
gratuitously—he does not deserve them—and since his situation is not relevantly
different from anyone else’s in the Matrix, it appears that SDAIH still generates the
verdict that the Matrix is a good world.

Another objection is that the 20-year old has a positive desert base simply in
virtue of being a person. Even granting this, the desired moral of the example is
not disparaged. Insofar as the 20-year old deserves various pleasures because he is a
person and receives them, SDAIAH implies that receipt of these pleasures augments
the worldly value of the Matrix. This, if anything, provides even greater impetus to
amend SDAIAH in a fashion in which the resulting theory yields a more intuitively
acceptable rating of this world. The rating should imply that the Matrix is not such

4 See, for example, Miller (1976). For further discussion on this view, see, for instance,
McLeod (2003).
5 See, for example, Strawson (1962) and Fischer and Ravizza (1998).
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a good world, its deficiency in value being attributable to the unfreedom of the
pertinent attitudes of its recipients of value.

We have said that an episode (or atom) of attitudinal pleasure that you enjoy is
free if you freely take pleasure in some object. Just as a desire may be engineered
into you against your will, so you may be made to adopt or assume certain attitudes
against your will. Such engineered-in attitudes would not be free. “Free” in the last
sentence has the same sense as the sense it has in utterances such as, “since all other
conditions of responsibility were satisfied and her action was free, she was morally
blameworthy for her deed.”

It appears that SDAIAH yields an incorrect rating of the Matrix because this the-
ory is insufficiently sensitive to whether episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and
intrinsic displeasure are free. If we assume that takings of pleasure diminish the value
of a world if they are unfree takings of pleasure (even though they may be takings
of pleasure in true states of affairs) or altogether render such pleasures intrinsically
worthless, then the attitudinal hedonist can account for the intuitive judgment that the
worldly value of the Matrix is far lower than what SDAIAH makes it out to be.6

7.5 Varieties of Freedom-Sensitive World-Ranking Axiologies

In Chapter 3, we introduced different versions of freedom-sensitive life-ranking ax-
iologies. Each version is a form of attitudinal hedonism. Corresponding to each of
these life-ranking theories is a world-ranking theory. Let’s formulate one of these
world-ranking theories, the robust variety. On this theory, the world atoms all look
relevantly like the following:

World Atom-1: At noon on Tuesday, October 16, 2001, Bob freely takes intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure of intensity +8 in the fact that Bob’s beer is frosty cold.

There are corresponding atoms or basics concerning intrinsic displeasure. Accord-
ing to this theory, only free episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and intrinsic
displeasures have intrinsic value; unfree pleasures and displeasures are intrinsically
worthless. The theory may be formulated in the following fashion:

Robust Freedom Sensitive Intrinsic Attitudinal Hedonism

i. Every free episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsically good; every free
episode of intrinsic displeasure is intrinsically bad.

ii. The intrinsic value of a free episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is equal to the
amount of pleasure contained in that episode; the intrinsic value of a free episode of
intrinsic displeasure is equal to—(the amount of displeasure contained in that episode).

iii. The intrinsic value of a world is entirely determined by the intrinsic values of the free
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and displeasure contained in the world, in such

6 Some pluralists may propose that (un)freedom and (dis)pleasure are independent sources of in-
trinsic value. The interest here, though, is both with monistic hedonism and a view about worldly
value.
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a way that one world is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net amount
of (free) intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net amount of (free)
intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the other.

Again, the theory may be enriched with other considerations thought pertinent to
the intrinsic value of worlds. One might want, for instance, to adjust the values of
pleasures and displeasures for freedom and subjects’ desert. Indeed, I think that it
is highly plausible that the correct world-ranking axiology should take into account
both subject’s desert and freedom. However, since our concern is first and fore-
most with freedom, I prefer to keep things simple and work initially with pristine
freedom-sensitive varieties.

The robust theory yields the result that the Matrix is not intrinsically good. Sup-
pose, though, that everyone in the Matrix were made to take intrinsic displeasure in
various states of affairs. Many would be inclined to judge that such a world (“Ma-
trix Evil”) is an evil world. The robust theory, though, implies that Matrix Evil is
intrinsically worthless. As some will see it, another concern with the robust theory
is that freedom has a less drastic effect on the value of worlds (really, on the value
of world atoms) than what the theory implies. The intrinsic value of a positive world
atom is enhanced if the atom is free, and perhaps a negative atom is either worse if
it is free or less bad if it is free. So let us, then, consider more modest versions of
world-ranking attitudinal hedonistic axiologies.

On the asymmetric version, freedom enhances the value of a positive world
atom—it enhances the values of episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures—but has
no effect on the value of negative atoms—it has no effect on the values of intrin-
sic displeasures. The theory implies that the intrinsic value of a world is entirely
determined by the intrinsic values of the episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
and intrinsic displeasure contained in that world, in such a way that one world
is intrinsically better than another if and only if the net freedom-adjusted amount
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in the one is greater than the net freedom-adjusted
amount of that sort of pleasure in the other.

The theory does yield the desired outcomes that the Matrix in which each person
is made to take intrinsic pleasure in various objects but suffers no intrinsic displea-
sure is not intrinsically good, and that Matrix Evil in which each person is made
to take intrinsic displeasure in various objects but enjoys no intrinsic pleasure is
intrinsically bad. Still, there seems to be little reason to deny that freedom (or lack
of it) should affect the values of intrinsic displeasures if freedom affects the values
of intrinsic pleasures. This may impel us toward the symmetric varieties.

On the first symmetric variety, free intrinsic pleasures are better than otherwise
similar unfree pleasures, and free intrinsic displeasures are worse than otherwise
similar unfree displeasures. On the second variety, again, free positive world atoms
are better than otherwise similar unfree atoms, and free negative world atoms are
better than (i.e., they are not as bad as) otherwise similar unfree atoms. Again, for
reasons that I previously explained (see Section 3.3.3), I am drawn more to the
second symmetric theory. I propose that a well worked out world-ranking axiol-
ogy should attempt to partner this second symmetric version with considerations of
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subject’s desert. The resulting theory would be a cross between SDAIAH and this
second version. It will be useful to outline the contours of such a theory.

On this hybrid theory, the adjustment for desert is to be made in accordance
with principles AXP1—AXP5; the adjustment for freedom is to be governed by this
principle:

Adjustment for Freedom: Free pleasures are better than otherwise similar unfree pleasures,
and free displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree displeasures.

So, for instance, if a person deserves an episode of pleasure and receives it, the
exact match between receipt of pleasure and desert of pleasure enhances the value of
this episode (for the world). If this episode is free, its value (for the world) is enhanced
still further in virtue of its being free. Or if a person receives an episode of displeasure
that she deserves, the favorable fit between receipt and desert makes the displeasure
less bad. If the displeasure is free, its negative value is attenuated even further.

Let the values of the episodes of intrinsic pleasures and displeasures that a subject
experiences be adjusted for desert in accordance with principles AXP1—AXP5 and
for freedom in accordance with Adjustment for Freedom. We assume that there is
a measure that accurately reflects the dual influence of desert and freedom on the
values of positive and negative world atoms. Refer to this new measure of value as
“subject’s freedom- and desert-adjusted intrinsic value.” Freedom-sensitive SDA-
IAH is the view that the value of a world is the sum of the subject’s freedom-
and desert-adjusted values of the intrinsic attitudinal pleasures enjoyed and intrinsic
displeasures suffered in that world.7

Freedom-sensitive SDAIAH implies that the Matrix is overall good, but it is far
worse than an otherwise similar world in which its denizens lead “real lives.” And
the theory implies that Matrix Evil is worse than an otherwise similar world in which
its inhabitants lived “real lives.”

Finally, pain adjusted freedom-sensitive intrinsic attitudinal hedonism adjusts the
intrinsic values of episodes of intrinsic displeasure to reflect the extent to which these
episodes are free and it pronounces, as intrinsically worthless, episodes of intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure that are unfree. On the first variation of this theory, unfree displea-
sures are not as bad as free ones; on the second, unfree displeasures are worse than
free ones. My view, again, is that this theory has little going for it. If lack of freedom
affects the value of an intrinsic displeasure, there is little if any reason to deny that
lack of freedom should also affect the value of an intrinsic pleasure.

7.6 On the Value of Worlds and Moral Obligation

What impact do these theories have on moral obligation, again, presupposing that,
as of a time, we morally ought to bring about states of affairs that occur in the

7 An even more complicated axiology would take into account, in addition to the influence of
freedom and desert, the influence of, for instance, truth- or object-worthiness on the value of basics.
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intrinsically best worlds then accessible to us? Assume that incompatibilism is true,
and restrict attention to worlds in which no episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
or displeasure (if there are some) are free. The gist of the robust freedom-sensitive
theory is that unfree episodes of attitudinal pleasures and displeasures are intrinsi-
cally valueless. If this robust theory is true, the intrinsic value of worlds that are
bereft of freedom is undermined. For if incompatibilism is true, no world atoms are
true at these worlds. It follows that determinism undermines obligation if we ought
to do the best we can and the robust view is the axiological basis for this sort of
normative theory.

With the asymmetric theory, unfree attitudinal pleasures are less intrinsically
good than free attitudinal pleasures, but freedom does not have any bearing on
displeasures; an unfree episode of displeasure is just as intrinsically bad as it would
be if it were free. Assuming that the pertinent world contains some episodes of
attitudinal pleasure and some of displeasure, other things being equal, the effect of
this freedom-sensitive asymmetric theory will be to diminish the overall intrinsic
value of worlds. If we compare two worlds, w1 and w2, that contain exactly the
same raw amounts of attitudinal pleasure and displeasure but differ in that all the
episodes of attitudinal pleasure in w1 are free, whereas all of the pleasures in w2
are unfree, the asymmetric theory implies that w1 is intrinsically better than w2.
Determinism will thus not threaten moral obligation if we ought to do the best
we can and the asymmetric theory is true. But notice that in doing the best we
can, we will be seeing to the occurrence of less net overall good than we would
be if the episodes of attitudinal pleasure in the world were free. This is morally
significant.

With the freedom-sensitive theories that are symmetric, the values of both
episodes of intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displeasures are adjusted accord-
ing to whether the episodes are free or unfree. On the first version, unfree at-
titudinal pleasures are less good than free attitudinal pleasures and unfree dis-
pleasures are less bad than free displeasures. This theory’s implications on the
value of worlds are not so clear cut. This is because on this view, free pleasures
and displeasures pull in opposite directions. Other things being equal, free plea-
sures augment the value of worlds; but (other things being equal) free displea-
sures depress the value of worlds. Consider three sorts of case. In the first, the
world contains much more intrinsic attitudinal pleasure than intrinsic displeasure.
If the first symmetric version is true, such a world (that is devoid of freedom) will
be less overall good than a corresponding world in which the type- or near type-
identical episodes of pleasure and displeasure are free. Determinism will, again, not
subvert obligation. But it will still be true that, in doing the best we can, we will be
bringing about less good than we would be in the corresponding “free world.” In the
second, the world contains much more intrinsic displeasure than intrinsic pleasure.
If the first symmetric version is true, such a freedom-lacking world will be overall
better than a corresponding free world. Determinism will leave obligation intact in
this world. In the third, the freedom-stripped world contains roughly equal quan-
tities of freedom-adjusted intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and intrinsic displeasure. If
the first symmetric version were true, perhaps such worlds would be just as good as
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they would be if they contained type- or near type-identical episodes of attitudinal
pleasures and displeasures that were free. Moral obligation, even if determinism
ruled the day, would remain secure.

On the second symmetric version, free pleasures are better than otherwise similar
unfree pleasures, and free displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar unfree dis-
pleasures. Thus, free pleasures and free displeasures are comrades, both contributing
to the enhancement of the value of worlds. In each of the three sorts of case that we
considered in connection with the first symmetric version, the second symmetric
version yields the result that the unfree world is worse than its corresponding free
world. Assuming the truth of incompatibilism, determinism will leave obligation
intact. But in each of the three cases, in doing the best we can, we would be bring-
ing about less good in the unfree world than we would be in the corresponding
free world.

Finally, pain-adjusted freedom sensitive intrinsic attitudinal hedonism adjusts
the values of episodes of attitudinal pain according to whether or not they are free
and rates as intrinsically worthless episodes of attitudinal pleasure. Since I do not
think this theory is plausible, I simply trace the implications of the first version
regarding the value of certain worlds. On this version, unfree displeasures are not
as bad as free ones. If this version is true, worlds with some attitudinal pleasure
and some displeasure will be overall less intrinsically good than corresponding
free worlds as will worlds with some attitudinal pleasure but no displeasure. In
addition, worlds with some displeasure but no attitudinal pleasure will be overall
more good than corresponding free worlds. But all these sorts of world will be
overall bad although some will be less bad than others. Determinism will not un-
dermine obligation at these worlds if we ought to do the best we can and the first
version of the only-pain-adjusted theory is the correct axiology. However, at least
as far as these three sorts of world are concerned, in doing the best we can, we
will always be seeing to the occurrence of, that is, we will always be actualizing
worlds that are overall intrinsically bad, something that would not be true if we
were doing the best we can in corresponding free worlds. Again, this is morally
significant.

7.7 The Value of Worlds and the Repugnant Conclusion

Assume that we have in hand a suitably developed freedom-sensitive version of
SDAIAH and let us suppose that this is freedom-sensitive SDAIAH. Some might
think that Parfit’s attack on totalism undermines this world-ranking axiology as well.
I first argue, though, that there are doubts about whether the repugnant conclusion
undercuts totalism. I then show that principle Best, in conjunction with freedom-
sensitive SDAIAH, reveals that inauthenticity of actional springs can have a definite
impact on moral obligation: it is possible that one can fail to have an obligation
to perform some action owing to that action’s causally stemming from inauthentic
actional springs.
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7.7.1 An Objection to Totalism: the Repugnant Conclusion

For purposes of appreciating the force of Parfit’s objection to totalism, it will be
helpful to begin by showing that the simple theory (SIAH) falls prey to the problem
of the Repugnant Conclusion. Parfit summarizes the problem in the following way:

For any possible population of at least ten billion people, all with a very high quality of life,
there must be some much larger imaginable population whose existence, if other things are
equal, would be better, even though its members have lives that are barely worth living . . ..
As my choice of name suggests, I find this conclusion very hard to accept (1984, p. 388).

The apparent problem may be fleshed out in this way: assume, as the simple
theory recommends, that net intrinsic attitudinal pleasure makes lives worth living;
the value of a life is the total amount of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in that life minus
the total amount of intrinsic attitudinal displeasure in that life. Assume, further, that
the value of a world is the sum of the values of the lives lived in that world. It would
then follow that a highly populous world (HPW) in which each lives a life only just
worth living is better than a less populous world (LPW) in which each lives a life
high in welfare value. To illustrate, imagine that there are a billion billion people
at HPW and each life in HPW contains no intrinsic displeasure but just one unit
of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure. So each life in HPW has a value for the person of
+1. Imagine, further, that LPW has far fewer people than HPW and each person in
LPW enjoys a much higher level of welfare, +60, say, than does each in HPW. But
suppose, assuming that the value of a world is the sum of the values of the lives
(of persons) in it, the value of HPW far exceeds that of LPW.8 It then seems to
follow that HPW in which each lives a life that is barely worth living is better than
LPW in which each lives a very good life. This result, as Parfit says, is repugnant.
Parfit’s alleged problem is a problem that Parfit seems to believe affects all totalistic
world-ranking axiologies.

7.7.2 A Response to Parfit’s Concerns Regarding Totalism

Feldman, however, questions whether the repugnant conclusion impugns all ver-
sions of totalism. He advances a solution to this problem that exploits Brentano’s
distinction between the value of an episode of something that is a primary intrinsic
good for a person, and its value for the world. The value of an episode of intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure (displeasure) for a person is equal to the amount of pleasure
(displeasure) in that episode. The value of such an episode for the world is equal to
its subject’s desert-adjusted intrinsic value. As we previously explained, to calculate
the worldly value of such an episode enjoyed by some subject, we consider both
the subject’s receipt level—the raw amount of intrinsic pleasure that the subject
receives—and the subject’s desert level—the extent to which the subject deserves
to receive the pleasure that he does. Regard principles such as AXP1—–AXP5 as

8 For simplicity, initially assume that all the recipients of value at a world are people.
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giving us the desert-adjusted values for the world (as Feldman sees it) of episodes of
intrinsic pleasure and displeasure that subjects receive. These principles, as we have
seen, are part and parcel of SDAIAH, which is a totalistic world-ranking axiology.
The proposed solution to the problem is now at hand. Using “Z” to denote the HPW,
Feldman explains

Let us assume that the residents of Z are relevantly like us—each of them is a person and
starts out deserving a quality of life roughly equivalent to that which we deserve. To make
the calculations simple, let us assume that each deserves a quality of life that rates +100 . . . .
When a person deserves a life worth +100, but receives a life worth just +1, then that person
has suffered a grave injustice. His receipt level is painfully lower than his desert level. As
a result . . . the pitifully small share of goods enjoyed by this person may be slightly good
for him . . . but it does not increase the value of the world at all. In fact . . . we can say that
the world is made worse by the fact that he receives just this good, since the total that he
receives departs so dramatically from the amount that he deserves . . . . [T]he worldly level
of each life lived in Z is approximately [let’s assume] –49. There are a billion billion people
living these low quality lives in Z. [So the totalistic desert-sensitive axiology that appeals to
principles such as AXP1—AXP5] yields the result that Z has a worldly value of –49 billion
billion. In short, Z is a horrible world . . . . Brentano’s distinction [the value of an episode
of a primary intrinsic good for a person vs. the value of this episode for the world] enables
me to locate the precise spot where the reasoning behind the Repugnant Conclusion goes
wrong. The mistake is in assuming that the value of the world as a whole is the sum of the
values for the residents of the lives lived there. Following Brentano, my view is that the
relevant assessment of the world is an assessment in terms of value for the world. When
evaluated in the proposed way, taking due account of desert, it turns out that Z is indeed far
worse than [the less populous world, LPW] (1997, pp. 209–210).

Some people, however, may not be convinced by this reply. Feldman himself
considers this sort of objection:

The critic might ask us to imagine a world, Z’, in which there are a billion billion people.
He might go on to ask us to imagine that each of them deserves +1 and gets +1. Given the
axiological principles stated earlier [principles such as AXP-1—AXP-5], the worldly value
of this world is two billion billion. Therefore the proposed Brentanist axiology implies that
Z’ is better than A. But it is not so. So the new axiology is erroneous (1997, p. 212, note
omitted).

One of Feldman’s primary responses to this brand of concern is the following:

[I]t is not entirely clear that Z’ ought to be considered horrible. Note that the residents of Z’
are not like us. They deserve far less than we deserve. Each of them deserves just +1, and
each of them gets exactly what he or she deserves. Since Z’ is so incredibly populous, and
since the total amount of good enjoyed by the residents is so huge, and since everything in
Z’ is said to be just as it ought to be, it is not clear that we should find Z’ repugnant (1997,
p. 212).

Some, though, may still find something amiss with this rejoinder. They might
suggest that there could be two kinds of reason why the recipients of value in the
HPW at issue (call it “HPW-2”) deserve so little, whereas those in the LPW (what
we may dub “LPW-2”) deserve so much more. One is that they have “low capaci-
ties”; they are animals, pigs say, in which case, maybe, they could not be recipients
of much value. These creatures could not possess or exemplify many of the kinds
of value that humans can; so each of these recipients is getting all that it is capable
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of deserving. Human beings, just in virtue of being persons, though, deserve much
more. But it seems absurd to claim that a world containing, say, a trillion contented
pigs and no humans is more valuable than a world containing a billion humans, all
of whom are getting what they deserve. It is true that there is no injustice in HPW-2,
but this world has lost the value of having persons. So the conclusion that HPW-2 is
better than LPW-2 is repugnant.

I confess not to finding it obvious that this conclusion is repugnant. Suppose
the pigs deserve to receive some pleasure and receive exactly what they deserve.
Pig-world is perfectly just. I can imagine someone adding the following. “There are
no human beings in pig-world; so much the better. The human race isn’t exactly
a stellar race. In fact, acquaintance with our history suggests that the human race
is deplorable! The disappearance from a world of human beings may well be a
blessing. Besides, why should the value of worlds supervene (even at least partly)
on the kind of species that it has?”

One might continue in this vein: “suppose there is some way to assign value
to different species in such a way that the value of a world is, at least in part,
a function of the value of the species that populate that world. Suppose that the
species, Vulcan, has very, very high “species value,” far, far higher than that of the
species Homosapiens. Let the HPW-3 world contain contented human beings and
the LPW-3 world contain relatively fewer contented Vulcans. If you place so much
stock in the human race, would you want to accept the conclusion (presumably de-
livered by the “species-value adjusted axiology”) that LPW-3 is better than HPW-3?
There is a further puzzle with the species-sensitive axiology. Just what determines
the species-value of a species? If the relevant features are not “selected” correctly,
it may just turn out that the species value of pigs is higher than that of human
beings!”

People not satisfied with Feldman’s rejoinder might insist that there is a second
reason why it could be that the recipients of value in the pertinent HPW deserve
so little, whereas those in the pertinent LPW deserve so much more. The people in
the former world (“HPW-4”) are capable of great things, and hence could deserve
rich rewards. But they are lazy, feckless, and often wicked so that they only deserve
a balance of one unit of pleasure over displeasure. To prefer a world with, say, a
trillion fairly odious people, all of whom are getting the little they deserve to a world
(“LPW-4”) with, say, a billion virtuous high-achievers seems even more repugnant
than the original repugnant conclusion. It would be to prefer a very populous purga-
tory to a less populous heaven.

Is LPW-4 indeed better than HPW-4? Although HPW-4 is filled with odious
people and LPW-4 is filled with virtuous people (the “high achievers”), the worlds
are equally just: each person in each world is getting his or her just deserts. The
people in HPW-4 are not as nice as those in LPW-4. But, again, why should this
have a bearing on the value of the worlds? If the worlds are equally just and one
contains more pleasure than the other, why is it not credible to suppose that HPW-4
is better? If I were asked, “in which world would you prefer to live?”, my response
would be “in HPW-4.” I would like to be around better people whether I myself
were virtuous or morally depraved! (If I were a crafty morally depraved individual,
I could exploit the virtuous.) But I see no reason why this sort of personal preference
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has any bearing on the value of the worlds. The preference certainly does not imply
that the virtuous world is better.

In sum, though the responses to Feldman’s proposed solution that I have consid-
ered are instructive, I do not find them conclusive.

It is worth stressing that if one is convinced that LPW-4 (the virtuous world)
is better than HPW-4 (the odious world), it is probably because one believes that
virtue contributes to worldly value. Appreciating this fact, we can see that there is
an easy recipe to generate a Parfittian-like objection against various totalistic world-
ranking axiologies. Suppose one finds it plausible that some feature, f, such as being
virtuous, or being a species of a certain kind, or being knowledgeable to which
the world-ranking axiology in question is indifferent does in fact contribute to the
intrinsic value of a world. Now simply select the two worlds, the HPW and the LPW,
in such a fashion that the recipients of value in LPW but not those in HPW have
feature f. If one is pretty much already convinced that having feature f contributes to
worldly value, one will have generated Parfit’s concern: in one’s estimation, contrary
to what the axiology under scrutiny implies, the LPW-f world is better than the
HPW-(without f ) world. This suggests to me, though, I may be wrong about this,
that there is something pretty fishy about Parfit’s objection. All one need do is pick
on the feature that one antecedently believes contributes to worldly value and then
“run” Parfit’s objection in an attempt to confirm that the feature is indeed relevant
to worldly value.

Why precisely, though, is this “fishy”? Well, Parfit’s argument is designed to un-
dermine totalism. Suppose that we have orchestrated Parfit’s objection several times
over, each time selecting a different feature that we believe contributes to worldly
value (perhaps justice, freedom, species value, virtue, and so forth). Imagine that we
have reached the “end of the line”; we do not think that there are any more features
pertinent to worldly value. The resulting axiology will be highly complicated. It
will adjust the values of its atoms for justice, freedom, and what have you. One
wonders why the complex form of totalism that is the end result of such sequential
modification would fall victim to Parfit’s objection. To drive home his point, imagine
that there is only one feature that contributes to worldly value and that feature is
justice. (It would not make any substantial difference if we thought that there were
several such features as long as the number is finite.) Then I cannot see why the
claim that HPW-2 (pig-world) is better than LPW-2 or that HPW-4 (the virtuous
world) is better than LPW-4 (the odious world) would be repugnant.

I suggest that the value of Parfit’s interesting thought experiment involving the
repugnant conclusion is that it helps both to call attention to, and to test, various can-
didates as prima facie plausible candidates for the sort of thing that affects worldly
value. But I doubt whether the objection undermines totalism.

7.8 Inauthenticity and Obligation

Freedom-sensitive SDAIAH enables us to appreciate the bearing of freedom on the
intrinsic value of worlds. We remind ourselves of the following:
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(a) Free pleasure: A pleasure is free only if it causally issues from authentic
springs of action.

(b) An action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is a pleasure (or displeasure) that if
deserved is deserved on the basis of performing some action.

(c) DAIP: If an agent deserves an action-based pleasure (or displeasure), then that
pleasure (or displeasure) causally arises—“it has its basis”—in springs of ac-
tion that are authentic.

(d) A desert base fails to apply in a world if conditions at the world render it inap-
propriate to distribute goods on its basis. A desert base applies in a world if it
is false that it fails to apply in this world.

7.8.1 Freedom’s Bearing on the Value of Worlds

Imagine a world (“puppet-W”) in which the sole desert bases that apply are action-
implicating. Each recipient of value in this world is a subject (perhaps not human)
who is globally manipulated by new-wave, super complex computers. When each
value recipient takes pleasure or displeasure in some object, each is made to do
so. The array of computers engineers into the subject’s germane actional springs,
thereby ensuring that no pleasures (or displeasures) that the subjects enjoy (or suf-
fer) derive from authentic springs. It follows (from principles Free pleasure and
DAIP) that in this world, no pleasure or displeasure is free or deserved. The desert
component of freedom-sensitive SDAIAH (together with the fact that no pleasure or
displeasure in puppet-W is deserved) implies that each pleasure enjoyed and each
displeasure suffered by each recipient of value in puppet-W contributes to worldly
value in accordance with AXP3. This principle, recall, says that if one does not
deserve any pleasure (or displeasure) but receives some pleasure (or displeasure),
the intrinsic value of the episode of pleasure (or displeasure) that is received for
the world is directly proportional to the amount of pleasure (or displeasure) it con-
tains. The freedom component of freedom-sensitive SDAIAH implies that because
no pleasures in puppet-W are free, their value is depressed in comparison with what
their value would be if these pleasures were free; and this component implies, as
well, that because no displeasures are free, these displeasures are worse than what
they would be if they were free. We may conclude that puppet-W is (overall) good
but not as good as the corresponding “free world,” a world as “close” as possible to
puppet-W but in which all the pleasures and displeasures are deserved or free.9

7.8.2 Inauthenticity and the Undoing of Moral Obligation

We may now dwell on the following issue. Posttransformation Beth’s act of giving
alms is derivatively inauthentic insofar as it causally arises from actional springs

9 I assume that there are such worlds.
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that are inauthentic. Can it be, in virtue of these antecedents being inauthentic, or
in virtue of these inauthentic antecedents affecting something of direct concern to
obligation, that Beth is not morally obligated to give alms? That she may not be
obligated for this reason might seem pretty farfetched. If Beth is manipulated into
destroying Ann’s valuable manuscript, her destructive act issuing from engineered-
in springs, it certainly seems that she has still done moral wrong though she may not
be morally blameworthy for this wrongdoing. Similarly, although Beth may not be
praiseworthy for giving alms, she may well be discharging an obligation in giving
alms. Our intuitive judgments concerning such cases notwithstanding, I defend an
affirmative response to our key query.

Recall, principle Best says that our obligations consist in making the world as
good as we can:

Best: As of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of affairs, p, if and only if p is
true at all the bests for s at t and p is not true at some worlds accessible to s at t.

More intuitively, according to Best, an act is obligatory for you if and only if you
can do it, you can refrain from doing it, and (simplifying) it occurs in all the bests
accessible to you. An act is permissible for you if and only if you can do it, you
can refrain from doing it, and (simplifying) it occurs in some but not all the bests
accessible to you. And an act is wrong for you if and only if you can do it, you
can refrain from doing it, and (simplifying) it does not occur in any of the bests
accessible to you.

In case “Tron-1,” suppose that Tron is one of the manipulated inhabitants of
puppet-W. The graduate director of an institution, on a certain occasion Tron has
these options: at time, t, he can admit a conscientious student, Studious, or he can
admit a lazybones, Slacker, or he can refrain from admitting either; admitting both is
not an alternative. In a world otherwise as similar to Tron’s but which is hospitable to
desert, Studious would be much more deserving of admission than Slacker. We may,
indeed, assume that in this as-similar world, at t, it is obligatory for Tron to admit
Studious at some time t∗. In puppet-W, though, these considerations of desert are
nullified. Given that matters of desert fall by the way, we may coherently assume
that as of t, each world accessible to Tron—the one in which Studious is admit-
ted, or the one in which Slacker is admitted, or the one in which neither student
is admitted—are equal in worldly value; bear squarely in mind, for example, that
although Studious, unlike Slacker, has exerted conscientious effort, in puppet-W
Studious does not thereby deserve the action-based pleasures that she would other-
wise deserve to receive if admitted. Generalizing, irrelevancy of desert in puppet-W
results in an equalization of the values of all worlds accessible to agents, such as
Tron, on various (but not all) occasions of choice.

Regarding the primary moral status of any of the three actions—whether it is
morally right, wrong, or obligatory—that Tron performs at t, there are three salient
options. On one option, each world accessible to Tron (at t) is best. It would follow
on Best that none of Tron’s alternatives is obligatory, none is wrong, and each is per-
missible. This “anything goes” outcome is implausible. On a second option, perhaps
some might say that no world accessible to Tron is best. In this event, Best implies
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that none of Tron’s actions is obligatory, none is permissible, and each is wrong.
Again, this “nothing goes” upshot is clearly untenable. A third option, preferable to
the other two, is that each of Tron’s actions is not morally right, wrong, or obliga-
tory; rather it is amoral, lacking any primary deontic status. Thus, inauthenticity of
actional springs can have a definite impact on obligation by way of having an impact
on desert.

A less dramatic case (“Tron-2) that illustrates the possible influence of inauthen-
ticity on obligation is one in which, given irrelevancy of desert, the worlds in which
Tron admits a student are of equal value, and this value exceeds the value of the
world in which Tron admits no student. In this case, it is permissible for Tron to
admit either student. In contrast, in the as-similar world that accommodates desert,
while it is obligatory for Tron to admit Studious, it is wrong for Tron to admit
Slacker.

The bearing of inauthenticity on obligation is lost to us in worlds (such as the
actual one) in which it is customary to assume that the actional springs of some
recipients of value are authentic and those of others are inauthentic because these
worlds are not “pure” worlds in which every actional spring is inauthentic. If Tron,
for instance, is a subject of an “impure” or “mixed” world, then it is not the case
that, on a relevant occasion of choice—for instance, on an occasion when Tron
is considering which student, if any, to admit—each world accessible to Tron has
a value equal in value to the value of any world then accessible to Tron. Impure
worlds mask the pertinent effect of inauthenticity on obligation. Pure worlds such
as Tron’s expose this effect.

This sequence of reasoning that sustains the view that inauthenticity of actional
springs can have a pronounced bearing on obligation involves a number of assump-
tions that may well be disputed. Two of these merit brief comment. The first is the
assumption that we ought to what we do in all the best worlds accessible to us. The
second is that this normative principle is to be paired with a version of a freedom-
and desert-sensitive attitudinal hedonism as the world-ranking axiology. Many will
reject these assumptions. But for those attracted to them, it is instructive to reveal
that these assumptions commit one to acknowledging that there is a nontrivial con-
nection between the authenticity of our springs of action, on the one hand, and moral
obligation, on the other.

7.9 Conclusion

Summing up, many people have thought that determinism undermines moral re-
sponsibility. But it has been commonly assumed that determinism leaves the in-
trinsic value of worlds intact. A cardinal objective of this chapter has been to set
this record straight. If we assume one of the simplest (and in my estimation) one
of the most promising of world-ranking axiological theories, SDAIAH, then it is
not so clear that lack of freedom does not have a bearing on the intrinsic values
of worlds. This is because a credible version of attitudinal hedonism that tells us
what makes one world better than another adjusts the values of either episodes of
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intrinsic attitudinal pleasure or intrinsic displeasure, or both, among other things,
according to whether or not the episodes are free or deserved. It follows that if what
we morally ought to do at a time is what we do in all the intrinsically best worlds
then accessible to us, lack of freedom may well have an indirect impact on moral
obligation as a result of having a direct impact on the value of worlds.



Chapter 8
Hard Incompatibilism’s Axiological Costs

8.1 The Issues

Pereboom, as we have chronicled, is an incompatibilist. Indeed, he defends a partic-
ularly demanding form of source incompatibilism that he calls “hard incompatibil-
ism.” To formulate this position we note, first, that an individual is an agent-cause
if, roughly, the individual has the causal powers to produce actions, not by way of
any agent-involving states or events, such as having beliefs and acquiring desires,
but simply as a substance. An instance of agent causation would be an instance of
some substance directly causing an event. According to hard incompatibilism, with
the exception of agent-causal accounts of free action or moral responsibility, no
compatibilist or libertarian account is true. A significant supplement to Pereboom’s
hard incompatibilism (also briefly documented previously) is that, contrary to what
many have believed, a life devoid of free action would not be as detrimental as it
has often been made out to be and, in certain respects, such a life would even be
beneficial (Pereboom 1995, 2001, 2002). Pereboom, in effect, theorizes that fully
appreciating hard incompatibilism reveals that this position is not such an exacting
one after all.

In this chapter, drawing on some of the conclusions reached in the last chapter, I
take issue with an element of the supplement. I argue that the hard incompatibilism
is not as cost-free as Pereboom believes. Hard incompatibilism undermines aspects
of desert; in so doing, it affects the intrinsic value of various worlds. Given its in-
fluence on worldly value, it should not be surprising that hard incompatibilism also
bears significantly on moral obligation.

8.2 Hard Incompatibilism

Commencing with a brief overview of some of the key elements of hard incompat-
ibilism, Pereboom argues that moral responsibility for an action depends primar-
ily on the action’s actual causal history and not on whether its agent could have
avoided performing it. So in Pereboom’s estimation, incompatibilism is not mo-
tivated by the thought that determinism expunges alternative possibilities without
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the having of which no action can be free. Rather, Pereboom proposes that it is
considerations concerning an action’s causal origin or source that undergirds in-
compatibilism.

Elaborating, Pereboom submits that we can describe cases in which a victim
of manipulation, such as a subject whose decisions are the product of antecedent
elements—values, desires, and beliefs, for example—which neuroscientists surrep-
titiously implant in her, is not free and, hence, is not morally responsible for her
behavior. (The Ann/Beth case is a case of this sort.) A causal history involving apt
manipulation, a “manipulated causal history,” undermines freedom and responsibil-
ity. In such cases, owing to the agent’s not being the ultimate source of her action
(mental or otherwise), the agent is not morally responsible for the action. More
specifically, as I have explained, the pertinent principle to which Pereboom appeals
to support his verdict of unfreedom and nonresponsibility in scenarios involving
responsibility-subversive manipulation is as follows:

Principle O: If an agent is morally responsible for her deciding to perform an action,
then the production of this decision must be something over which the agent has
control, and an agent is not morally responsible for the decision if it is produced by
a source over which she has no control.

A deterministic causal history, Pereboom contends, is pertinently like a manip-
ulated one: an action that is causally determined issues from sources—the dis-
tant past and the natural laws—over which the agent lacks any control. Contrary
to compatibilists, Pereboom proposes that there is no relevant and principled dif-
ference between an action that results from responsibility-undermining manipula-
tion and an action that has a more ordinary deterministic causal history. It fol-
lows that compatibilism is not sustainable (Pereboom 2001, pp. 89–126; 2002,
p. 478).

Regarding libertarian accounts not wedded to agent-causation, Pereboom ven-
tures that an indeterministic event–causal history, a history not including agent-
causation, and in which various antecedents of an action, such as the agent’s
having of reasons, indeterministically cause elements in the action’s etiology or
the action itself, is not relevantly different from a manipulated one: this sort of
history, also, undermines responsibility. This is because in scenarios involving
indeterminism, just as in those involving determinism, antecedents over which
the agent lacks any control produce the action. Again, Pereboom’s position is
that no relevant and principled difference can distinguish an action that results
from responsibility-undermining manipulation from an action that has a more
ordinary indeterminsitic causal history (Pereboom 2002, p. 478). He concludes
that such libertarian theories are doomed to go the way of compatibilist
ones.

Only agent-causation, Pereboom believes, allows for free action and moral re-
sponsibility. Agent-causation is coherent, but our empirical evidence does not sup-
port our being agent-causes. We, therefore, do not have the freedom that moral
responsibility demands (Pereboom 2001, pp. 69–88).
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8.3 First Cost: Hard Incompatibilism, Worldly Value, and the
Repugnant Conclusion

Call any world devoid of agent-causation and in which either all events are causally
determined or in which some events, including various mental actions such as (the
having of) decisions, are indeterministically caused by proximate prior antecedents
or concomitants, a “hard incompatibilist world.” Appealing to the principle of ul-
timate origination (Principle O), we have just recorded that hard incompatibilists
argue that all events in hard incompatibilist worlds, including our actions, are in
the end the upshot of factors over which we have no freedom-level control: in
determined worlds, our actions issue from the distant past and the natural laws;
in agent-causal free indeterministic worlds, factors beyond our control contribute
to the production but do not determine our actions, and there is nothing (such as
agent-causation) that supplements the contribution of these factors to produce these
actions (Pereboom 2001, p. 48). Hence, it follows from this fact and Principle O
that the having of our desires or beliefs is not free. Abridging, we can say that
according to hard incompatibilists, none of our desires or beliefs is free if our world
is a hard incompatibilist one. Nor are any actions, mental or otherwise, that arise
from such springs of action free in these worlds. This, in turn, supports the further
hard incompatibilist conclusion that we are not morally responsible for any of our
conduct in such worlds.

Should, though, hard incompatibilists concede that if our desires are not free in
hard incompatibilist worlds, these desires in these worlds are also not authentic in
the sense of “authentic” at issue? We have broached this sort of question before
when we discussed source incompatibilist presuppositions (in Section 6.2). The an-
swer given here mirrors the answer given previously to the relevantly analogous
query. Hard incompatibilists are committed to the following assumption:

Hard Compatibilism—No Difference: There is no relevant and principled difference
between an action whose causal history includes responsibility-undermining ma-
nipulation (as in the Ann/Beth scenario) and (i) an action that has a more ordinary
deterministic causal history or (ii) an action that has a more ordinary indeterministic
causal history.

If actions that derive from responsibility-undermining manipulation of the sort dis-
played in the Ann/Beth case, as hard incompatibilists should concede, are deriva-
tively inauthentic, and if it is further assumed that more mundane deterministic or
indeterministic causal histories are not relevantly different from a history involving
this sort of manipulation, there is no basis to distinguish between the having of
desires, the having of which is either deterministically or indeterministically caused,
that is authentic, in the relevant sense of “authentic,” and the having of such desires
that is inauthentic. Thus, if hard incompatibilism is true, all desires in hard incom-
patibilist worlds are inauthentic.

Working with freedom-sensitive SDAIAH as the world-ranking axiology, we
may appreciate a consequence of hard incompatibilism that many should,
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presumably, regard as a cost of this position: hard incompatibilists run headlong
into the problem of the repugnant conclusion.

Note, initially, what should be fairly obvious: hard incompatibilism can nega-
tively affect worldly value by affecting freedom. Modify world puppet-W in this
way: no agent in this world is a victim of manipulation but the world—call it
“unfree-W”—is a hard incompatibilist world. Again, as in puppet-W, all the plea-
sures and displeasures in unfree-W are not free. So, just like puppet-W, unfree-W is
(overall) good but not as good as the corresponding “free world,” a world as “close”
as possible to unfree-W but in which all the pleasures and displeasures are free.1

Now for hard incompatibilism’s effect on desert, I have argued that an agent
deserves an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure (or displeasure) on the basis of an action-
implicating desert base only if that pleasure (or displeasure) causally arises—“it
has its basis”—in springs of action that are authentic. I called such a pleasure an
“action-based pleasure.” According to hard incompatibilism, no springs of action
in hard incompatibilist worlds are authentic. Hence, in such worlds it is false that
action-based pleasures or displeasures are deserved. What we have just said about
action-based pleasures and displeasures applies equally, mutatis mutandis, to other
action-based primary intrinsic goods or evils (if there are any). It is in this fashion
that hard incompatibilism undermines desert.

Confine attention to hard incompatibilist worlds (such as unfree-W) in which the
only desert bases that apply are action-implicating. Maybe the recipients of desert
in a world of this sort are not human, but this does not matter for our purposes.
Even if an agent in such a world has exerted conscientious effort or has performed
many morally good deeds or cultivated a stellar moral character and so is morally
worthy, it is not true that because of these action-implicating desert bases, the agent
deserves to receive (action-based) pleasures. Again, without authenticity, there is no
foothold for desert of action-based attitudinal pleasures or displeasures. Assume that
two worlds of the sort that Parfit envisions to launch the problem of the repugnant
conclusion, the highly populous world (“HI-HPW”) and the less populous world
(“HI-LPW”), are both hard incompatibilist (possibly deterministic) worlds of this
sort; these worlds are worlds in which only action-implicating desert bases apply.
Then even freedom-sensitive SDAIAH ranks the former as intrinsically better than
the latter. First, since no pleasures or displeasures in these worlds are free (given
hard incompatibilism), freedom or its lack won’t (relevantly) affect the values of
episodes of intrinsic pleasures and intrinsic displeasures. Second, principle AXP3
implies that if one does not deserve any pleasure (or displeasure) but receives some
pleasure (or displeasure), the intrinsic value of the episode of pleasure (or displea-
sure) that is received for the world is directly proportional to the amount of pleasure
(or displeasure) it contains. Since no denizen of either world deserves (or, for that
matter, deserves not) to receive any pleasure or displeasure (again, given hard in-
compatibilism), freedom-sensitive SDAIAH yields the same ranking of these two
worlds as does the simple theory (SIAH): HI-HPW is better.

1 Again, assume that there is such a world.
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8.4 Second Cost: Hard Incompatibilism and Moral Obligation

Pereboom, we have seen, claims that although hard incompatibilism undermines the
truth of judgments of moral responsibility, hard incompatibilism leaves unaffected
the truth of judgments of moral obligation. But regarding hard incompatibilism’s in-
fluence on moral obligation, matters are more complicated than might at first appear.
Elucidating, assume, again, that principle Best is the correct account of (overall)
moral obligation.

Best: As of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of affairs, p, if and only if p is
true at all the bests for s at t and p is not true at some worlds accessible to s at t.

The two brands of hard incompatibilist world are agent-causal free deterministic
worlds and agent-causal free indeterministic worlds. With respect to a spectrum of
the former worlds, hard incompatibilists who accept freedom-sensitive SDAIAH
will be saddled with the result that determinism undermines the truth of morally
deontic judgments for a reason other than the reason that there is a requirement of
alternative possibilities for moral obligation. To appreciate this reason, I assume that
there is no such requirement and that the principle of doing the best we can is to be
understood along these lines:

Best∗ (Best without alternatives): As of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of
affairs, p, if and only if p is true at all the bests for s at t.

Imagine that a counterpart of Tron, Tron∗, in unfree-W, is pondering (at time
t∗) his options concerning which student, if any, to admit. (We remind ourselves
that in this world, the sole desert bases that apply are action-implicating ones. Hard
incompatibilists have it that in such a world no springs of action are authentic; so
no action-based intrinsic attitudinal pleasures or intrinsic displeasures are free or
deserved.) Again, assume that Tron∗ has three options: he can admit Studious∗, or
he can admit Slacker∗, or can admit neither. We may suppose that, owing to the
irrelevancy of desert in Tron∗’s hard incompatibilist world, as of t∗, all the worlds
accessible to Tron∗ have the same worldly value. Again, employing the line of rea-
soning that we previously did (see Section7.8.2), we may conclude that none of
Tron∗’s three alternatives is right, or wrong, or obligatory; each is amoral for Tron∗.
Thus, contrary to Pereboom’s affirmation, it is not clear to me that obligation, right,
and wrong remain unaffected in hard incompatibilist worlds that are deterministic.

Turning now to hard incompatibilist worlds that are indeterministic, we revert to
the original version of the doing-the-best-we-can principle (Best) that entails that
there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for obligation. Suppose, this time,
that Tron∗ is an inhabitant of a hard incompatibilist indeterministic world in which
the sole desert bases that apply are action-implicating ones. Again, hard incompat-
ibilism implies that in such a world no springs of action are authentic and so no
action-based intrinsic pleasures or displeasures are deserved. The line of reasoning
employed previously (in Section7.8.2) yields the result that each world accessible
to Tron∗ as of the relevant time—the world in which he admits Studious∗, the world
in which he admits Slacker∗, and the world in which he admits neither student—has
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the same worldly value. Now the argument unfolds in exactly the fashion in which
we have seen before (Section7.8.2). Once again, there are three salient options. On
one option, each world accessible to Tron∗ (at the relevant time, t∗) is best. It would
follow on Best that none of Tron∗’s alternatives is obligatory, none is wrong, and
each is permissible. This is implausible. According to some, a second option is that
no world accessible to Tron is best. Then Best implies that none of Tron∗’s actions
is obligatory, none is permissible, and each is wrong. Again, this is untenable. A
third option, preferable to the prior two, is that each of Tron∗’s actions is amoral.
Thus, hard incompatibilism can have a pronounced influence on obligation by way
of undermining desert.

8.5 Compatibilism, Worldly Value, and the Repugnant
Conclusion

It is interesting to inquire whether a compatibilist who endorses freedom-sensitive
SDAIAH runs into a similar problem concerning the repugnant conclusion as does
the hard incompatibilist who endorses this world-ranking axiology. So let’s imag-
ine that some compatibilist account of free action and moral responsibility is true.
Imagine, further, another highly populous deterministic world with a billion billion
people and in which the only desert bases that apply are action-implicating ones. All
of its recipients of value are children (though maybe not human children). Because
of the horrible conditions, the children will die within a year of being born. Each
child lives a life that is barely worth living, each receiving a life that is worth +1.
Refer to this world as the “highly populous anguished world” (HPAW). The desires
(and other springs of action) of the children in this world are not relationally au-
thentic: as they die so young, none of these unfortunate children turns into an agent
who will ever perform actions for which he or she is morally responsible. Thus,
none of the desires of any of these children has the property of being such that
intentional actions that later issue from it are actions for which its agent is morally
responsible.2 If an agent deserves an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure (or displeasure)
on the basis of an action-implicating desert base, then that pleasure (or displeasure)
issues from authentic springs of action. Since none of the springs of action of any
of its residents is authentic, no (action-based) intrinsic pleasures or displeasures
received by residents of this world are deserved.

Freedom-sensitive SDAIAH implies that the value of a world is the sum of the
values, adjusted for both freedom and desert, enjoyed or suffered by its residents.
The pertinent values of concern are the values of the intrinsic (action-based) plea-
sures and intrinsic (action-based) displeasures that the children in HPAW receive.
Given their circumstances, it is false that each child deserves, in virtue of an action-
implicating desert base, a much larger share of net intrinsic attitudinal pleasure than

2 Its being true that the actional springs of these children are not relationally authentic does not (on
the view I defend) imply that they are inauthentic. Rather, they are neither authentic nor inauthentic.
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the share that each receives. It follows that even on freedom-sensitive SDAIAH,
HPAW is a better world than a far less populous world such as HI-LPW. Let the
less populated anguished world (LPAW) be a deterministic world that has fewer
inhabitants than HPAW, all its recipients of value are children, each child will die by
the time he or she is a year old, each receives a share of net action-based intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure much larger than the share that each child in HPAW receives,
but whose total worldly value is lower than the total worldly value of HPAW. Again,
freedom-sensitive SDAIAH ranks this world as worse than HPAW. Thus, compati-
bilists, just like incompatibilists, confront the repugnant conclusion.

8.6 Conclusion

Hard incompatibilism may well be true. If it is, then it is not obvious that being
without the freedom that moral responsibility requires is not without significant
costs. I have suggested that whether living without free will is relatively cost-free, as
Pereboom submits, is something that cannot be assessed independently of settling
various highly complicated moral issues. One of them concerns desert. A second
concerns the ranking of possible worlds in terms of their overall intrinsic value. Re-
garding the former, I have argued that hard incompatibilism compromises desert of
action-based pleasures and displeasures. Regarding the latter, assuming a freedom-
and desert-sensitive form of hedonism as one that determines worldly value, hard
incompatibilism has a nonnegligible effect on the value of worlds. If we combine
elements of both these things, hard incompatibilists incur costs having to do with
the erosion of moral obligation in both deterministic and indeterministic worlds of
certain sorts.



Chapter 9
Hard Incompatibilism, Practical Reason,
and the Good

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I expose another axiologically related cost of hard incompatibilism.
I assume that the hard incompatibilist accepts the view that determinism expunges
alternative possibilities; if determinism is true, then no one can do otherwise than
what he or she does. I argue, first, that there is a requirement of alternative possi-
bilities for the truth of judgments of practical reason: persons can have objective,
pro tanto reasons to do something only if they could have done otherwise. Thus
determinism (and so hard incompatibilism) undermines the truth of judgments of
practical reason. I propose, next, that, arguably, determinism precludes the obtain-
ing of such states of affairs (or what we may refer to as “values”) as Simon’s taking
intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine is intrinsically good for Simon, or Al’s taking
intrinsic displeasure in sitting in the sun is intrinsically bad for Al, and it does
so owing to its undermining practical reason. If determinism does indeed preclude
values (given certain incompatibilist assumptions), then there is a general argument,
which I outline, for the conclusion that determinism undermines the intrinsic value
of worlds; in so doing, determinism undermines moral obligation.

9.2 Practical Reason and Alternative Possibilities

Assume that the incompatibilist is correct in affirming that if free action indeed
requires our being able to do otherwise—we are free in the germane sense of being
free only if we could have done otherwise—“can” and its cognates, such as “could,”
are to be understood in the “categorical” (as opposed to the “conditional”) sense: you
could have done otherwise if and only if in a world with the same laws and the past
as the actual world, at the pertinent time, you do other than what you do in the actual
world.1 In this section, I develop a line of argument for the view that lack of freedom
to do otherwise subverts the truth of judgments of practical reason; thus, assuming

1 On the conditional sense of “could,” an agent could have done something other than what she did
if and only if had she wanted, or tried, or chosen to do otherwise, she would have done otherwise.
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that determinism precludes our having alternatives, determinism undercuts the truth
of such judgments. We may commence by distinguishing judgments of practical
reason from those of practical rationality. Practical reasons, roughly, are reasons
to have our desires and goals, and to do what might secure these goals. So, for
instance, when faced with certain options, we might ask which of them (if any)
do we have most reason to do, or, which (if any) does reason forbid that we do, or
which (if any) do we have a sufficient reason to do. Judgments of practical rationality
(and irrationality), in contrast, relate to what one perceives or believes one’s reasons
for action to be. Thus, imagine that you (nonculpably) believe that you have most
reason to take some pills because you (nonculpably) believe, on good authority, that
the pills will alleviate your pain. However, you have decisive reasons not to take
these pills because ingesting them would prove fatal. It would be practically rational
for you to take the pills although you have no practical reason—“agent-external,”
objective, pro tanto reasons—to take them (the qualifier “practical” will, henceforth,
be suppressed but assumed).

Rationality judgments are akin to responsibility judgments in one crucial respect:
they are agent-focused. Both sorts of judgments are so focused in that, in the first
instance, they concern an appraisal of the agent, and only derivatively, if at all, an
appraisal of what the agent does (or fails to do), or an appraisal of the reasons that
the agent has for behaving as she does. With responsibility judgments, when, for
example, we hold an agent morally to blame, we are primarily faulting the agent
and not what she has done. Such judgments disclose the moral worth of an agent
with respect to some episode in her life—a person “expresses what she morally
stands for” when she is morally responsible for some deed. When blameworthy,
one expresses ill will (typically) toward another, and it is the expression of such ill
will that (in part) sanctions the judgment that one’s moral worth with respect to the
relevant action has been diminished. On the view that I defend, an expression of such
ill will is manifested when one (nonculpably) believes that some act is wrong, and
despite this belief, performs the act; in short, when blameworthy, one acts in light
of the belief that one is doing moral wrong. Similarly, when one is praiseworthy,
one expresses good will (usually) toward another, and it is the expression of such
good will that (in part) validates the judgment that one’s moral worth vis `a vis the
relevant deed has been augmented. When praiseworthy, one acts on the basis of the
belief that one is doing what is obligatory or permissible (Haji 1998, 2002).

Similarly, with rationality judgments, when an agent acts irrationally, we are first
and foremost faulting the agent; the agent is open to criticism or condemnation
(which, of course, need not be moral) for doing (or not doing) what she does (or fails
to do). When a judgment of irrationality is apt, we say to the agent things like “you
were foolish, or crazy, or idiotic, or stupid for doing what you did.” Even in cases
involving akratic action, the primary target of appropriate judgments of irrationality
is the agent. For instance, we fault the agent for not mustering sufficient self-control.
Analogously, when an agent acts rationally, we are, in the first place, commending
the agent, and again the commendation need not be moral.

Unlike such agent-focused judgments, judgments of practical reason are what we
may call “act-focused” or, better perhaps, “nonagent-focused.” When, for instance,
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an act or an intentional omission does not have the support of reasons—perhaps
there are no reasons for one to engage in the bit of behavior in question—what we
are fundamentally faulting, it seems, is the bit of behavior, and only derivatively, if
at all, the agent. Similar things are true when, for example, we judge that an action
is morally wrong; the principal object of “deontic” appraisal is the action.

It may be thought that rationality judgments are closely associated with having
practical reasons for or against doing something. Suppose that, on a particular occa-
sion, we have several different genuine alternatives: holding “fixed” the past and the
laws, we have different options. And suppose that our (objective, pro tanto) reasons
to act in some way are stronger—perhaps far more so—than our reasons to act in
any other way. Then we have most reason to act in this way; the reasons we have
to act in this way outweigh the reasons we have not to act in this way. We may say
that acting in this way is reason-wise obligatory; we reason-wise ought to act in this
way. Suppose that, on a different occasion, we have sufficient or enough reason to
act in two or more ways, and no better reason to act in any other way. Then we may
say that each of these acts is reason-wise permissible; it is reason-wise permissible
or right to act in either of these ways. Finally, suppose we have most reason not to
act in a certain way. Then we may say that acting in this way is reason-wise wrong
or forbidden (In more familiar language, we would say that we have decisive reason
not to act in this way.).

Assume that when one is rationally at fault for something, one acts irrationally.
This may not be quite right. For maybe it is possible, as I think it is, that one is
less than fully rational, and so rationally at fault to some degree, with respect to
what one does without being irrational. In the interest of simplicity, though, I ig-
nore this possibility. Similarly, assume that if one is rationally commendable for
doing something, one acts rationally. To draw out the alleged connection between
rationality judgments and reasons in favor of or against doing something, one may
now propose the following principles:

Irrationality Requires Reasons-Wise Wrongness (R1): If one is rationally at fault for
doing something, A—if, that is, one is irrational with respect to doing A—then it is
reason-wise wrong for one to do A.

The general thrust of R1 is straightforward: despite one’s having most reason not to
do something, one still does it; so one is irrational—one is rationally at fault—for
doing that thing.

Rationality Requires Reasons-Wise Obligatoriness (R2): If one is rationally com-
mendable for doing something, A—if, that is, one is rational with respect to doing
A—then it is reason-wise obligatory for one to do A.

Again, for simplicity, I am assuming that if one is rational with respect to doing
something, then one has most reason to do that thing. (One could argue, for instance,
for the alternative principle that one is rational regarding doing something only if
one has most reason or sufficient reason for doing it.)

The germane parallelism between R1 and R2 and what we label M1 and M2—
roughly, responsibility correlates of R1 and R2—is inescapable:
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Moral Blameworthiness Requires Moral Wrongness (M1): If one is morally blame-
worthy for doing something, A, then it is morally wrong for one to do A.
Moral Praiseworthiness Requires Moral Obligatoriness (M2): If one is morally
praiseworthy for doing something, A, then it is morally obligatory for one to
do A.

I introduce M1 and M2 simply to draw out the following. One may think that
just as moral blameworthiness presupposes moral wrongness, and moral praisewor-
thiness presupposes moral obligatoriness (or moral permissibility), so, irrationality
presupposes reason-wise wrongness, and rationality presupposes reason-wise obli-
gatoriness (or reason-wise permissibility).

I’m inclined to reject all four of these principles. However, if one does accept
them, in particular, if one accepts R1 and R2, then the hard incompatibilist will
incur additional costs: given the hard incompatibilist assumptions introduced above,
not only does determinism undermine the truth of judgments of practical reason, it
undermines the truth of judgments of practical rationality as well.

Well, why might it be thought that determinism threatens the truth of judgments
of practical reason? When it is moral obligation that is of concern, we may think
of the “ought” implies “can” principle in this way: if you have most moral reason
to do A, and, thus, if morality requires that you do A, then you can do A. (Again,
understand “can” in the strong categorical sense of “can.”) Suppose, now, that you
have most (practical) reason to do A; as we said, reason requires that you do A, or
that you ought to do A from the point of view of reason. Then it seems that you can
do A. You cannot have an “obligation”—it cannot be necessary—from the point of
view of reason to do something if you cannot do that thing. Imagine that you are
in western Canada in Vancouver. Suppose you do not know how to swim, and you
do not believe that there is a child drowning in the ocean off the Australian coast at
the time you are enjoying your morning coffee. It turns out, though, that at this time
a child is just about to drown off this coast. Had this child lived, she would have
transformed the world from the predominantly horrible place it is into a blissful
one. At the time you are sipping your coffee, how can you have a reason to save this
child? For that matter, if the child were drowning at a time prior to the time at which
you were enjoying your coffee, how could it be that, at the time you were having
your coffee, you had a reason to save the child? And if it is false that you could
have had a reason, at the time you were having the coffee, to save the child, it is
also true that at this time, it is false that you could have had most reason to save the
child.

One may object that in cases involving an action that one can perform only if
one does something that it is physically (or nomologically) impossible for one to
perform, or one does something that necessitates acquiring beliefs that one cannot
(in one’s circumstances) acquire, one does have a standing reason to perform the
relevant action. It is just that this reason is overridden by others. For instance, even
if it is physically impossible for you to save the child, you have a standing reason
to do so, but this reason is overridden by another reason that you have: the fact that
you cannot physically save the child.
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Notice, first, though, that even when physical (or nomological) impossibility is
involved, the following principle still seems to be true:

If one has a reason for doing something, A, that is not overridden by any others,
then you can do A.

Second, the alleged overriding reason that you have for not saving the child is
revealing. If you think that the (nonpractical) reason why your standing reason to
save the child is overridden is that it is physically (or nomologically) impossible for
you to save the child, why suppose that you have the standing reason at all? And
this brings me to the third point: I don’t see what, in the first place, motivates the
view that one does have a standing reason to save the child (or, say, the Brazilian
rain forest) even if it is physically (or nomologically) impossible for one to do so, or
even if saving the child (or the rain forest) would necessitate acquiring beliefs that
you cannot acquire.

So it seems that just as there is an association between the moral “ought” and
“can,” so there is a similar association between the “ought” of reason and “can.”
Indeed, the (moral) “ought” implies “can” principle appears to be a more restricted
version of the general principle that

Reasons-Wise “Ought” Implies “Can” (KR): If you have most reason to do some-
thing, A, and, thus, if you reason-wise ought to do A, then you can do A.

KR’s corollary is

Reasons-Wise “Ought Not” Implies “Can Refrain From” (KRC): If you reason-wise
ought not to do something, A, then you can refrain from doing A.

Further, we should, I believe, accept this principle (Reason-1):

Reasons-Wise “Ought Not” amounts to Reason-Wise “Wrong” (Reason-1): You
reason-wise ought not to do A if and only if it is reason-wise wrong for you to
do A.

From KRC and Reasons-1, we derive:

Reason-Wise Wrongness Requires Alternatives (Reason-2): If it is reason-wise
wrong for you to do A, then you can refrain from doing A.2

Reason-2 tells us that there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for reason-
wise wrongness (just as there is such a requirement for moral wrongness).

We may now confirm that there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for
reason-wise obligation (just as there is such a requirement for moral obligation).
Here’s the argument: if it is reason-wise obligatory for one to refrain from doing

2 Again, expressions such as “it is reason-wise wrong for you to do A” may be thought to do
too much violence to ordinary language—at least too much given that there are readily available
alternatives such as “you have decisive reason not to do A.” I ask the reader to put up with the
strained terminology in the interests of appreciating the analogy I’m trying to highlight between
the deontic predicates familiar in moral discourse and those predicates familiar in discourse about
practical rationality and practical reason.
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A, then it is reason-wise wrong for one to do A (from Reason-1). Further, if it
is reason-wise wrong for one to do A, then one can do A (from the reason-wise
“wrong” implies “can” analogue of (KR)).Therefore, if it is reason-wise obligatory
for one to refrain from doing A, then one can do A.

If reason-wise wrongness and reason-wise obligation require alternative possi-
bilities, then I see little reason to deny that reason-wise rightness, too, requires
alternative possibilities.

If the truth of judgments of practical reason requires alternatives, but determin-
ism effaces alternatives, then just as determinism threatens the truth of judgments
of obligation, so determinism threatens the truth of judgments of practical reason.
Further, suppose that R1 and R2 are true:

(R1): If one is rationally at fault for doing something, A—if, that is, one is irra-
tional with respect to doing A—then it is reason-wise wrong for one to do A.

(R2): If one is rationally commendable for doing something, A—if, that is, one is
rational with respect to doing A—then it is reason-wise obligatory for one to
do A.

Then, again, we may conclude that as determinism undermines the truth of judg-
ments of practical reason, it undermines the truth of rationality judgments as well.

I have already recorded that I have reservations concerning R1 and R2 (as well
as M1 and M2). So even if there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for
the truth of judgments of practical reason, as I have argued, determinism will not
threaten judgments of rationality (or irrationality) on account of its being the case
that one is rationally at fault for something only if it is reason-wise wrong for one
to do that thing, and that one is rationally commendable for something only if it is
reason-wise obligatory for one to do that thing. Nevertheless, that there is a require-
ment of alternative possibilities for the truth of judgments of practical reason has
some sobering implications. I turn, next, to a brief discussion of one set of these
implications that I find particularly troublesome.

9.3 Practical Reason and Value

I believe that there is a connection between something being good (or bad), whether
intrinsically or extrinsically, for a person and practical reason, a connection that
bears on whether determinism (again, given hard incompatibilist assumptions) pre-
cludes values. Assume that every episode of intrinsic attitudinal pleasure is intrinsi-
cally good, and every episode of intrinsic attitudinal displeasure is intrinsically bad.
Assume, further, as we have previously done, that the objects of intrinsic attitudinal
pleasure and intrinsic displeasure are states of affairs.

Suppose that your taking intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine—that is, your being
pleased in drinking wine—is intrinsically good for you. If it is true that your being
pleased in drinking wine is intrinsically good for you, then, it seems, you have a pro
tanto reason—possibly a defeasible one—in favor of bringing about the state of af-
fairs your drinking wine pleases you. Analogously, if your being displeased in sitting
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in the sun is intrinsically bad for you, then you have a reason against bringing about
the state of affairs your taking intrinsic displeasure in sitting in the sun. In a deter-
ministic world, though, you have no practical pro tanto reasons—whether defeasible
or not—to bring about any such states of affairs. Hence, in such a world, no states of
affairs (that express values) relevantly like your taking intrinsic pleasure in drinking
wine is intrinsically good for you, or your taking intrinsic displeasure in sitting in
the sun is intrinsically bad for you obtain. I turn to two concerns with this thread of
reasoning to the conclusion that determinism precludes relevant values shortly.

Very roughly, we may say that an actional state of affairs involving some agent
is a state of affairs in which that agent engages in some sort of activity; she writes
a paper, she drinks wine, she contemplates the sunset, she thinks about a mathe-
matical problem, she forms an intention, she makes a choice, etc. Suppose, given
some agent and some axiology (such as a version of hedonism), some actional state
of affairs is either good, whether intrinsically or extrinsically, for that agent, or it
is bad, whether intrinsically or extrinsically, for that agent.3 Many people would
agree that if it is true that your drinking wine is good for you, then you have a pro
tanto reason in favor of the actional state of affairs involved in this state of affairs
concerning goodness, to wit, your drinking wine. On this view, when something is
in this sense good, this thing’s goodness gives us reasons.4 But, yet again, no one in
a deterministic world has any such reasons. Thus, determinism precludes the truth
of judgments such as your drinking wine is good for you.

Now, for the first concern regarding determinism’s undercutting value, there are,
of course, “buck-passers” about value (see, e.g., Scanlon 1998, p. 97; Parfit 2001,
Stratton-Lake 2005). Suppose it is true that your drinking wine is extrinsically good
for you. Buck-passers will probably agree that if your drinking wine is extrinsically
good for you, then you have a reason in favor of your drinking wine. But they claim
that it is not the fact that your drinking wine is (extrinsically) good for you that gives
you this reason; goodness, as such, they insist, does not or could not give us reasons.
Rather, they maintain that goodness is just the property of having other properties
that provide reasons—in particular, reasons for pro-attitudes such as admiration.
So, maybe, it is the pleasantness of the wine that provides the reason, say, to desire
drinking the wine. It is not, on pain of circularity, the goodness of the wine that
provides the reason since buck-passers see themselves as entirely doing away with
goodness as something over and above reasons and the properties that provide them.
Needless to say, the dispute between buck-passers and their rivals cannot be settled
in this book. I do, however, believe that if a typical version of a buck-passing account
of value is in the right ball park, then determinism does threaten values.

3 I don’t quite know what to say about intrinsic neutrality.
4 It is possible to interpret this claim—that goodness gives us reasons—in a “benign” fashion. As
Jonas Olson (2006, pp. 528–529) proposes, one might hold that you have a reason to x is to be
analyzed, roughly, as your x-ing would be intrinsically good; this analysis of reasons in terms of
intrinsic goodness is consistent with the view that reasons are provided by the natural properties
that ground the goodness.
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In broad strokes, buck-passers theorize that something has value (it is good, for
example) if and only if it has “value-conferring properties” that give us reason to
have certain attitudes toward it. Following Rabinowicz and Ronnow-Rasmussen
(2004, p. 403; 2006, p. 114), I use “favoring” as a place-holder for various pro-
attitudes and pro-responses. If the value-conferring properties provide reasons to
favor the bearer of these properties for its own sake, the value of the bearer is
intrinsic5 ; if these properties provide reasons to favor the bearer for its effects or
consequences, its value is instrumental. A “standardized” buck-passing account may
be formulated as follows:

BPS: x is good if and only if x has value-conferring properties (other than its being
good) that give us reason to favor x (either for its own sake or for its effects).

As various buck-passers make clear, the right–left implication is supposed to
hold only for certain attitudes or responses. Rabinowicz and Ronnow-Rasmussen
profess that they find especially attractive a pluralist version of a buck-passing ac-
count according to which “different kinds of value (admirability, desirability, etc.)
correspond to different kinds of pro-attitudes that might be called for by the proper-
ties of the object” (2006, p. 114; see, also, 2004, pp. 400–401).6

Assume that some version of BPS is true. In particular, suppose

BPS1: x is intrinsically good if and only if x has value-conferring properties that give
us reason to favor x for its own sake is true.7 I’ve argued that if someone has a pro
tanto reason to do something, then that person can (again, assuming the categorical
understanding of “can”) refrain from doing that thing. So if x’s value-conferring
properties give you a reason to favor x—if you have such a reason—then you can
refrain from favoring x. Assuming that determinism is true, and assuming that, on
some occasion, you do favor x, you cannot, on that occasion, refrain from favoring
x. It follows that you have no pro tanto reason to favor x. Generalizing, since we
cannot have pro tanto reason to favor (or disfavor) anything if determinism is true
and, hence, since nothing can give us pro tanto reason to favor it (or disfavor it) if
determinism is true, nothing is intrinsically or instrumentally good if determinism
and a buck-passing account of value such as BPS are true.

Some may want to exploit the buck-passing account’s result that nothing is in-
trinsically (or instrumentally) good in a world in which we are unable to do other-
wise than what we in fact do, to argue against this account. Imagine a world, w1,
in which there is only one agent, Frank, who can adopt “value-relevant” attitudes
toward objects that have what a buck-passing account would recognize as value-
conferring properties. Assume that a certain object, O, has these properties, these

5 There is a distinction between intrinsic value and final value. I agree, though, with Michael
Zimmerman (2001, pp. 60–64) that all and only final value is intrinsic value.
6 See, for instance, Vayrynen (2006) for concerns with this sort of value pluralism.
7 Regarding BPS1, some buck-passers may opt for the view that something is intrinsically good
only if it has properties that give us reason to favor it for its own sake.
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properties give Frank a reason to favor O for its own sake, and Frank does indeed
favor O for this reason. We are supposing, then, that w1 accommodates reasons.
Now imagine a world, w2, as close as possible to w1 save that in w2, Frank cannot
do otherwise for Frankfurt-sorts of reasons. In w2, Frank favors O because of what
we are assuming are O’s value-conferring properties but, unbeknownst to him, he
could not have refrained from favoring O owing to some counterfactual intervener
lurking in the wings (or some other failsafe mechanism). The intervener (or failsafe)
mechanism does not in any way interfere in Frank’s adopting the relevant attitude
that he does toward O; the intervener (or mechanism) simply ensures that Frank
can’t fail to adopt this attitude. Then (as I have argued) Frank has no practical rea-
son to adopt this attitude in w2. The buck-passing account generates disconcerting
results in these two cases. If the account is true, then O is intrinsically good in
w1 but not in w2. O’s value-conferring properties cannot give anyone reason to
favor O in w2 because this “Frankfurtized world” cannot accommodate reasons
(again, given hard incompatibilist assumptions). But now one may suppose, and
plausibly I think, that if O is intrinsically good in w1, it should be so in w2 as
well. In each of these worlds, we are supposing that O instantiates value-conferring
properties; and in each of these worlds, Frank adopts the same sort of value-relevant
attitude (he favors O). Thus, one might conclude that the buck-passing account is
not true.

It may be objected that this thought experiment fails to cast doubt on the buck-
passing account. If it calls into question anything, it calls into question the view that
there is a requirement of alternative possibilities for practical reasons. More care-
fully, if Frankfurt-type examples impugn the principle of alternate possibilities—
persons are morally responsible for what they have done only if they could have
done otherwise—then such examples should also impugn:

Reason-Wise “Ought” Implies “Can Refrain From” (KKF): If you reason-wise
ought to do A, then you can refrain from doing A.

My reply to this objection turns on the view that responsibility judgments and
judgments of practical reason have different objects of evaluation; as I have ex-
plained, the first assesses persons, and the second actions or reasons. I said that
appraisals of moral responsibility are, first and foremost, appraisals of the person—
they are agent-focused. Regarding such appraisals, an agent can manifest ill will or
good will by an action that she performs—she can disclose what she morally stands
for on a particular occasion—even when she lacks, as she would in a Frankfurt-type
situation, alternative possibilities. This is because such expression does not presup-
pose the availability of alternative options. Since an agent, in a Frankfurt-type case,
discerns her situation and subsequently acts in just the way in which she would
discern her situation and then act if there were no counterfactual intervener in the
wings, in such cases agent-focused appraisals of responsibility should not be af-
fected merely because the agent lacks alternatives. Or, coming at this point from
another direction, if an act from your perspective is wrong—if you take yourself to
be doing intentional wrong—then even if you lack alternatives (and, thus, your act
is not in fact wrong), you can still express ill will in your conduct; and, similarly, if
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you take yourself to be doing something that is obligatory, even without alternatives,
you can still express good will in your conduct.

In contrast, appraisals of practical reason are pronouncedly non-agent-focused.
They are not connected, in any necessary fashion, with how the agent perceives the
situation or with the agent’s germane motivations or beliefs. Whether an agent’s
act has the support or condemnation of practical reason—whether it has the prop-
erty of being reason-wise right, or being reason-wise wrong, or being reason-wise
obligatory—then, is not essentially associated with, for example, whether the agent
performs that action in the belief that it has the support or censure of practical rea-
son, or more generally, with the agent’s perception of what she has reason to do
or to avoid doing. Non-act-focused appraisals of practical reason (unlike those, for
instance, of responsibility or rationality) turn primarily on whether the agent does
indeed have reason to perform (or refrain from performing) the pertinent act.

If responsibility appraisals are different, in kind, from appraisals of practical
reason, there is no reason to assume that the conditions requiring satisfaction for
one to be apt must be the very conditions requiring satisfaction for the other to be
apt. For instance, freedom to do otherwise may well be necessary for the latter sorts
of appraisal but not for the former sorts. In light of this, there is little preliminary
reason to believe that a counterexample against a proposed condition for the appro-
priateness of one sort of normative appraisal (for instance, Frankfurt-type examples
as proposed counterexamples against the principle of alternative possibilities) will
also be a counterexample against an analogous condition for the other. Hence, even
though Frankfurt-type examples cast doubt on the principle of alternate possibilities,
it is not clear that they cast doubt on the “reason-wise ought” implies “can refrain
from” principle.

As for the second concern with the view that values are imperiled in a de-
terministic world (given incompatibilist assumptions) reflect, once again, on the
following:

(1G)—If your drinking wine’s pleasing you is intrinsically good for you, then you
have a (possibly defeasible) reason in favor of bringing about your drinking
wine pleases you.

(2G)—If your drinking wine is extrinsically good for you, then you have a (pos-
sibly defeasible) reason in favor of your drinking wine.

I have suggested that as determinism precludes our having practical reasons, de-
terminism precludes values such as your drinking wine’s pleasing you is intrinsi-
cally good for you, and your drinking wine is extrinsically good for you. One may
object to this line of reasoning by offering these plausible “conditional” alternatives
to (1G) and (2G):

Alternative (1G): If your drinking wine’s pleasing you is intrinsically good for you,
then you have a (possibly defeasible) reason in favor of bringing about your drinking
wine pleases you if you can refrain from bringing about your drinking wine pleases
you.
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Alternative (2G): If your drinking wine is extrinsically good for you, then you have
a (possibly defeasible) reason in favor of drinking wine if you can refrain from
drinking wine.

These alternatives would allow for the existence of the relevant values even if alter-
native possibilities are absent, as they would be, in a deterministic world.

But now consider the following:

(1O): If you have an overall moral obligation to bring about some state of af-
fairs, then you have a (possibly defeasible) reason to bring about this state of
affairs.8

(2O): If you have an overall moral obligation to bring about some state of affairs,
then you have a (possibly defeasible) reason to bring about this state of affairs if you
can bring about this state of affairs

I find the unconditional thesis (1O) more plausible than its conditional counterpart.
If unconditional (1O) is more plausible than conditional (2O), I don’t think it too
farfetched to suppose that the unconditional theses (1G) and (2G) are more plausible
than their conditional counterparts (though, needless to say, this is contentious).

9.4 Practical Reason and Worldly Value

Imagine now that you are in a deterministic world. Assume that (1G) and (2G) are
true.

(1G): If your drinking wine’s pleasing you is intrinsically good for you, then you
have a (possibly defeasible) reason in favor of bringing about your drinking wine
pleases you.
(2G): If your drinking wine is extrinsically good for you, then you have a (possibly
defeasible) reason in favor of your drinking wine.

And assume, too, that principle Best is true.

Best: As of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of affairs, p, if and only if p is
true at all the bests for s at t and p is not true at some worlds accessible to s at t.

Assume, further, that the value of worlds is governed by a hedonistic world-ranking
axiology such as SIAH, or SDAIAH, or freedom-sensitive SDAIAH. In this sub-
section, I argue for the view that determinism undermines obligation as a result of
undermining the intrinsic value of worlds. (I retain the assumption that determinism
precludes our being able to do otherwise, and the assumption that “can” is to be
understood in the categorical sense.)

I begin by supposing that the simple theory, SIAH, is the correct welfare-ranking
theory and that SIAH-W is the correct world-ranking theory. (In what follows in

8 For simplicity, I’ve omitted temporal indices.
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this section, I’ll refer to either of these variations of the simple theory as the “simple
theory.”) On the simple theory, the value of a life or a world is the sum of the values
of the atoms contained in that life or world. The atoms that SIAH recognizes, as we
have seen, are relevantly similar to the following:

Positive Atom: At noon on Tuesday, October 16, 2001, Simon takes intrinsic attitu-
dinal pleasure of intensity +8 in the fact that Simon drinks wine.
Negative Atom: At noon on Tuesday, October 17, 2001, Al takes intrinsic displea-
sure of intensity +3 in the fact that Al’s cigarettes are damp.

We should, again as cautioned, be careful to distinguish between

Welfare Value (WLV): Simon’s taking intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine is intrin-
sically good for Simon;

and

Worldly Value (WV): Simon’s taking intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine is intrinsi-
cally good for the world.9

Assuming that the simple theory is both the world- and welfare-ranker (the world
atoms that this theory recognizes are identical to the life atoms that this theory rec-
ognizes), if WV is true, then WLV is true as well. In a deterministic world, though,
in which Simon exists, WLV is false for the reasons that I have explained. In such
a world, WLV is true only if Simon has pro tanto reasons to bring about Simon’s
taking intrinsic pleasure in his drinking wine. He has no such reasons in such a
world because he has no (categorical) alternatives in such a world. So WLV is false
at such a world. It follows that WV is also false at such a world. More generally,
no atoms that the simple theory recognizes as world atoms obtain at a deterministic
world. The simple theory, then, construed as a world-ranker, declares that Simon’s
deterministic world has no intrinsic value.

Each world accessible to Simon—the one and only world—is devoid of intrinsic
value. Such a world is neither best, nor is it worst, nor is its value any value between
best or worst. I suggest (following the reasoning outlined in Section 7.8.2) that if
Best is true, each of the actional states of affairs that Simon brings about in his de-
terministic world is not morally obligatory, not morally right, or not morally wrong
for Simon; each is amoral for Simon in that each lacks a primary morally deontic
status altogether.

What happens, though, when world atoms differ from life atoms? I confine at-
tention to a single case: the case in which the desert-sensitive theory, SDAIAH,
is the correct world-ranker and SIAH is the correct life-ranker. (It would make no
difference to what is to come if freedom-sensitive SDAIAH were the correct world-
ranker.) On SDAIAH, the world atoms are relevantly like the following:

World Atom: Simon takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure (displeasure) of intensity n1
and duration m1 at time t in state of affairs p (e.g., Simon’s drinking wine) when
Simon deserves to degree r1 to be taking that pleasure (or displeasure).

9 There is an analogous pair concerning displeasure.
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I introduce some terminology. Assume that a specific world atom is (simplifying)

W1: Simon’s taking intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in drinking wine.

This world atom’s agent is Simon, the person who takes intrinsic pleasure or dis-
pleasure in some state of affairs. Assuming, as we have, that the simple theory is the
correct welfare-ranker—W1’s corresponding life atom is Simon’s taking intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure in drinking wine. The corresponding life atom’s agent is Simon
as well.

Suppose a world atom, such as W1, is good for the world in which it obtains.
Then its corresponding life atom is either good or bad for its agent. The former
would be true, for instance, in a case involving neutral desert base or in a case in
which the atom’s agent, such as Simon, receives the pleasure that he deserves to
receive. The latter might be true, for example, when the atom’s agent receives the
displeasure that he deserves to receive. Consider each of these possibilities—the
corresponding life atom is good for its agent, and the corresponding life atom is bad
for its agent—in turn. Regarding the first possibility, assuming that the world atom’s
agent occupies a deterministic world, we may argue as follows:

Possibility 1

(1GD) If a (specific, or better, perhaps, the specified) world atom is good for the
world, then its corresponding life atom is good for its agent.
(2GD) If its corresponding life atom is good for its agent, then its agent has a relevant
pro tanto reason.
So, for instance, if Simon’s taking intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine is intrinsically
good for Simon, then Simon has a pro tanto reason to bring about Simon’s taking
intrinsic pleasure in drinking wine.
(3GD) Therefore, if the specified world atom is good for the world, then its agent
has a relevant pro tanto reason.
(4GD) It’s false that (in a deterministic world) a world atom’s agent has a relevant
pro tanto reason.
(5GD) Therefore, it’s false that (in a deterministic world) the specified world atom
is good for the world.

Regarding the second possibility, instances in which though a world atom, such
as W1, is good for the world, its corresponding life atom is bad for its agent, we
may reason in an analogous fashion:

Possibility 2

(1BD) If the specified world atom is good for the world, then its corresponding life
atom is bad for its agent.
(2BD) If its corresponding life atom is bad for its agent, then its agent has a relevant
pro tanto reason.

Imagine a case in which the world is better in virtue of the fact that there is
a perfect fit between the displeasure that some rogue receives and the displeasure
that he deserves to receive, but in which the rogue is worse off because of the dis-
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pleasure that he receives. If the rogue’s taking displeasure in his being punished is
intrinsically bad for the rogue, then the rogue has a pro tanto reason against bringing
about his being punished.

(3BD) Therefore, if the specified world atom is good for the world, then its agent
has a relevant pro tanto reason.
(4BD) It’s false that (in a deterministic world) a world atom’s agent has a relevant
pro tanto reason.
(5BD) Therefore, it’s false that (in a deterministic world) the specified world atom
is good for the world.

Structurally similar arguments, with the necessary changes, can be formulated to
show that no world atom in a deterministic world is bad for that world.

We may generalize. Suppose that the atoms of the world- and the life-ranker are
linked in the following fashion: if a world atom is intrinsically good (or bad) for the
world, then its corresponding life atom is intrinsically good (or bad) for its agent.
Then we may avail ourselves of this argument:

(1) If a world atom is intrinsically good (or bad) for the world, then its correspond-
ing agent has a relevant pro tanto reason. (This is, roughly, a possibly defeasible
pro tanto reason in favor of or against bringing about the relevant state of affairs
specified in the world atom’s corresponding life atom.)

(2) If its corresponding agent has a relevant pro tanto reason, then it is false that
determinism is true (as determinism precludes an agent’s having pro tanto rea-
sons).

(3) Therefore, if a world atom is intrinsically good (or bad) for the world, then it is
false that determinism is true.

We have arrived at the following result. If SDAIAH is the world-ranker and
SAIH the life-ranker, then no world atoms are true in any deterministic world in-
cluding Simon’s world. Simon’s world is, thus, shorn of intrinsic value. Each of
the actions that he performs in this world is, hence, amoral. (The string of reason-
ing to this conclusion assumes that there is a requirement of alternative possibili-
ties for the truth of judgments of pro tanto reasons and that these alternatives are
categorical.)

Even if one accepts the unconditional thesis (1O) about obligation,

(1O): If you have an overall moral obligation to bring about some state of affairs,
then you have a (possibly defeasible) reason to bring about this state of affairs, but
rejects the unconditional theses (1G and 2G) about values,
(1G): If your drinking wine’s pleasing you is intrinsically good for you, then you
have a (possibly defeasible) reason in favor of bringing about your drinking wine
pleases you;
(2G): If your drinking wine is extrinsically good for you, then you have a (possibly
defeasible) reason in favor of your drinking wine;

We still need to contend with the following alternative route to the conclusion that
determinism precludes moral obligation (given incompatibilist assumptions): If you
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ought to do something, then you have reason to do it. If you have reason to do it,
then it is not the case that determinism is true. Thus, if you ought to do something,
then it is not the case that determinism is true.

9.5 Practical Reason and Compatibilism

I conclude with some reflections on compatibilism, practical reason, and lack of
freedom to do otherwise. Lying at the heart of prominent compatibilist theories
concerning determinism and moral responsibility is a requirement (the “reasons
requirement”) that the choices—the decisions or intentions—or overt actions for
which an agent is morally responsible be the outcomes of causal processes. Specifi-
cally, this requirement states that, for instance, a free decision be made for reasons,
and its being made for reasons consists, partially, in its being caused nondeviantly
by the agent’s having those reasons. I have argued that there is a requirement of
alternative possibilities for an agent’s having pro tanto reasons. Thus, an agent who
cannot do otherwise has no pro tanto reasons for any of her choices or actions. It
follows that if, on the compatibilist theories in question, an agent’s choice or action
is free only if it causally derives from the agent’s having of pro tanto reasons, then
no choices or actions of this agent are free if she is unable to do otherwise. Some
compatibilists may not be perturbed by this result because they embrace an account
of “could have done otherwise” that is compatible with determinism. For other
compatibilists, though, matters are more complicated. For these compatibilists, de-
terminism’s threat to moral responsibility, owing to determinism’s impact on the
truth of judgments of practical reason, cannot be so easily evaded.

John Fischer explains that semicompatibilism is the view that determinism is
compatible with moral responsibility quite apart from whether determinism rules
out the sort of freedom that involves access to alternative possibilities (Fischer and
Ravizza 1998, pp. 52–53). Semicompatibilists wish to divorce their compatibilist
theories from any requirement of alternative possibilities for morally responsible
action. Fischer’s elegant species of semicompatibilism, though, just like many other
competing compatibilist views, is committed to the reasons requirement. Thus, on
the construal of this requirement, which has it that a choice or action of an agent is
free only if it causally issues from pro tanto reasons that the agent has, semicom-
patibilism is in jeopardy, given that there is a requirement of alternative possibilities
for an agent’s having pro tanto reasons.

In summary, I have argued that no judgments of practical reason (of the sort I
have identified) can be true unless we have access to alternative possibilities. I have
assumed that determinism is incompatible with our ever having done otherwise. I
have further proposed that there is a connection between values (again, of the sort I
have identified) and practical reason; without having pro tanto reasons to bring about
certain states of affairs, there are no such values. Since determinism precludes our
being able to do otherwise (on a categorical interpretation of “can”), determinism
precludes our being able to bring about these states of affairs and, thus, determinism
precludes such values.



Chapter 10
Value, Obligation, and Luck

10.1 The Issues: The Value of Worlds and Luck

Suppose, again, that our moral obligations consist in doing the best we can: as of
some time, we ought morally to bring about the states of affairs that occur in the in-
trinsically best worlds then accessible to us. Suppose, in addition, that some version
of attitudinal hedonism provides the axiology for this view of moral obligation. Sup-
pose, finally, that what may be referred to as the libertarian freedom presupposition
of obligation—the principle that one cannot, at a time, have a moral obligation to
do something unless one has, at that time, a “genuine” alternative—is true. Then, to
discharge the primary burden of this chapter, I argue that moral obligation is subject
to luck because the intrinsic value of worlds is itself subject to luck.

The chapter is organized in this way: first, I clarify the libertarian freedom pre-
supposition of obligation. Then I outline an archetypical account of libertarianism,
and I address the so-called “luck objection” against such an account. Next, assuming
the simple version of attitudinal hedonism (SIAH-W) as the world-ranking axiol-
ogy, I argue that the intrinsic value of worlds is luck-infected because these values
depend, in part, on what decisions we make. Given the libertarian freedom presup-
position, these decisions that I take to be mental actions, in turn, are luck-infected.
Obligation is, thus, also luck-infected if we ought to do the best we can. I then
replace the simple species of attitudinal hedonism with the more complicated desert-
sensitive variant (SDAIAH) that adjusts the values of episodes of pleasures and
displeasures in accordance with whether subjects deserve these pleasures or dis-
pleasures. I argue that, on this axiology, obligation is once again luck-infected if we
ought to do the best we can. I conclude with brief remarks on personal well-being
and luck.

10.2 The Libertarian Freedom Presupposition of Obligation

Keep in mind that the normative theory that we are presupposing has, as its funda-
mental precept, principle Best: as of t, s ought to see to the occurrence of state of
affairs, p, if and only if p is true at all the bests for s at t and p is not true at some
worlds accessible to s at t. In Section 7.2, I exposed the bare bones of a complicated
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line of reasoning for the view that moral obligation requires alternative possibilities.
Briefly, I said that Best validates the principle that “ought” implies “can.” But if this
principle is true, “wrong” (and “right) imply “can” as well. Best also validates the
principle that it is obligatory for one to refrain from doing something if and only
if it is wrong for one to do that thing. This principle, in turn, in conjunction with
the “wrong” implies “can” principle, yields the result that if it is obligatory for one
to refrain from doing something, then one can do that thing. I concluded that the
truth of judgments of obligation requires alternative possibilities: one has a moral
obligation to do something only if one could have done otherwise. I interpret “could
have done otherwise” in such judgments in a libertarian fashion: an agent could
have done other than some action, a, that she did at time, t, only if, given the past up
until she did a, and the laws, she could, at t, have refrained from a-ing. Abridging,
we may say that obligation requires “genuine alternatives”; alternatives the agent
has at a time even holding the past and the laws “fixed.” The libertarian freedom
presupposition of obligation can now be recast as follows:

Libertarian Freedom Presupposition of Obligation (LFPO): An agent, s, has a moral
obligation to do a only if a is among s’s genuine alternatives (temporal indices have
been omitted for simplicity).

LFPO entails that if, at t, s discharges s’s moral obligation to do a at t∗ (t∗ may be
identical to or later than t), given the same past and the laws up until s does a, s
could, at t, have done other than a at t∗.

10.3 Event-Causal Libertarianism

On a standard libertarian account of free action, an action is free only if there is
some indeterminism at a point or points in the causal processes leading to that ac-
tion. The standard account allows that an indirectly free action—an action whose
freedom derives from the freedom of other actions to which this action is suitably
related—may be determined by its immediate causal precursors. A directly free
action is a free action that is not indirectly free. The account has it that even the
immediate causal antecedents of a directly free action do not determine that action:
given these antecedents, and the natural laws, there is some chance that the action
not occur.1 Such an account, then, is eminently suited to accommodate LFPO, the
condition that moral obligation requires genuine alternatives.

In what follows, our concern is with directly free actions. Attention is confined
to libertarian accounts that require that directly free actions be indeterministically
caused by agent-involving events, such as the agent’s having or recognition of
reasons. We further restrict consideration to such “event-causal” accounts (what

1 A recent defense of this sort of view is found in Kane (1996).
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we referred to as “modest libertarianism” in Section 6.8) that eschew any appeal
to agent- or substance-causation in their explication of directly free actions.2

It is uncontroversial that we receive some pleasures and displeasures because
of the decisions that we make or, more generally, because of the actions that
we perform. These are what we have called “action-based” pleasures (or dis-
pleasures). With this truism in mind, assuming the simple theory (SIAH-W) as
the world-ranking axiology, and supposing some standard version of event-causal
libertarianism as the account of free action, it appears that obligation is luck-
infected because the intrinsic values of worlds are luck-infected. Their values, in
turn, are luck-infected because these values depend, partly, on what decisions the
agent makes, and these decisions, too, are luck-infected. I address, first, why and
how decisions are luck-infected if a standard account of event-causal libertarianism
is true.

10.4 Event-Causal Libertarianism and the Luck Objection

A simple illustration highlights a well-known problem of luck that, it has been ar-
gued, afflicts the sort of libertarianism at issue. Decisions, commonly conceived of
as intentional actions, are frequently thought to be prime candidates for directly free
actions. Suppose Fred is mulling over whether to tell the truth or to lie. He judges
that, all things considered, it is better that he tell the truth, though reasons of self-
interest tempt him to lie. He decides to tell the truth, and his having certain reasons
to do so, including his making the all things considered judgment that he ought,
on this occasion, to tell the truth, indeterministically causes this decision. Since this
decision is so caused, there was a chance that Fred’s deliberative process would have
terminated in a decision to lie. Had he made this other decision, it would have been
indeterministically caused by his having reasons of self-interest. Everything prior to
the decision that Fred actually makes, including every feature of Fred, might have
been just the same, and yet he could have made the alternative decision instead. To
underscore this point, in the nearest possible world with the same past as the past
in Fred’s world, Fred’s prior deliberations that mirror his deliberations in the actual
world have resulted in the best judgment that it is better for him to tell the truth but
Fred (or if we want, one of Fred’s counterparts, Fred∗) decides to lie instead.

Randolph Clarke, citing Mele, fills out the luck objection in this way: assume
that were Fred to decide to lie, that decision would occur at the same time—time
t—at which his actual decision occurs.

1. The actual world, where Fred decides at t to tell the truth, and some world W,
where he decides at t to lie, have the same laws and do not diverge in their
histories until time t.

2 Randolph Clarke has argued that free action requires both event- and agent-causation. See, for
example, Clarke (1996, 2003).
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2. There is, then, no difference between these worlds to account for the difference
between the decisions that Fred makes in the two worlds; nothing accounts for
the difference between these decisions.

3. Hence, the difference at t between the actual world, where Fred decides to tell
the truth, and world W, where he decides to lie, is just a matter of luck.

4. If the difference at t between the actual world, where Fred decides to tell the
truth, and some possible world W with the same laws and the same predecision
history, where Fred decides to lie, is just a matter of luck, then Fred does not
freely make that decision in W.

5. Hence, in W, Fred does not freely decide to lie.
6. If, on these grounds, it is false that in W, Fred freely decides to lie, then it is also

false that in the actual world, Fred freely decides to tell the truth.
7. Hence, Fred does not freely decide to tell the truth (Clarke 2004, p. 49).3

Unconvinced by this argument, Clarke first scrutinizes point (2), which he calls
the “accounting claim.” He says that the accounting claim is supposed to follow
from the initial claim (1) regarding the indiscernibility of the relevant worlds prior
to Fred’s having made some decision and that it is meant to establish the subsequent
claim (3) concerning luck. Clarke asks what interpretation of the accounting claim
would underwrite its being true that this claim would both follow from the initial
claim and help sustain the luck claim. He remarks that several advocates of the luck
objection have proposed that on the relevant interpretation of the accounting claim,
there is no explanation of why Fred decided to tell the truth rather than decided to
lie. Hence, to “say that nothing accounts for the difference in question is to say that
a certain contrastive explanation is unavailable” (2004, p. 50).

In Clarke’s estimation, if this is how the accounting claim is to be understood,
the claim is “a red herring” (2004. p. 50). It is a red herring, first, because Clarke
argues that its truth is doubtful. Various accounts of contrastive explanation, such as
Peter Lipton’s, allow for such an explanation (Lipton 1990). Clarke writes:

[S]uppose that because Fred judged that it would be better to tell the truth, it was much
more likely that he would decide to tell the truth than that he would decide to lie [note
omitted]. We have imagined that Fred’s making this judgment was among the causes of his
decision. Suppose it asked, by someone who took Fred to be strongly tempted to lie and
who was unaware that he had made this judgment, why Fred decided to tell the truth rather
than deciding to lie. Arguably, we could correctly answer the explanatory question in such a
case, even given the imagined indeterminism. The explanation would cite Fred’s judgment
(or his judging) that it would be better to tell the truth. . . . The judgment rationally favored
and made more probable than the alternative the decision to tell the truth, and it caused that
decision. It was, then, a cause of the decision that bears an explanatorily relevant relation
to that decision. Further, in the actual course of events, there was no occurrence that would

3 In the original, there is a note after “truth” (in the conclusion 7). It says “Fred is my own inven-
tion; I have designed his case to instantiate the kind on which Mele initially focuses in addressing
the luck problem. For the main claims that make up the luck argument, see Mele, Free Will and
Luck, 7–8 and 59–60” (2004, p. 62). Mele develops the luck objection in a number of other works
including 1999a,b; and 2005. Some of my reflections on luck appear in 2002, 2003, 2005a; and
forthcoming.
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have borne that same relation to the decision to lie, had Fred decided to lie. Fred did not in
fact judge that it would be better to lie, and no event made a decision to lie the more likely
one (2004, p. 52).

Consider, though, Fred∗s decision to lie. Given the facts of the case as stipulated,
is there a plausible noncontrastive explanation of this fact? Even Clarke appears to
grant that it is important that there be such an explanation:

If we ever act freely, then we can act for reasons when we act freely, and our free actions,
when we so act, can be explained by citing the reasons for which we act. A highly credible
view of such explanation of action has it that citing a reason explains an action only when
the agent’s having that reason caused the action. The rational explanation of action, on
this view, requires that actions performed for reasons be caused by events—by the agent’s
having the reasons for which they act (Clarke 2005, p. 410).

Now it may seem that Fred∗’s reasons of self-interest explain his making the
decision to lie; these reasons indeterministically cause the decision. But as I have
discussed in previous works, this is highly dubious or at least it seems not to be
the full causal story (Haji 2000b, 2002, 2003, 2005a; forthcoming). The gist of
the worry is not difficult to appreciate. We assume, as the event-causal libertarian
insists, that Fred∗’s decision is free. We assume, further, that it is a decision contrary
to his decisive best judgment, the content of which is that it is better for him to tell
the truth. It is not, then, an action—even if that—that manifests a breakdown of
agency. Fred∗s decision is, thus, a strict akratic action; it is a free, intentional action
that is contrary to his consciously held best judgment. On customary accounts of
akratic action, when an agent performs a strict akratic action, there is a misalign-
ment between the motivational strength of the desire from which her action causally
derives (the motivationally strongest desire) and her best judgment. Elaborating,
Mele proposes that (i) best judgments normally are formed at least partly on the
basis of our evaluation of the “objects” of our desires—what is desired and (ii) the
motivational force of our desires does not always match our evaluation of their ob-
jects (Mele 1987, and 2004, p. 43). If both these things are true, then it should not
be surprising that sometimes, although we decisively judge it better to A than to B,
we are more strongly motivated to B than to A. Mele remarks:

Thesis. . .[(i)] is a major plank in a standard conception of practical reasoning. In general,
when we reason about what to do, we inquire about what it would be best, or better, or
“good enough” to do, not about what we are most strongly motivated to do. When we ask
such questions while having conflicting desires, our answers typically rest significantly on
our assessments of the objects of our desires—which may be out of line with the moti-
vational force of those desires, if thesis. . .[(ii)] is true. . . . Thesis. . .[(ii)]. . .is confirmed
by common experience and thought experiments and has a foundation in empirical studies.
Desire-strength is influenced not only by our evaluation of the objects of desires, but also by
such factors as the perceived proximity of prospects for desire-satisfaction, the salience of
desired objects in perception or in imagination, and the way we attend to desired objects. . . .
Factors such as these need not have a matching effect on assessment of desired objects
(2004, p. 243).

If, then, we accept typical accounts of akratic action, Fred∗’s best judgment—that
he ought to tell the truth—should stand opposed to his stronger desire—his desire
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to lie. With Fred∗’s libertarian free decision, though, we see no such misalignment
because Fred∗ shares the relevant past with Fred. Stipulating that the past is fixed,
Fred∗’s desire to tell the truth does not differ in motivational strength from this desire
of Fred’s. But with Fred, we may assume that his desire to tell the truth has greater
motivational clout than his self-interested desire to lie and, further, that there is no
misalignment between this stronger desire and his judgment that it is better for him
to tell the truth.

Perhaps a libertarian might claim that the misalignment in question does not
occur prior to choice but at the moment of choice. The desire to lie, it may be
suggested, does not become the strongest desire for Fred∗ until he makes it so at
the moment of choice. On this view, it is false that akratic misalignment preex-
ists the pertinent choice. Rather, such misalignment is created by the akratic agents
themselves when they choose.4 What, precisely, though, does the akrates do to shift
the balance of motivational strength in favor of the desire that is allegedly out of
kilter with his best judgment? Various explanations of the balance have been pro-
posed, ones that make use of such things as selective focusing, failing to remind
oneself how one will feel later knowing that one has acted contrary to one’s better
judgment, and conversely, thinking of how good one will feel afterward in light of
being aware that one has successfully resisted temptation, and failing to make an
effective attempt at self-control.5 On the view that akratic misalignment occurs at
the moment of choice, Fred∗’s situation may be depicted in this way: we have said
that t is the time at which Fred∗ makes the decision that he does. Unlike Fred, at
t, Fred∗ selectively focuses, fails to make a concerted attempt at self-control, and
so forth. At t, these activities (as we may say) of Fred∗, in turn, bolster the moti-
vational strength of his desire to lie, which, at t, causally gives rise to his decision
to lie, despite his consciously held better judgment at t that he ought to tell the
truth.

I limit comment to two concerns with this picture.6 First, we have said that the
actual world, where, at t, Fred decides to tell the truth, and possible world, W, in
which he decides at t to lie, do not differ in any respects until t. It is, consequently, a
mystery why, at t, Fred∗ engages in the activities that we have outlined when Fred,
at this time, fails to engage in these activities. Engaging in these activities, or failing
to do so, seems itself to be a matter of luck. Second, either these activities are free or
they are not. If the latter, there is strong reason to doubt that the decision that Fred∗

makes is free because this decision stems from activities (that allegedly occur at the
time when the decision is itself made) that are themselves not free.7 If some of these
activities, such as selective focusing, are not actions, if free, they will be indirectly

4 See, for example, Kane (1999, p. 114, n. 7).
5 For the first and third of these explanations, see Mele (1987, Chapters 5–6); for the second of
these explanations, see, for example, Milo (1984, esp. Chapter 5).
6 Other concerns are discussed in my 2005a, Section 2.
7 I am not ruling out the possibility that if one event causes another, the two may occur
simultaneously.
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free. If they are actions—an intentional omission would qualify as an action—then,
again, if free, they would presumably be indirectly free. If the latter—if, that is, these
activities are free—and if it is false that free events are uncaused, as the event-causal
libertarian assumes, these activities must themselves be indeterministically caused.
Again, given that the actual world and world W are indiscernible right up until t, it is
a mystery what the causal antecedents of these activities could be. More cautiously,
if these activities have causal precursors, and Fred∗ engages in these activities, then
again it seems to be entirely a matter of luck that Fred fails to engage in these
activities.

In sum, the event-causal libertarian says that, consistent with the past and the
laws being what they are, at t Fred can either freely decide to tell the truth, or at
t he can decide to lie, and that whatever decision he makes at t, there is an action
explanation of that decision. Roughly, apt reasons, it is claimed, indeterministically
cause the decision that the agent makes. It seems that this view is over optimistic as
Fred∗’s scenario illustrates. We do not know the full causal story of Fred∗’s akratic
decision, and I strongly suspect that we do not know what it is because there is
no plausible story to be told. It seems, then, that the accounting claim (2)—there
is no difference between the actual world and possible world W to account for the
difference between the decisions that Fred makes in the two worlds—is credible.

Clarke submits that the accounting claim (2) is a red herring for a second reason.
He writes:

What is at issue with the contrast argument–and what is at issue with objections from luck–is
whether a certain agent who acted on a certain occasion acted freely. Whether an agent has
acted freely in making a certain decision is a matter of whether she exercised the required
control in making the decision. The control that is exercised in making a decision is an
ontological matter. As causal theorists of action see it–and as any proponent of the type of
event-causal libertarian account we are considering should see it–the control that is exer-
cised is a matter of how and by what the decision is caused. If this view is correct, then once
we know the full causal story, we know all that is pertinent to the question about control
(though plainly we may still need to think about the information we have). Asking for an
explanation is, of course, a way of getting at a causal story. But, it is important to note, in the
case of the contrast argument, we have the full causal story before we get to the accounting
claim. How then, can the accounting claim help us settle the issue of control? I doubt that it
can (2004, pp. 53–54).

Suppose we grant, initially, that whether a decision is free is solely a matter of
whether its agent exercised the required control in making it and that the freedom-
level control that an agent exercises in making a decision is a function of how and by
what the decision is caused. I have argued that the etiology of Fred∗’s making the de-
cision to lie is, at best, murky. Given the facts of the case, it is far from illuminating
to rest with the contention that Fred∗’s reasons to lie, perhaps in conjunction with his
intention to make up his mind, causally gives rise to his akratic decision. Whether
Fred∗ exercises the requisite control in making his decision for that decision to be
free is, hence, questionable.

What of the assumption that the freedom of an action is solely a function of the
control that its agent exercises in performing it? Assume that whatever decision Fred
were to make, he would exercise freedom-level control in making it. Still, there is
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no causal (or other) story to be told regarding why or how Fred makes his reasons
to tell the truth “prevail,” given the facts of the scenario, and similarly, no such
story concerning why, under type- or near-type identical conditions, Fred∗ makes
his reasons to lie “prevail.”8 Each exercises control, we are assuming, in making
the decision that he makes but each has no control over which decision wins the
day. In this sense, whatever decision is made, its being made is a matter of luck. I
have suggested in other works (2003, 2005b; forthcoming) that perhaps an enticing
implication of the luck objection is that, in addition to standard requirements of
responsibility, and I now add of freedom, including the condition of freedom-level
control, there is yet an additional “insulated-from-luck requirement.” Some event-
causal libertarians, at least, should not find farfetched the possibility of there being
such a condition. This is because they accept the view that if an agent’s decision
causally issues from antecedents, such as desires and beliefs, that are not “truly
the agent’s own,” then owing to these antecedents being engineered into the agent
without the agent’s knowledge or consent, even if the agent exercises freedom-level
control in making the decision, the agent is not morally responsible for the decision
(think back to the Ann/Beth scenario.) Of course, it is open to a libertarian to main-
tain that such a decision would be free but that its agent would not be responsible
for it because some of its proximal causal precursors would not be authentic or
because its agent would not be the ultimate originator of these precursors. It is,
though, unclear why such a libertarian should shy away from the alternative view
that freedom is complex, having a control component, an authenticity component,
and perhaps, an insulated-from-luck component. Indeed, as we have registered,
Pereboom (and others) champions the view that alternative possibilities are not re-
quired for free action but that the causal origins of an action are crucial to whether
that action is free: to be free, an action must not causally issue from sources over
which its agent has no control (Pereboom 2001).9 This condition is distinct from
the condition that if an action is free, its agent exercises freedom-level control—a
variety of causal control—in performing it. If such a condition of ultimate origi-
nation finds favor among libertarians (and others), then perhaps the possibility of
there being some insulated-from-luck requirement should not strike us as being
outlandish.

To tie some ends together, according to the event–causal libertarian views in
consideration, under normal occasions of choice, whichever directly free decision
that an agent makes, the agent may well have freedom-level control in making that
decision but lack control over why that decision rather than some other (or, perhaps,
none at all) “prevails.” Free decisions are, in this manner, luck-infected. One may,
consequently, take the position that in virtue of being luck-infected, such decisions

8 Mele attempts to provide such a story in Mele (2006, Chapter 5). For comments on this intriguing
response to the luck objection, see my forthcoming, Chapter 9.
9 Though not a libertarian, Pereboom shares this requirement with libertarians such as Bob Kane.
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are not free. Or one may opt for the alternative that, despite being luck-infected,
they are free.10 I comment briefly on the coherence of this second position.

Clarke suggests that this (second) position is untenable. He explains

[S]uppose. . .that in the actual world, Fred freely decides at t to tell the truth, and that in
world W, Fred freely decides at t to lie. One further supposition: in all of the closest worlds
(all those most similar to the actual world) where Fred does not freely decide at t to tell the
truth, he freely decides at t to lie; were Fred not to freely decide at t to tell the truth, he
would freely decide at t to lie. . . . Fred freely does something at t such that, were he to do
it, it would be the case that at t he decides to tell the truth rather than deciding to lie. Fred
is thus able to so act. And Fred is able to do something at t such that, were he to do it, he
would do it freely and it would not be the case that at t he decides to tell the truth rather
than deciding to lie. Then, the fact that at t he decides to tell the truth rather than deciding to
lie depends on which of the things Fred is able to do at t he in fact freely does then. It is no
stretch of the imagination to suppose that Fred is aware of this dependence. It would seem,
then, that it is up to Fred whether, at t, he decides to tell the truth rather than deciding to lie.
If that contrastive fact is up to Fred, then it is not just a matter of luck that at t Fred decides
to tell the truth rather than deciding to lie. And if this contrastive fact is not just a matter of
luck, neither is the difference between Fred’s deciding at t to tell the truth and his deciding
at t to lie, nor is the difference at t between the actual world, where Fred decides to tell the
truth, and W, where he decides to lie. It thus seems that one cannot consistently accept the
luck claim (3) and hold that Fred’s actual decision is free and his alternative decision would
have been, too (2004, p. 58).

A pivotal claim in this passage, however, that “it is up to Fred whether, at t, he
decides to tell the truth rather than deciding to lie” is open to two (salient) interpre-
tations. On the stronger, Fred exercises (“strong”) freedom-level control (whatever
this may consist in) in making the decision that he makes and he exercises such
control, or control of this genre, over which decision “prevails.” The weaker inter-
pretation mirrors the stronger with the exclusion of the stronger’s second conjunct.
The conclusion that “one cannot consistently accept the luck claim (3) and hold
that Fred’s actual decision is free and his alternative decision would have been, too”
seems to require the strong interpretation and not merely the weak one. I see little
reason, though, to grant that Fred exercises strong freedom-level control in making
the decision that he does. After all, at root, is the luck objection not an objection
over whether the agent has such control in making the allegedly free decisions that
he does?

It should be clear that of the two positions, first, whichever decision Fred makes,
that decision is not free because it is luck-infected and, second, the alternative whose
coherence Clarke questions, I favor the first. Which of these positions one ultimately
sides with, happily, is not of direct concern in what follows on luck, worldly value,
and obligation.

10 See, for instance, Clarke (2005). Clarke’s stance, more carefully, is this: if one takes it that
whichever decision Fred makes, he makes that decision freely, then instead of the luck claim (3),
one ought to hold that the difference at t between the actual world, where Fred decides to tell the
truth, and world W where he decides to lie, is a matter of how Fred exercises his free will.
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10.5 Obligation, Luck, and the Simple Theory

Reverting, now, to the issue of obligation’s being luck-infected in virtue of the intrin-
sic values of worlds being so infected, suppose, first, that decisions may be free (on
a standard event-causal libertarian account) in spite of being luck-infected. Assume
(in the interests of simplicity) that Lucky is the sole recipient of value in Lucky’s
world. On a certain occasion, it is a matter of luck whether Lucky makes decision d
or d∗. It is so in this way: given exactly the same past up until the time that he makes
d, and the laws, d∗ was in the offing. Lucky has no power in making it the case that
d prevails rather than that d∗ prevails. Imagine that if Lucky makes d, he receives
an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure and no displeasure. If he does not make d, he makes
d∗ instead, and he does not receive any pleasure or any displeasure upon making
d∗. If Lucky makes d, world p is actualized; if he makes d∗, world w∗ is actualized.
Stipulate that p and w∗ have the same intrinsic value up until the time that Lucky
makes one of d or d∗. Finally, assume that at the time, t, at which he makes one of d
or d∗, p and w are the only worlds then accessible to him.

On the view that the simple theory (SIAH-W) is the world-ranking axiology,
if Lucky makes d, the value of the world, p, that is actualized is greater than the
value of the world, w∗, that would have been actualized had he made d∗ instead.
In this way, the intrinsic values of the accessible worlds depend (partially) on what
decision Lucky makes. Their values are, hence, luck-infected. If Lucky makes d,
then this mental action of his is obligatory: the state of affairs, Lucky’s making d,
occurs in all the bests accessible to him at t (and this state of affairs is not true at
some world, w∗, then accessible to him); if he makes d∗, this action of his is wrong.
Obligation is, thus, luck-infected as well.

I do not deny that obligation may be luck-infected for various reasons. In particu-
lar, some may stress that, assuming a standard version of event-causal libertarianism
as the account of free action, Lucky’s fulfilling his obligation at t, if he does fulfill
his obligation at t, is luck-infected merely because the pertinent decision that Lucky
makes at t is luck-infected. My emphasis is different: I underscore the view that
obligation (on the relevant assumptions) is luck-infected because the intrinsic values
of worlds themselves are luck-infected.

Some may have qualms over whether d can in fact be obligatory for Lucky when
Lucky cannot control whether he makes d or d∗, although he has control in mak-
ing whichever decision that he makes (see, e.g., Zimmerman 2005). I am uncertain
whether this concern is cogent. Even if it is, the combination of event-causal liber-
tarianism and the hedonistic axiology at issue preserves the result that the intrinsic
value of worlds is luck-infected.

10.6 Unfreedom and Luck

So far, we have proceeded on the assumption that despite being luck-infected, the
decision that Lucky makes at t is free. What, though, of the alternative? Assume that,
because it is luck-infected, whatever decision that Lucky makes at t, that decision
is not free. We may still, on this assumption, sustain the view that the value of
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the worlds that obtain on Lucky’s making whatever decision that he does is luck-
infected. Again, if he makes d, and hence receives a pleasure, the world that is
actualized is better than the world that would have been actualized had he made the
alternative decision, d∗.

There is yet another way in which the value of worlds is luck-infected if it is
assumed that the decision that Lucky makes is not freely made. We have argued that
just as it is plausible to suppose that the value of an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
(for the world) is enhanced if (other things being equal) that pleasure is deserved,
so (as I have proposed) it is credible to suppose that such value enhancement oc-
curs if an intrinsic pleasure is free. A free intrinsic attitudinal pleasure contributes
more to the intrinsic value of a world than an otherwise similar unfree pleasure. The
story with intrinsic displeasures, as we have discussed, is more complicated. Two
candidates we have mentioned are, first, that a free intrinsic displeasure is better
than an otherwise similar unfree displeasure, and, second, that a free intrinsic dis-
pleasure is worse than an otherwise similar displeasure. Fortunately, the value of
free or unfree displeasures is not essential to the point in development. If a pleasure
is free, it is indirectly free, its freedom deriving from the freedom of those agent-
involving events that are directly free. We have supposed that it is decisions that are
directly free.

Assume, again, that if Lucky makes d, he receives a pleasure. If none of his
decisions is free, as we are supposing, then this or any other pleasure (or displeasure)
that he receives is not free. The world that is actualized upon his making d will have
a certain value, a value not as high as it would have had had the pleasure that Lucky
received when he made d been free. Now imagine worlds in which the decisions that
Lucky makes can be free. Perhaps these are worlds where, in addition to Lucky’s
decisions being indeterministically event-caused, they are also agent-caused. Refer
to these worlds as “free worlds.” Worlds that do not accommodate free action may be
labeled “unfree worlds.” Luck is a matter of something’s not being in one’s control.
Whether Lucky is born in a free or in an unfree world is something that is not in
Lucky’s control. It is, then, a matter of luck—“remote luck” we may say—whether
Lucky is conceived in a free world or in an unfree world. Assume that a counterpart
of Lucky, Lucky∗, born in a free world, receives a pleasure upon making a decision,
dl, that is free and that is type- or near type-identical to Lucky’s decision, d. Assume
that the unfree world in which Lucky makes d and the free world in which Lucky∗

makes dl are value-wise indiscernible up until the time that these decisions are made.
Since it is a matter of remote luck in which of these worlds Lucky is born, the value
of these worlds will, in this fashion, be luck-infected.

10.7 Obligation, Luck, and Subject’s Desert-Adjusted Intrinsic
Attitudinal Hedonism

It is straightforward to show that if SDAIAH (or freedom-sensitive SDAIAH) is
the world-ranking axiology, and a standard version of event-causal libertarianism
is the correct account of free action, then obligation is luck-infected because the
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intrinsic values of worlds are, once again, luck-infected. Their values are luck-
infected because these values depend, partly, on the luck-infected decisions that
the agent makes. I simply draw the relevant implications on the assumption that
indeterministically caused decisions, despite being luck-infected, are free and that
SDAIAH is the correct world-ranking axiology.

Suppose, first, that if Lucky makes d, he receives an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure
that is gratuitous and he receives no displeasure. It is not that if he makes d, he
deserves to receive or not to receive any displeasure. If he does not make d, he
receives no pleasure or displeasure. Further, it is not that he deserves to receive a
pleasure or displeasure or he deserves not to receive these things if he does not
make d. If he were to have received a pleasure or displeasure on not making d, that
pleasure or displeasure would have been gratuitous. Even on the desert-sensitive
axiology, SDAIAH, the value of the world that is actualized upon Lucky’s making
d is higher than the value of the world that would have been actualized had he made
the alternative decision.

Suppose, second, that if Lucky makes d, he receives an action-based intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure that is deserved. There is, moreover, a perfect “fit” between the
pleasure that he receives upon making d and the pleasure that he deserves to receive
because of making d. Suppose, also, that if Lucky makes d, he receives no displea-
sure, and it is not the case that he deserves or deserves not to receive a displeasure
upon making d. If Lucky does not make d, he receives no pleasure or displeasure. It
is also true that if he had not made d but had still received a pleasure or displeasure
upon his not having made d, the pleasure or displeasure he would have received
would have been gratuitous. Again, we may draw the relevant conclusion. SDAIAH
generates the result that the value of the world that Lucky actualizes upon making d
is higher than the value of the world that he would have actualized had he made the
alternative decision instead. On either of these suppositions—whether the pleasure
that Lucky receives is gratuitous or deserved, then, we may draw the conclusion that
obligation is luck-infected.

10.8 Well-Being and Luck

I conclude with some remarks on luck and well-being. Assume that the simple the-
ory provides the axiological account of when a person’s life is intrinsically good for
that person. Then Lucky’s example forthrightly demonstrates one respect—an axi-
ologically laden one—in which well-being is luck-infected. Again, suppose Lucky
makes d as a result of prior agent-involving events indeterministically causing d.
And, again, assume that upon making d, he receives an intrinsic attitudinal pleasure,
something he would not have received had he failed to make d. All other things
equal, Lucky’s life is better in itself for him if, at the relevant time, he makes
d rather than making some alternative. (We would derive similar results if some
freedom-sensitive version of the simple theory were true.) Hence, how he fares is a
matter of luck.
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That personal well-being and obligation are luck-infected in the manner de-
scribed is, to say the least, disquieting. The proposal that, given a standard incarna-
tion of event-causal libertarianism, although the making of our pertinent decisions
is luck-infected, these decisions may nevertheless be free is of little solace. For on
these libertarian views, which decision “prevails” is not in your control—it is a
matter of luck. Thus, how you fare and whether, on a certain occasion, you fulfill
an obligation or do wrong is a matter of axiologically based luck. Not having the
temperament of a gambler, I find little comfort in the thought that the luck may be
good rather than bad.



Chapter 11
Freedom Presuppositions of Preferentism

11.1 An Alternative Axiology: Preferentism

The hedonist says that the good life is the pleasant life. The more net intrinsic
attitudinal pleasure your life contains, the better your life is in itself for you. In
past chapters, I have argued that freedom affects the values of intrinsic attitudinal
pleasures and displeasures for the life of the recipient of these things. The attitu-
dinal hedonist must, thus, take into account the impact of freedom on the values
of life atoms; these are the positive and negative basic intrinsic value states that,
on the axiology at issue, ultimately fix the intrinsic value of a life for the one who
lives it. Attitudinal hedonism, as an account of well-being, has its rivals, the most
prominent of which is perhaps preferentism. According to the preferentist (or desire
satisfaction) account of well-being, your life goes well to the extent that you get
what you want.1 A primary aim of this chapter is to kindle support for the view
that an association with freedom is an essential feature of any credible version of
preferentism: roughly, any viable variety should include the requirement that it is
the satisfaction and frustration of authentic desires—desires that are “truly one’s
own”—that contributes to well-being. If this is true, we have some reason to believe
that the value of life atoms, no matter what the axiology in question, ought to be
sensitive to freedom. A subsidiary aim is to show that if preferentism is the correct
account of well-being, then source incompatibilists who are convinced that depri-
vation of a certain species of freedom undermines moral responsibility should also
be convinced that deprivation of that variety of freedom threatens or at least has a
nontrivial impact on well-being.

In this chapter, I first introduce a simple version of preferentism (“simple pref-
erentism”). I focus on one objection (to the exclusion of sundry others) that has
been raised against this version. I outline two possible responses to this objec-
tion, each of which motivates revisions to the simple version. Then I develop one
of the revised versions (“subjective preferentism”) and expose what even some

1 Prominent recent defenders of preferentism have included Barry (1965, Chapters 10, 11);
Rawls (1971, Chapter 7); Hare (1981, Chapter 5); Griffin (1986, Chapters 1, 2); and Raz (1986,
Chapter 12).
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preferentists may see as some of its shortfalls. This, again, prompts further
amendments to the account. Revisions to subjective preferentism are made to yield
“truth-sensitive preferentism.” I then argue that even this sophisticated version of
preferentism succumbs to a serious problem. It is this problem that exposes the con-
nection between preferentism and freedom or authenticity. An outline of an account
of yet another form of preferentism, “freedom-sensitive preferentism” is advanced.
This account implies that whether a desire whose satisfaction or frustration con-
tributes to well-being is free or not free affects well-being. Finally, I trace some of
the implications of source incompatibilism for well-being on the assumption that
some version of freedom-sensitive preferentism is true.

11.2 Simple Preferentism

The sorts of preferentist theories on which I focus say, roughly, that your life is
going well for you to the extent that your desires—no matter what their objects—are
satisfied rather than frustrated.2 These are satisfaction rather than object versions of
preferentism. According to object versions, something is good for a person if it is
an object of his desires. According to satisfaction versions, something is good for a
person if it consists in the satisfaction of one of his intrinsic desires. Actualist forms
of satisfaction theories claim that the value of a life is determined by the extent to
which actual desires are satisfied. Hypothetical forms imply that the value of a life
is determined by the extent to which certain hypothetical (or would-be) desires are
satisfied. I confine attention to actualist forms both because I think that they are
stronger contenders than the hypothetical rivals and that if an acceptable version of
preferentism must satisfy certain freedom requirements, any hypothetical version of
the theory must satisfy such requirements as well.

To formulate simple preferentism, assume that desires are propositional attitudes.
Whenever a person desires something, he desires it at a time, the object of his desire
is a state of affairs, and his desire has an intensity (or strength). An intrinsic (or
basic) desire that some state of affairs obtain is a desire that that state of affairs
obtain for its own sake. On actualist and other versions of preferentism, it is the sat-
isfaction and frustration of intrinsic desires that contribute toward how intrinsically
well the person’s life is going for that person. Assume, further, that a person’s, S’s,
desire that p is satisfied if S has this desire and p is true—the object of this desire
obtains. It is no part of the theory that for some person’s desire to be satisfied, the
person must experience feelings of satisfaction. Adopting the following terminology
will be helpful. An instance of desire satisfaction is a state of affairs in which a
subject has an intrinsic desire (of a certain intensity) at some time that some state
of affairs obtain and that state of affairs obtains. A desire frustration is a state of
affairs in which a subject has an intrinsic desire (of a certain intensity) at some time

2 Object versions are discussed by, among others, Wlodek Rabinowicz and Jan Osterberg (1996)
and Ronnow-Rasmussen (2002a).
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that some state of affairs obtain and it is false that that state of affairs obtains (see
Heathwood 2005, p. 489; 2006, p. 540). On a simple, actualist desire satisfaction
theory, the atoms of intrinsic value—the states of affairs that have their intrinsic
value in the most basic, nonderivative way—are instances of desire satisfactions
and frustrations. The intrinsic value of more complex entities, such as a person’s
life, is the sum of the value of the atoms contained in that life. The theory can be
formulated in the following way:

Simple Preferentism

(i) Every instance of desire satisfaction is intrinsically good for its subject; every instance
of desire frustration is intrinsically bad for its subject.

(ii) The intrinsic value for its subject of an instance of desire satisfaction is equal to the
intensity of the desire satisfied; the intrinsic value for its subject of an instance of desire
frustration is equal to –(the intensity of the desire frustrated).

(iii) The intrinsic value of a life (or a segment of a life) for the subject who lives it is equal to
the sum of the intrinsic values of all the instances of desire satisfactions and frustrations
contained in that life (or in that life segment).

Different objections have been directed against simple preferentism type theo-
ries, and various responses to them have been proposed. In the service of our aim
to uncover the freedom presuppositions of preferentism, it is enough to dwell on
what many take to be one of the most serious, the objection from remote desires.
In broad strokes, the problem arises because simple preferentism implies that your
life is made better for you when (other things being equal) an object of a desire
that you have obtains regardless of what that object is (in some incarnations of the
objection) or even when you have no idea that the object obtains (in other incarna-
tions).3 Sumner invites us to ponder an example in which Carl Sagan desires that
we establish contact with extraterrestrial beings. Suppose a few thousand years from
now, we do make contact with such beings. Sagan’s desire is thus satisfied without
his knowing that it is (Sumner 1996, p. 125). It would make little difference to the
moral of the example if Sagan’s desire were satisfied at a time when Sagan were
still alive as long as Sagan were unaware that the intentional object of his desire
obtained. Since the satisfaction of this desire has no discernible effect on Sagan,
Sumner is dubious about whether its satisfaction could make Sagan’s life better.

Krister Bykvist (like some others) adumbrates an interesting strategy to meet
this response. We are to restrict preferentism in a manner in which it “should only
count preferences that range over facts about the perferrer and her life” as welfare
relevant; roughly, the objects of the pertinent desires must be states of affairs that
essentially involve the preferrer (Bykvist 2002, pp. 480, 485, 488).4 This strategy, as
Bykvist is well aware, carries the burden of delimiting the relevant subset of desires.

3 The objection has been discussed by, among others, Parfit (1984, p. 492), Griffin (1986, pp.
16–17), and Kagan (1998, p. 37).
4 Overvold (1980), it seems, was the first to suggest this sort of move. Parfit (1984, p. 494) suggests
a similar idea. Brad Hooker (1991) tries to improve on Overvold’s contribution.
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Sumner himself proposes an alternative (1996, pp. 112, 127, 128). He suggests that
a state of affairs can make one better or worse off only if it enters or affects one’s
experience in some way (the “experiential requirement”). On one development of
this suggestion, simple preferentism should be so amended that it implies that an
agent’s desire is satisfied only if the agent believes that the desire is satisfied. We
turn to a subjective preferentism of this sort.

11.3 Subjective Preferentism

Chris Heathwood has recently advocated an interesting version of subjective pref-
erentism (2006, pp. 547–551). Again, confining attention to elements of the theory
pertinent to our discussion, Heathwood submits that an instance of subjective desire
satisfaction is a state of affairs in which a subject has an intrinsic desire at some time
for some state of affairs and believes at that time that that state of affairs obtains.
An instance of subjective desire frustration occurs when the subject has an intrinsic
desire for an object and believes that this object does not obtain (2006, p. 548).
The value for the subject of an instance of subjective desire satisfaction is equal to
the intensity of the desire that is the constituent of that instance. (Corresponding
things are true for subjective desire frustrations.) If we replace each occurrence of
“desire satisfaction” (and its cognates) with “subjective desire satisfaction” (and apt
cognates), and we replace each occurrence of “desire frustration” (and its cognates)
with “subjective desire frustration” (and appropriate cognates), in the formulation
of simple preferentism, the result is subjective preferentism. On this view, your life
is going well for you to the extent that you believe that the intrinsic desires that
you have are satisfied rather than frustrated. Subjective preferentism escapes the
objection from remote desires because it is only when a subject believes that the
object of his intrinsic desire obtains that the pertinent state of affairs—his having
an intrinsic desire that the object of his desire obtains—contributes to his welfare.
When first contact is established, Sagan is not made better off because he is totally
in the dark about the encounter with the aliens.

One feature in virtue of which preferentist approaches to well-being are attractive
is that the subject receives what she wants. Our desires frequently express the aims
that we deeply care about. We believe that fulfillment of these aims contributes
to our well-being. Subjective preferentism, though, is compatible with the realiza-
tion of none of the agent’s primary aims; the agent can rack up well-being even
though not one of her intrinsic desires is satisfied. Bykvist develops this concern
in a poignant fashion. Though he is addressing Sumner’s experiential requirement,
his remarks apply to the subjective preferentist’s demand (the “belief requirement”)
that a desire satisfaction contributes to well-being only if the subject believes that
the object of the desire obtains. Bykvist writes

The requirement entails that, even if you hate to be ridiculed, it cannot be bad for you to
be ridiculed behind your back. Nor can it be bad for you to be deceived unknowingly, or
to have false friends, people who only pretend to be your friends, even if you want to have
true friends. These implications are vividly illustrated in the movie The Truman Show. This
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movie is about a man named Truman, who literally lives in a soap opera. From his birth he
has been living inside a huge TV studio, surrounded by actors who have pretended to be
his parents, friends, girlfriends, and neighbors. From the inside, his life has always looked
perfect. He thinks he gets exactly what he wants. If we accept the experience requirement
[or the belief requirement], we have to say that nothing bad happened to him (2002, p. 485,
notes omitted).5

One may rejoin that Truman is not harmed by being deceived in this way because
“what you don’t know can’t hurt you.” However, some welfare theorists, including
many inclined toward preferentism, may express concern that, just like certain forms
of hedonism, subjective preferentism is a purely “mental state theory.” On such the-
ories, how well a person fares depends not even partly on, roughly, subject-external
conditions that obtain in the world but solely upon her mental states. On the assump-
tion that we do not want preferentism to collapse back into something like a pure
mental state account, one can safely assume that such theorists will agree that there
is something amiss with Truman’s life (as Bykvist characterizes it).

Still, it might be proposed that if one does believe that there is something amiss
with Truman’s life, one may explain what one takes to be amiss by insisting that
his life ranks low on other scales on which a life can be ranked, such as those that
measure Truman’s level of dignity (what happened to him surely degrades him) and
perhaps his virtue (he leads a sheltered and controlled life, and so may lack certain
virtues that require genuine risk and autonomy). So, in a sense, one can say that
something bad has happened to Truman but just not in the welfare sense of “bad.”6

Although suggestive, this rejoinder is far from decisive. One can accept the fact that
Truman’s life ranks low on the sorts of scale mentioned consistently with adhering
to the plausible verdict that Truman’s welfare is compromised.

There is second problem with subjective preferentism. On this view, again, what
contributes to an agent’s welfare is that agent’s belief in the satisfaction of an intrinsic
desire of hers. If it is of no consequence to the promotion of one’s welfare that the
objects of one’s intrinsic desires do not obtain, then why should it be of any con-
sequence to enhancing welfare that one is not mistaken about the objects of one’s
intrinsic desires in the first place? You may think that you intrinsically desire that
some state of affairs obtain when it is not the obtaining of this state of affairs but of
some other that you really desire. Compare two cases. In the first, Rusty intrinsically
desires that p obtain. Suppose that, though p fails to obtain, Rusty believes that it does.
Subjective preferentism implies that (other things being equal), Rusty’s well-being
has been augmented. In the second, Dusty thinks that he intrinsically desires that p
obtain when what he really desires is that q rather than p obtain. Suppose, just like
Rusty, Dusty believes that p obtains. If Rusty racks up well-being (partly) in virtue of
falsely believing that p obtains, why should it not be the case that Dusty also racks up
well-being in virtue of his pertinent belief? “But Dusty doesn’t have the desire that
p!” one might protest. However, if accretion of well-being, as subjective preferentism

5 For related literature, see Nozick (1974), Nagel (1979), and Griffin (1986).
6 I owe this objection to Heathwood (personal correspondence).
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implies, depends solely upon one’s mental states and, further, false beliefs concerning
the obtaining of objects of one’s intrinsic desires are no bar to enhancing well-being,
then having false beliefs concerning the objects of one’s intrinsic desires should be
no bar to enhancing well-being either. It seems, then, that if a preferentist thinks that
you can rack up welfare simply by believing that the object of an intrinsic desire
of yours obtains when it does not in fact obtain, there seems to be no principled
basis for such a perferentist to deny that you can rack up welfare by believing that
the object of an intrinsic desire that you falsely believe you have obtained. Refer
to a preferentist of this second, more radical sort as a “doxastic preferentist.” We
can summarize the point just made in this way: if one is committed to ”subjective
preferentism, then, it seems, one lacks nonarbitrary grounds to avoid commitment to
doxastic preferentism. But doxastic preferentism should strike even various prefer-
entists as implausible. Suppose you falsely believe that you have an intrinsic desire
that we make first contact. Suppose you believe, too, at a time when you still have
this belief, that we have made first contact. Doxastic preferentism implies that your
welfarehasbeenenhanced invirtueofyourbelieving that theobjectofafictionaldesire
obtains. Thus, doxastic preferentism would be an odd type of preferentism to hold
because it falls victim to exactly the kind of problem involving things like deception
or illusion that plague pure mental state theories, the very sorts of theory that, as many
will see it, preferentism is designed to replace.

One may, of course, attempt to oppose the claim that commitment to subjec-
tive preferentism appears to bar one from nonarbitrarily resisting commitment to
doxastic preferentism. It is not clear, though, how this sort of opposition would be
successful without an explanation of why possessing the intrinsic desire itself, when
the sort of preferentism at issue essentially associates well-being with pertinent
beliefs, is necessary to well-being. In sum, if subjective preferentism is true, then
provided one thinks that one has intrinsic desires for various objects and that these
objects obtain, then (other things being equal) one’s life should be highly good in
itself for one. But even to many attracted to preferentism, this should be pretty hard
to swallow. Hence, it may be recommended that subjective preferentism gives way
to a more favorable version of the desire satisfaction theory.

11.4 Truth-Sensitive Preferentism

Assuming you are a preferentist who is convinced by these sorts of objection to
subjective preferentism, a fairly obvious amendment suggests itself: in addition to
the agent’s believing that the objects of his intrinsic desires obtain (if this doxastic
condition is indeed accepted), welfare accruement requires that these intentional
objects in fact obtain. On the modified form of preferentism that is aptly sensitive
to truth, the intrinsic value for a person of an instance of desire satisfaction is to
be adjusted in accordance with whether or not the objects of this person’s intrinsic
desires obtain. Robust versions of this amendment imply that if one intrinsically
desires something but that thing fails to obtain, then even if one believes that the
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object obtains, the instance of subjective desire satisfaction is intrinsically worthless.
Modest versions imply that the value for a person of an instance of desire satisfaction
is augmented if the object of his intrinsic desire obtains and is mitigated if the object
fails to obtain. On these moderate versions, truth enhances intrinsic goodness; lack
of truth mitigates but need not eradicate intrinsic value. On either version, robust or
modest, atoms of intrinsic value look relevantly like as follows:

Life Atom-2: Bob desiring at noon on Tuesday, October 6, 2005 with intensity +6
that Ann drinks a cold beer then; his believing then that Ann drinks a cold beer then;
and Ann’s drinking a cold beer then.

Generalizing, each atom has the following three parts: the desire that p be true, the
belief that p is true, and p’s actually being true. With moderate versions, to reflect
the effect of truth on the value of such atoms, we could do the following. If the
desire is satisfied, multiply the “raw intensity” of the instance of desire satisfaction
(+6 for Atom-2) by 1; if the desire is not satisfied, multiply the raw intensity by 0.1.
The result is the truth-adjusted intrinsic value of the atom. The value of a life for a
person is equal to the sum of the truth-adjusted values of the atoms it contains. The
theory can be formulated in the following way:

Truth-Sensitive Preferentism

(i) Every instance of desire satisfaction is intrinsically good for its subject; every instance
of desire frustration is intrinsically bad for its subject.

(ii) The intrinsic value for its subject of an instance of desire satisfaction is equal to the
truth-adjusted intrinsic value of that instance; the intrinsic value for its subject of an
instance of desire frustration is equal to –(the truth-adjusted intrinsic value of that
instance).

(iii) The intrinsic value of a life (or a segment of a life) for the subject who lives it is
equal to the sum of the intrinsic values of all the instances of desire satisfactions and
frustrations contained in that life (or in that life segment).

Truth-sensitive preferentism, robust or modest, however, suffers from a serious
defect. Subjective preferentism and simple preferentism are deficient in this respect
as well. To understand this defect, we begin with a general remark on well-being.
Well-being concerns the good of the agent. If there is a transparent sense in which,
though an agent has an intrinsic desire for something but the desire is “foreign”
to, or not “really the agent’s own,” then even if the desire is satisfied, we would
be hard-pressed to suppose that the agent is thereby made better off. In this way,
well-being is essentially personal.

We have seen that global induction scenarios are revealing of when a person’s
desires may not be truly the person’s own. In the Ann/Beth scenario in which Beth
is engineered into being, in relevant respects, the psychological twin of Ann, we are
inclined to the view that the implanted desires are not “truly Beth’s own.” We would
not, for instance, agree that Beth is morally responsible for an action that causally
derives from such desires.
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Modifying the Ann/Beth case, suppose that this time around, aliens abduct Beth.
Using their sophisticated medical technology, they prepare her so that she can be
kept alive in a slimy womb; she is to live out the rest of her life in the Matrix.
Once in her slimy bed of nutrients, Beth’s brain is hooked up to a computer. At
each instant, or during each appropriate temporal period, the aliens induce in Beth
an intrinsic desire that she lives in the Matrix during that period, together with the
(true) belief that she is then living in the Matrix. The abductors see to it that Beth
possesses no other desires. A state of affairs, p, is all things considered good for a
subject, S, if and only if the life S would lead were p to obtain is better than the life
S would lead were p not to obtain. We may safely assume that satisfaction of Beth’s
induced and intrinsic desire to live in the Matrix is all things considered good. In this
case (call it “Matrix-4”), as in the former Ann/Beth scenarios, Beth’s engineered-in
desires are not truly Beth’s own. Hence, on the view that well-being is essentially
personal, the satisfaction of these desires should not contribute to her well-being or
(more plausibly, I believe) should not contribute as much to her well-being as they
would have contributed had they been authentic.

Just as some may think that Matrix-like scenarios impugn forms of hedonism
that are accounts of well-being, so others may think that such scenarios undermine
preferentism.7 This, however, is not my position. As I see them, the scenarios impel
us toward the view that an acceptable account of preferentism should pay homage
to some authenticity constraint.

This proposed moral, though, may not resonate with some readers. Why, it might
be pressed, should satisfaction of intrinsic, engineered-in desires not enhance well-
being (or at least not enhance it to the extent that satisfaction of otherwise similar
authentic desires would)? It is important to bear in mind the presumption that there
is a legitimate distinction between inauthentic desires and desires that are “truly
the agent’s own.” Manifestly, Beth would not be morally responsible for her first
few actions that expressed engineered-in springs. Appraisals of responsibility, as I
have explained, are first and foremost the appraisals of the agent; they disclose the
moral worth of an agent with respect, generally, to some episode in her life. When
praiseworthy, a person’s moral standing or “record” has been enhanced in relation
to some germane episode; metaphorically speaking, a positive mark has been en-
tered into her pertinent evaluative ledger. When blameworthy, an agent’s standing
or record has been blemished; a negative mark has been recorded into her ledger.
Beth’s actions, issuing from inauthentic desires, do not reflect either positively or
negatively on her. How can they if it is true that Beth has had no say—roughly, she
has had no control—in acquiring or sustaining the engineered-in springs, or in exe-
cuting an intention or decision that issues from these springs, springs she would not
have had but for the manipulation? Analogously, sometimes we deserve pleasure on
the basis of our deeds. Even if manipulated Beth receives the action-based pleasure
that she would have deserved to receive in virtue of performing otherwise similar
deeds that had authentic desires, beliefs, and so forth as their causal antecedents, we

7 Nozick’s experience machine (1974, pp. 42–45) comes to mind.
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would not think, as we previously emphasized, that manipulated Beth deserves the
pleasure.

In the former case involving responsibility and in the latter case involving desert,
most fundamentally, the view that Beth is not responsible or that she does not de-
serve the pleasure that she otherwise would have deserved rests on Beth’s perti-
nent actions issuing from causal antecedents that are inauthentic. Why, then, should
things be relevantly different when it is well-being that is at issue? Suppose you
have an engineered-in intrinsic desire that you give alms to the poor and that this
desire is satisfied. In one sense, the implanted desire is yours—you have it. But,
being inauthentic, there is a sense in which it is not truly your own. If an intention
that you form, or decision that you make, or action that you perform, on the basis
of this sort of desire (and other engineered-in actional springs) is one for which
you are not morally responsible, or if a pleasure that you receive on the basis of
an action that nondeviantly issues from a desire of this sort fails to support your
being deserving of this episode of pleasure, why should its satisfaction be thought
to contribute to your well-being, or (more plausibly) to contribute as much to your
well-being as its satisfaction would have contributed had this desire been truly your
own? Perhaps the satisfaction of this desire contributes to your being happy. But it is
one thing for your happiness to be enhanced; it is quite another for your welfare to be
enhanced.8

The concern with truth-sensitive preferentism should now be evident: if truth-
sensitive preferentism is true, Beth’s life in Matrix-4 is good in itself for Beth. But
this is not so or, minimally, it is highly controversial that this is so. Hence, truth-
sensitive preferentism ought to be rejected in favor of a preferentist theory that is
aptly sensitive to whether the desires whose satisfaction or frustration contribute to
well-being are authentic or inauthentic.

11.5 Objections to an Authenticity Constraint and Replies

Prior to entertaining four objections (in this section) to this line of reasoning against
truth-sensitive preferentism, I stave off a preliminary concern. When faced with
preferentists who are Matrix bullet biters—they see hooked-up Beth in Matrix-4
as enjoying a high level of welfare—it might be worth asking them why they are
preferentists rather than endorsers of a purely mental state theory, such as some
brand of sensory hedonism, in the first place if they have such deep faith in the
merits of subjective experience.

Now for the objections against an authenticity constraint, first, Chris Heathwood
raises the following concern:

If I acquire a desire by means of some artificial process (such as overzealous marketing,
or brainwashing), it is tempting to think that satisfying the desire is not good for me

8 Sumner (1996) claims that welfare consists in authentic happiness, the happiness of an informed
and autonomous subject. See Section 11.5 below.
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because I don’t “really want” the thing, because the desire conflicts with my “true self”,
because the desire is in some way “inauthentic”. . . . [But] this will not undermine the actual
desire-satisfaction theory. For the only sense that can be made of the idea of a desire being
“inauthentic”, or in conflict with one’s “true self”, is that the desire conflicts with many
other desires held by the person. And if a desire conflicts with many other desires held by a
person (in that satisfying it means frustrating others), the desire is (or could be) all-things-
considered defective: the life the subject would lead were the desire not satisfied is worse
than the life he would lead were it satisfied (2006, p. 494).

However, Heathwood’s chief claim—“the only sense that can be made of the idea
of a desire being “inauthentic”, or in conflict with one’s “true self”, is that the desire
conflicts with many other desires held by the person”—is mistaken. There are a
number of accounts of authenticity that speak to the claim’s not being true or at least
being highly controversial. A simple hierarchical account of authenticity says that
an agent’s (first-order) desire is authentic if and only if the agent identifies with it. A
person may fail to identify with a first-order desire simply because he has no second-
order volition concerning it and not because he has conflicting first-order desires. Or
consider Mele’s alternative. Ignoring various nuances of his view, Mele proposes
that a desire is not authentic if it is acquired by a process that bypasses ordinary
mechanisms of deliberative control (1995, pp. 166–168, 171–172, 183–184; 2006,
pp. 166–167, 170–173.). A desire acquired in this fashion need not conflict with
any other desire held by the person. (Yet another account of authenticity that sheds
doubt on Heathwood’s claim is the one previously outlined in Chapter 5.) Thus,
Heathwood is not justified in claiming that the only way to understand inauthenticity
of desire is in terms of conflicts among desires held by the subject.

A second objection first directs attention to the distinction between welfare-
relevant factors, on the one hand, and world- or life-relevant factors, on the other.
We explained before that welfare-relevant factors are factors that affect the intrinsic
value of a life for a person. World- or life-relevant factors are factors that affect
the intrinsic value of a world or a life. The objection avers that the negative verdict
concerning the intrinsic value of Beth’s life for Beth in Matrix-4 conflates these
two sorts of factor. The life that Beth leads is a terrible one; no one, for instance,
would recommend a life of this sort to anyone. Still, Beth’s life is good in itself
for Beth because her intrinsic desires are all satisfied. Factors such as truth and au-
thenticity, it is further proposed, are world- or life-relevant, and not welfare-relevant
factors.

Since I have addressed a similar sort of objection directed against, for instance,
object-worthy attitudinal hedonism, my response will be somewhat truncated. The
kernel of the concern is that it is not evident what makes some factor world-relevant
but welfare-irrelevant. Why, for example, can it not be the case that truth and au-
thenticity are both world- and welfare-relevant factors? We previously entertained
the view that it is internal indiscernibility that undergirds the distinction between the
two sorts of factor. Suppose Dusty desires that his peers respect him; he believes that
this desire is satisfied but the sad truth is that his peers think little of him. Dusty∗,
one of Dusty’s counterparts, has the same sort of desire that Dusty has and this
desire is in fact satisfied. We may suppose that Dusty’s and Dusty∗’s pertinent life
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segments in which they have these desires are internally indiscernible; they “feel”
or “appear” exactly the same from the “inside.” The desired moral one may want to
draw from all of this is that truth is, thus, not welfare-relevant. Similar things could
be recommended about authenticity.

Once again, invoking the notion of affect∗ will permit us to make some headway
(again, the asterisk simply flags a semitechnical sense of “affect”). Suppose we want
to know whether truth is welfare relevant; we want to know whether a desire sat-
isfaction in which the object of the desire obtains is welfare-relevant. We compare
the segment of an agent’s, S’s, life in which S has the pertinent intrinsic desire and
in which the object of that desire obtains with an otherwise type-identical or near
type-identical segment in which S has this desire but in which its object does not ob-
tain. If the two segments are internally indiscernible, then the factor in question does
not affect∗ S. It may be suggested that the following proposal—“Proposal WR”—is
true:

Proposal WR: Factors that do not affect∗ S are not welfare-relevant.
Since truth does not affect∗ its agent, truth is not welfare-relevant and, similarly,
with authenticity.

Proposal WR, though, is mistaken. We can show that it is erroneous in a slightly
different way from the way in which we formerly showed that it is defective. Many
of our desires and beliefs are unconscious. S’s desire D that p is weakly uncon-
scious if and only if S does not know or believe that S has D; similarly, S’s belief
B that q is weakly unconscious if and only if S does not know or believe that S has
B. S’s desire D (belief B) is strongly unconscious if and only if D (B) is weakly
unconscious, and apart from outside help or careful self-scrutiny, S cannot come
to know or believe that S has D (B).9 S’s desire is active if this desire need not
first be aroused (or “activated”) in some way to exert an influence on S’s conduct
(Mele 2003, pp. 30–31). An occurrent∗ desire of S is, among other things, active and
present to S’s consciousness—S is aware that S has this desire. An occurrent desire
of S is, among other things, active but need not be present to S’s consciousness.
Some weakly unconscious desires, as well as some strongly unconscious ones, are
active, just as occurrent∗ desires are; they require no prior arousal to exert influence
on the agent’s conduct. Other unconscious desires are, presumably, not of this sort;
they require activation prior to being able to have any bearing on conduct.

Suppose Dusty has some deeply unconscious active desire D that p, p obtains,
and Dusty has a deeply unconscious belief that p obtains. If we compare the segment
of Dusty’s life in which Dusty has these deeply unconscious elements with an other-
wise type-identical (or near type-identical) segment in which Dusty lacks these ele-
ments, the two segments are internally indiscernible. Proposal WR yields the result
that an intrinsic (active) desire’s being deeply unconscious is welfare-irrelevant. But
this is false, on any workable version of preferentism. Many of our unconscious
active desires, just as many of our occurrent∗ desires, are, presumably, authentic,

9 For pertinent discussion on unconscious belief, see Audi (1982).
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and many of our unconscious active desires, just like many of our occurrent∗ ones,
have a pronounced influence on such things as our emotional states, dispositions to
act, and overt action. It thus appears that a credible version of preferentism cannot, in
an unprincipled fashion, restrict the desires whose satisfaction contribute to welfare
merely to occurrent∗ desires. It should thus not matter, on a preferentist theory,
whether our intrinsic desires are strongly, weakly, or not unconscious provided that
these are active. Hence, proposal WR is erroneous.

It may be thought that a workable version of preferentism should exclude from
the set of intrinsic desires that contribute to well-being any dispositional desire.
Heathwood has advanced this intriguing line of reasoning for such exclusion: if
a preferentist theory includes merely dispositional desires and beliefs as welfare
relevant, we encounter the problem of there being an infinitely many of these things.
This is because, he thinks, coinciding in each of us at every moment are infinitely
many desire/belief pairs toward the same proposition (here is one of them: that I will
not be killed by a falling asteroid in 3 seconds). Without the restriction, the theory
would entail that everyone’s life is equally good or bad.10

Two comments are in order. First, as Mele argues, it seems not to be the case that
every so-called dispositional (standing) desire is a bona fide desire. Mele directs
attention to Robert Audi’s proposal that not all dispositions to believe occurrently
that p are beliefs that p (Audi, 1994). The following example illuminates Audi’s
proposal:

Before reading this sentence, you had a disposition to believe occurrently that a girl who
has 127 apples has more fruit than a boy who has 52 oranges. But that disposition is very
different from your standing belief that Los Angeles is in California. That Los Angeles is
in California is something that you learned, that you occurrently believed at times in the
past, and that you remember. Your relation to the fruity fact is of a very different kind.
Presumably, you encountered that fact here for the first time (Mele 2003, p. 31).

Mele then argues that if not all dispositions to believe occurrently that p are
beliefs that p, then, it appears, not all dispositions to desire occurrently that p are
desires that p:

A year ago, Sam put a house he inherited on the market, wanting to get at least $75,000
for it. He still wants that, and he has rejected all lower offers. Sam is disposed to want
occcurrently to sell the house for $75,099, is disposed to want occurrently to sell it for
$75,108, and so on. If Sam were offered any of these amounts for his house, he would want
occurrently to sell it for that amount. But it certainly seems to be stretching things to claim
that Sam has correspondingly numerous desires—even standing ones—to sell the house.
His relevant standing desire, if he has one, is to sell his house for at least $75,000, and he is
disposed to desire occurrently to sell it for at least that much. However, the numerous related
dispositions I mentioned are not plausibly counted as numerous desires. (2003, p. 31)

So perhaps your so-called dispositional desire that you will not be killed by a
falling asteroid in 3 seconds, just like Sam’s so-called dispositional desire to sell

10 Personal correspondence.
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his house for $75,108 is not a bona fide desire. One may, thus, have reservations
concerning the claim that each of us has infinitely many dispositional desires.

Second, Mele helpfully suggests that it is sufficient for an agent’s having a stand-
ing (i.e., dispositional) desire for x that the agent frequently has had occurrent de-
sires for x, these occurrent desires manifested an ongoing disposition to have such
desires, and the agent still has that disposition (2003, p. 33; 2007). Imagine that
Sam’s desire to sell his house for at least $75,000 satisfies these conditions and that
this desire is inactive. (The housing market has crashed; Sam has had the desire for a
long, long time, etc.) Even though inactive (and not present to Sam’s consciousness),
once activated this desire can exert significant influence on Sam’s behavior. Hence,
it is questionable whether viable versions of preferentism should exclude even such
desires from the set of desires that contribute to well-being, and this means that
truth-sensitive preferentism again has no principled way of restricting the set of
welfare-related desires so that it can avoid problematic cases like Matrix-4.

A third objection to there being an authenticity constraint on preferentism is
that the notion of a desire’s being authentic is murky; it may reasonably be de-
manded that one advance an analysis of authenticity. I took steps toward doing so
in Chapter 5. As I acknowledged, though, some might be skeptical about the rela-
tional account that I constructed. Even so, the following remark merits emphasis.
Regarding moral responsibility, there is widespread agreement that, for instance,
one cannot be blameworthy for an action unless one has control in performing that
action; the action is free. But, nevertheless, there is considerable disagreement over
the analysis of the germane concept of being free. Similarly, there is a fair measure
of consensus that in cases such as global induction ones, the agent fails to act on
desires that are truly her own or authentic though there is disagreement over the
analysis of authenticity. Given this measure of agreement, and the reminder that
well-being is essentially personal, it may be enough to draw attention to the fact
that simple preferentism, subjective preferentism, and truth-sensitive preferentism,
whatever their merits or other defects, are not sufficiently discerning of the authen-
ticity (or freedom) presuppositions of well-being, whatever the correct analysis of
authenticity.

Before entertaining a fourth objection, we should highlight central features of
a freedom-sensitive preferentism. We can say that someone authentically desires
something if and only if she desires that thing and this desire is authentic. On
freedom-sensitive preferentism, the atoms of value all look pertinently like this:

Atom 2: Bob’s authentically desiring at noon on Tuesday, October 6, 2005 with
intensity +6 that Ann drinks a cold beer then; his believing then that Ann drinks a
cold beer then; and Ann’s drinking a cold beer then.

The intrinsic value of such atoms may be adjusted for truth in the manner already
discussed. According to this view, if a person has many authentic, intrinsic desires,
believes (at appropriate times) that these desires are satisfied, and these desires are
(at apt times) in fact satisfied, then her life is going well for her. To the extent that
her authentic, intrinsic desires are frustrated (other things being equal), her life is
not going so well for her.
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Maybe some preferentists, who look favorably upon moderate versions of truth-
sensitive preferentism, will protest that just as lack of truth does not render desire
satisfactions intrinsically worthless, so lack of authenticity should not be taken to
render desire satisfactions intrinsically valueless. We should opt, instead, for the
modest position that authenticity or its absence affects the intrinsic value of desire
satisfactions: the satisfaction of authentic desires enhances the intrinsic value of a
life for a person but to a lesser extent than would the satisfaction of an otherwise sim-
ilar inauthentic desire. Similarly, the frustration of an authentic desire contributes
more to the intrinsic badness of a life than would the frustration of an otherwise
analogous inauthentic desire. I am not sure how such a modest variety of freedom-
sensitive preferentism could be secured if well-being is essentially personal. Here, I
merely call attention to this possible option.

In summary, I propose that each form of preferentism should incorporate an au-
thenticity requirement to the effect that the values of the desire satisfactions and
frustrations that contribute to well-being are to be adjusted to reflect whether the
agent’s pertinent desires are authentic or inauthentic.

Turning, now, to the fourth objection, this objection is directed against a freedom-
sensitive version of preferentism that incorporates the relational account of au-
thenticity that I have advanced. At the heart of this objection is the idea that the
concept of a desire’s being normatively wise authentic differs, contrary to what I
have assumed, from that of a desire’s being (what we may refer to as)“welfare-wise
authentic.” An example involving a pair of cases will help to flesh out the objection.
In the first case, Ken, struggling to quit smoking, enlists the help of a team, mem-
bers of which implant in Ken, among other things, progressively stronger desires to
avoid smoking. Ken eventually succeeds in kicking the habit. In a second, Ken∗, also
wanting to quit, refuses help from the team. However, overly zealous members of the
team surreptitiously work on Ken∗ implanting in him the cluster of apt psychological
elements by the processes that bypass Ken∗’s capacities of deliberative control. The
implanted actional antecedents are, thus, inauthentic. Ken∗, just like Ken, gives up
smoking. If Ken’s well-being is augmented as a result of the psychosurgery, Ken∗’s
well-being should be augmented as well, or so the objection goes, and it should be
augmented despite its being the case that the germane antecedents of action that are
implanted in Ken∗ are all inauthentic. Authenticity of desires, it is concluded, has
nothing essential to do with well-being.

I advance three responses. First, in pertinent regards the Ken/Ken∗ case is some-
what analogous to ones advanced against forms of preferentism, such as subjective
preferentism, that are not sensitive to truth. Suppose Abe believes that his intrinsic
desire for something is satisfied when the object of this desire does not in fact obtain;
and suppose that Abe∗, who is as close to Abe as possible in all relevant respects,
also believes, though this time truly believes, that his type- or near type-identical de-
sire is satisfied. Focusing on the germane life segments of these individuals in which
they have these desires, even though the segments are alike in all other respects,
a preferentist who is inclined to the view that truth has a bearing on well-being
will find nothing amiss with the judgment that Abe’s life segment is better in itself
for Abe than Abe∗’s life segment for Abe∗. The life segments may be internally
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indiscernible, the only differentiating factor being that one contains a desire whose
object obtains whereas the other contains a type- or near type-identical desire whose
object does not obtain.11 Similarly, in the cases involving Ken and Ken∗, one may
well be drawn to the view that authenticity (just like truth) does make a difference
to well-being. Moderate “authenticity preferentists” may plausibly maintain that
Ken∗’s well-being is not enhanced (owing to the surreptitious finagling) as much
as is Ken’s.

What though, one may press, if manipulated Ken∗ now endorses the
psychosurgery? Why is his well-being not now augmented as much as is Ken’s
well-being? If the “endorsement” is itself an outcome of the psychosurgery—if it
is “engineered”—then I don’t think that this should affect the verdict that Ken∗’s
well-being is not enhanced as much as Ken’s. Suppose, though, that the endorse-
ment is not the result of any finagling. Then, again, I don’t see why the view that
satisfaction of the relevant engineered-in desires should not contribute as much to
Ken∗’s well-being is mistaken. A comparison may help. If, unbeknownst to Ken∗,
his decision to aid the needy causally issues from an (unsheddable) engineered-in
desire to aid the needy, he would not be morally responsible for this decision. Sup-
pose he now discovers that he acquired this desire as a result of psychosurgery,
and he now “endorses” this desire. Why should any of this throw into question the
verdict that he is not responsible for his pertinent decision?

Second, if the satisfaction of inauthentic desires contributes to well-being, then
we are forced to conclude that Beth’s life in Matrix-4 is highly intrinsically good
for Beth. But it is highly controversial that her life in the Matrix is highly good for
her. Preferentists should, therefore, reject the view that satisfaction of inauthentic
intrinsic desires contributes to well-being (or preferentists should, minimally, re-
ject the view that satisfaction of inauthentic intrinsic desires contributes as much to
well-being as does the satisfaction of authentic intrinsic desires). I grant, of course,
that the second premise—that Beth’s life in Matrix-4 is not highly good in itself
for Beth—may well be disputed. But I think that the premise has a fair degree of
plausibility. It should have this degree of plausibility especially for preferentists who
want to resist purely mental state theories of welfare.

Third, suppose one is drawn to preferentist accounts of well-being. It is credible
that, given that welfare is essentially personal, when we assess from a preferentist’s
perspective an agent’s welfare, it is the agent’s own desires or preferences and not
the desires or preferences of someone else that are of concern. However, it is not
quite so straightforward to specify what qualifies as one’s own desires or preferences
unless one pays close heed to normative authenticity. This requires elucidation.

Imagine that during a stretch of time manipulated Beth finds herself with the
sorts of desire that Ann has; Beth would not have had these desires but for the
manipulation. Suppose these engineered-in desires of Beth are satisfied. We ask
again: does the satisfaction of these desires contribute to Beth’s well-being? If we

11 See, for example, Griffin (1986), Chapter 1; Sumner (1996, pp. 92–98); and Kagan (1998,
pp. 35–36), for some pertinent literature on such cases.
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answer in the affirmative, then why should it not also be the case that Beth’s well-
being is satisfied even when Beth lacks these desires but when Ann’s desires of
this sort are satisfied? The anticipated initial response would be that Beth simply
does not have these desires. How can the satisfaction of Ann’s desires contribute
to enhancing Beth’s well-being when Beth does not have such desires or does not
have desires to the effect that Ann’s desires be satisfied? This response presupposes
a relatively simple view of desire ownership: one’s desires are one’s own if one
has them.

But there is a problem with this easy response. Assume that the engineered-in
desires are not of the sort that we find in the original Ann/Beth case. In the orig-
inal case, the implanted desires, goals, and so on alter significantly the contours
of Beth’s life. Introducing a new character, assume that Betsy has fallen victim to
the new-wave psycho-manipulators. The desires implanted in her are “copies” of
some of the inconsequential desires of Annie. These desires (“IC-desires”) have the
following features: (a) they are not connected, in any obvious fashion, with the rest
of the psychological constitution of the victim of manipulation (Betsy in our case).
(b) They are disassociated from the victim’s history. Betsy, for instance, has not
acquired these desires as a result of practical deliberation or a normal upbringing. (c)
They have nothing essential to do with the subject’s goals, aims, cares, or concerns
(whether or not the subject is a victim of manipulation). Finally, (d), the satisfaction
of these desires does not contribute to the subject’s enjoyment or suffering. In the
case under consideration, each of Betsy’s IC-desires is type- or near type-identical
to the corresponding IC-desires of Annie. Suppose, despite Betsy’s IC-desires in-
stantiating features (a)–(d), and thus being highly impersonal and inconsequential,
satisfaction of these (inauthentic) desires enhances Betsy’s well-being. Although
their satisfaction seems to make no apparent difference to how her life is going, one
insists that their satisfaction contributes to Betsy’s well-being. Then, it would seem,
Betsy’s well-being should also be satisfied when the “copies” of such IC-desires that
Annie has are satisfied even when Betsy lacks such desires. Again, one might rejoin:
how can Betsy’s well-being be enhanced (on a preferentist’s account) when someone
else’s IC-desires are satisfied? With IC-desires, though, this complaint rings hollow.
Even when Betsy has these desires, they are dissociated from her history and other
elements of psychology, they are not connected to her goals and cares, and their
satisfaction does not contribute to her enjoyment or suffering.

Thus, it appears, if the satisfaction of (inauthentic) IC-desires of a subject who
has these desires contributes to the subject’s well-being on the preferentist account
at issue, then the account should declare that the satisfaction of these sorts of desire
should contribute to the well-being of the subject even when the subject lacks these
desires as long as these sorts of IC-desire of someone else are satisfied. But surely
the consequence of the proposition expressed by the prior sentence is one that
preferentists should be highly reluctant to accept. So preferentism seems to find
itself in a spot of trouble.

One way in which a preferentist may begin to address this concern is to concede
the relevance of authenticity to well-being. We have noted that Betsy’s IC-desires
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are not authentic—they are not truly Betsy’s own. It is open to the preferentist to
claim that in virtue of not being authentic, the satisfaction of her IC-desires fails to
enhance her welfare. On a preferentist view, well-being is augmented when one’s
own intrinsic desires are satisfied. On a relatively simple conceptualization of desire
ownership, a desire is one’s own if one has it. The Annie/Betsy quandary highlights
the moral that the preferentist cannot settle on this simple notion of a desire’s being
one’s own. A more robust notion is called for to overcome the problem involving
the satisfaction of IC-desires. I suggest that if one is a preferentist, contrary to the
objection at issue, one should concede that one’s desires being or failing to be nor-
matively wise authentic has a definite impact on well-being. If the agent’s IC-desires
are authentic, the agent is implicated (in a fashion in which we previously discussed
in Chapter 5) in the acquisition of these desires. By virtue of such agent investment,
it seems plausible to hold that the satisfaction of such desires should contribute to
the agent’s well-being but not to the well-being of another person who lacks these
desires.

Summarizing the gist of my views concerning the relevance of authenticity to
well-being if one is a preferentist, imagine that Able has certain intrinsic desires,
they are authentic, and they are satisfied. A preferentist would not want to hold
that Mable’s well-being is enhanced by virtue of these desire satisfactions of Able.
After all, these desires are not Mable’s. Suppose, now, that Mable comes to possess
these sorts of desire as a result of unsolicited “value engineering.” There is a sense
in which Mable does not have these desires: she has acquired them via processes
that completely bypass her capacities of deliberative control; so they are not truly
hers. Not being truly hers, they are somewhat like the desires of Able that she does
not have: like Able’s desires, these engineered-in desires do not “belong” to Mable.
Hence, their satisfaction should not contribute as much to her well-being as should
the satisfaction of otherwise similar desires that are authentic. The concern is not
that Mable’s implanted desires do not “fit,” or “resonate with,” or “complement”
Mable’s other desires. Rather, by virtue of how they are acquired, these desires are
foreign to Mable’s agency. Alternatively, imagine that Mable mistakenly believes
that she has an intrinsic desire for something, and she believes that this desire is
satisfied. These beliefs do not contribute to her welfare’s being enhanced because
she does not have the desire in the first place. Now suppose that she did acquire
this desire but she did so as a result of unsolicited value engineering. This time,
although she possesses the desire, it is not truly her own. I propose that satisfaction
of this desire, because it is not truly Mable’s own, should not contribute to welfare
enhancement as much as it would have had it been authentic.

I concede that some people may reject the normative account of authenticity that
I favor, or they may reject the proposal that this account is pertinent to welfare.
Even so, I hope I have said enough to motivate the view that there is an authenticity
requirement on well-being. When I say that there is an authenticity requirement
on well-being, again, I intend to be understood as claiming that authenticity (or
its lack) can affect well-being; satisfaction of inauthentic desires may contribute to
well-being but not to the extent that they would have had they been authentic.
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11.6 Source Incompatibilism and Well-Being

It remains to be shown that if some (plausible) version of freedom-sensitive prefer-
entism is true, then freedom has a definite impact on well-being. Again, the influence
of freedom on well-being can be perspicuously highlighted by assuming the source
incompatibilist’s position regarding the incompatibility of determinism and free ac-
tion. According to the source incompatibilist, if all events are causally determined,
one’s having of a certain desire (an event) or the state in which one has a certain
desire cannot be free because the event or state originates in sources beyond one’s
control. In other words, source incompatibilism implies that if determinism is true,
then the having of none of our desires is free, where the freedom at issue is the
freedom that moral responsibility requires.

Should, though, a source incompatibilist concede that if our desires are not free,
they are also not authentic in the sense of “authentic” to which freedom-sensitive
preferentism appeals? I have raised and addressed this sort of question in earlier
parts of the book (Section 6.2). Here, my response is guided by reflection on some
of Robert Kane’s views on ultimate origination. Kane, a libertarian who endorses the
principle of ultimate origination (Principle O), suggests that “underived origination
or sole authorship” is desirable because such authorship is necessary for other things
that human beings generally desire and are worth wanting (1996, p. 80). These in-
clude genuine creativity, autonomy or self-creation, desert for one’s achievements,
moral responsibility, being suitable objects of reactive attitudes, dignity or self-
worth, a true sense of individuality or uniqueness as a person, life-hopes requiring
an open future, freely given love and friendship, and its being true in the fullest
sense that one acts of one’s own free will (1996, p. 80). Kane adds that ultimate
origination is also related to “objective worth.” He develops the tale of Alan the
artist to explain the notion of objective worth:

Alan has been so despondent that a rich friend concocts a scheme to lift his spirits. The
friend arranges to have Alan’s paintings bought by confederates at the local art gallery
under assumed names for $10,000 apiece. Alan mistakenly assumes his paintings are being
recognized for their artistic merit by knowledgeable critics and collectors, and his spirits
are lifted. Now let us imagine two possible worlds involving Alan. The first is the one just
described, in which Alan thinks he is a great artist, and thinks he is being duly recognized as
such, but really is not. The other imagined world is a similar one in which Alan has many of
the same experiences, including the belief that he is a great artist. But in this second world
he really is a great artist and really is being recognized as such; his rich friend is not merely
deceiving him to lift his spirits. Finally, let us imagine that in both these worlds Alan dies
happily, believing he is a great artist, though only in the second world was his belief correct
(1996, p. 97).

Kane proposes that though Alan would feel equally happy in both worlds, many
would concede that there is an important difference in the value in the two worlds for
Alan. To concede this, for Kane, is to accept a notion of objective worth according to
which the value in question is not just a function of subjective states or experiences.
Kane comments, “I want to suggest that the notion of ultimate responsibility is of a
piece with this notion of objective worth” (1996, p. 97).
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The point to which I am building up is the following. Should an incompatibilist
believe that freedom in the sense of “freedom” which implicates our being ulti-
mate originators is necessary for goods such as autonomy and objective worth, it
seems highly credible that such an incompatibilist should also agree that this sort of
freedom is required for welfare, provided that an appropriate version of freedom-
sensitive preferentism is true. The reasoning for this claim is straightforward: if our
having of desires originates in the distant past and by the natural laws, the having
of these desires (according to source incompatibilists who accept Principle O) is
not free; if the desires are not free because we are not their ultimate originators, the
desires are not authentic; they are not “truly our own.” Hence, on robust versions
of freedom-sensitive preferentism, such desires cannot contribute to well-being. It
follows, given the source incompatibilist’s understanding of freedom, that if a robust
version of freedom-sensitive preferentism is true, our lives are shorn of intrinsic
value.

Some might see this drastic conclusion as a reductio of robust freedom-sensitive
preferentism. So they may opt for a moderate version. On moderate versions, the sat-
isfaction of inauthentic desires contributes less to well-being than the satisfaction of
otherwise similar desires that are authentic, and the frustration of inauthentic desires
contributes less to the intrinsic badness of a life than the frustration of otherwise
analogous desires that are authentic. If such a moderate version is true, then once
again freedom or its absence has a definite impact on welfare. Reflect on three types
of life, each lived out in a determined world. In the first, the agent’s life contains a
far greater balance of intrinsic desire satisfaction than intrinsic desire frustration. We
can say that none of these desire satisfactions or frustrations is free because none
of the agent’s desires is authentic (if one accepts pertinent source incompatibilist
presuppositions). If the moderate version of freedom-sensitive preferentism under
scrutiny is true, this agent’s life will be less good for him than it would be if the
corresponding desires—type- or near type-identical desires—were authentic. In the
second, the agent’s life contains a far greater balance of intrinsic desire frustration
than intrinsic desire satisfaction. The moderate version implies that this life is better
for the agent than a life in which the corresponding desires are authentic. Finally,
in the third, the agent’s life contains a roughly equal balance of intrinsic desire sat-
isfactions and intrinsic desire frustrations. Maybe such a life would be just as good
for its agent as it would be if the corresponding desires were authentic, assuming
that the moderate version of freedom-sensitive preferentism were true.

Wrapping up, welfare is essentially personal. Bykvist (though addressing con-
cerns somewhat different than those addressed in this chapter) gives powerful
expression to this sentiment:

To successfully pursue one’s life-time ambitions, and to live in accordance with one’s over-
all plan of life are ways to improve one’s well-being. This intuition need not be based on
any perfectionist ideas; it can be based on the compelling idea that a life full of meaning and
success is a prudentially good life. Whereas our aims give our lives meaning and purpose,
their accomplishments make our lives successful. . . . What is important. . .is that aims and
ambitions are desires that concern the way something is brought about. To aim at something
is to desire to do something or take part in the bringing about of some state of affairs. My
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aim cannot be identified with a desire whose content is that something is the case, e.g., that
a book is written. My aim must be identified with a desire whose content is that something
is brought about by me, e.g., that a book is written by me (2002, p. 483).

I have proposed that something like what Bykvist suggests is true of aims is more
or less true of desires whose satisfactions or frustrations a preferentist should think
contribute to well-being: these desires must be mine; they must be authentic. Reflect,
again, on what attracts many people to the preferentist’s general view of well-being:
often enough, our desires express aims that we deem significant, and we think that
fulfillment of these aims contributes to our well-being. If achievement of these aims
is to enhance our well-being, surely these aims must be ours; they can’t be aims
imposed or implanted in us from “the outside.” Thus, preferentists should welcome
an authenticity requirement on well-being. If a version of preferentism (robust or
moderate) that incorporates such a requirement is true, then there is a significant
connection between welfare, on the one hand, and freedom, on the other.



Chapter 12
Freedom and Whole-Life Satisfaction Theories
of Welfare

12.1 Introduction

In his insightful book, Welfare, Happiness, and Ethics, Sumner defends a certain
view about happiness—a whole-life satisfaction view. He then develops an account
of welfare—what he calls “welfare as authentic happiness”—which invokes this
view of happiness. It is Sumner’s theory of welfare that is the topic of this chapter.
Sumner’s theory is engaging for several reasons. First, it is of intrinsic interest; in
my mind, it is the most well-developed and perceptive whole-life satisfaction theory
in the pertinent literature. Second, during the course of refining his theory, Sumner
says a number of penetrating things about well-being in general. Third, Sumner’s
theory can be construed as a version of a freedom-sensitive axiology. If a theory of
the sort that Sumner defends is true, then, as I explain, hard incompatibilism has a
pronounced effect on welfare.

In what follows in this chapter, I first reconstruct what I hope is correctly rep-
resentative of Sumner’s theory. Then I advance some critical comments against the
theory. Finally, I clarify why hard incompatibilism imperils personal well-being if
Sumner’s theory is true.

12.2 An Outline of Sumner’s Theory

We begin with salient aspects of Sumner’s whole-life satisfaction (SWLS) account
of happiness. In the context of interest, happiness refers to some psychological state.
To say that a person is happy (in the relevant sense) is simply to describe him.
In itself, it is not a prudential, or for that matter, a moral or aretaic evaluation. A
central project in the happiness literature is to discover the nature of happiness.
Ideally, what is sought is a statement of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
person’s being happy. (Another project that should not be conflated with the first is to
catalogue the likely sources of happiness.) Philosophical theories about the nature of
happiness fall into some main families. One of them is hedonism (see, e.g., Feldman
n.d.). Another seems to make happiness turn on flourishing, or virtue.1 A third is the

1 Some people claim to find this view in the writings of Aristotle.
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preferentist family. Theories in this family make happiness fundamentally a matter
of the satisfaction of desires (see, e.g., Davis 1981a,b; and Kahneman 1999). Whole-
life satisfactionism may be construed as a version of preferentism about happiness.2

According to theories of this sort, to be happy is to be satisfied with your life as a
whole.

A number of distinguished philosophers have defended whole-life satisfaction
accounts including, in addition to Sumner, Richard Brandt (1967, 1979, 1989),
Robert Nozick (1989), John Kekes (1982, 1992), Elizabeth Telfer (1980), and
Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz (1976). Brandt, for example, writes:

[T]he following proposal for a definition of “happy” may be suggested. . . .[I]n order to be
happy it is necessary that one like. . .those parts of one’s total life pattern and circumstances
that one thinks are important. To say that one likes them is in part to say that one is “sat-
isfied” with them—that one does not wish them to be substantially different, and that they
measure up, at least roughly, to the life ideal one had hoped to attain....[We] would not call
a man happy if he did not frequently feel joy or enthusiasm or enjoy what he was doing or
experiencing (1967, pp. 413–414).

Tatarkiewicz says that happiness is “satisfaction with one’s life as a whole”
(1966, p. 1).

Satisfaction with life as a whole must be satisfaction not only with that which is, but also
with that which was and that which will be, not only with the present, but also with the past
and the future (1976, p. 140).

Tefler explains:

My suggestion for a definition of happiness, then, is that it is a state of being pleased with
one’s life as a whole . . . (1980, pp. 8–9).

[A] happy man does not want anything major in his life to be otherwise; he is pleased with,
that is wants (to keep), what he has got; there is nothing major which he has not got and
which he wants (to get) (1980, p. 8).

Toward developing his whole-life satisfactionism, Sumner cautions that “happi-
ness” and “unhappiness” are ambiguous. He distinguishes “four kinds or dimen-
sions” of happiness:

1. Being happy with or about something. Sumner says that a distinctive feature of
this kind of happiness is that

it requires completion by an intentional object: there must be something with or about
which you are happy. Any state of the world can serve as such an object as long as
you have a positive attitude toward it, or regard it favorably, or like or approve of
it. The favorable attitude need not be a strong one. Being happy with something is
roughly equivalent to being satisfied or content with it, i.e., finding that it measures
up reasonably well to some standard . . . . Contrariwise, being unhappy with something
means regarding it in an unfavorable light, though not as an absolute disaster (1996, pp.
143–144).

2 The views of Brandt (1967, 1979, 1989), Telfer (1980), Nozick (1989), Sumner (1996), and
Tatarkiewicz (1976) fall into this category.
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2. Feeling happy. This contrasts with the first sort of happiness in two primary
respects: it involves an occurrent feeling and requires no intentional object. “Not
quite grand enough to count as an emotion, it is rather a mood of optimism
or cheer which colours your outlook on your life and on the world in gen-
eral, concentrating attention on everything that is positive and upbeat” (p. 144).
Sumner clams that the negative counterpart to this mood is feeling unhappy,
down, dejected, or depressed. He adds that elation and depression are the oppo-
site poles of a continuum, which admits of many intermediate stops—“you may
be up but not euphoric, down but not suicidal” (p. 144).

3. Having a happy disposition/personality. Feeling happy (unhappy) is an occurrent
disposition in your life. You may have a settled tendency toward such positive
(negative) moods. If you do, you have a happy disposition or you are a happy
person.

4. Being happy/having a happy life. It is this notion to which Sumner’s account of
welfare appeals. Sumner says:

Being happy in this sense means having a certain kind of positive attitude toward your life,
which in its fullest form has both a cognitive and affective component. The cognitive aspect
of happiness consists in a positive evaluation of the conditions of your life, a judgement
that, at least on balance, it measures up favourably against your standards or expectations.
This evaluation may be global, covering all of the important sectors of your life, or it may
focus on one in particular (your work, say, or your family). In either case it represents an
affirmation or endorsement of (some or all of) the conditions or circumstances of your life,
a judgement that, on balance and taking everything into account, your life is going well
for you.

Clearly this sort of prudential stocktaking is possible only for creatures capable of as-
sessing their lives as wholes, either at a time or over some extended period of time. The
cognitive component of happiness is, therefore, beyond the range of many subjects-of-a-life,
such as small children and nonhuman animals. However, there is more involved in being
happy than being disposed to think that your life is going (or has gone) well. The affective
side of happiness consists in what we commonly call a sense of well-being: finding your life
enriching or rewarding, or feeling satisfied or fulfilled by it. Because it is less cognitively
demanding than a judgment about how one’s life is going as a whole, it is what we have
in mind when we say that a child or an animal is happy, or is leading a happy life (pp.
145–146).

Analogously, being unhappy is a matter both of evaluating your life (or some part
of it) negatively, as failing to meet your standards for it, and of experiencing it as
unsatisfying or unfulfilling (p. 146, n. 4).

Suppose a person is happy to a certain degree, n, at a time or over an interval of
time. Sumner proposes that the best way to determine the degree to which a person
is happy is to ask that person, and he claims that social scientists have developed a
sophisticated methodology for eliciting self-assessments of life satisfaction (p. 172).
He stresses that an individual’s self-assessments are reliable only if they are relevant,
sincere, and considered. Relevance concerns getting the question about the sort of
assessment at issue right (p. 154). Subjects must assess the prudential value of their
lives: they must judge whether their lives are going well for them or not and, for
instance, whether their lives are aesthetically or morally good (pp. 153–154). The
judgments concerning the prudential value of a life are sincere when they are frank
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and honest; they are uninfluenced, for instance, by a desire to maintain a certain
social image (pp. 154–155). These judgments are considered when they are not
clouded by transitory moods (p. 155).

Moving, now, to Sumner’s account of welfare, suppose that a person judges that
her life at time t or some interval is going well for her (to degree n), by her standards
for her life; suppose her judgment is relevant, sincere, and considered; and suppose
she experiences her life as fulfilling. Would it then be correct to identify her degree
of happiness with her degree of well-being? Sumner resists this identification for
two reasons. A happiness judgment of S is a relevant, sincere, and considered judg-
ment that S makes regarding how well, on balance, S’s life measures up against S’s
life ideal. First, Sumner says that such judgments may not be adequately informed
and so may involve errors (pp. 156, 162, 167, 174, 175). He recommends that a
subject’s happiness contributes toward well-being only if her judgment regarding
her happiness level is not factually uninformed or misinformed. He proposes that if
a happiness judgment involves such errors, it will not affect the degree of happiness
but the degree of welfare (p. 158). Reconsider the deceived businessman. As long as
he does not discover the deception, he may well be happy, but according to Sumner,
it seems, his welfare level won’t coincide with his happiness level.

This problem concerning the possibility of factual error is rectified, in part, by im-
posing an information constraint on happiness judgments. The happiness judgments,
if they are to qualify as welfare judgments, must meet an information requirement.
Very broadly, the requirement says that subjects must be appropriately informed
about the conditions of their lives. But when are they appropriately informed? Must
the factual information which informs the judgments be true, for example, or justi-
fied if the subjects are to be aptly informed? Addressing this issue, Sumner writes:

[W]hich epistemic conditions are appropriate? The strongest candidate would be a truth or
reality requirement, which would stipulate that happiness counts as well-being only when
it is based on a view of the conditions of our lives which is free from factual error. . . .[T]his
stipulation would be unreasonably puritanical. We do not invariably reassess earlier periods
of happiness in this austere manner once we realize the extent to which they depended on
false beliefs about states of the world: the intentions of a lover, the integrity of a public fig-
ure, the prospects of success at a new enterprise, or whatever. . . . When we reassess our lives
in retrospect, and from a superior epistemic vantage point, there is no right answer to the
question of what our reaction should be—that is surely up to us. Because a reality require-
ment stipulates a right answer—any happiness based on illusion can make no intrinsic con-
tribution to our well-being—it must be rejected as presumptuously dogmatic (pp. 158–159).

Rather than calling for an information requirement that demands that a person’s
information that bears on her happiness judgments be true or justified, Sumner
proposes that to qualify as welfare judgments, her happiness judgments must sat-
isfy a defeasibility constraint: they are “authoritative” unless there is evidence that
they are not informed—there is evidence that either they are factually uninformed
or misinformed. We may now formulate the “information requirement” in the
following way:

Information Requirement: S’s relevant, sincere, and considered judgment that, on
balance, S’s life measures up to degree n against S’s life ideal, is to be taken at face
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value (or, alternatively, correctly reflects the fact that S’s life measures up to degree
n against S’s life ideal) only if there is no evidence that this judgment is factually
informed or misinformed.

Tying some ends together, Sumner recommends:

S’s life is going well for S only if S judges that, on balance, S’s life measures
up favorably against S’s own standards (or expectations) concerning a good life
(pp. 153–155, 162).

Abridging somewhat:

S’s life is going well for S only if S judges—S makes a happiness judgment—that,
on balance, S’s life measures up favorably against S’s life ideal.

A happiness judgment is informed if and only if it satisfies the information re-
quirement. So we can say:

S’s life is going well for S only if S makes an informed happiness judgment.

This amounts to the following:

S’s life is going well for S only if (i) S judges—S makes a happiness judgment—
that, on balance, S’s life measures up favorably against S’s life ideal; and (ii) this
judgment of S is relevant, sincere, considered, and informed.

Recall the affective component of happiness: to be happy, one must feel satisfied
or fulfilled with one’s life. The feeling dimension of happiness that we previously
recorded supplies the pertinent interpretation of “feeling satisfied with one’s life.”
Including the affective component in the partial analysis yields the following:

S’s life is going well for S only if (i) S judges—S makes a happiness judgment—that,
on balance, S’s life measures up favorably against S’s life ideal; (ii) this judgment of
S is relevant, sincere, considered, and informed, and (iii) S feels satisfied or fulfilled
with S’s life.

Sumner rejects the identification of “mere” happiness with welfare for a second
reason. (He rejects, i.e., the view that S is happy to degree n at t if and only if S’s life
is good in itself for S to degree n at t.) Indeed, he claims that factual error is not the
only or most important reason for questioning the accuracy of happiness judgments.
Another factor is that the judgments may be nonautonomous. They may be deriva-
tively inauthentic in that they may be based—they causally derive from—values,
beliefs, deliberative principles, and so forth that are not “truly the agent’s own” or
not authentic. Sumner writes:

A person is autonomous when her beliefs, or values, or aims, or decisions, or actions are, in
some important sense, her own. There is therefore an evident connection between autonomy
and what we have been calling authenticity. We have said that a subject’s affirmation or
endorsement of her life is made from her own point of view, is truly hers, only when it is
authentic. The demand that self-evaluations be authentic flows from the logic of a subjective
theory, which grounds an individual’s well-being on her (positive and negative) attitudes.
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One side of this demand is the requirement that subjects be informed about the conditions
of their lives. The other is the requirement that they be autonomous (1996, p. 167).

To motivate an autonomy constraint on Welfare, Sumner cites Amartya Sen’s
examples of the hopeless beggar, the precarious landless laborer, the dominated
housewife, the hardened unemployed, and the overexhausted coolie (1996, p. 162):

A person who has had a life of misfortune, with very little opportunities, and rather little
hope, may be more easily reconciled to deprivations than others reared in more fortunate and
affluent circumstances. The metric of happiness may, therefore, distort the extent of depri-
vation, in a specific and biased way. The hopeless beggar, the precarious landless labourer,
the dominated housewife, the hardened unemployed or the over-exhausted coolie may all
take pleasures in small mercies, and manage to suppress intense suffering for the necessity
of continuing survival, but it would be ethically deeply mistaken to attach a correspond-
ingly small value to the loss of their well-being because of this survival strategy (1987,
pp. 45–46).

Sumner explains that we are reluctant to take at the face value the life satisfac-
tion reported by these people because “we suspect that the standards which their
self-assessments reflect have been artificially lowered or distorted by processes of
indoctrination or exploitation” (p. 166). The remedy is to correct for the conditions
under which their expectations about themselves came to be formed: “The problem
is not that their values are objectively mistaken but that they have never had the
opportunity to form their own values at all. They do not lack enlightenment, or
insight into the Platonic form of the good; they lack autonomy” (p. 166).

Sumner submits that authenticity is a core element in the concept of autonomy,
“just as subject-relativity is a core element in the concept of welfare” (p. 167).
Though he does not develop an account of authenticity, he proposes the
following.3

However the details of a fully adequate view [of authenticity] are worked out in the end,
the implications for our theory of welfare are clear. Self-assessments of happiness or life
satisfaction are suspect (as measures of well-being) when there is good reason to suspect
that they have been influenced by autonomy-subverting mechanisms of social conditioning,
such as indoctrination, programming, brainwashing, role scripting, and the like. Since these
are all socialization processes, and since we are all historically embedded selves, the prac-
tical question becomes how much emancipation from her background and social conditions
a subject must exhibit in order for her self-assessment to be taken at face value. As in the
case of the information requirement, the best strategy here is to treat subjects’ reports of
their level of life satisfaction as defeasible—that is, as authoritative unless there is evidence
that they are non-autonomous (1996, p. 171).

We may now formulate the “autonomy requirement”:

Autonomy Requirement: S’s relevant, sincere, and considered judgment that, on bal-
ance, S’s life measures up to degree n against S’s life ideal, is to be taken at face
value (or, alternatively, correctly reflects the fact that S’s life measures up to degree
n against S’s life ideal) only if there is no evidence that this judgment is derivatively

3 He does discuss a couple of views, Frankfurt’s hierarchical view (1971), and John Christman’s
historical view (1991).
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inauthentic. (Such a judgment would be derivatively authentic if it causally arose
from desires, beliefs, values, and the like that are inauthentic.)

Now we may say that a happiness judgment is autonomous if and only if it sat-
isfies the autonomy requirement. Finally, we can summarize what may be Sumner’s
whole life satisfaction account of welfare (SWLS) in this way:

SWLS: S’s life is going well for S if and only if (i) S judges—S makes a happiness
judgment—that, on balance, S’s life measures up favorably against S’s life ideal; (ii)
this judgment of S is relevant, sincere, considered, informed, and autonomous, and
(iii) S feels satisfied or fulfilled with S’s life.

12.3 Some Comments on Sumner’s Theory

Sumner’s whole life satisfactionism regarding welfare merits serious consideration.
But this rich account raises a number of questions as well.

We note, initially, that if taking pleasure in “base objects” is a concern for sim-
ple intrinsic attitudinal hedonism (and, indeed for simple preferentism, too), then
it may well also be a concern for SWLS. Simply imagine that Porky’s ideal of the
good life (for him) is that he wallows with the pigs. Suppose that at various times
during his life, Porky makes happiness judgments to the effect that, on balance, his
life measures up favorably against his life ideal. I see little reason to deny that his
judgments may well be relevant, sincere, considered, informed, and autonomous.
Let’s add that Porky feels highly satisfied with his life. Then SWLS, in conjunction
with these facts, implies that Porky’s life is good in itself for Porky.

One potential problem with SWLS is what we might call the “scope” problem.
In a passage cited above, Sumner submits that the sort of “prudential stocktaking”
that the cognitive component of being happy involves “is possible only for creatures
capable of assessing their lives as wholes, either at a time or over some extended
period of time. The cognitive component of happiness is therefore beyond the
range of many subjects-of-a-life, such as small children and non-human animals”
(pp. 145–146). Sumner concedes, though, that unlike the cognitive component, the
affective component of happiness need not be beyond the reach of such creatures.

Suppose Tanto is five. His life has been a happy one. He has never, though,
engaged in the relevant sort of prudential stocktaking concerning his life—he has
never made a happiness judgment—because he does not have the ability to do so. If
SWLS is true, it seems that he gets a score of 0 on SWLS’s account of well-being.
This account implies that his life has never been good in itself for him. This is,
in part, because on Sumner’s whole life satisfactionism concerning happiness, it
appears that Tanto has never been happy. If this is indeed a result of the theory (in
conjunction with appropriate facts of the case), the result is unfortunate.

Introducing Zen (an adolescent), at a particular time, t, Zen is injured in an acci-
dent. Prior to t, Zen like Tanto, had never reflected on his life as a whole not because
he lacked the cognitive abilities to do so—he did have these abilities over stretches
of his life—but simply because he had never thought about this deep issue. The
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injury at t renders him incapable of engaging in such whole-life reflection. Still, he
can enjoy many things—he takes intrinsic pleasure in many different things—and
he can suffer as well—he takes intrinsic displeasure in other things. Once again,
SWLS generates a remarkable result: it implies that there is no time at which Zen’s
life has been good in itself for Zen owing, in part, to Zen’s never having been happy
(in the welfare-pertinent sense of “being happy” at issue) in his life. Again, this
seems erroneous.

Sumner may rejoin that both Tanto and Zen have been happy. He explains:

For the happiness theory, the minimal wherewithal for having a welfare is being a subject
who is capable of being satisfied or unsatisfied by the conditions of one’s life. In the case
of paradigm human subjects with complex cognitive capacities, more is necessary as well:
their judgements about the quality of their lives must be authentic. Where these more so-
phisticated skills are absent, the sine qua non is the baseline ability to experience one’s life,
in the living of it, as agreeable or disagreeable. The most primitive form of this ability is
the capacity for enjoyment and suffering, or for pleasure and pain. If we call this capacity
sentience, then we may say that on the happiness theory the class of core welfare subjects
is populated by all sentient creatures (1996, p. 178, note omitted).

Sumner’s view seems to be that since both Tanto and Zen satisfy the affective
requirement of happiness, this is sufficient for the two being happy. And perhaps,
though Sumner does not commit himself to this, as the two are happy, there is no
need to deny that their lives have been good in themselves for them.

This response, however, generates further concerns. First, imagine that Ken is
in his early fifties. So far his life has been a happy one. Assume that he judges
that, on balance, his life is going well for him. His judgment is sincere, considered,
informed, and autonomous, and he feels satisfied with his life as a whole. Sup-
pose Kenzo is five. His life, too, has been a happy one. Like Tanto but unlike Ken,
Kenzo has never engaged in prudential whole-life stocktaking. He does, though,
feel satisfied with his life; thus, he fulfills the affective component of being happy.
When we say “Ken’s life is happy” and “Kenzo’s life is happy,” presumably, we
use “happy” in the same sense in each of these utterances. Alternatively, “happy”
expresses the same notion of being happy in each of the utterances. Sumner’s re-
joinder implies otherwise. The passage that I last quoted suggests that there is a
“thick” notion of happiness that has both a cognitive and affective component and a
“thin” notion that has only an affective component. In the first utterance, “Ken’s life
is happy,” “happy” expresses the strong notion; in the second utterance, “Kenzo’s
life is happy,” “happy” expresses the thin notion. I, for one, have strong prima facie
doubts whether we are using “happy” in two different senses in utterances such as
these.

Second, if we assume (contrary to what SWLS implies) that both Tanto’s and
Zen’s life are good in themselves for them, and they are so because they contain a
net balance of enjoyment (intrinsic attitudinal pleasure), then it is unclear why an
apt version of attitudinal hedonism should not claim victory over SWLS. It would
be theoretically out of the ordinary to submit that Ken’s life is SWLS-good-in-itself
for Ken but that Zen’s life, though not good in itself for Zen in this fashion, is, say,
SIAH-good-in-itself for Zen.
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There is a second problem with SWLS. Remy subscribes to a life ideal that it is
not possible for him to attain. He judges, at a certain time, that his life falls far short
of satisfying this ideal. His judgment is relevant, sincere, considered, informed, and
autonomous. Reflecting on the fact that he cannot hope to attain his ideal, he ceases
to care about attaining it and decides to enjoy life to the fullest. He takes intrinsic
pleasure in many and varied things; sometimes he suffers intrinsic displeasures. Fur-
ther, on the whole he feels happy with his life, all the while (at least dispositionally)
not losing sight of the fact that his life does not measure up to his life ideal. SWLS
implies that his life is not good in itself for him. But, overall, it seems that he is a
happy guy who enjoys a goodly measure of well-being.

There seems yet to be another concern with SWLS. To understand this concern,
we start with a passage (part of which has been previously quoted) in which Sumner
summarizes his reasons for rejecting any hedonistic theory of welfare which “treats
pleasure and pain simply as mental states” (p. 98):

Any such theory will entail that the impact on our well-being of some particular experience
is entirely determined by features of the experience which are available to introspection—
how it feels, how agreeable we find it, how much we wish it to continue, or whatever. We
may therefore track how well our lives are going just by attending to how they seem from
the inside, bracketing off all questions of their anchoring in the external world. The lesson of
the experience machine is that any theory with this implication is too interior and solipsistic
to provide a descriptively adequate account of the nature of welfare. Since welfare does not
consist merely of states of mind, it does not consist merely of pleasurable states of mind,
regardless of how these are characterized (1996, p. 98).

Reflect, yet again, on the case of the businessman or Neo in Matix-1. Even the
simple theory (just like default sensory hedonism) implies, unacceptably it would
seem as far as Sumner is concerned, that the deceived life is good in itself for the
businessman and that the fabricated life is good in itself for Neo. Sumner’s hap-
piness theory is supposed to evade this objection from false pleasures in virtue
of its demand that subjects of welfare satisfy the information and authenticity
requirements:

[Distinguish] two types of subjective theory: those on which welfare is solely a matter of the
subject’s states of mind and those on which it is additionally a matter of some states of the
world. Classical hedonism is a mental state theory, vulnerable to objections from illusion
or deception for this very reason. The desire theory is a state-of-the-world theory, since
whether or not a desire is satisfied is a matter of how the world goes. In some important
respects the happiness theory resembles hedonism, most obviously in its endorsement of
an experience requirement: according to the theory, it is a necessary condition of a state of
affairs making me better off (directly or intrinsically) that it enter into my experience. It was
the absence of an experience requirement which was fatal to the desire theory. However, in
an equally important way the happiness theory sides with the desire theory against classical
hedonism. Since it also incorporates an information requirement (as part of its condition of
authenticity), it is a state-of-the-world theory. That I experience a state of affairs is necessary
in order for it to benefit me, but (since the experience may be illusory or deceptive) it is not
sufficient (1996, pp. 174–175).

In a revised story of the deceived businessman, suppose the businessman has
strong suspicions that he is being deceived about his relationships, his social status,
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and other matters. But suppose he correctly judges that, all things considered, he
would be better off if he were to mask the deception from himself and continue
living as he does. Suppose his pertinent endeavors of self-deception are successful.
If, in the original case, one judges that the businessman’s life is not good in itself
for him, then, it seems, one should judge as well that in the revised case, his life
is not good in itself for him. In both cases, the businessman is deceived about the
circumstances of his life. In the second case, unlike in the first, he suspects deception
but succeeds in masking the deception from himself. In either case, the two lives
“feel” the same from the “inside.”

Does the information requirement shield the happiness theory from yielding an
analogous result in the self-deception case, a result that Sumner would, presumably,
want to shun? Commenting on this requirement, Sumner says:

The problem with reality or justification requirements is that they impose uniform discount
rates on everyone alike: happiness has no prudential payoff unless fully informed, or is
discounted at a steady rate as it becomes less informed. The relevance of information for a
person’s well-being is a personal matter to be decided by personal priorities; there is here
no authoritative public standard. Still, the problem remains that the self-assessments which
individuals report cannot merely be taken at face value; we need to know whether they are
authentic. The best way to capture the condition they must satisfy is to say that they are
defeasible—that is, they are authoritative unless we have some reason to think that they do
not reflect the individual’s own deepest priorities. Where someone’s endorsement of his life
is factually uninformed or misinformed, that gives us one reason for doubting its authority
(whether it is a sufficient reason depends on whether the endorsement will, or would, survive
the acquisition of the missing information) (1996, p. 161).

In the revised story, there is little reason to think that living a deceived life does
not reflect the businessman’s own deepest priorities. Additionally, the businessman’s
endorsement of his deceived life survives the acquisition of the information that he
is being deceived. Thus, one might initially conclude that both the happiness theory
and, for instance, the simple theory generate the result that (in the revised story)
the businessman’s life is good in itself for the businessman. Then one may go on
to argue that if you are inclined to reject the simple theory because of the results
it generates in the original case, there is little reason why you should not also be
inclined to reject this theory on the basis of the results that it yields in the revised
case.4 Further, if you reject the simple theory in virtue of its relevant implications
concerning the revised case, you should also reject the happiness theory because of
its analogous implications.

However, one may attempt to resist this entire line of reasoning for the view that
the happiness theory generates the same results as does the simple theory in the
revised case involving self-deception. For suppose the self-deceived businessman
forms a happiness judgment about his life. In the throes of self-deception, his hap-
piness judgment seems not to be sincere. Regarding sincerity, Sumner claims that a
subject’s prudential stocktaking

4 Maybe the proponent of the simple theory would claim that in the revised case, the deceived
businessman is happy but his welfare level is low.
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may fail to reflect his true state of mind because it is insincere. He may, for instance, be
influenced by a (conscious or unconscious) desire to measure up to some self-imposed
standard or some (perceived) expectations on the part of others, as a result of which he tells
us not how happy he actually is but how happy he thinks (or he thinks we think) he ought to
be. There is considerable experimental evidence which suggests that subjects systematically
overstate their levels of life satisfaction, so as to represent themselves to others (and perhaps
also to themselves) as happier than they actually are (1996, p. 154, note omitted).

If the self-deceived businessman’s happiness judgment is not sincere, then SWLS
implies that this judgment does not accurately reflect his welfare level. Thus, it
might be rejoined, SWLS does not have the disturbing implication that one might
initially think it has in the self-deception case—that the deceived businessman’s life
is just as good for him as is the life of the undeceived businessman.

If one is inclined to maneuver in this way to evade the result that the deceived
businessman’s life is good in itself for him, then there is another worry. It seems
intuitively plausible that while in the state of self-deception, a person may enjoy a
high level of well-being. The maneuver in question appears to imply otherwise: the
happiness judgments of the self-deceived person are not sincere (or, perhaps, they
are not informed). This, in turn, casts suspicion on whether the sincerity requirement
on happiness judgments (or perhaps, the information requirement, in general) is too
stringent.

12.4 Hard Incompatibilism, Authenticity, and Whole-Life
Satisfactionism

What bearing, if any, does hard incompatibilism have on well-being if SWLS is
true? As I have formulated it, SWLS requires that the happiness judgment that the
subject makes if she is to enjoy well-being must be derivatively authentic; it does not
imply that the subject’s relevant feeling constitutive of the affective component of
happiness be authentic. It would seem, though, that if one insists on the authenticity
of the cognitive component of the happiness theory, one should have little reason
not to insist on the authenticity of its affective component as well: the subject’s
feelings concerning her whole life must be (derivatively) authentic. The third clause
of SWLS should thus be amended along these lines:

(iii-Revised): S feels satisfied or fulfilled with S’s life and these feelings or affective
states of S are (derivatively) authentic.

It may be worth stressing that the account of authenticity on which SWLS draws
shoulders a considerable burden. Suppose, though it should be evident that I do not
agree with this, that some hierarchical account of authenticity is correct. On one
incarnation of this view, a first-order desire, for instance, is truly the agent’s own
if and only if its agent has an unopposed second-order desire that this first-order
desire moves the agent all the way to action. It is quite possible that on such a
view of authenticity, even manipulated Beth’s engineered-in desires turn out to be
authentic. I believe that this is a result that Sumner would not find congenial. I
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do not wish to imply that Sumner is committed to any such hierarchical view of
authenticity. Indeed, he seems to reject this sort of view (1996, pp. 168–169). I
simply wish to highlight the fact that whether the authenticity and information re-
quirements can do the work that Sumner wants them to do—for example, blocking
concerns of deception that Sumner would judge plague default sensory hedonism
or the simple theory—depends crucially on which account of authenticity wins
the day.

Assume that SWLS or some close kin is in the right ballpark. Would freedom
or lack of it affect life-ranking axiological judgments? I have proposed that if a
feeling-token (or state) is authentic, its authenticity derives from the authenticity
of decisions. I have also argued that the hard incompatibilist is committed to the
view that in hard incompatibilist worlds (worlds devoid of agent causation that are
either deterministic or indeterministic), no springs of action are authentic and, thus,
no decisions are derivatively authentic (see Section 5.2). This, in turn, implies that
no feeling-tokens or states in such worlds are authentic. It would follow that if
hard incompatibilism is true, no subject in any hard incompatibilist world could
satisfy clause (iii-revised) of SWLS and, consequently, no life for any subject in
such worlds would be good in itself for that subject if SWLS were true. The com-
bination of hard incompatibilism and the happiness theory, hence, has some drastic
implications for well-being.

12.5 Overall Conclusion

To wrap up briefly, it is an interesting project to uncover the freedom presuppositions
(if any) of various species of moral judgment. We are, for instance, familiar with an
age-old, fundamental question in the free-will debate: is the freedom that moral re-
sponsibility requires—is free will—compatible with determinism? Incompatibilists
have championed the thesis that determinism undermines the truth of judgments
of moral blameworthiness and moral praiseworthiness; compatibilists have denied
this thesis. We are also familiar, though perhaps to a lesser degree, with the ques-
tion of whether freedom or its lack influences the truth of obligation judgments. If
freedom and so, perhaps, determinism have an impact on the truth of responsibility
judgments and obligation judgments, it is only natural to wonder whether freedom
and so again, perhaps, determinism have an impact on the truth of axiological ap-
praisals having to do with welfare value and worldly value. This theoretical issue
has been given relatively little consideration even though it is philosophically sig-
nificant: first, it is of intrinsic interest. A fundamental project in moral philosophy
is getting clear on elements that contribute, either positively or negatively, to per-
sonal well-being. Suppose incompatibilists in the free-will controversy have won
the day—determinism undermines free will. Suppose, further, that it is also true
that the atoms that contribute to the intrinsic value of lives and worlds, if free, are
better than otherwise similar unfree atoms. Then determinism will have a negative
effect on personal well-being and worldly value. Second, as we have registered,
on a highly prominent view of what our moral obligations consist in, we ought to
do what we do in the intrinsically best worlds accessible to us. If determinism has a
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detrimental impact on the value of worlds, then on this prominent view, determinism
has an impact on moral obligation. Third, assume that it can be shown, as I have
argued, that the freedom of the atoms, on influential, leading theories about welfare
value or worldly value, traces to, or is derivative from the freedom of various mental
actions, such as making decisions. Suppose, for example, that taking intrinsic plea-
sure in something, if free, is indirectly free in that the freedom of such an episode
of pleasure derives from the freedom of things—mental actions in my estimation—
with respect to which we are (directly) free. Then this exposes another route for the
incompatibilist to argue for the view that determinism is more menacing than it has
hitherto been appreciated to be: owing to determinism’s undermining the freedom
of our decisions, determinism has a definite impact on various, significant appraisals
regarding worldly value and personal well-being.

I adopted the following theoretical framework to explore the freedom presupposi-
tions of life- and world-ranking axiological judgments. First, I inquired into whether
free “positive” atoms—freely taking intrinsic pleasure in things, for example—are
intrinsically better than otherwise similar atoms that are unfree, and whether free
“negative” atoms—freely taking intrinsic displeasure in things, for instance—are
not as bad as otherwise similar unfree atoms. This is in keeping with the strategy
that other axiologists have adopted to argue, for instance, for the view that truth
contributes to personal well-being—taking pleasure in true states of affairs is bet-
ter, for example, than taking pleasure in false states of affairs (e.g., Kagan 1998,
Adams 1999); or that object-worthiness contributes to personal well-being—taking
pleasure in objects that deserve to have pleasure taken in them is better, for example,
than taking pleasure in objects that do not deserve to have pleasure taken in them
(e.g., Moore [1903] 1962, Chapter III, Section 56; Feldman 2004).

I suggested that this first strategy can be duly pursued only in association with
substantive views about the good life or substantive views about the intrinsic value
of worlds. In large measure, the substantive theories to which I restricted attention
are forms of hedonism. But I also discussed some varieties of preferentism and a
rich version of a whole-life satisfaction account of welfare.

Second, having made the initial case that free positive atoms (on the substantive
views at issue) are better either for welfare or worlds than otherwise similar atoms
that are not free, and that free negative atoms are not as bad, again either for welfare
or worlds, as otherwise similar unfree atoms, I scrutinized the elements of these
atoms. I asked whether these elements themselves have freedom presuppositions.
We noted, for example, that many have proposed that deserved intrinsic pleasures
are better than corresponding pleasures that are not deserved and that deserved
intrinsic displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar displeasures that are not
deserved. We observed that on some credible versions of hedonism, atoms that per-
tain to the intrinsic value of worlds have as elements desert of intrinsic pleasure or of
intrinsic displeasure (Ross 1930, Feldman 2004). Many pleasures (or displeasures),
if deserved, are deserved on the basis of performing actions. If, in virtue of having
worked hard, you deserve some pleasures, the pleasures you deserve are deserved
on the basis of your having performed various, pertinent actions. Action-based plea-
sures (or displeasures) are pleasures (or displeasures) that, if deserved, are deserved
on the basis of performing actions.
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Such pleasures or displeasures are free only if they causally issue from decisions
that are free. As I explained, the rough contours of the argument for this view are
these: we have indirect freedom (or control) over something only if we have control
over it by virtue of having control over something else. We have direct control over
something only if our control over it is not indirect. The control that we or most of us
have over our emotion-, feeling-, or attitude-tokens over which we do have control is
indirect. On pain of avoiding an infinite regress, all indirect control, eventually, must
trace to something over which we have direct control. On my view, we have direct
control only over our decisions if we have direct control over anything. If we have
direct control solely over our decisions, then the indirect control (or freedom) that
we have over our attitudes, such as taking intrinsic pleasure or intrinsic displeasure
in things, will, at the end, derive from the direct control (or freedom) that we have
over our decisions. To the extent, then, that our decisions are free, to that extent our
pertinent attitudes will be free.

It can further be secured, I claimed, that action-based pleasures are deserved
only if they are free. In broad strokes, the reasoning here is the following. Imagine
that someone heaps praise on you for a decision that causally derives from springs
of action with respect to which you are not autonomous, such as surreptitiously
implanted desires, beliefs, and values. Presumably, you do not deserve the praise.
You do not deserve it because it derives from a decision that itself is not free owing
to this decision’s causally arising from inauthentic actional springs. If, then, one be-
lieves that one is not deserving of praise or blame for making a decision that derives
from such springs and so from an unfree decision, one should believe, too, that one
does not deserve pleasure (or displeasure) on the basis of such an unfree decision.
But action-based pleasures or displeasures had on the basis of unfree decisions are
not free. Thus, unfree action-based pleasures (or displeasures) are not deserved. It
follows that if an action-based pleasure (or displeasure) is deserved, it is free.

Suppose, then, that action-based pleasures or displeasures are free only if they
causally derive from decisions that are free, and that they are deserved only if they
are free. As such pleasures and displeasures contribute to worldly value, we can
show that freedom has an indirect impact on the intrinsic value of worlds by way of
having an impact on mental action and desert.

To trace various implications of the freedom presuppositions of judgments con-
cerning worldly value and welfare value for central issues in the free-will debate, I
frequently assumed the perspective of the hard incompatibilist. According to hard
incompatibilism, provided that we are not agent causes, we lack free will both in
worlds that are deterministic and not deterministic. A number of prominent hard
incompatibilists may be construed as theorizing that fully appreciating hard incom-
patibilism reveals that this position is not such a hard one: they have claimed that
though hard incompatibilism undermines responsibility, it leaves intact the truth
of many other central varieties of normative judgment. I challenged this claim. I
argued that hard incompatibilists incur axiological costs: first, lack of free will has a
negative impact on personal well-being. Assuming that free pleasures and displea-
sures, for instance, contribute to personal well-being, there are no such pleasures (or
displeasures) if hard incompatibilism is true. Second, lack of free will detrimentally
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affects the value of worlds and it does so via two routes. Again, if free pleasures
(and displeasures) or free desire satisfactions (and frustrations) contribute to worldly
value, there are no such free elements if hard incompatibilism is true. In addition, if
(for instance) deserved pleasures, other things being equal, enhance worldly value,
and a significant class of pleasures—roughly those pleasures that if deserved are
deserved on the basis of performing actions—are deserved only if they are free,
then again hard incompatibilism detrimentally affects worldly value owing to hard
incompatibilism’s undermining desert.

If I am right about freedom’s influence on the truth of judgments regarding wel-
fare and worldly value, free-will theorists might well want to examine more closely
the influence, if any, of determinism or indeterminism on the truth of other norma-
tive appraisals that are essentially connected to, or dependent on, the truth of such
axiological judgments.



Appendix A: On Determinism, Randomness,
and Desert

In an intriguing, recent paper, Noa Latham argues that determinism and various
forms of event-causal libertarian views undermine the truth of important evaluative
judgments of desert (Latham, 2004). In this appendix, I summarize and assess this
claim.

A.1 Luck and Desert Principles

Latham submits that determinism impugns all (and only) “desert principles.” These
are principles or claims “entailing that the intrinsic goodness of a person’s receiving
pleasure or pain depends on the virtue or vice of the person” (2004, p. 154). Latham
does not distinguish between sensory pleasures and pains and attitudinal pleasures
and displeasures; but nothing in his discussion seems to turn on this distinction.
Virtue and vice are taken to be appropriate desert bases for the receipt of pleasure or
pain or for the receipt of anything that is a plausible candidate of being something
that is intrinsically good or bad—a primary intrinsic good (or evil)—for the person
who possesses it (p. 155). Latham proposes that the pleasures and pains referred to
in the desert principles may come about unintentionally, for example, by accident, or
they may be bestowed intentionally, for instance, by an agent (p. 155). He explains
that he is using “virtue,” “vice,” and its cognates “as the most general evaluative
terms that may apply to an action, character trait, agent, life, or segment of a life”
(p. 156). Elaborating, he says:

The judgment of virtue and vice can be based on the goodness and badness, or rightness and
wrongness, of the agent’s action or actions. And it may take into consideration the agent’s
motives, her beliefs about the goodness and rightness of her actions, and the extent to which
her actions are voluntary or free in various compatibilist senses (p. 156).

If judgments of virtue and vice can be based on, and may take into account, the
agent’s motives, her beliefs about the goodness and rightness of her actions, and the
extent to which her actions are voluntary or free, then it seems that such judgments
may well be predicated on considerations of praiseworthiness and blameworthiness.
It seems that the agent’s being praiseworthy or blameworthy, just as the agent’s
actions being right or wrong, or good or bad, may be appropriate “desert bases” for
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the receipt of pleasure or pain. As examples of desert principles, Latham advances,
among others, the following:

DP1: It is intrinsically good that hard work be fittingly rewarded (p. 156).
DP2: It is intrinsically good for vice to meet with a fitting level of pain (p. 156).

The argument for the incompatibility of determinism and desert principles pro-
ceeds by way of a thought experiment derived from Plato’s Myth of Er. Imagine
that lives fully described from birth to death and, thus, fully determined before they
are lived, are to be randomly “assigned” to individuals. In some of them, one lives
a life of virtue, in others a life of vice. Having lived the assigned life and being
judged for it, one then experiences pleasure or pain befitting the virtuousness or
viciousness of one’s life (p. 159). If one has been virtuous, one receives a fitting
amount of pleasure; if one has been vicious, one receives a fitting amount of pain.
To assess moral intuitions concerning desert principles which involve judgments
of intrinsic value and their compatibility with determinism, and to guard against
these intuitions being infected by judgments concerning the instrumental value of
pleasures or pains, Latham stipulates that the pleasures and pains one receives on
the basis of being virtuous or vicious be one’s final experience and that no one else
knows of it so that it has no consequences for anyone (pp. 157–159). Suppose you
draw the life of a cunning serial killer. Latham writes:

This would seem terrifying and unjust in its own right. But now consider how you would
react to the further news that after that life to be is over you will endure years of misery
in the underworld befitting the viciousness of that life. You are fully aware that many of
your evil actions during that life will have a considerable degree of compatibilist freedom,
and that there is a sense in which these actions can be said to be caused by you or by your
reasons. Yet I think that, given your current helplessness, your natural response, and indeed
the natural response of anyone reflecting on the situation, would be to maintain that such
torture in the underworld would merely compound the injustice of having to lead that life. I
shall call the view that such torture would not be good the basic intuition.

A.1.1 Latham Adds

Now consider a variant of the thought experiment in which you are told that a complete life
is arbitrarily assigned, that it is a very vicious one, and that at some point during the life after
committing a particularly wicked act the person experiences pain fitting the wickedness of
the act, either accidentally or as [an administered punishment]. . . . So the basic intuition
generalizes further to intentionally or unintentionally inflicted pains during someone’s life,
showing one important desert principle to be unacceptable, namely, that it is intrinsically
good for vice to meet with a fitting level of pain. . . . I think many would hold that it is
precisely because in this thought experiment a fully determined life is arbitrarily assigned
that they reject this desert principle. The thought experiment thus suggests that determin-
ism would undermine this desert principle. . . . And further reflection I think suggests that
all desert principles would be undermined by determinism, including the seemingly more
plausible distributional principles such as that [DP3] it is intrinsically better to punish the
vicious than the innocent. For according to the thought experiment, the lives are delivered
in a complete package. The physical attributes, such as race, health, and beauty, and the
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psychological, prudential, and moral attributes you are stuck with are all equally arbitrarily
assigned. And this suggests that the level of one’s virtue and vice is as irrelevant as one’s
height or beauty to the goodness of pleasures and pains at the end of one’s life, and hence to
the intrinsic goodness of pleasures and pains incurred during that life (p. 159, note omitted).

Summarizing, a fully determined life is “assigned” to you. In some you live a
life of virtue, in others you live a life of vice. If you live a life of virtue, you are
appropriately rewarded with pleasure; if you live a life of vice, you are appropriately
bestowed with pain. Indeed, we may assume that whatever life you lead, there is a
perfect fit between the pleasures and pains (or primary intrinsic goods) that you
receive and the pleasures and pains (or primary intrinsic goods) that you would
deserve to receive if you deserved to receive anything in that life. But what life you
lead is entirely a draw of the cards. Just as the height you attain is a matter of luck
and, hence, cannot be a suitable desert base for the receipt of intrinsic goods or
evils, so the virtue or vice you exhibit in your assigned life is dictated by luck and
cannot be appropriate desert bases for the receipt of pleasure or pain. A life being
assigned to you is tantamount to a life that you would live if all events in that life
were causally determined. Thus, determinism is incompatible with desert principles
such as DP1–DP3.

Latham submits that a similar line of reasoning undermines event-causal liber-
tarian theories that are not wedded to agent-causation. According to such theories,
an action is free only if there is some indeterminism at some point or points in
its causal trajectory (for elaboration, see Sections 6.8 and 10.3). More generally,
Latham widens the discussion to include event-causal libertarian views in this way:
he asks “what evaluative implications it would have if the world were fundamentally
probabilistic, and thus involved an element of randomness, as described by quantum
theory” (p. 161). Latham argues that desert principles would also be undermined if
the world were fundamentally probabilistic:

Imagine that when reading about the life you have been assigned, you discover that it con-
tains various branching points during decision making at which dice are rolled. If at one of
these points a six is thrown, your life takes course A, while if less than a six is thrown your
life takes course B. It seem implausible that you or anyone reflecting on the experience of
pain that follows the life would think both that it would be good for you to suffer at the end
of your life when it takes course A because a six is thrown, and that it would not be good
for you to suffer for a life taking course A if it is entirely determined. Nor is it plausible
that you or others will think the situation is crucially underdescribed because it has not
been specified at precisely which moments during the decision-making process the dice are
rolled. Thus desert principles appear to be undermined by probabilistic indeterminism as
well as by determinism. At least it is hard to see a plausible rationale for distinguishing the
probabilistic from the deterministic cases (p. 161).

A.2 Evaluation of Latham’s Position

How might a compatibilist respond to Latham’s views? Imagine that the most robust
compatibilist conditions (whatever they are) for free action and praiseworthiness
and blameworthiness are satisfied in each of the assigned worlds. Caution should
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be exercised in not construing such an assignment in a fashion in which compati-
bilists (and various libertarians) would regard as responsibility-undermining. So, for
instance, the assignment is not analogous to the “assignment” of desires or beliefs
in global induction cases such as the Ann/Beth case. Suppose that in your world of
vice, you are morally blameworthy (in the “compatibilist” sense of “blameworthi-
ness”) for your evil deeds. You are deserving of blame on the basis of an appropriate
desert base, perhaps the base being your intentionally and (freely in the compatibilist
sense of “free”) having done something that you take to be morally wrong. If you
are so deserving of blame (in the eyes of the compatibilist), there is little reason
why a compatibilist should deny that you may well also deserve fitting amounts of
pain on the basis of being blameworthy and that it would be intrinsically good if
you did receive fitting amounts of pain. But what of your life’s being “dealt” to you
randomly and, thus, its being merely a matter of luck what sort of life you live?
Well, compatibilists have long acknowledged the phenomenon of what we may call
a variety of “remote luck.” If determinism is true, there is a sense in which the life
you lead is a matter of (remote) luck: distant facts of the past (at a time at which
you did not even exist) together with the natural laws “dictate” the sort of life you
lead. But compatibilists do not (generally) believe that such remote luck undermines
praiseworthiness or blameworthiness. If you can be deserving of blame despite such
luck, then there is, again, no reason why a compatibilist should deny that you may,
for instance, deserve to receive pain on the basis of intentionally (and freely) doing
something that you take to be wrong.

Suppose your assigned world is indeterministic (or probabilistic) and that the
most robust event-causal libertarian conditions for free action and praiseworthiness
and blameworthiness are satisfied in your world. A libertarian, endorsing the same
sort of (suitably adjusted) reasoning outlined in the previous paragraph, should have
little reservation in eschewing the claim that, for instance, DP2 is incompatible with
indeterminism.

Perhaps Latham’s thought experiment is designed, in part, to highlight certain
facts about ultimate origination. As we have mentioned, various free will theorists,
such as Kane and Pereboom, endorse a principle of this sort:

O: If an agent is morally responsible for deciding to perform an action, then the
production of this mental action, a decision, must be something over which the
agent has control, and an agent is not morally responsible for the decision if it is
produced by a source over which she has no control.

“Control,” as it occurs in the principle, is ambiguous but the rough idea un-
derlying the principle is pellucid enough. It seems that we do not have relevant
control—complete or partial, direct or indirect—over the distant past and the laws
of nature. If determinism is true, all events, including human actions, are upshots
of the distant past and the laws. Hence, if our world is deterministic, we are not the
ultimate originators of any of our actions. It would then follow, given Principle O,
that none of our actions is free and, consequently, we are not morally responsible
for any of our actions.
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Maybe one of Latham’s thoughts is that in an “assigned world,” one is not the
ultimate originator of one’s virtue or vice, or if one wants, one is not the ultimate
originator of at least some desert bases (for instance, the time and effort one expends
in acquiring a certain good). In a determined world, just as it is false that one is
the ultimate originator of one’s height in that one has no relevant control over the
elements that determine one’s height, so it is false that one is the ultimate originator
of the factors, whatever they may be, that determine what pertinent capacities one
has in that one has no control in or over the acquisition of these factors. If one
has the capacity to do good, or the capacity for hard work, one is not the ultimate
originator of this capacity. And just as it would be inappropriate to receive pleasure
on the basis of one’s height owing to one’s not being the ultimate originator of
height-determining factors, so it would be inappropriate to receive pleasure on the
basis of the capacity (or its exercise) to do good or to work hard owing to one’s not
being the ultimate originator of the capacity-determining factors.

There is a problem, however, with this bit of reasoning as well. A compatibilist
may draw attention to the fact that although we may have no relevant control in
acquiring various beliefs or desires, nonetheless, once these things are acquired, we
may have considerable deterministic control in, for example, assessing some belief,
modulating the influence of a belief on deliberation, attenuating the strength of some
desire, and so on. Similarly, we may have no relevant control in acquiring factors
that are, in some way or another, pertinent to certain desert bases. We may, for
instance, have no germane control in acquiring the disposition or capacity to work
hard. Still, having acquired the capacity, we may command significant compatibilist
control in, for example, exercising this capacity. In addition, there are compatibilist
and incompatibilist renditions of ultimate origination. On a compatibilist account
of ultimate origination, we may well be the ultimate originators of factors that con-
tribute to relevant desert bases. Thus, the compatibilists need not deny that it would
be intrinsically good for a person to receive fitting amounts of pleasure or pain on
the basis of these bases even in randomly assigned worlds.
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and Worldly Value

A possible world is supremely best—“S-best”—if and only if its intrinsic value
exceeds the intrinsic value of any other world. Leibniz’s elegant argument—the
“creation argument”—for the view that the actual world is supremely best may be
summarized in this way: prior to creating or actualizing (the creatable parts of) any
possible world, God’s essential omniscience guarantees that God knows the value of
each world and so God knows what world is S-best. Existing in each possible world,
his essential omnipotence ensures that in each such world, he can create the S-best
world. Finally, being essentially omnibenevolent God prefers the S-best world to
all other possible worlds. As the actual world is God’s creation, it must be that this
world is S-best; it is the best of all possible worlds (Leibniz 1951, pp. 267–268).
The principle of sufficient reason—on one rendition, the principle that for each con-
tingent thing, there is some independent sufficient reason why it is as it is, rather
than otherwise—commits Leibniz to the view that God must have had sufficient
reason to create the actual world (see, e.g., Leibniz 1975, pp. 112, 211). I take this
reason (or reasons) to be practical. In this appendix, I expose a problem with the
creation argument. The problem can be summarized in this way: if freedom affects
the value of worlds (as I have argued), and if the sort of freedom at issue is a species
of libertarian freedom (as I will explain), then, prior to creation, God cannot know
the value of some worlds and, consequently, God cannot know what world is S-best.

Construe “God” as a proper name for an entity who has the divine attributes
essentially. Among these attributes are omniscience and eternality. Assume that a
being is omniscient only if it has maximal knowledge and that it is eternal in the
way in which God (if he exists) is, only if it exists at every time. I assume, further,
that there is a supremely best world. This assumption is, of course, controversial.
So, for instance, it may be that there is no S-best world but there are only optimals
(a world is optimal if and only if there is no world that is intrinsically better than
it). Or it may be that for each world, there is a world that is better than it is. But this
dispute over whether or not there is a supremely best world is of no consequence
to what follows. What is of import is that God’s choice concerning which world to
actualize turns pivotally on God’s knowledge of the intrinsic value of that world.

Another assumption that I make is that intrinsic attitudinal pleasures and displea-
sures affect the intrinsic value of a world. Other things being equal, a world with
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greater net intrinsic attitudinal pleasure than another is better than this other world.
I have proposed that free pleasures are better than otherwise similar pleasures that
are not free and that free displeasures are not as bad as otherwise similar pleasures
that are not free. The freedom at issue is responsibility-level freedom—the freedom
that responsibility requires. Pleasures (and displeasures), if free, are indirectly free;
they derive their freedom from the freedom of pertinent decisions. A libertarian
places the following constraint on free decisions. Let d stand for Michael’s decision
to do something—a decision that he makes at some time, ts. Let c be a proposition
that expresses all the causal conditions that obtain in the world up to ts. Michael’s
decision, d, that he makes at ts is a libertarian free (mental) action only if, possibly,
(i) Michael is in c and Michael freely refrains, at ts, from making d, and (ii) if
d is caused by agent-involving events, such as Michael’s having of reasons, d is
indeterministically caused by these events.1 In short, if Michael makes a decision at
t in world w, this decision is free in the libertarian sense of “free” at issue only if,
there is a possible world with the same laws and the same past up to or just prior to
t as w in which, at t, Michael refrains from making this decision. I now make a final
assumption: there are free worlds; that is, there are worlds in which agents freely
(in the libertarian sense of “freely”) take intrinsic pleasure in some things and freely
take intrinsic displeasure in other things.

Suppose w1 is a free world, and suppose that in this world, at t,

(c1): Michael freely takes intrinsic attitudinal pleasure in writing a paper,
and
(c2): Michelle freely takes intrinsic attitudinal displeasure in taking some medicine.

How does God, at a time prior to t, know propositions, such as (c1) and (c2)
that predict the occurrence of undetermined contingent events? Presumably, if God
foreknows the future by using a certain faculty or mode of belief acquisition, then
that faculty is infallible: necessarily, any belief acquired by this faculty is true. God’s
use of inductive means to acquire beliefs about future contingent events is, thus,
excluded by the requirement of infallibility. William Hasker (1989, p. 56) suggests,
plausibly, that God can have access to such events either (a) through infallible de-
duction from prior nonrelational facts and the natural laws, or (b) via middle knowl-
edge, or (c) by simple foreknowledge: God directly knows actual future contingents,
undetermined ones included, apparently through infallible perception.

Each of these options, however, has drawbacks. The Molinist’s position (b),
whose difficulties have been amply recorded and discussed in the literature, need be
considered no further (see, e.g., Adams 1977, Hasker 1989, Hunt 1990,
Zagzebski 1991, Hoffman and Rozenkrantz 2002, pp. 120–124). A serious short-
coming of (c) is that simple foreknowledge—that is, infallible foresight of a future

1 Not all libertarians accept conditions (i) and (ii). Nontraditional libertarians reject the require-
ment that a decision is free only if one could have refrained from performing it. Libertarians who
are traditional agent-causalists endorse the alternative possibilities requirement and insist that a
free decision has no event as its cause but has, instead a substance, its agent, as its cause.
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contingent event—requires “backward causation.” As Joshua Hoffman and Gary
Rosenkrantz explain,

Necessarily, if S has infallible foresight of an undetermined future contingent event, e, then
S’s perception of e must have as its efficient cause an event which is in the future relative to
S’s perception of e, namely, e! But it seems to be a necessary truth that if an event e1 is an
efficient cause of an event e2, then either e1 is before e2 or e1 is simultaneous with e2. Thus,
if e1 causes e2, then this entails that e1 is not in the future relative to e2 (2002, p. 119).

This leaves (a) which appears to be the most reasonable of the three options. The
occurrence, though, of an undetermined future contingent event cannot be deduced
from laws and relevant facts. Thus, if (b) and (c) are not in the running or at least
suspect, an omniscient being, it seems, cannot have knowledge of undetermined
future contingent events.2

If, prior to creation, God cannot know (c1), (c2), and relevantly similar proposi-
tions, then God cannot know the overall intrinsic value of free worlds such as w1.
For merely assume that if, in w1, at t, Michael freely takes pleasure in writing a
paper, then w1 has a certain intrinsic value, v1; and that if it is false that in w1, at t,
Michael freely takes pleasure in writing a paper, w1’s intrinsic value is something
other than v1. Since God cannot know propositions that predict the occurrence of
future contingent events, prior to creation, God cannot know whether w1’s value is
v1 or some other value. It follows that God cannot know the value of free worlds.
This, in turn, jeopardizes the creation argument.

2 For a penetrating defense of this claim, see Hoffman and Rozenkrantz (2002, Chapter 6).
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